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SUMMARY. 

The reported experiments presented stimulus words by 
backward pattern masking. Subjects were assessed for 
awarene ss by verbal report of stimulus words. Two response 
indices of discrimination were measured. 1) Heart rate and 
Skin Conductance Response 2) A motor discrimination 
response . 

There were two experimental paradigms: 

a) A Pavlovian Conditioning paradigm, 

b) A motor discrimination task. 

These used: i) supraliminal presentation, 
ii) subliminal presentation. 

Six experiments 
discriminated 
awareness . 

studied whether subject~ r esponse measures 
stimul us words without the sub jects' 

Experiments 1 and 2 used the Pavlovian conditioning 
paradigm, with a reward and shock UCS r espectively . There 
was no evidence of conditioning without awareness. 
Experiment 3 introduced the motor di scrimination response . 
Subjects pressed a lever to the stimulus words to avoid 
shock paired with a stimulus word. Subjects avoided the 
delivery of electric shock above chance level whilst not 
discriminating the stimulus words with their verbal report 
above chance level. The subjects were defined as unaware of 
the stimulus words . Experiments 4, 5 and 6 developed the 
lever press paradigm and found evidence o f discrimination 
without awareness. The psychophysiological responses did not 
reveal any conclusive results. Backward pattern masking was 
an effective technique f or presenting stimulus words without 
the subjects' awareness of what they were. 

Individual difference effects were strong in all the 
experiments for both response measures. 

The evidence is discussed in terms of awareness and 
unawareness and the implications of interpretation 
for l evel s of awareness and the conceptions of 
consciousness. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The objective of the research reported in this thesis 

was to conduct a series of experiments that inves tigated 

whether human · subjects were affected by, or were able to 

'use', stimuli of which they were unaware . The verbal report 

was used as an index of the subject's 'awareness'. 

Awareness , in this sense, was define d as a ' sub jective 

correlate' that accompanied the subject's behaviour. 

The experimental evidence presented addresses the 

possibility that a subject may discriminate between visual 

st i muli without hi s knowing what he i s discriminating. This 

question h as had a l ong and controversial history in 

psychological research and has often been framed in terms of 
1 unconscious influences on behaviour 1 

• The use of 

'unconscious', although widespread in everyday circles, has 

been avoided in recent years by the majority of 

psychol ogists because of its psychoanal ytic connotat i ons . 

The term I unawareness' tending to become more frequently 

used. 

Different research paradigms , e.g. 

without awareness 1 
, 

1 subl iminal perception' 

'conditioning 

have preferred 

one of the terms , awareness or consciousness, to describe 

their evidence . It is important, therefore, when 

investigating the effects on behaviour of stimuli presented 

below awareness t o cons i der the definition of awareness or 

consc i ousness. 

Key issues for studies investigating ' unaware influences' . 

Investigations into I unconscious influences' have not 

always defined awareness or consciousness clearly, and 

moreover, definitions of awareness in different experiments 
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studying 'unconscious influences' hav e not always been 

consistent with each other. 

of concepts 

methodological 

that were 

procedures 

In experiments with definitiGns 

theoretically consistent the 

used to obtain the data deemed 

'unaware' have not been constant. Thus: 

1. The definition of awareness has in the past been unclear 

and a precise and consensual definition is required; 

2. The methodological rigour of the assessment of its study 

has undergone major review; 

3, The issue of unaware infl uences has an important place in 

any theoretical position in modern psychology and thus, 

controversial debate has centred around many of the 

experimental findings. 

Outline of the thesis structure. 

Following a discussion about the more elusive concept 

of consciousness, the first chapter of the thesis introduces 

the definitions and theories of awareness . This forms a 

'backdrop' for the experimental evidence presented . 

The second chapter reviews research relevant to the 

questions posed by this thesis, and shows how evidence that 

has been gathered as a result of studies about 

discrimination without awareness has been framed in 

different terms depending upon the particular theoretical 

o rientation of the researcher; (e.g . the research areas such 

as 'subliminal perception' , 'perceptual defence' , 'learning 

without awareness'). 
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The third chapter assesses the validity of verbal 

reports and reviews the methodological paradigm developed in 

the 'backward pattern masking' research. This methodology 

satisfied the experimental demands for evidence suitable for 

discussion of 'effects without awareness'. 

Preceding the outline of the experimental chapters 

there is an introduction to them . The first experimental 

chapter includes the experimental design details that were 

adopted for all the experiments. 

There are six experimental chapters. The 

methodological procedures, results and discussion of results 

are given in each experimental chapter . In addition there 

are linking discussions and rationale for the development of 

the sequence of experiments. Experiments 1 and 2 use a 

Pavlovian conditioning paradigm. After these experiments 

there is a discussion of the findings leading to the 

introduction of the next experimental paradigm . Experiment 

3 uses a motor discrimination task paradigm. After this 

experiment there is a discussion of the findings. The next 

three experimental chapters com~lete the presentation of the 

experimental evidence. 

A discussion of all the experimental evidence follows 

the six experimental chapters . A critique of the 

methodology and design details of the experimental procedure 

is included in this discussion . 

A general discussion assesses the conclusions of the 

experimental evidence and the significance of their 

contribution t o the current r e search i nto 'unawareness' . 

Recommendations for future research into discrimination 

without awareness are given . The concepts and the most 

appropriat~ interpretation of evidence about awareness , and 

the types of evidence that are relevant to an understanding 
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of the concept of consciousness are discussed, recommending 

the need for an· appreciation of the depth and complexity of 

'consciousness' if experimental investigation is to maintain 

any degree of usefulness as a descriptive or explanatory 

term. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

The use of the term awareness, whilst being more widel y 

accepted by psychologists in the l ast centu r y , has not been 

as fully discussed as consciousness. Thus , to understand 

what is meant by awareness it is also necessary to examine 

what is meant by consciousness . This exercise will help to 

enhance our understanding of the term awareness by defining 

both what it is and also what it is not, and further, will 

enabl e us to interpret the evidence with greater power, 

s ince the cognitive paradigm interprets such results i n 

terms of consciousness whilst the behavioral paradigm 

generally prefers the term awareness (although Natsoulas 

( 1978~ , a behaviorist, differentiates a number of types of 

'consciousness' which may be operationalised for use in a 

behavioral paradigm). 

The importance of a discussion of consciousness lies 

with the fact that neither the behavioral nor the cognitive 

paradigms alone IS.. sufficiently powerful to explain the 

experimental findings in this thesis. Both paradigms are 

still evolving and have yet to provide adequate accounts of 

con sciousness, either theoretically or experimentally. It 

may be that , ultimately , theoretical purism within either 

camp will prove unable to furnish an account that satisfies 

the rigorous demands of scientific psychology . 

The perspectives favoured by behaviorism and 

cogni tivism, with respect to awareness and consciousness, 

will be discussed with the intent i on of providing a more 

general and integrative framework within whi ch to interpret 

the prese nt data. Al though experimental evidence must be 

viewed with reference to the particular 

reflected in the methodologies used, the 

more general perspective may outweigh 

-5-
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limitations imposed by the methodology and may facilitate a 

more powerful interpretation . 

Theories and definitions of consciousness . 

Jaynes (1976) discussed several of the many theories of 

consciousness (including consciousness as a property of 

matter; consciousness as a property of protoplasm; 

consciousness as l earning ; consciousness as metaphysical 

imposition) and proposed a speculative and elaborate idea of 

consciousness as evolving from primitive man's ' voices of 

God' into modern man's introspective thoughts that assist 

problem - solving. Other recent accounts of consciousness 

can be found in Mandler ( 1975) and Shall ice ( 197 2, 1978) . 

Shallice proposed that Consciousness arose as an: 

" evolutionary answer to the problem of ensuring that 
at least one action or thought process has control of 
all the musculature and mental machinery it requires in 
order to be successfully carried out . " Shallice 
(1978) . 

This view restricts the role of consciousness. It 

necessitates a view of consciousness as a 'unitary 

experience', a view propounded by many theorists but not 

shared by all (see Neisser, 1976, for a discussion) . 

The concept of consciousness is a description of a 

particular type of mental state , " a metaphor generated 

model of the world" (Jaynes, 1976) . It is an inheritance of 

introspective behaviour that the human organism has indulged 

in since the beginnings of thought. Consciousness may have 

no direct causal role in the determining characteristics of 

behaviour . 

Jaynes (1976) postulated that Gods in Greek culture 

functioned as 'internal consciousnesses' having the power to 
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decide the appropriate action to be undertaken. In this 

theory, consciousness is a type of ability or skill 

development which enables manipulation of the environment. 

This step can be seen as an evolutionary step away from 

'primitive' consciousness which is at the mercy of the 

environment . There is still no consensus on what 

consciousness is, although Nagel (1974) has framed the 

central problem of consciousness as" what is it like t o be 

something?". There is a case for saying that it is a 

mistake to use the word as a noun. The only state of 

consciousness is to be conscious. What we are conscious 

of is what is important . 

Kahneman (1973) identifi ed conscious perception 

"selection of interpretations" a stage in his model o f 

attentive process. He argued that not all perceptions 

conscious because the selection of interpretations 

with 

the 

are 

is 

sometimes by - passed in the control of action, but he does 

not comment on the occurrence of con scious events outside 

perceptual processes. Models of consciousness such as that 

proposed by Kahneman have been dismissed by Neisser (1976) : 

" The treatment of consciousness as a processing stage 
is unsatisfactory .... It does justice neither to the 
usages of the word consciousness in ordinary discourse 
nor to the subtleties of experience ..... Such theories 
degenerate too easily into misleading accounts of 
limited - capacity devices. Consciousness is an aspect 
of mental activity, not a switching center on t he 
intrapsychic railway." Neisser (1976) . 

Ryle (1949), distinguished five uses of the term 

conscious and consciousness as used in ordinary l anguage . 

The first was where 'conscious' is: 

1. " .. used instead of words like 'found out' 
'realised' and ' discovered ' to indicate a certain 
noteworthy nebulousness and consequent inarticulateness 
of the apprehension ." 
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'conscious' is used in the term self 

describes: 

conscious which 

2 . "the embarrassment exhibited by persons ... who are 
anxious about the opinions held by others of their 
qualities of character or intellect. Shyness a nd 
affectation are the ways in which this sense is 
commonly exhibited." 

The third use is in the term self - conscious when it: 

3. "is sometimes used in a more general sense to 
indicate that someone has reached the stage of paying 
heed to his own qualities of character or intellect, 
irrespective of whether he is embarrassed about other 
people's estimation of them. (He goes on) Self 
consciousness in this enlarged sense is, of course, of 
primary importance for the conduct of life, and the 
concept of it is therefore of importance for Ethics." 

Ryle closely identifies the use of 'consciousness' in this 

sense with psychoanalytic definitions of 'unconscious' and 

'subconscious' in that the victim of impulses so described : 

"not only does not recognise their strength, or even 
existence in himself, but in a certain way will not 
recognise them." 

Ryle identifies consciousness: 

4. "in the use in which a numbed or anaesthetized 
person is said to have lost consciousness ... In this use 
'conscious ' means 'sensitive' or 'sentient' and 
'unconscious' means anaesthetized or insensitive. We 
say that a person has lost consciousness when he has 
ceased to be sensitive to any slaps , noises, pricks or 
s me lls . " 

Finally ' consciousness ' may be used to denote: 

5 . "a sense in which a person can be said to be 
unconscious of a sensation, when he pays no heed to it. 
A walker engaged in a heated dispute may be 
unconscious, in this sense , of the sensations in his 
blistered heel .. " 
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However this meaning does not separate being 'conscious 

of' and 'attending to I• It narrows the scope of 

consciousness to assume that only what we attend to are we 

conscious of . Although for Ryle it does not denote a 

"peculiar conduit of cognitive certainties" . 

A more recent contribution to the understanding of 

consciousness through a discussion of the different uses and 

definitions of the term was Natsoulas ( 1978b). Natsoulas 

recommended that the psychology of consciousness needed to 

be approached from a commonsense interpretation. 

"To start instead from inside a science that has shown 
and practised ( until recently) powerful opposition to 
the respective subject matter would only tend to 
perpetuate the existing biases." Natsoul as, ( 1978b) 

Natsoulas discussed the definitions in the Oxford 

English Dictionary {OED). There he found seven different 

definitions of consciousness . (See the original article for 

a th«'ough discussion of these definitions) . Summarising his 

conclusions the seven definitions are given below . 

Consciousness 1 'joint or mutual knowledge'. 

" Evidently the word consciousness did not refer to a 
quintessentially private state or occurrence many now 
take consciousness to be." Natsoulas ( 19786). 

Natsoulas discussed contemporary notions of this definition: 

( i) "Making the unconscious conscious" in the process of 

psychoanalytic therapy ; 

(ii) "Consciousness raising" . People are more aware by 

sharing perspectives of personal experience and 

comprehending them in terms of a social and historical 

context; 
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(iii) Skinner's (1974) interpretation of consciousness as a 

social product: 

"A person's verbal responses to private events are 
themselves considered to be what constitutes that 
person's being conscious." Natsoulas ( 19786). 

Consciousness 2 : Internal knowledge or conviction. 

"internal knowledge or conviction; knowledge to which 
one has the testimony within oneself; esp. of one's own 
innocence, guilt, deficiencies, etc . " (OED.) 

This definition of consciousness is known as 'first hand' 

and is probably the type that psychology has had most 

difficulty with as it creates the impression of 'privileged 

access' . 

Consciousness 3 Awareness. 

The definition of consciousness given as" the state or 

faculty of being mentally conscious or aware of anything." 

is the most important for psychological research. 

"What it is to be aware of something is, therefore, 
eminently worthy of our attention, perhaps as much as 
the nature of matter is to other scientists." 
Natsoulas (1978~. 

Consciousness 4 : Direct awareness. 

"Direct awarenesses resemble perceptual awarenesses in 
being noninferential; their occurrence is not an 
outcome of a process in which other awarenesses (e.g. 
perceptual ones) participate as premises." Natsoulas 
( 197 86) 

"When we speak of consciousness of a mental episode's 
being accessible to consciousness, it is consciousness4 
or direct awareness that we mean . We assume that 
mental episodes do not require consciousness, in this 
sense, for their occurrence." Natsoulas ( 19786) 
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Skinner has stressed this sense of the term and 

emphasised that for a subject to become aware of his private 

events they must be responded to in order to be known. This 

is referred to by Skinner (1974) as a second level of 

consci ousness . Skinner mentions verbal behaviour whenever 

he discusses direct awareness . For Skinner: 

" There are no natural contingencies for such 
behaviour. (i.e. direct awareness) We learn to see 
that we are seeing only because a verbal community 
arranges for us to do so." Skinner ( 1969) , ( my 
parenthesis) 

To differentiate consciousness 4 from consciousness 3, 
direct awareness is a state of consciousness in comparison 

to the 's tream of consciousness'. 

Consciousness 5 Personal Unity . 

"the totality of impressions thoughts and feelings, 
which make up a person's conscious being." (OED) 

According to Natsoulas (1978~ this definition does not cover 

the problem of how the 'unity of consciousness' results from 

this 'totality'. Natsoulas discusses various views of how 

this comes about . 

" I think that people report the singleness of 
consciousness largely because the philosophical 
assumptions of our culture require it; everyone has 
learned how to reconcile those assumptions with his 
mental life and to overlook what does not fit . " 
Neisser (1976). 

Consciousness 6 : The normal waking state . 

"the state of being conscious regarded as the normal 
condition of healthy waking life." (OED) 

-11-



Consciousness 7 : Double consciousness. 

The existence of different strands of conscious thought 

co-existing is allowed for in this defini tion1 'Obviously 

relevant to understanding the psychopathol ogy of multipl e 

personality . ( see also Hilgard' s ( 1977) recent work on 

divided consciousness and his reappreciation of Janet's 

theory of dissociati on). 

Natsoulas added an eighth definition in a later article 

(1978q). This was from the 1972 Supplement to the 1933 OED 

edition on which he had based his original paper (1978b). 

Consciousness 8 : "Consciousness expanding". 

Natsoulas does not discuss this use of the term 

consciousness, but remarks that it was 'significantly' the 

only recent addition to those given in the 1933 edition of 

the OED. No doubt it is an addition due to the interest in 

consciousness and 'altered states' of consciousness that was 

given extensive media coverage in the 196O's, ~ lthough such 

uses of the term consciou sness had been used in earlier 

centuries (see White 1962 for the development of the idea of 

an unconscious) . 

In contrast the cognitivist has struggled to advance a 

coherent model of information processing that can account 

for and establish a function for 'consciousness'. 

There have been many attempts to incorporate 

consciousness into information processing models ( see 

Shallice , 1972; Marcel, 1983 ; Dennett , 1978; Johnson 

Laird, 1983;) : 

"No-one really knows what consciousness really is , what 
it does, or what function it serves . There is however 
a clear set of alternatives. Either consciousness is 
wholly mysterious or it is open to scientific 
explanation. " John son - Laird, ( 1983) 
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Johnson -

available 

Laird, 

to a 

( 1983) goes on to categorise t he options 

conception of consciousness for the 

computational model: 

"i) It is a supernatural phenomenon - a real 'ghost' 
in the machine that is totally beyond scient ific 
explanation. 

ii) It can be explained, but only by recourse to as 
yet unknown non computable effective procedures ." 

iii) Like the weather, it is explicable by theories 
that can be simulated by computer programs, but it can 
no more be embodied within a computer than can an 
actual anti - cyclone: only o rganisms with brains can 
be conscious. 

iv) It is computable : computers can in principle be 
programmed so as to be conscious." 

He concludes that the matter will not be settled until there 

is a 'feasible theory of consciousness'. 

Lundh (1979) expanded upon Natsoulas and discussed Natsoulas 

definition of 'direct awareness' ( consciousness q-) and 

likened it to 'introspective awareness': 

of one's perceptions, 
is a matter of being 

or of undergoing what 

"To be introspectively aware 
thoughts and feelings, etc . 
noninferentially aware of them, 
we may call 'direct awareness' ." 

He discusses the use of introspective reports in perception: 

"but they should not be taken primarily as indices of 
what is perceived but of what the subject is 
introspectively aware of having perceived." 

This is similar to Bowers (1987) distinction of noticing and 

comprehending: 

"noticing events and the contingencies between them is 
one thing; comprehending the impact of such contingent 
events on one's subsequent behaviour is quite another." 

-13-



Bowers (1987) goes on 

"something noticed is thereby r e ndered conscious , it is 
a first order consciousness that even dogs and cats 
possess. However , the comprehension of events that 
have been noticed r epresen ts a second order 
consciousness - one that is a function of beliefs , 
conceptions and theo r ies . " 

Dennett (1987) draws attention to that featu r e of 

consciousness known as 'privileged access' : 

"any particul ar case 
favored or privileged 
phenomenon is entirely 
else's , no matter what 

of consciousness seems to a 
observer, whose access to the 
unlike , and better than, anyone 
apparatus they may have." 

He also makes a point which was made earlier : 

" Wh at is needed is not just more evidence .. . . but a 
careful rethinking of the assumptions that lead us to 
suppose there is a single and familiar phenomenon , 
consciousness, answering to all the descriptions 
licensed by our everyday sense of t he term . " 

After developing a discussion of the common ways of f r aming 

consci ousness and the problems that frequent l y occur in the 

conceptualiza tion of the phe nome non he concluded : 

"what we have taken to be one phenomenon i s actually 
two quit e different phenomena the sort of consciousness 
that is intrinsically connected to the capacity to say 
in one's language what i s going on ; and the sort that 
is just a matter of intelligent information processing . 
On this proposal adding the capacity to ma ke 
' i ntrospective r eports' c hanges the phenomenon, so when 
we wonder what a dolphin or dog could tell us, or what 
a non - dominant hemisphere could tell us , if only they 
could t alk , we are wondering about a radically 
different phenomenon from the phenomenon that exists in 
the absence of such a linguistic capacity ." 

These two distinct types of consci ousness seem to be close 

to the distinction Nat soulas (1978~) made when he i dentified 

consciousnes s 3 and consci ousness 4. De nnett went on to 
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discuss the relationship between consciousness and language . 

This is pertinent to the theme of this thesis. What is 

going on when a subject cannot verbalise the stimuli with 

which he is presented and therefore is unaware of them (or 

unconscious) but his behaviour leads us to conclude that he 

is processing the stimulus information at a meaningful 

level. Is this processing unconscious and what type of 

consciousness is it not? Is it verbalizable consciousness 

without the verbal component, or is it a product of 

consciousness 3, or information processing consciousness 

that cannot be verbalized? 

Definitions of awareness. 

The definitions of the unconscious, subconscious and 

preconscious have all been mixed up. There has been a 

clarification of the use of such terms by Dixon (1981) with 

the establishment of 'preconscious processing' as the 

appropriate terminology. It would seem that a distinction 
between unconscious and preconscious processing has 
subsequently re - emerged. 

The logical distinction between events the sub ject can 

never be aware of and those events that he could be aware of 

but in the experimental manipulation he is not is an 

important one, and needs to be maintained in the 

methodological criteria for awareness. The grouping 
together of these events as 'awareness' can confuse 

understanding of what awareness is. Whilst it is conceded 

that in terms of the subjective correlate that is awareness 

these two states will be, for the organism, 

phenomenologically similar or even identical; at a different 

level of analysis one may want to separate the 

phenomenological experience of the two types of event . 
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These concepts may require subjective correlates for 

clarification. A subjective correlate is some form of 

symbolic report that communicates meaning to another person 

about a private, internal state which is understood by the 

listener on the basis of the publicly observable correlates 

of that state which are shared by members of the same verbal 
community. 

The need for a 'subjective correlate' component of a 

definition of awareness may be seen in the following 
comments: 

Lundh (1979): 

"Awareness" always implies a subject being aware of an 
object. 

Holender ( 1986) : 

"It is fundamental that an indicator of awareness must 
be intentional" 

Natsoulas (1978~: 

" .. no one else can have the subject's kind of access to 
his own experiences" 

Mandler (1975): 

"the private consciousness, once expressed i n words, 
gestures, or in any way externalized, is necessarily a 
transformation of the private experience." 

Natsoulas makes the distinction between "occurent 
immediacy" of an experience and its "structural properties" . 

For Lundh (1979), the structural properties are what can be 

described, reported and used as data for science. For 

Natsoulas the occurrent immediacy of an experience can be 

encountered only by the one in whose nervous sys tern t he 
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experience occurs . However, the forms of describing 

experience cannot mirror the reality of that experience, and 

therefore, it may be that the description of an experiential 

event requires other forms of (non verbal) symbolic 

representation for awareness of the experience to occur. 

Verbal reports, subjective correlate, attention/awareness 

distinction . 

The experiments in this thesis take as their point of 

reference the verbal report as a correlate of awareness. 

It was decided that such a correlate is essential for any 

understanding of the concept. The subjective correlate is 

important as it enables awareness to be distinguished from 
attention . In addition, without a subjective correlate the 

concept of awareness would not add to our understanding of 
behaviour. 

If awareness is the subjective description of a 

subject's behaviour although not necessarily expressing 

causality, and therefore not necessarily an accurate 

description of the antecedents, the subject can be aware of 

anything. Only when this 'awareness' correlates to the 

contingencies determining the behaviour directly can we say 

the subject is aware. This mapping of the subjective 

correlate onto the contingencies determining the behaviour 

may not need t o be exact for everyday purposes; it may 

contain within it sufficient information for the subject to 

discriminate the contingencies which shape her /his normal 

behaviour, but if from further probing it can be shown that 

her/his description of the contingencies is close to the 

actual contingencies then the subject may be deemed 'aware'. 

The concept of awareness implies that there needs to be 

some indication of a subject's idea of the situation that 

s/he is in, which can only be achieved by asking her / him and 
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studying her/his verbal behaviour . It is precisely the 

discrepancy between verbal and other, non-verbal behaviour 

that gives the notion of unaware learning its meaning. A 

discrepant relationship between, for instance, motor 

response and heart rate behaviour does not require the 

invocation of a concept of awareness for its explanation. 

The degree of confidence expressed by commentators, 

in the findings of 'unaware' studies is closely aligned to 

the central issue of whether or not the supposed unaware 

stimulus is actually so. As has been noted, the 

operationalization of concepts in this area has not been 

consistent but, in the main, 'attention' has been used for 

those states that a subject could be aware of, and 

'awareness' has been used for those states that s/he would 

be aware of and those that s/he would never be aware of . 

The unconscious seems to be reserved for those states that 

the subject couldn't ever be aware of, but this has not been 

rigidly followed in practice. The difficulty is that any 

definition that rests upon subjective reports cannot be 

completely relied upon to be an accurate conceptualisation 
of the actual processes. 

The unreliability of subjective reports is acknowledged 

by the psychophysical paradigm in its adoption of the signal 

detection hypothesis which circumvents the functional 

inaccessibility of absolute sensory threshold measurements 

and estimates threshold values by accounting for the 

variability in subject's reports in different situations 

depending upon the payoff of the particular situation. Such 

imprecision is an inevitable difficulty with subjective 

data, as Dixon (1986) stated, we can never be certain of the 

information about awareness from verbal reports because 

awareness is a private event. 
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The debate on the validity of verbal reports that 

Nisbett and Wilson (1977) and Ericsson and Simon (1980) have 

conducted, whilst stressing the respective debits and merits 

of verbal reports, has not stretched to include the deeper 

philosophical implications of the types of data that are 

relevant to the scientific study of behaviour and mental 

life . This debate is central to the orientation of modern 

psychology and it is appropriate that the concept of 

consciousness and its study should occupy such a central 

position on its agenda. It was very much an issue at the 

beginning of the century during the evolution from the 

introspectionist school of procedures to the clear position 

of Watson (1913). 
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CHAPTER 2. 

" .. . a definition of awareness in terms 

of verbal report is a beginning point." 

Eriksen, ( 1960) 

This chapter presents the findings of some of the many 

experiments that have investigated the effects of 

unawareness on human behaviour. There are numerous research 

areas that have contributed evidence relevant to the 

understanding of 'effects of stimuli presented without 

awareness ' . The experimental research areas that will be 

discussed are those which have developed an understanding of 

the important issues that concern the experiments described 

in this thesis. For those who wish to grasp the breadth of 

this exhaustive topic it is recommended that they consult 

the various seminal reviews cited in this thesis. The main 

points of these reviews will be discussed with specific 

reference to the experimental paradigm developed in the 

thesis, and the theoretical and methodological issues 

pertaining to the investigation of the effects of stimuli 

presented without awareness . 

Levels of Discrimination. 

There are different strands of evidence that are 

relevant to the experimental study of unawareness. There is 

evidence in the subliminal perception literature (see Dixon, 

1971, which he more recently described as preconscious 

processing (Dixon, 1981)), in the semantic priming 

literature, (see Bolender , 1986), and in the learning 

without awareness literature (see Brewer, 1974). 
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Conceptions such as those cited above, coming as they 

do from different experimental paradigms and theoretical 

orientations, have different implications for the 

interpretation of evidence for the investigation of 

unawareness. However, these differences are united by the 

use of the verbal report as the major source of evidence for 

ascertaining the subject's awareness in the different 

experimental paradigms. 

There are different types of discrimination that may be 

used as evidence 

presented below 

different types 

for behaviour determined by 

awareness. It may be said 

of behaviours are different 

the stimuli 

that these 

levels of 

discrimination which may be distinguished as follows: 

1) physiological response discrimination to a stimulus in a 

learning paradigm, e.g. GSR discrimination to a conditioned 

stimulus the subject reported s/he did not see, in a 

Pavlovian conditioning paradigm (e.g . Lazarus and McCleary , 

1951) . 

2) increased motor behaviour discriminating a 

without the subject being aware of the response 

making (e.g. Hefferline, Keenan and Harford, 1959). 

stimulus 

s/he was 

3) subjects increasing their incidence of verbal responses 

in a verbal conditioning paradigm without being aware of the 

reinforcement (e.g . Taffel, 1955). 

These examples illustrate the different aspects of an 

experimental situation that may be manipulated to t est for 

the existence of evidence supporting the concept of 

'unawareness'. The subject may be unaware of the response 

s/he makes , or the stimulus presented, or the reinforcement 

of her/his responses, in which cases/he is unaware of the 

stimulus - response relationship. There may be different 

implications for a theory of unaware influences in the type 
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of evidence that supports the theory. For example, it is 

different if the subject is unaware of the stimulus and 

unaware of its use than if you are unaware of the stimulus 

but aware of its use, if only in terms of the experimental 

design and confidence with its find ings. A design where t he 

subject is aware of the stimulus but unaware of its use, 

will have less reliable results than designs where the 

unaware aspect is just a stimulus. This is because a verbal 

probe method verifying a stimulus compared to verifying the 

use of a stimulus would be simpler to implement ( as the 

subject is more likely to have verbal labels for stimuli 

compared to the processes that 'use' stimuli). This example 

does not emphasise the theoretical implications that each of 

the 'unaware' discriminations may have. All three of the 

different types of discriminatory behaviours will be 

investigated and used as evidence in this thesis. 

Definitions. 

The case for awareness rests on the acceptability of a 

definition in terms of a subjective correlate of behaviour, 

the value of which depends upon the reliability of the 

methods used to obtain the data . To some psychologists, 

however, such an approach is plainly abhorrent: 

"According to Dixon, awareness can be measured 
adequately by simply asking observers whether or not 
they were conscious or aware of a stimulus. Thus, if 
an observer reports no awareness o f a particular 
stimulus , then by definition, this stimulus is 
preconscious. This rather unsophisticated approach 
transfers the responsibility for providing an 
operational definition of preconscious processing from 
an experimenter to an observer. Any experimenter who 
uses Dixon's def inition would, in effect , be asking 
each observer to provide his or her own definition of 
awareness ." 
Merikle , ( 198l) . 
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What Merikle neglects is that an operational definition 

ought still to embody some of the everyday connotations of 

awareness, and thus it is neither possible, nor should it be 

desirable to avoid exploiting a resource as rich in 

information as the subjective correlate. The onus upon the 

experimenter, as in all research, is to assess the evidence 

that he has at his disposal and not necessarily sacrifice 

the possible sources of evidence to satisfy the creed of 

operational definition, desirable as this may be. The 

definition of awareness does not rest completely upon a 

subject's report, as obviously the subject will communicate 

erroneous reports in some instances. The validity of the 

report is verified by the correlation of this report to 

other available sources of evidence about the subject. An 

essential requirement of an interpretation employing the 

concept of awareness is that it shall have some record of 

the subjective state of the organism. 

Criteria for assessing 'awareness'. 

The different areas of research pertinent in the last 

century have grouped themselves under the titles of 

subliminal perception; selective attention; dichotic 

listening; perceptual defence, conditioning without 

awareness; verbal conditioning; GSR conditioning; eye blink 

conditioning; major reviews of the literature have appeared 

at regular intervals. 

Adams (1957) disclaimed the acceptability of the 

research and began the methodological critique which has 

since pervaded, namely the assessment of awareness using 

verbal reports. A wariness with verbal reports and the use 

of instructions employed in experimental design is an 

inheritance of the behavioral paradigm's reluctance to 

accept any data or inferences which 'smell of a subject's 

mental state' . 
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Dixon (1971, 1981) brought the issues up to date with 

his first major book in the area, which extensively detailed 

the research and pulled together many different theoretical 

and methodological strands. Dixon ( 1971) delineated the 

problem in the following way 

SERIES PROCESSING 

stimulus ->receptor ->sensory - >physiological -> response 

processes processes 

underlying 

phenomenal 

representation 

PARALLEL PROCESSING 

stimulus - >receptor 

physiological 

processes 

underlying 

phenomenal 

representation 

- X 

- >sensory 

processes 

"- >response 

there is no logical necessity for path X. That is, 

stimulus information received by the organism need not enter 

'awareness' . 

Erdelyi (1974) surveyed the perceptual defence 

literature. Brewer ( 1974) weighed the case and in keeping 

with the spirit of the time endeavoured to obliterate the 

credence of behaviorism by going so far as to question the 

evidence for human conditioning ( both classical and 

operant). 
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Martin ( 1983) summarised the relationship of awareness to 

conditioning theory: 

"the issues surrounding the identification of awareness 
of stimulus contingencies and the influence of 
experimenter demand are intricate and pose many 
methodological problems. These arise in part from 
difficulties in assessing awareness, in establishing 
the extent of awareness and in obtaining measures which 
do not themselves influence subjects' perception of the 
contingencies." 

These reviews seemed to bang the nails in the coffin, 

showing time and time again the methodological inadequacies 

of much of the research. It is therefore interesting t o 

note that a paradigm which could be used for the study of 

awareness did eventually develop from the field of cognitive 

psychology. Marcel (1976, 1983~ developed the paradigm in a 

series of experiments studying reaction times in semantic 

priming tasks. 

Criteria. 

In assessing the evidence to satisfy the definitions of 

awareness, specific criteria are needed t o establish a 

foundation for the exploration of the various definitions of 

'awareness'. Dixon's (1971) formulation of the criteria for 

establishing subliminal perception (this older term having 

been superceded by the term 'preconscious processing' due t o 

the tautological difficulty of the former) will suffice. 

This formulation, geared as it is to establish sound 

methodological criteria, will serve to steer the definition 

of awareness through the more theoretical abstractions of 

the concept, to the actuality of investigating it. 

The following criteria for determining subliminal 

perception were taken from Dixon, 1971; 
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( 1) The 

stimulation 

eliciting 

below the 

of contingent responses by 

absolute awareness threshold, 

where this threshold is itself defined as the lowest 

level of stimulus energy at which the subject ever 

reports hearing (or seeing) anything of the stimulus. 

(2) The retrospective reporting by the subject that he 

neither saw nor heard anything of the stimulus. 

(3) The occurrence of contingent responses, without 

reported awareness of the stimulus, that differ 

qualitatively from those e licited by the same stimulus 

when presented above the awareness threshold. 

Criterion 1 is the strong case of awareness, the subject is 

never aware of the stimulus. The criteria 2, and 3 allow· 

the possibility 

stimulus. Such 

that the subject could be aware of the 

criteria as 2 and 3 would be, as was 

discussed in the introductory chapter, better classified as 

attention. 

The difference between processes and determinants was raised 

earlier. The method of assessing the subject's awareness of 

the determinants o f behaviour has relied upon verbal 

reports. 

emphasised 

Unaware determinants of learning are more often 

in the behavioral paradigm. Consider the 

definitions of discrimination without awareness by Eriksen, 

( 1960), in a paper which is still one of the clearest and 

succinct elucidations of the central issues of 'without 

awareness' research. 

"when we talk about discrimination without awareness we 
might mean, (a) .. is there a more sensitive (accurate) 
discrimination that occurs at levels not available to 
awareness; or (b) are we aware of all the 
discriminations that we make." 

Position (a) states the case for responses to stimuli 
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" ... whose intensity is below that where a discriminated 
verbal report can be obtained." 

Whilst position (b) 

interrogation, being 

relies 

unable 

upon the 

to state 

subject, after 

that s/he used 

particular sti~uli as cues for her/his responses. There is 

the possibility in position ( b) that the subject could be 

aware . Eriksen draws a distinction similar to that of Dixon 

regarding both the impossibility of awareness and the 

possibility of awareness for the important aspects of the 

research. 

Bolender (1986), further clarified these criteria, 

updating Dixon's position and making them more applicable to 

the methodologies of dichotic listening, parafoveal vision 

and visual masking and these are more specific and directly 

relevant to the experimental paradigm in this thesis: 

"(A) positive indirect evidence of semantic activation 
together with negative direct evidence of stimulus 
identification at the time of presentation. 

(B) positive indirect evidence of semantic activation 
together with the inability to report the semantic 
content of the stimulus retrospectively. 

(C) positive indirect evidence of semantic activation 
that is qualitatively different from what would be 
observed with conscious identification, assuming 
criterion (A) was met. " 

The crux of these formulations is that they are reliant 

in both cases upon verbal reports. Both types of awareness, 

the 'possible' and the 'impossible' are ascertained by 

verbal reports. 

The actual methods used to procure such verbal reports are 

obviously crucial, determining what interpretation is 

appropriate for the discrimination without awareness 

evidence that a particular study yields. Eriksen, whilst 

acknowledging that "a definition (of awareness) in terms of 
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a verbal 

objections 

report." 

report is a beginning point" also has 

to the equation of awareness with a 

"basic 

verbal 

It was discussed earlier t hat the verbal report, 

despite the moot issue of reliability and validity, is the 

only source of evidence that the scientific study of 

awareness can safely use. A definition of awareness that 

relies upon some indication of a subjective correlate which 

has been obtained by a verbal report needs to be rigorous 

with respect to the method used to procure the verbal 

report . The methods used in the past, and the 

recommendations that have been given with regard to verbal 

reports, have to be assessed. The assessment of verbal 

reports is to be found in the next chapter. 

Past Research into 'Discrimination without Awareness' . 

The studies to be described in the following sections 

are reviewed in terms of their methods of assessing the 

subject's 'awareness'. The studies form a historical 

evolution in modern psychological experimentation , 

investigating what has come to be most recently described as 

'preconscious processing' (Dixon, 1981) . Dixon (1971, 1981} 

gives a thorough account of the vast literature and 

different methodological paradigms that form the tradition 

of evidence pertinent to the question of the influence of 

'preconscious processes' . He assembles a massive body of 

evidence, from such diverse areas as parafoveal vision; the 

Poetzl phenomenon; selective attention; metacontrast; 

neurological disorders; in addition to commonly reviewed 

areas such as subliminal perception, perceptual defence, and 

learning without awareness; critically assessing the 

evidence for the existence of 'preconscious processing'. 
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"It is reasonable to assume that, the greater the 
number of different research areas and paradigms which 
have produced evidence of perception without awareness, 
the more sure we should be regarding the validity of 
the concept." Dixon, ( 1981) 

The interpretation of the evidence gathered from 

different paradigms in terms of a coherent model of 

consciousness, and the role of preconscious processing in 

such a model, is a much more difficult task than Dixon 

supposes. The diversity of opinion concerning 'awareness', 

and the various models of consciousness were discussed in 

the previous chapter. In addition to the differing 

interpretations of experimental results, there have been 

different definitions of awareness and methods of studying 

it . These differences are to be expected across research 

paradigms but they are also found within research paradigms. 

The body of evidence that Dixon has established, however, 

has served as a benchmark enabling discussion of the crucial 

issues concerning the definition of preconscious processing 

and the methods by which to study it.In the sections which 

follow some of these research areas will be discussed. 

'Subception. ' 

The 'subception ' experiments of Lazarus and McClear y 

( 195 1 ) developed a Pavlovian conditioning paradigm with GSR 

as the conditioned response (CR) . They conditioned GSRs to 

5 of 10 nonsense syllables, and then exposed the nonsense 

syllables individually at a duration l evel where verbal 

recognition was about 50% correct. The average GSR to shock 

syllables was found to be greater than to non - shock 

syllables on those trials where the subjects were unable to 

give the correct verbal identification of the syllable. 

Lazarus and McCleary adopted the term ' Subception' to avoid 

the use of 'subconscious perception' and its 

psychoanalytical connotations. The term 'Subception' also 
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suggested that, as opposed to 'perception' , it did not imply 

the need for awareness. They defined subception as; 

"a process by which some kind of discrimination is 
made when the subject is unable to make a correct 
conscious discrimination." Lazarus and McCleary, 
(1951). 

The Lazarus and McCleary experiment provided evidence 

for discrimination without awareness, in this instance the 

the indicator of discrimination was the GSR response to the 

nonsense syllables. Their experiment provided the typical 

model for many subsequent experiments . Low.enfeld, Rv~enfeld 

and Guthrie ( 1956) examined the subception phenomenon as 

applied to shapes and patterns . They found significantly 

higher GSR changes to previously shocked stimuli, and also 

found evidence that subception has the "response property of 

generalisability" . 

The subception research was not accepted uncritically. 

Al though Lazarus and McCleary argued that the subception 

effect was evidence of GSR discrimination without awareness 

of type (a) in Eriksen's (1960) classification, Eriksen 

dismissed this. He felt the 

"subception effect focuses attention upon the 
limitations of verbal responses in conveying the 
individual's perceptual experiences." 

Eriksen came to this conclusion by a study he 

conducted, which correlated a lever press discrimination 

concurrently with a verbal report discrimination. He found 

that, where the verbal report was incorrect and the lever 

press report showed better than chance accuracy, this was 

evidence that the subject was perceptually aware but 

verbally unaware. These studies are crucial to the paradigm 

developed in the experiments in this thesis. If such 

'perceptual awareness' with 'verbal unawareness' in fact 
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occurs, then our understanding of 'awareness' is seriously 

confuted. ·we cannot argue the issue of 'discrimination 

without awareness' if indeed, any degree of discrimination 

constitutes some level of awareness. The distinction that 

Eriksen makes between 'perceptual awareness ' and 'verbal 

unawareness' is logically consistent, but there has to be 

some leeway when accepting verbal reports to assess 

awareness. To retreat to the position that perceptual 

discrimination by a motor response is evidence of awareness, 

brings in all the difficulties stated in the introduction. 

When the definition of awareness does not have a subjective 

correlate, the need for the concept of awareness to explain 

behaviou r is unnecessary. This topic will be returned to 

when discussing the experiments reported in this thesis. 

In addition to this point concerning the need for a 

subjective correlate, Eriksen' s position regarding verbal 

reports remains ambiguous; in the same paper he states; 

"At present there is no convincing evidence that the 
human organism can discriminate or differentially 
respond to external stimuli that are at an intensity 
too low to elicit a discriminated verbal report. In 
other words a verbal report is as sensitive an 
indicator of perception as any other that has been 
studied." 

Experiments by Naylor and Lawshe, (1958); Voor, (1956); and 

Chun and Sarbin (1968), all failed to replicate the original 

subception findings. 

The Lazarus and McCleary 

presentation of the stimuli at 

study relied 

high speed to 

upon 

ensure 

t he 

t he 

subject was unaware of the stimuli, relying on the notion of 

the stimuli being presented 'below the awareness threshold' . 

Lacey and Smith, ( 1954), following Miller, ( 1950), examined 
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unconscious conditioning with a different methodological 

criterion of awareness. They defined 'unawareness' as being 

" .. a state in which subjects despite intensive 
questioning subsequent to the conditioning session, 
could not report that they knew when the electric shock 
was coming". 

Lacey and Smith, ( 1954), didn't use threshold levels; they 

relied on their questioning procedure to assess a subject's 

awareness . Lacey and Smith, (1954), presented stimulus 

words and paired them with electric shock and examined skin 

conductance, digital blood flow, and heart rate changes to 

the stimulus words. When the shock associated words and 

non - shock associated words were presented (the non - shock 

words were made up of semantically similar and non similar 

words to the original shock words), they found evidence of 

conditioning and semantic generalization, even when the 

subject was 'unaware' of the words presented. 

Verbal Conditioning without awareness. 

The 'verbal conditioning without awareness' design is 

an experimental paradigm often exploited by those interested 

in the importance or relative unimportance of awareness in 

learning. This paradigm, whilst having succumbed to the 

criticisms of reviewers, is worth exploring as it provides 

an example of the process of ~c,ceptC\nce0 and rejection that a 

methodology supporting the existence of awareness goes 

through. 

Two early papers discussing 'verbal conditioning' 

illustrate the different positions that the research into 

awareness has been characterised by. Thorndike and Rock, 

(1934), did a word association type experiment. The 

experimenter told the subject a word and the subject had to 
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respond with a word associate ( s) as quickly as possible. 

Word associates which were derived from 'sequential 

connections used in speaking and writing' were reinforced by 

the experimenter saying " Right "; word associates which 

were derived from the 'meaning' of the word were" Wrong". 

The subjects' awareness was assessed by the way in which 

their number of correct responses increased. If their 

correct responses gradually increased they were classified 

as unaware. If their correct responses suddenly increased 

then they were classified as aware. Thorndike and Rock 

found evidence of 'learning without awareness', i.e. 

subjects did gradually learn to respond correctly. This 

experiment is interesting in that it has no subjective 

correlate of awareness; subjects were never asked about 

their knowledge of the reinforcement rule. 

Irwin, Kauffman, Prior and Weaver, ( 1934) replicated 

the Thorndike and Rock experiment and subsequently noted a 

potential problem with the experiment: 

"Is it not possible that a gradual increase in the 
percentage of correct responses may take place even 
though the subject is perfectly aware of the 
distinction involved?" 

One of their subjects exhibited a gradual increase in 

correct responses yet believed that she knew the reinforcing 

criterion. Further questioning confirmed that she did know 

the reinforcing criterion, but nevertheless she did not 

suddenly score a higher number of correct responses after 

she had stated the correct rule. The criterion used by 

Thorndike and Rock to classify subjects as being aware or 

unaware was therefore inadequate. 

The Irwin et al study illustrates the extra evidence 

that subjective information can give to the interpretation 

of the effect of awareness on learning processe s. 
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Other experiments using the verbal conditioning paradigm 

experienced similar difficulties with replication of initial 

results and in later experiments, the assessment of 

awareness became increasingly controversial. 

The ' verbal conditioning' experiment of Greenspoon, 

( 1955) reinforced a subject's verbal behaviour by positive 

feedback, the experimenter said 'urn hmm' to the subject's 

plural noun responses. There was an increase in the number 

of plural noun responses in those subjects who could not 

verbalise the contingency. In a similar design Taffel, 

(1955) reinforced subjects to say sentences with first 

person pronoun_s . Stimulus cards were presented with past 

tense verbs in the middle and pronouns underneath. Subject s 

had to make sentences with the verb and one of the pronouns. 

The reinforcer was a light flash or the experimenter saying 

" Good" . Taffel found that even though the subjects were 

unaware of the response - reinforcement contingency they 

conditioned to the first person pronoun with the reinforcer 

"Good", but not to the light flash . 

These two experiments serve to describe the typical 

verbal conditioning paradigm for various experiments with 

similar designs (Klein, 1954; Sidowski, 1954; Cohen et al, 

1954; Verplanck, 1955;). Collectively these amass a 

substantial body of evidence in support of 'learning without 

awareness' . However, by the time the verbal conditioning 

area was reviewed by Das, (1969), he concluded 

"there is still a great deal of equivocality in 
assessing the role of awareness in verbal 
conditioning." 

How had this come about? Spielberger (1962, 1965), and 

Spielberger and De Nike (1962), in a series of experiments, 

continually demonstrated that the acquisition of an operant 

type of verbal conditioned response was lirni ted to those 
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subjects who could verbalize the correct conditions. The 

Spielberger and Denike (1962) study criticised the 

experiments by Greenspoon, (1955) and Taffel (1955) 

concentrating upon the procedures used to assess the 

subject's rate of responding. The subjects in a control 

group given no reinforcement emitted the same number of 

plural noun responses as the unaware subjects in the 

reinforced group. The other studies emphasised the 
procedures of assessing awareness, recommending much more 

intensive interviewing procedures. Levin (1961) and Dulany 

(1961) highlighted the faults of post experimental 

questionnaires and the interviewing procedures adopted in 

successful verbal conditioning experiments. Subjects could 

be using different cognitive strategies than those being 

assessed. Levy, ( 1967) informed subjects of the response -

reinforcement contingency and found that using the early 

awareness assessment techniques of Greenspoon, ( 195 5), and 

Taff el, ( 1955), the informed subjects would be rated as 

unaware. 

A series of studies, (Dixon and Oakes, 1965; Lanyon and 

Drotar, 1967; Oakes, 1967; Thaver and Oakes, 1967) 

replicated the Taff el experiments and also followed 

Spielberger's 

awareness. The 

recommendations on 

results supported 

the assessment 

the conclusions of 

of 

the 

original verbal conditioning studies of Greenspoon, ( 1955) 

and Taffel, (1955), that subjects could learn to increase 

responding without being aware of the reinforcer of their 

responses. Their conclusions were that the contingencies of 

reinforcement were not necessarily mediated by cognitive 

proces s es (i.e. awareness). 

" .. when conditions are such that S (subject) is not 
able to formulate hypotheses during acquisition, the 
same degree of learning may be exhibited as whens does 
have the opportunity to formulate hypotheses, 
indicating a direct strengthening effect of the 
reinforcer, which is not correlated with the degree of 
S's awareness. However, when such Ss are later 
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interviewed as a result of the nature of the 
experimental task and the interview, a certain 
distribution of "awareness" levels will be exhibit"ed by 
Ss. But thi.? "awareness" on the part of individual Ss, 
which indeed ~ lieproduced by the interview itself, need 
not be relatea to the degree of conditioning exhibited 
by the particular Ss during the experiment." Dixon and 
Oakes, 1965 

Thi$ encapsul ates the difficulty with the verbal 

conditioning design (and all 'unawareness' paradigms); the 

experimenter stresses there may be learning withou t 

awareness but the methods of assessing awareness may 

initiate awareness. Also, the subject may become aware 

because of the nature of the experiment. Both these 

illustrate, firstly, how intimately related 

awareness are, and secondly, the need for 

possibilities 

learning and 

methods which 

initiating the 

clearly 

process of 

can assess 

awareness 

awareness 

and assess 

without 

awareness 
during the acquisition of learning to control for the 

possibility of incremental learning. 

De Nike, ( 1964), collected the subjects1 verbal 

reports during the conditioning trials as well as upon 

completion of the experiment. The results of h is study 

showed that subjects first increased their responding on 

those blocks of trials in which they detected the response -

reinforcement contingency . Kennedy (1970,1971) repeat ed the 

De Nike procedure but improved the method of assessing 

awareness by probing after every trial. Kennedy found 

evidence of significant conditioning on trials just 

preceding the first report of an awareness of the 

contingency. This finding highlights the debate about which 

comes first: 'learning' or ' awareness'? 

Dawson, (1973), concluded that the discrepancy between 

those studies that achieved condi tioning without awareness 

and those that failed to achieve conditioning without 

awareness was due to the different types of post 
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experimental 

conditioning. 

point . 

questionnaires 

A selection 

TABLE OF PREVIOUS STUDIES 

that were 

of studies 

used to assess 

illustrates this 

Methods of Assessing Awareness in "Conditioning without 

Awareness" paradigms . 

KEY 

Method. 

PEQ =Post experimental questionnaire 

ITA =Inter trial assessment 

Uns = Unspecified 

r = recall 

sr = Short recall 

lr = long recall 

re= recognition 

Findings. 

yes= the study reported results supporting the existence of 

'unconscious effects' . 

no= these studies didn ' t find any support for the existence 

of 'unconscious effects'. 
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STUDY 

Diven (1937) 

Haggard (1943) 

Lacey and Smith (1954) 

Razran (1955) 

Staats (1957) 

Hefferline et al (1959) 

Staats, Staats and Heard (1959) 

Dulany (1961) 

Hefferline and Keenan (1961) 

Levin (1961) 

Levin (1961) 

Spielberger (1962) 

Spielberger (1962) 

Spielberger and Levin (1962) 

Chatterjee and Eriksen (1962) 

Hefferline and Keenan (1963) 

De Nike (1964) 

Fuhrer and Baer (1965) 

Dixon and Oakes (1965) 

Spence (1966) 

Kimmel (1967) 

Stern (1967) 

Thaver and Oakes (1967) 

Oakes (1967) 

Johnson and Schwartz (1967) 

Shapiro and Crider (1967) 

Schell and Grings (1971) 

Mondy (1968) 

Fuhrer and Baer (1966,69) 

Shean (1969) 

Rosenfeld and Baer (1969) 

Kennedy (1970) 

Kennedy (1971) 

Doctor (1971) 

Wilson Fuhrer and Baer (1974) 

METHOD 

Uns 

PEQ sr 

PEQ sr 

Uns 

PEQ sr 

PEQ r 

PEQ sr 

PEQ r 

PEQ r 

PEQ r 

PEQ re 

PEQ r 

PEQ re 

PEQ re 

PEQ re 

PEQ r 

ITA r, PEQ r 

ITA r, PEQ re 

PEQ re 

PEQ re 

PEQ r 

PEQ r 

PEQ re 

PEQ re 
II 

II 

II 

PEQ re 

PEQ lr 

PEQ re 

PEQ re 

ITA r, PEQ r 

ITA r, PEQ r 

PEQ re 

PEQ lr 

FINDINGS 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 



Dawson (1973) PEQ re no 

Dawson and Biferno (1973) PEQ re, ITA r no 

Dawson and Reardon (1973) PEQ rand re no 

Latham and Beach (1974) PEQ re no 

Greene and Wirth (1974) PEQ r yes 

Kimmel (1974) PEQ r yes 

Martin, Hawryl uk and Guse (1974) PEQ rand re yes 

Brandeis and Lubow ( 1 975) PEQ rand re yes 

Wil l iams (1977) PEQ r and re yes 

Mercier and Ladoucer ( 1980) I TA r, PEQ r yes 

TABLE Rl 

The usual method of assessing awareness, presented the 

subject , upon completion of the experimental procedure, with 

a questionnaire, usually known as the post experimental 

questionnaire (PEQ). These have taken two forms . 

i) The 'recall' questionnair e. 

Th i s type of questionnaire typically asked non 

specific questions , for example, "Pl ease write anything you 

know about the construction of the experiment". 

ii) The 'recognition' questionnaire . 

This type of questionnaire asked questions whi ch were 

more specific than the recall questionnaires . "Please write 

down after which word you heard the tone" . 

These examples were taken from Brandeis and Lubow (1975) . 

These types o f questionnaire have produced 

contradictory findings. This was clearly demonstrated in 

the Levin, (1961) and the Spielberger, (1962) studies. 

These studies replicated t he original Taffel (1955) 

experiments, which used the recall questionnaire , and in 
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addition replicated their own replication using the 

recognition questionnaire. The more stringent recogni t ion 

type of questionnaire yielded negative findings regarding 

the existence of conditioning without awareness. Dawson and 

Reardon ( 1973), report that the recall questionnaires are 

significantly 

questionnaires. 

less valid than the recognition 

The ITA questionnaire was a recall type of 

questionnaire given between the different trial blocks. The 

ideal awareness assessment method would be to assess 

awareness every trial. 

"We feel that as long as the only criterion of 
awareness or unawareness is the retrospective report of 
the subject, it is impossible unequivocally to 
demonstrate learning without awareness, or, conversely, 
to prove that learning cannot occur without awareness. 
This is true because the subject judged aware may have 
his awareness suggested by the interview itself, or it 
may be the result of him observing his own 
behaviour .... .. and the critic can always claim that the 
subject judgedW1aware really was aware, but the 
interview was not extended enough to detect his true 
awareness." Thaver and Oakes, 1967. 

Conclusion. 

Discrepancies in the results of the experiments 

presented in table Rl are clearly demonstrable. The verbal 

conditioning without awareness paradigm cannot adequately 

address the question of the existence of 'preconscious 

processes' or 'unawareness of the determinants' of learning. 

It can never satisfy Dixon's criteria (1) or Eriksen's 

position (a) (subjects could be aware of the important 

dimension) ; 

awareness. 

it rests upon 

When different 

its method 

methods of 

of assessing 

assessment of 

awareness were employed, different results were found. Such 

a paradigm will always be susceptible to controversy and is 

therefore always likely to provide inconclusive evidence. 
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The verbal conditioning paradigm illustrates the 

process that experimental paradigms investigating the 

'without awareness' question undergo. The experimental 

paradigm has an initial optimi stic flourish, and then 

experiences severe methodological criticism. This 

methodological criticism is not necessarily accepted by the 

proponents of the initial flourish . The ensuing debate 

results in a clarification of the methodology employed and 

establishes the theoretical background to the debate but the 

concept of awareness so close to the foundations of 

psychological experimentation seems to accentuate the 

different interpretations that can result from experimental 

results. The difficulty of studying human behaviour is 

emphasised 

highlights 

knowledge . 

with 

the 

such a concept 

differences in 

Hefferline experiments. 

as 'awareness' and it 

current psychological 

Hefferline Keenan and Harford, ( 1959), attempted to 

operantly condition invisibly small thumb twitches measured 

by electromyography ( EMG) . These were minute changes in 

muscle action potential that either postponed or terminated 

a noise stimulus. There were four groups of subjects. In 

group one, the 'uninformed' group, various sets of 

electrodes were placed about the subjec~s person, with one 

set measuring the thumb twitch and the others serving as 

'dummy' controls. These subjects were told the experiment 

was about the effects of noise music and body tension . The 

group two subjects had the various sets of electrodes 

positioned upon them and were then told that a minute 

response would stop or postpone the noise. Group three 

subjects had only one se t of electrodes at the base of the 

thumb and were told the required response was a thumb 

twitch. Group 4 subjects were treated the same as those in 

group 3, but, in addition, they were given feedback for 
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their responses for the first half hour. All subjects but 

those in group 3 conditioned. Group 4 subjects not 

surprisingly produced the strongest conditioning effect. 

Subjects were assessed for awareness by post 

experimental questionnaires. Unfortunately for this 

ingenious study, as Brewer ( 197 4) pointed out, upon 

examining the verbal reports of the subjects it is possible 

that the uninformed subjects did recount, within the verbal 

protocol of their behaviour, certain activities that could 

be construed as having within them a thumb twitch. This 

criticism is not a clear issue, since replications of the 

Hefferline experiments (Hefferline and Keenan, 1963; 
Laurenti - Lyons, Gallego, Chambille, Varden and Jacquemin, 

1985) found subjects exhibiting similar increases in muscle 

twitching whilst remaining 'naive' as to the contingencies 

controlling their response . However assessments of 

awareness dependent upon post experimental procedures 

continually produce such disputes with respect to the 

classification of subjects, which support~ the argument that 

it is difficult to interpret studies relying on such methods 

of assessing awareness . 

Pavlovian Conditioning. 

The topic of awareness has been extensively studied in 

the area of classical conditioning, more recently known as 

Pavlovian conditioning (and this latter terminology will be 

adopted in this thesis). The t ypical Pavlovian conditioning 

paradigm investigating 'without awareness' selects the 

stimulus or the response, or their relationship, and 

manipulates it so that the subject is unaware of a necessary 

component for the occurrence of Pavlovian conditioning, 

reflected by the Conditioned Response (CR) in the subjects 

behaviour. 
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An early strand of the 'without awareness' studies 

which developed the Pavlovian conditioning paradigm were 

those of Staats and Staats (1957, 1958), and Staats, Staats 

and Heard (1959). Their first experiment conditioned 

nonsense syllables in sentences to pleasant and unpleasant 

words in the same sentence. It was hypothesised that the 

nonsense syllables would come to have a pleasant or 

unpleasant meaning in a subsequent rating test. This was 

found to be so and the experimenters cited the study as 

evidence of the Pavlovian conditioning of meaning without 

awareness. Their second experiment developed a similar 

paradigm with meaningful words replacing the nonsense 

syllables. The third study examined conditioning of the 

meaning of a sentence phrase to the meaning of another 

sentence phrase, i .e. a type of second order conditioning. 

These studies provided evidence of Pavlovian 

conditioning without awareness via a semantic generalization 

paradigm. However, the Staats studies employed a post 

experimental questionnaire to ascertain the subject's 

awareness. This merely asked the subjects what they thought 

the purpose of the experiment was . As the verbal 

conditioning studies showed, this type of methodology has 

come to be regarded as hopelessly inadequate. 

As Dixon and Oakes (1965) detailed, one difficulty of 

studies investigating 'awareness ' is that the subjects who 

are classified as unaware may be aware, and those classified 

as aware may have become so by the awareness technique used. 

This difficulty in accounting for the various types of 

assessment techniques is clearly illustrated in the Staats 

experiments. 

The aforementioned experimental paradigm illustrated 

the difficulty of meeting the strict criteria necessary for 

the acceptance of verbal reports of subjective experience as 
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an index of awareness. The more 'direct' recognition type 

of post - experimental questionnaire can lead the subject to 

the important variables in the design. The subject would be 

classified as 'aware' at the time of the questionnaire, but 

the question of whether or not he was aware when he emitted 

the behaviour is unresolved. 

Greenspoon ( 1963), and Staats ( 1969), criticised the 

replications of their experiments that failed to support 

their results on the grounds that it was the thoroughness of 

the post - experimental reports in the replications that 

elicited awareness from the subjects. However, Brewer 

(1974), dismissed their point on the grounds that : 

" .. it does not account for the fact that only subjects 
who condition give awareness reports." 

With this in mind, the use of rigorous post

experimental questionnaires has to be weighed. The 

criticism that such questionnaires 'put words in a subject's 

mouth', whilst not being able to redeem the original 

experiments, needs to be considered in the selection of the 

appropriate methodology to assess awareness. 

Ideally awareness should be assessed during the actual 

experimental procedure. Such methods obviously may 

precipitate a subject's awareness even more than post -

experimental questionnaires. The 'verbal reports' chapter 

discusses these issues. 

The Pavlovian conditioning paradigm also has used, as 

measures of the conditioned response, psychophysiological 

responses such as heart rate (HR) and the galvanic skin 

response (GSR), (more correctly, electrodermal activity 

(EDA), a particular measure of which is the skin conductance 

response (SCR), see Venables and Christie, 1980). The EDR 

has been a popular measure because it is an 'involuntary 
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reflex' and therefore independent of the subjec2s control. 

However such formulations of Pavlovian conditioning are not 

as clear cut as they appeared to be. It is assumed that the 

subject is not aware of his actual Electrodermal activity. 

Early examples of GSR conditioning without awareness 

were Diven (1937), Haggard (1943) and McGinnies, (1949). 
The McGinnies study provided evidence in support of 

'perceptual defence ' and used GSR as the conditioned 

response measure in a Pavlovian conditioning paradigm. He 

presented the subject with 'taboo' words and even when the 

words were presented too fast for conscious recognition, 

there were significantly higher GSRs to the emotionally 

loaded words in comparison to the control words . 

A series of influential experiments investigating EDR 

conditioning to stimuli presented without the subject being 

aware of them were the Pavlovian conditioning expe riments 

which developed the 'dichotic listening' paradigm. 

1,,1h,t.k 
The dichotic listening task" had been a successful 

design in the study of selective attention (e.g. Treisman 

and Riley, 1969) was adapted by Corteen and Wood (1972), and 

Corteen and Dunn (1974) for evidence of autonomic responding 

to unaware stimuli. The first study by Corteen and Wood 

examined Moray's (1969) finding that GSRs could be evoked by 

words presented in the unattended channe l of the dichotic 

listening task. City names were shock - associated and then 

embedded in material presented to the non attended 

channel. The subjects produced Skin Conductance responses 

( SCR) to the shock - associated city names and to the 

nonshock - associated city names presented in the unattended 

channel . It was reported that subjects produced autonomic 

responses to the city names with no differences in the 

shadowing task performance in the attended channel , and with 
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subjects not being aware of the stimulus words in the 

unattended channel, therefore the subjects were c l assified 

as 'unaware' . 

Wardlaw and Kroll , ( 1976) , reported a complete failure 

to replicate the Corteen and Wood study. However, Forster 

and Govier (1978) subsequently criticised Wardlaw and k roll 

for the number of shock pairings they used , there being only 

3 to each target word, and emphasised it would need to be a 

high shock level indeed to have an effect. In the Corteen 

and Wood (1972) study a 33% subject dropout rate was 

reported, as the shock level was higher than subject's could 

tolerate; Wardlaw and Kroll reported no dropout rate, so it 

may have been that the shock levels of the two experiments 

varied. 

Forster and Govier, (1978), gave at least 14 
conditioning trials and stressed the need for an adequate 

conditioning procedure. Their study supported the findings 

of the Corte en and Wood ( 197 2) experiment. Similarly Von 

Wright et al, (1975); and Corteen and Dunn, (1974); 
successfully replicated this study and a burgeoning 

literature seemed to be providing successful results in 

support of the existence of Pavlovian conditioning without 

awareness . 

However, these experiments came to be criticised for 

their definition of awareness . The distinction drawn was 

one of the subject being unaware of the stimulus and the 

subject not attending to the stimulus. 

Bolender ( 1986) and the commentators of his article 

reached agreement with their judgement of the dichotic 

listening paradigm . The paradigm cannot satisfy what 

Bolender terms criterion 1, this the strongest case for 

awareness, derived from Dixon (1971), as described earlier . 
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" .. positive indirect evidence of semantic activation of 
stimulus identification together with negative direct 
evidence of stimulus identification at the time of 
presentation ... " 

Corteen and Dunn tried to 

stimulus identification at 

satisfy this 

the time 

criterion of 

of stimulus 

presentation, by implementing a key press to the shock -

associated words. Subjects were to press the key if they 

heard meaningful words in the unattended channel whilst they 

were performing the shadowing task. The subjects pressed 

only once in the 114 opportunities they had to press to the 

relevant stimuli. However, the resulting response double -

bind for the subject did not assess awareness to the 

satisfaction of Dawson and Schell (1982), who, with a more 

thorough assessment of awareness, used a post experimental 

report, the lever press of Corteen and Dunn, and a moment to 

moment monitoring of the shadowing latencies. They 

concluded that no EDR was found for unaware shock 

associated words. They did find, 

number of EDRs from the subjects 

however, a significant 

who heard the relevant 

message in the right ear and the irrelevant message in the 

left ear. No significant EDRs were found in the opposing 

arrangement of irrelevant and relevant messages. 

However the dichotic listening paradigm can never 

satisfy the strict criteria necessary to be certain of the 

subject's awareness. This is true for all selective 

attention paradigms. Attention by definition implies that a 

subject could direct his attention to the unattended 

stimulus. Corteen, (1986), himself accepts this critique of 

the experimental paradigm he developed. 

"There seems to be no question that the dichotic 
listening paradigm is ill - suited to the study of 
unconscious processing, no matter how promising it may 
have appeared in the early 1970s ." 



Eyelid Conditioning. 

The Pavlovian conditioning paradigm has been used with 

the eyeblink as the index of conditioning responding. 

The eyelid response has been less extensively studied in 

'without awariness' paradigms and consequently there has 

been less of a furore concerning the designs employed . 

Grant, (1973) surveyed the influences of cognitive factors 

on eyelid conditioning and concluded: 

"The poor correlation between reported awareness of CS 
- UCS contingencies and conditioning performance 
strongly suggests that this cognitive activity, at 
least as is presently assessed, is not sufficient and 
may not be necessary to produce eyelid conditioning or 
differential eyelid conditioning." 

This indicates a similar story to the verbal 

conditioning paradigm. Upon examination of the procedures 

used to assess awareness, the majority of experiments us ing 

the eyeblink in unaware studies have not used the rigorous 

methods for assessing awareness as demanded in criticisms 

subjected toward the verbal conditioning paradigm. The same 

difficulties of the assessment of awareness procedures used 

in the verbal conditioning paradigm are met here, with the 

experiments using the eyeblink as the response. So although 

the eyelid conditioning paradigm may become an important 

paradigm for investigating the 'without awareness' question, 

(see Frcka et al, 1983) it has to apply stricter methods of 

assessing awareness. 

The eyeblink response has been used as a response 

measure in the operant conditioning paradigm, (Keehn, 1965, 

1967; Jones and Hochaus,1976). The Keehn studies were 

interesting. In his 1967 study, assessment of awareness was 

solely determined by 

"misleading subjects who might otherwise be expected to 

comprehend the experimental contingencies", 
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(college students), and a group of subjects 'too retarded to 

be likely to understand the nature of the experiment', 

(ambulatory retardates, average I.Q . 30 ; and autosomal 

Trisomy 18 infants, a severe chromosomal disorder, 

estimated I.Q 10). The design deceived the college 

students into thinking that pressing a lever for 

reinforcement, using a variable ratio schedule of 

reinforcement, when really reinforcement was contingent upon 

the eyeblink. There was no other assessment of awareness 

other than the deception of the subject. Subjects, if they 

were aware indicated it solely with the lever press 

response. 

Dawson and Furedy (1976), using a similar paradigm to 

the earlier 'subception' experiments of Lazarus and McCleary 

( described earlier), found no evidence of conditioning or 

generalization without awareness. Dawson and Furedy's 

criticism was similar to the one made about the verbal 

conditioning experiments; the probing of awareness was poor . 

Dawson has conducted several experiments concerned with 

the importance of cognitive hypotheses to Pavlovian 

conditioning. Dawson's work has been very important in the 

establishment of a cognitive theory of Pavlovian 

conditioning. 

Two Factor and Cognitive Theories of Pavlovian Conditioning. 

The question of awareness during Pavlovian conditioning 

has implications for the importance of cognitions in 

Pavlovian conditioning. Discussion of the role of 

cognitions in Pavlovian conditioning has been important 

since the beginning of its theoretical understanding. 

Pavlov, later on in his career expanded his theory to the 

second signalling system (language), and advised; 
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" .. human subjects not being dogs should be questioned 
about the conditioning experiments they undergo .... My 
earlier practice of not using subjective terms in order 
to avoid conceptual confusion is now, with full 
development of our field valid only for our younger 
co-workers." (c ited by Razran, 1971) 

Dawson, Schell, Beers and Kelly, ( 1982), discuss the early 

history of cognition and Pavlovian conditioning, and state 

the current position as being a choice between the cognitive 

interpretation of Pavlovian conditioning and the levels - of 

- learning interpretation or the two component theory. 

Two 

assume 

component 

that one 

theories 

component 

of 

is 

conditioning of 

mediated by 

the GSR 

cognitive 

expectancies 

unmediated. 

whereas the second, emotional, component is 

These different components obey different laws 

in that the mediated component varies with the cognitive 

expectancies, whereas the primary emotional component may be 

contrary to cognitive expectancies. The two component 

theory has been widely studied, (e.g., Baer and Fuhrer, 

1973; Grings, 1973; Maltzman, 1979; Mandel and Bridger, 

1973) . 

Davey, (1 983) , has outlined the 'cognitive expectancy' 

account of Pavlov ian conditioning. 

" . . only subjects who can verbalise the correct CS - UCS 
relations in post - experimental questionnaires appear 
to exhibit conditioning (Baer and Fuhrer 1968,1970). 
Secondly, when level of awareness of · CS - UCS 
relations is measured on a trial to trial basis 
throughout conditioning, differential CRs occur only 
after the time that contingency awareness has developed 
(eg Dawson and Biferno, 1973; Biferno and Dawson,1977; 
Fuhrer and Baer, 1980). Thirdly studies which have 
deliberately attempted to 'mask' ·. ~ the CS - UCS 
contingency have largely failed to find evidence for 
conditioning." (Dawson,1973; Grings and Dawson,1973; 
Ross et al.,1974; Dawson et al., 1979). 
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The cognitive view of Pavlovian conditioning holds that 

cognitive expectancies are essential to the Pavlovian 

conditioning process . The work of Tolman, (1932) and 

Woodworth, (1958), on 'cognitive mapping' and 'expectancies' 

are early examples of this view. Rescorla (1978) presented 

a "cognitive view of Pavlovian conditioning" in which the 

"animats knowledge of the CS UCS relation" and the 

"cognitive representation of the US" are key concepts. 

The position has moved somewhat from the simple 

criticism of the awareness techniques used in prior studies 

of Pavlovian conditioning to the development of designs 

isolating the role of awareness and cognitions. A cognitive 

theory of Pavlovian conditioning has evolved, especially 

from the work of Dawson and his colleagues. Dawson and 

Biferno, (1973); Dawson, (1973); Dawson and Furedy, (1976); 

Biferno and Dawson, (1977); Schell, Dawson, Beers, and 

Biferno, (1978); 

Ohman (1983) details accounts of these and other 

experiments which have studied the relationship of awareness 

of the stimulus and/or contingencies, and indicates that: 

"electrodermal responses to the CS occurred only when 
there was some evidence that the stimulus entered the 
subject's awareness." 

Maltzman and his co - workers have conducted a series 

of studies concerned with 'semantic conditioning'. They 

have used a 'verbal conditioning paradigm'. (To avoid 

confusion with the verbal conditioning paradigm of 

Greenspoon, ( 1955), this shall be referred to as the 

'instructed conditioning' paradigm.) 

The 'instructed conditioning' of the GSR is the 

procedure whereby the subject is verbally informed that a CS 

will be followed by a UCS . A large GSR is usually obtained 
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to the CS upon its first presentation. In an analogous 

situation, participants have been informed that the UCS will 

no longer follow the CS . Verbal extinction is thereby 

obtained . Mandel and Bridger, ( 1967, 1973), have evidence 

of unmedia ted GSR conditioning using a verbal extinction 

procedure. The evidence supporting this is from the 

observation that instructions informing the participants 

that the UCS, shock, will no longer be delivered does not 

result in the immediate and complete elimination of the GSR. 

Mandel and Bridger (1973) further assert that evidence of an 

unmediated component can only be obtained when a highly 

noxious UCS is employed. The hypothesis that this 

generates, is that the highly noxious UCS consists of two 

components, one dependent upon cognitive expectancies, or 

'mediated' , and the other not dependent upon such 

expectancies, and therefore 'unmediated'. This evidence has 

been disputed, Nelson and Ross ( 1974·), and Pendery and 

Maltzman (1979) found evidence contradicting Mandel and 

Bridger's claims. In a similar design to that of Mandel and 

Bridger, ( 1967), using the eyelid response instead of GSR, 

Jennings et al, ( 1978), failed to demonstrate conditioning 

without awareness. 

Using heart rate as the response measure in a 

conditioning without awareness design, Chatterjee and 

Eriksen (1962) studied acquisition, generalisation, and 

extinction of conditioned heart rate responses under 

different conditions of manipulated cognitive expectancies . 

A group of stimulus words were the conditioned stimuli; one 

of these words was paired with an unconditioned stimulus, 

electric shock. This word was then tested, within a 

different group of words, for heart rate conditioning. Some 

of these words were semantically related to the conditioned 

stimulus word. 
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Evidence of heart rate conditioning was found only in 

those subjects who could verbalize the CS UCS 

contingencies. The method used, to assess the subject ' s 

verbalization of the contingencies, was to interrogate the 

subjects after the experiment had been completed. A further 

check on the importance of the verbalization of 

contingencies was also made : the subjects, when told in the 

extinction phase there would be no more shocks delivered, 

showed almost complete extinction on the first experimental 

trial. These results supported the argument that the 

subj ect1s awareness is necessary for conditioning. 

However , Mandel and Bridger ( 1967), in a classical 

conditioning paradigm with electric shock as the 

unconditioned stimulus, found that after they had 

manipulated subjects> expectancies by instructions evidence 

of conditioned GSR responding even when the subject s had 

the shock electrodes removed from their hand. These results 

implied that conditioning did not require the subject to 

have an awareness of the conditioning. Even though it was 

impossible for the subject to be shocked they responded as 

though they 'expected' to be. It may be that the subjects 

did not ' believe' that the shock electrodes really had been 

disconnected or that they did not trust the experimenter and 

so their 'expectancies' were still determining their 

responses. 

The importance of these studies investigating 

'awareness' and Pavlovian conditioning lies with their 

contributions to the clarification of the role of cognitions 

in learning. Experiments investigating 'conditioning 

without awareness ' are often cited as ' crucial' experiments 

in determining which is the more appropriate explanatory 

model (e.g. 'cognitive' or 'behavioral ' ). Such a 

distinction was prevalent in the 1970's when the differences 

between these approaches was strong, however, with the 
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increasing sophistication of their paradigms, they may now 

begin to enhance each otherk models rather than discounting 

them. The experiments in this thesis are of relevance to 

both of the paradigms in that they discuss the concept of 

awareness and provide an experimental paradigm which can be 

explained in terms understandable to both approaches. 

It is instructive to not~ that despite the many 

discussions of awareness and classical conditioning in the 

past several decades (e.g. Baer and Fuhrer, 1973; Brewer, 

1974; Chatterjee and Eriksen, 1960; Dawson, 1973; Dawson and 

Furedy, 1976; Mandel and Bridger, 1973; Razran, 1955), and 

despite the various distinctions proposed to differentiate 

between conditioning with awareness and conditioning without 

awareness, there has been almost no discussion of awareness 

itself. 

"One of the liveliest issues today concerns the 
relationship between contingency awareness and 
autonomic conditioning. A variety of techniques, post 
experimental questionnaires, masking tasks, trial by 
trial ratings of expectancies - have been explored and 
related to conditioned skin conductance, heart rate and 
pulse volume responses. Many of _these studies show 
significant relationships between awareness and at 
least some aspects of conditioned responding. But the 
argument that awareness determines human classical 
conditioning remains inconclusive." Martin, (1983). 

In addition therefore to assessing the experimental methods 

of assessing a definition of awareness that is in the main 

some form of verbal report, awareness needs to examined from 

a theoretical point of view. Grant, (1973), made the point: 

"There remains the possibility, however, that at some 
early stage in the experiment awareness of CS - UCS 
contingencies may be necessary or at least helpful in 
the acquisition of the CR, but that this awareness 
seems not to be required for retention of a learned 
conditioned discrimination." 

Once the definition and method of determining awareness has 

reached consensus, then the role of awareness in behaviour 
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can be critically examined . There may be still be problems 

however, Frcka et al (1983) made an important point: 

"The design of post experimental questions ... inevitably 
makes some sort of assumption about the nature of 
awareness, whether it is regarded as a dichotomous 
variable (aware versus unaware) or as a continuous 
dimension representing degrees of awareness." 

Whatever measurement of awareness is used there will be 

assumptions about what awareness is. These assumptions will 

not encompass all the possible notions of awareness . 

Consider, as an illustration of the complexity of 

consciousness, Penfield's (1952) research into 'recollective 

hallucinations' (as he termed them). Penfield appeared to 

have triggered the results of a stream of consciousness, 

replaying lost episodes in a patient's life. These were 
synthesized entirely from stored information and hence 
totally subjective. Here the 'internal' generation of 
conscious activity opens a wider perspective on 
consciousness, one which studies of awareness rarely touch 

on concentrating as they do on descriptions of immediate 

experience. The experience of consciousness for most of the 

time is some integration of the two types of activity and 

here is where the research would need to be eventually 

leading. However until a sound methodological basis is made 

to assess the 'products' of consciousness, the procedure for 

studying the concept of awareness must be from a somewhat 

conservative basis, slowly building a framework to 
understand the concept and its more 

not letting the ephemeral and 

consciousness defeat the enterprise. 
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abstract qualities and 

quixotic nature of 



The 

awareness 

CHAPTER 3 

"a definition of awareness in terms of 
verbalization places a heavy burden upon 
the a dequacy of language to reflect the 
richness of perceptual experience and 
images." Eriksen (1962). 

importance of the 

was illustrated by 

methodology of 

the conclusions 

assessing 

drawn after 

reviewing the past research that investigated, 'conditioning 

without awareness' . A definition of awareness reliant upon 

a 'subjective report ' must be dependent upon the verbal 

report as the source of evidence for the assessment of 

awareness, the verbal r eport being the most reliable form 

of 'subjective' data that can be 'objectively' verified. 

The general validity and status of the verbal report in 

psychological research will now be considered. 

The controversy surroundi ng the validity of verbal 

reports as sources of evidence can be traced from the 

beginnings of modern psychology earlier this century when 

Watson was clarifying the goals of behavioral psychology and 

the direction of psychology was moving from introspective 

methods studying 'consciousness' (e.g. the Wurzburg school) 

to the study of behaviour by 'publicly verifiable' methods 

(see Ericsson and Simon, 1984 for a synopsis of this 

period) . Although Watson eschewed the use made by the 

'introspectionists' of verbal reports, he did not completely 

refrain from gathering evidence that was verbal in form: 

"The present writer has often felt that a good deal 
more can be learned about the psychology of thinking by 
making subjects think aloud about definite problems 
than by trusting to the unscientific method of 
intros pec t i on." Watson, (1920) . 



The subsequent development of behavioral psychology did 

not always have the sympathy that Watson had for data from 

verbal reports (see Hayes 1986). The influential paper of 

Nisbett and Wilson (1977) provided a forum for examining the 

current status of verbal reports in psychological research. 

Their research was concerned with the validity of verbal 

reports as a source of psychological data in the area of 

social psychology and ' attribution theory'. Attribution 

theory concerned itself with the 'common sense' 

explanations of human behaviour and its direct or indirect 

effects (see Kelley and Michela (1980) for the current state 

of research.) 

Although the debate about the status of verbal reports 

as sources of evidence has been recently rekindled by the 

attribution theory research, the debate has centered on a 

familiar and old established axis. The subject's accuracy 

in describing his 'mental processes' and in turn how close 

these verbal reports are at describing the 'determinants of 

behaviour' (see Nisbett and Wilson 1977; Birnbaum and 

Stegner 1981, Doe Nihm 1984), echoes the debate about the 

validity of reports from a human subject who has 'privileged 

access' to the contents of her / his consciousness, 

by the introspectionists (e . g the Wurzburg school, 

1954 for reappraisal of their approach) 

expounded 

see Bakan 

for the 

understanding of consciousness; and the demarcation between 

observable behaviour and descriptions of consciousness as 

evidence for the scientific study of human behaviour 

proposed b y Watson, (1913). 

The specific issues raised by the attribution research 

are not of central concern to this thesis as the verbal 

reports are merely to describe what the subject 'saw ' and 

not descriptions of the process that led to thi s r eport. 

The debate does raise issues however that need to be borne 

in mind i f one has us e d or is proposing to use verbal 
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reports as sources of data (especially pertinent to research 

which advocates the relevance of 'subjective data', which, 

to fulfil the requirement of shared verification necessary 

for ·scientif ic explanation, will usually be verbal). 

Srni th and Miller, ( 1978) in criticising Nisbett and 

Wilson, (1977) discussed 'What is a cause of behaviour?' and 

concluded that the intrinsic ambiguity in the term 'cause of 

behaviour' precludes it from its use as evidence against 

introspective access to mental processes: 

" .. Nisbett and Wilson consistently use terms like cause 
or influence in different senses from those which 
subjects are able to employ given the information they 
have available." Smith and Miller, (1978) 

A subtler form of the argument of intrinsic ambiguity 

proposed by Smith and Miller, 1978 was resurrected by 

Bowers, (1987) who recalled Hume's position on 'causality' . 

Hurne stated that causality may not be described exactly as 

it exists only as a logical possibility. Any 'explanation' 

whether scientific or 'common - sense' cannot be exact. It 

can only be better, or more accurately 'preferred' according 

to the dictates of the social order and understanding of 

scientific practice. The notion of causality is a logical 

necessity but can never be proven empirically. 

The close connect i on between explanation, logic and 

science is central to the 'schisms ' of psychological method 

and the preferred choices of experimental psychology 

throughout this century. It is the undercurrent to the 

philosophical debates about psychology's status as a science 

and the type of scientific method that will prove to be the 

most fruitful . 

The cause of something exists logically but the 

explanation provided by the detailing of the causes is not 
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necessarily the 'real cause' but rather the closest 

available approximation and most plausible to the community. 

The scientific community similarly chooses the likeliest 

explanations and these constitute the description of the 

determinants. As Bowers ( 1987) noted, the primacy of the 

scientific explanation over the subjective report is not due 

to its describing the actual causes but rather because it 

convinces more people and satisfies more needs. 

The apparent lack of power of human subjects' 
common - sense 'explanations' of the causes of their own 

behaviour, as research by Nisbett and Wilson (1977), Wilson, 

Hull and Johnson (1981) suggested, may be due to the 

subjects not having developed or haVJ~he need for consensus 

information and explanation ( as practised by science) and 

therefore evoking more 'primitive' explanations. The 

necessity of deceiving subjects about the concerns of study 

practised by psychological experimenters supports this idea. 

If subjects knew the experimental manipulations and 

psychological rationale underlying c e rtain investigations 

their behaviour would be different than if they were 'naive' 

to such information. In addition, information about the 

'true' variables controlling behaviour is less vivid 

experientially and therefore the subject gives an 'agency' 

explanation: the agency explanation most often reinforced by 

the social community and everyday life ( see Tversky and 

Kahneman, 197 4) . 

Verbal reports. 

Verbal reports have, in the psychological research of 

this century been viewed with apprehension and scepticism by 

the majority of psychologists (see Nisbett and Wilson, 1977, 

Ericsson and Simon 1984). Nisbe tt and Wilson questioned the 

old assumption that the subject has a 'privileged access' to 

the contents of her/his mind: 
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"The accuracy of verbal reports is so poor as to 
suggest that any introspective access that may exist is 
not sufficient to produce generally correct or reliable 
reports." Nisbett and Wilson, (1977). 

The argument for 'privileged access' asserts that verbal 

reports hold information and data unobtainable by any means 

other than by the subject's report. 

White, ( 1980) summarised Nisbett and Wilson's ( 1977) 

position in terms of the 'process and product' viewpoint: 

" .. that conscious awareness is limited to the products 
of mental processes and that the processes themselves 
are beyond the reach of introspection." White, (1980). 

"It is easy to fall into the trap of calling everything 
that gets into consciousness 'product' and everything 
else 'process' .. . " White, (1980). 

The distinction made between product and process ( or as 

Nisbett and Wilson describe, content and process) has been 

made many times and Nisbett and Wilson themselves list a 

series of quotes illustrating the distinction. One of these 

will suffice to precis the position: · 

"It is the result of thinking, not the process of 
thinking, that appears spontaneously in consciousness" 
Miller, ( 1962) 

Ericsson and Simon, ( 1984) detailed four criticisms 

that led to verbal reports becoming something to be regarded 

as 'inadmissible' : 

"In the relatively small number of studies since the 
advent of behaviorism that systematically collected 
verbal reports, the following critic isms were either 
raised or investigated empirically: 

(a) Verbal reports are incomplete, and important 
behavioral and performance changes are not reflected in 
them (Greenspoon, 1955; Rees and Israel, 1935); 

(b) The instruction to give verbal reports and/or 
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their production changes the cognitive processes under 
study (Phelan, 1965); 

( c) The verbal reports are inconsistent with other 
observable aspects of behaviour (Verplanck, 1962); 

(d) The verbal reports are unreliable and 
idiosyncratic, and they do not carry any information 
that is generalizable or that can further our 
understanding of performance." (Nisbett and Wilson, 
1977). 

Nisbett and Wilson (1977), claimed that the subjects' 

verbal reports do not provide any additional or useful 

evidence with which the experimenter may assess the 

claimed that any observer would 

'insights' into the subject's 

not have pri v .{,leged access to a 

subject's behaviour. They 

be able to state similar 

behaviour. The subject does 

source of data that the experimenter cannot observe. 

Subjects do not necessarily report what is actually 

occurring at the time of the activity under question; some 

general comments regarding this are given below. 

(i) Subjects have some idea of the general procedures they 

are using in experiments, 

these without reference 

produced. 

and they can recall and report 

to the specific behaviour they 

(ii) Subjects can remember some parts or even complete 

episodes of their cognitive processes during particular 

trials, and they generalize this information into a general 

procedure which they then report. 

(iii) Similar to (ii), subjects remember specific tasks, and 

in remembering these, use this information to infer the 

general procedures they may have used. 
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(iv) Subjects may use prior knowledge gained from years of 

problem solving and 'introspecting', and have readily formed 

procedures of how the experimental tasks they performed were 

carried out. 

"When reporting on the effects of stimuli, people may 
not interrogate a memory of the cognitive process that 
operated on the stimuli; instead they may base their 
reports on implicit, a priori theories about the causal 
connection between stimulus and response." Nisbett and 
Wilson (1977). 

'Discrimination without awareness' paradigms and verbal 

reports. 

In 'discrimination without awareness' paradigms, two 

different methodologies using verbal reports to determine 

'awareness' have typically been employed, the first of 

which was illustrated by the Lazarus and McCleary, ( 1951) 

study as described in chapter 2. Stimuli were presented at 

speeds so fast that the subjects could not have been aware. 

This type of method relied upon tn.e 'sensory threshold' 

formulation of stimulation. The second methodology, for 

example, the Lacey and Smith, ( 1954), study switched the 

emphasis from the determination of a threshold by a verbal 

report to the subject's verbal report of their behaviour as 

the indicator of awareness. Both studies were reliant upon 

verbal reports as the indicator of 'awareness', but the 

studies used the verbal reports in different ways. 

Lazarus and McCleary used the verbal report to develop 

a paradigm that tested for effects the subject could never 

be aware of . The Lacey and Smith study did not do this: the 

subjects in their experiment could have been aware of the 

important experimental variable which was manipulated. 

Although Lacey and Smith assumed that awareness was reliant 

upon verbal reports, the type of unawareness they were 

studying may be better described as a type of 'inattention'. 
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'Inattention' should refer to those events a subject 

could attend to, to differentiate the term from unawareness. 

Then 'unawareness' can be used to describe events a subject 

could never be 

distinction would 

aware of. 

be difficult 

Methodologically, such 

to maintain, because 

a 

as 

outlined above, both conceptions rely on verbal reports for 

verification . The notion of a sensory threshold existing 

which is different from a subjective threshold is not easy 

to ascertain when verbal reports are the criteria by which 

the thresholds are determined ( see Cheeseman and Merikle 

1986). The reliability of verbal reports pose difficulties 

for the study of awareness. 

The studies cited above indicate that the subject's 

verbal report may bear no close relation to the actual 

cognitions the subject used in the task. 

not to accept the argument of Nisbett 

However, that is 

and Wilson whose. 

assessment of the status of the verbal report was questioned 

by Smith and Miller (1978), White (1980) and Ericsson and 

Simon (1980) who challenged the extent of the application · of 

their claims: 

"With questions like, 'I noticed that you took more 
shock than average. Why do you suppose you did? 
(Nisbett and Wilson, 1977),' it is not clear to us, nor 
probably to the subjects, that memory for the cognitive 
process should be the information source for the 
answer." Ericsson and Simon, (1980) 

The thrust of Ericsson and Simon's argument was that 

cognitive processes can be accurately assessed by a 

subject's verbal reports, but only if a rigorous and careful 

probing procedure is followed. They detailed various 

probing methods relating to the cognitive processes that one 

may choose to investigate. 

experiments, they recommend 

'direct' and 'concurrent'. 

In learning without awareness 

that the probing methods be 

By direct it is meant that the 

verbal probe assessing awareness should be exact in its 
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demand for identification of the stimulus. The term 

'concurrent' means that the probe's delivery should occur at 

the time of the presentation of stimulus during learning 

trials. Unless these requirements are fulfilled one cannot 

be certain that the subject is unaware at the crucial time. 

Ericsson and Simon's demands pose difficulties for 

experimental procedures because these procedures are more 

likely to influence the processes under study (i.e. they can 

trigger 'awareness ' of the stimuli whilst the experiment is 

being carried out and therefore the experimental procedure 

becomes meaningless) . 

The problem with many verbal reports is that they can 

be too 'direct' and therefore 'lead' the subject's awareness 

to the very facet of the environment that is experimentally 

manipulated to be beyond the subject's awareness. This 

problem may be controlled in two ways: 

1) If a direct method is used, the technique must either be 

one which will not trigger awareness or if it does then rule 

these subjects out from the results; 

2) Use stimuli or responses which are not capable of 

reaching awareness. They are below the subject's sensory 

threshold. Although again, there are problems with the idea 

of a 'sensory threshold' especially where verbal reports are 

the method used for verification. Therefore, the recommended 

procedure would be to develop a paradigm that uses a sensory 

threshold and develop it so that the conceptual problems of 

this notion are minimised. This procedure must satisfy the 

recommendations of Ericsson and Simon (1984) that the 

assessment of awareness by verbal report must use probes 

that are 'direct' and 'concurrent'. The backward pattern 

masking paradigm appeared to be a design that would satisfy 

these requirements . 
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Backward pattern masking. 

The technique of backward pattern masking was developed 

by Turvey ( 1973) . Allport ( 1977) defined backward pattern 

masking as: 

"a phenomenon whereby a scrambled array of graphemes, 
following a few tens of milliseconds after a previous 
graphemic stimulus, reduces the span of immediate, 
implicit report regarding the identity of the preceding 
stimulus." 

Allport ( 1977) presented data suppor t i ng a model whereby 

incoming information may be analyzed at many different 

levels, including semantic, automatically and in such a way 

that this analysis could not be consciously reported. 

Allport ( 1977) reported an 

were presented with pattern 

consisting of four words. I n some 

experiment where 

masked visual 

subjects 

displays 

of these arrays one animal 

word was included, whilst in others there were no animal 

words. Subjects were asked to r eport as many words and 

letters from the arrays as possible. The words were 

presented under conditions 

could only report one word. 

in which,· on average, subjects 

When subjects were asked to 

did thi s reliably better than report the animal name 

when they were not so 

they 

instructed. This indicates that 

categorical information is accessed for words that cannot be 

reported. In another experiment, Allport observed that the 

errors that subjects were making in their responses to the 

words bore little graphic or phonological resemblance to the 

actual stimuli but they could be described as being 

s emanti cally related to them (e.g . jazz - blues). 

Allport' s work was criticised by Ellis and Marshall, 

(1978); Williams and Parkin, (1979); and Fowler, Wolford, 

Slade and Tassinary, ( 1981) on the grounds that the number 

of semantic errors occurring in these circumstances does not 

exceed the number whi c h would be expected from chance 

responding. 



However, Allport's experiments reopened the interest in 

the study of unconscious processes and in conjunction with 

the work of Marcel ( 1976), firmly established a new and 

controversial 

processes . 

paradigm for investigating unconscious 

Marcel had also noted the semantic errors obtained when 

subjects attempted to read pattern masked words. Marcel 

developed the backward pattern masking paradigm to present 

'masked' stimulus words in a series of experiments (Marcel 

1976; 1980; 1983 Marcel and Patterson 1978) which were 

designed to show the effects of the information masked by a 

scrambled array of graphemes available for further 

processing in reaction time tasks. 

Marcel's general method. 

Marcel has reported numerous experiments developing the 

procedure. His 1983 articles have the clearest exposition 

of the theory and methodology underpinning his research. 

In experiment 1 (1983o), subjects · were asked to make one 

of three response decisions to stimulus words or blank 

fields presented at very fast speeds . These responses were 

to one of the following three questions : 

a) Was there anything before the mask? - "presence" 

b) Which of two given words was more visually similar to 

anything that was before the mask? - "graphic" 

c) Which of two given words was more semantically similar 

(similar in meaning) to anything that was before the 

mask? - "meaning" 
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On lowering the stimulus onset asychrony SOA, that is, 

the time between presentation of the stimulus word and the 

pattern mask, subjects reported at chance level on the 

presence question, yet on being encouraged to guess on the 

other responses, correctly reported above chance level. 

Further decreasing of the SOA resulted in subjects reporting 

at chance level for the graphic question, but still 

reporting above chance level for the semantic similarity 

response. On further reduction of the SOA all three 

questions reached chance level responding. This has been 

used as evidence of semantic processing without conscious 

identification of the stimulus words. 

Marcel (1983a) developed the paradigm for a series of 

priming studies. The typical procedure was as follows: 

Subjects were tested in two phases. In the threshold 

phase, subjects were presented with a series of trials in 

which either a blank field or a field containing a word were 

shown. This field was followed by presentation of the 

pattern mask. The threshold trials . determined a stimulus 

onset asynchrony ( SOA). This was a stimulus presentation 

speed at which subjects had scored a certain percentage 

correct for the decision, whether it was a word or a blank 

presented. After the threshold was established, subjects 

were presented with the experimental trials. A trial 

presented a masked stimulus at the threshold SOA, and it was 

followed by another stimulus to which the subject had to 

make a response. Relationships between the first stimulus 

(prime) and the second stimulus (target) were varied in 

order to examine the effect of prime information on target 

processing. 

Subjects were usually run through the threshold 

procedure again, at the end of the experimental trials, to 

recheck thresholds . 



The above procedure does not clearly show whether 

pattern masking is disrupting the processes necessary for 

awareness or whether it decreases the amount of information 

available for processing. Marcel subsequently showed the 

former hypothesis to be the most likely in his experiment 5 

(1983~ in which he looked at the effect of repeating masked 

stimuli on the subject's detection and report, and on the 

size of their associative priming effect. Either a word or 

a blank mask was presented. This field was repeated from 1 

to 20 times, followed by a target to which a lexical 

decision was made. Primes and targets were either 

associated or unassociated. The repetition interval was 

either 500msec or lOOOmsec. This factor was varied in order 

to be able to follow any build up of activation. When 

targets occurred, subjects made a lexical decision response 

to them, otherwise they made a presence - absence judgement 

of the prime field, with attempted identification. Primes 

were presented for lOmsec followed by a variable dark field, 

then the mask field for 30msec. An auditory warning signal 

was given to indicate responses. Presence absence 

judgements and lexical decisions wer.e randomized. Targets 

were repeated quite often in the lexical decision task. The 

effects of number of repetitions and of association were 

highly significant. There was an interaction between 

repetition interval and the number of repetitions . Although 

a significant associative priming effect was increased by 

repeating prime stimuli, this factor had no effect on 

correct detections or on the number of identifications. The 

main result from this experiment was the differential effect 

of repetitions on detection and report, and the size of the 

associative priming effect. 

" . . it does not appear that what pattern masking leaves 
intac t i s any component of what is commonly termed the 
icon. While pattern masking leaves intact a 
representation which mediates accumulation of lexical/ 
semantic priming, it does not leave intact anything 
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which mediates accumulation of what is required for 
awareness. A more radical speculation is that 
awareness is not a threshold phenomenon in any way 
susceptible to the accumulation of information used for 
other perceptual purposes, but depends qualitatively on 
the availability of a particular representation. Thus 
however strong is semantic activation it cannot of 
itself mediate awareness . " Marcel, (1983~. 

In an earlier experiment, Marcel ( 1980) replicated a 

study by Schaneveldt, Meyer and Becker (1976), and included 

a pattern masked condition. 

subjects with word triples 

Schaneveldt et al. presented 

to which they had to make a 

lexical decision. In the critical condition the second word 

was polysemous (ie it had more than one meaning, eg PALM). 

This word was flanked by two words; in one condition both 

words related to one meaning of the polysemous word (eg HAND 

WRIST); in another they related to different meanings of it 

(eg TREE, WRIST); finally they were only facilitated when 

the flanking words were both related to the same meaning of 

the polysemous word; when the flanking words were different 

in meaning no facilitation was found, relative to 

appropriate control conditions. They argued that this 

result supported a selective access model of lexical access, 

whereby prior semantic context biases access of only one 

meaning of an ambiguous word. 

Marcel argued from his and other evidence (e.g. Clark 

and Clark 1977) that such selection occurred at a conscious 

stage. Preconsciously, it might be expected that multiple 

meanings of words would be available. His experiment 

compared conditions where the second polysemous word was 

readable and where it was masked to prevent awareness of it. 

In the aware condition selective priming effects similar to 

Schvaneveldt et al (1976) were found. In the pattern masked 

condition, lexical decisions to the final item were 

facilitated both when the initial item was related to the 

same meaning, and to a different meaning, of the masked 

word. This supported the view that, preconsciously, both 

meanings of these words are available . 
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Marcel sees the preconscious stage as one which 

precedes conscious representation and contains multiple 

representations at many levels. The conscious stage 

involves meaningful selection from 

representations to produce a unified, 

meaningful percept. 

Conclusions of Marcel's experiments. 

the multiple 

coherent and 

The conclusions drawn from Marcel's findings were that 

information was being processed at a pre - conscious level 

which was affecting subsequent behaviour. This information, 

contrary to expectation, was of the more importan t aspects 

of the stimulus, namely meaning. This was an example of 

parallel processing. This type of processing favours an 

explanatory model which postulates different processing 

pathways simultaneously accessed by the stimulus, in 

contrast to serial processing, which postulates the 

processing of the different aspects of stimulus information 

as dependent upon the results of previous stages of 

processing. The results from the backward pattern masking 

paradigm used by Marcel was cited as evidence of 

preconscious processing by Dixon (1981). 

Criticisms of Marcel's work. 

It is important to report Marcel's methodology as it 

has been severely criticised and there have been 

contradictory results in the replications of his experiments 

(e.g. Balota (1983); Cheeseman and Merikle (1985); Evett 

(1983); Evett and Humphreys (1981); Forster and Creighton 

(1982); Fowler, Wolford, Slade, and Tassinary (1981); 

Humphreys Evett and Taylor ( 1982) ; Humphreys ( 1981) ; 

McCauley, Parmalee, Sperber and Carr (1980); Me r ikle (1982, 

1984)). The above studies used t he masking paradigm and 

concerned themselves with the replication of Marcel's 

results and the improvement of his methodology . 
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Bolender (1986) provided the seminal 'state of the art' 

review with peer commentary for this research area under the 

title 'Semantic activation without conscious identification' 

and discussed three paradigms: dichotic listening; 

parafoveal vision; and visual masking. His critique focused 

upon the inadequacy of awareness assessment methods, and in 

the case of the Marcel- type studies, centered upon the 

threshold techniques that he used. 

Marcel's (1983~ method of assessing the speed of 

presentation of stimulus words was extremely lax. It 

consisted of" a c rude 'hunting' "for a presentation value, 

at which a subject had difficulty deciding whether a word 

appeared. Fowler et al (1981), in a successful replication 

of Marcel had only used, on average, 50 trials to ascertain 

the S0A threshold value. Balota (1983) did have a 

sufficient number of threshold trials, ( subjects a ve rage d 

approximately 120 trials) and he found evidence of 

'automatic unconscious processing' . His procedure was a 

priming paradigm with semantically related target - primes . 

The subjects responded with faster reaction times to the 

semantically r e lated target primes compared to the 

unrelated target - primes in both the suprathreshold and the 

subthreshold conditions. His threshold procedure is similar 

to that used in the experiments reported here. 

Another criticism of Marcel was made by Nolan and 

Caramazzo (1982). They noted that Marcel used a 60% chance 

level definition for the subject's decision tasks when it 

should be 50%. It is not surprising that such a criterion 

of ' chance' should lead to the subjects correctly ' guessing' 

in the different decision tasks. When Nolan and Caramazzo 

replicated Marcel's experiments with a 50% chance level, 

they failed to find similar results. 
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Purcell et al ( 1983) pointed out that the studies of 

Marcel, ( l 983o.); McCauley et al, ( 1980); and Fowler et al 

(1981) did not control for 'dark adaptation'. The stimulus 

presentation sequence in the threshold procedure was 

different to the stimulus sequence in the priming procedure. 

The extra presentation of the prime to the target word in 

the experimental sessions may have enabled the subject to 

'dark adapt'. The problem of dark adaptation does not apply 

if the stimulus sequences in the experimental trials are 

similar to those in the threshold trials. 

Backward pattern masking and psychophysiological studies of 

subliminal perception. 

Dixon, ( 1981), details various experiments about 

subliminal perception which use the EEG paradigm. In the 

vanguard of this approach rests the work of Shevrin and his 

colleagues ( Shevrin et al, 1968, 1970, 1971) who 

conceptualised the effects of subliminal perception in terms 

of encoding in the average evoked response. Al though the 

issues relating to this paradigm lie beyond the scope of 

this thesis, it is worth discussing two examples of the use 

of the EEG in a paradigm similar to the one used herein (but 

see Boddy, ( 1983), for a fuller description of information 

processing and the functional systems of the brain). 

Brandeis and Lehman (1986) presented, using the 

backward masking paradigm, stimuli (words or meaningless 

shapes) below a subject's awareness . They recorded the 

event related potentials (ERP) . Half of the stimulus items 

were presented supraliminally and half were presented 

subliminally and were masked. The subliminal i terns were 

either 'old' (the subjects had previously seen the word, it 

having been presented supraliminally) or 'new'. Subjects 

had to firstly perform the lexical decision task ( word or 

non-word) and secondly, to decide whether the subliminal 
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words were old or new. They found that, whilst subjects 

could not discriminate between the subliminal items better 

than chance, the ERP data revealed a significant difference 

between the subliminal words compared to the subliminal 

meaningles s shapes. In analysing the time course of this 

effect, specific processing of the subliminal words 

continued long (relatively speaking) after input, and it was 

concluded that: "the processing of subliminal words and 

non-words involves different neuronal populations". 

Brandeis and Lehman's assessment involved a post

session forced choice questioning, but no details were given 

in the report, nor did they detail the presentation speeds 

of the subliminal stimuli. The results, therefore have to 

be tempered with caution due to the lack of detail 

concerning the more controversial aspects of the backward 

pattern masking method. Despite the doubts about their 

methodological rigour in the measurement of subjects ' 

awareness, the difference found between the processing of 

the informational content of the stimuli warrants further 

investigation. 

The backward pattern masking was again used with ERPs 

by Boddy (1986). This study was not concerned specifically 

with the presentation of stimulus words below awareness, but 

rather it contrasted different stimulus onset asynchrony 

(SOA) levels. Boddy presente~ masked stimulus primes in a 

lexical decision task and measured the response latencies in 

correlation with the ERPs. There was an absence of any 

difference in the ERP data as a function of SOA, indicating 

that the processing effect was not due to the amount of 

information received by the subject. This provides indirect 

support for the findings of Brandeis et al that t he 

subliminal processing effect is due to the 'internal' 

processing of the stimulus information. 



These two studies postulate the same model of the 

relationship of psychophysiological processes to cognition 

as that postulated by Lacey (1967) with respect to the 

relationship of heart rate to cognition. It is suggested 

that internal cognitions are strong enough to initiate 

processing independently of external events. It i s a more 

fundamental proposition to suggest that these 

psychophysiological and neurophysiological events actually 

are the cognitions. The safer interpretation is to maintain 

the distinction between levels of explanation and interpret 

them as correlates, whilst acknowledging that such 

conceptions may become redundant as the picture of the 

relationship between the two structures becomes clearer. 

Borgeat and Goulet (1983), and Borgeat, Elie, Chaloult 

and Chabot (1985), masked auditory verbal stimuli with white 

noise . Skin resistance, heart rate and frontal muscular 

activity (EMG) were recorded. In the Borgeat, Elie, 

Chaloult and Chabot ( 1985), study stimuli were presented 

below the subjec~s auditory identification threshold (which 

was found by the subject pressing a lever signifying either 

'detection' or 'identification' of the stimuli). There were 

two stimulus presentation conditions, 'attending' or 'not 

attending' ( defined by the s ubjects making their detection 

and identification responses). 

In the attending condition there were 
psychophysiological r esponses to the stimuli presente d below 

the identification threshold. Of the types of stimuli used 

(i. neutral and ii. meaningful - i.e. taboo words) the 

psychophysiological responses were correlated to the 

intensity of the stimuli and not to the meaning of the 

stimuli, with the exception of the heart rate measure where 

the subject1 heart rate was faster to the meaningful stimuli 

than to the neutral stimuli. In the non attending 

condition, again there was activation of the 
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psychophysiological responses, to stimuli presented below 

the 'identification' threshold. But there was greater 

activation to the neutral stimuli than to the meaningful 

stimuli. 

These results were relevant as they implied that the 

heart rate measure was an index of the 'meaningfulness' of 

stimuli . The stimulus words presented in the backward 

pattern masking experiments by Marcel (e.g. 1983ci) reported 

earlier were interpreted in terms of 'preconscious' semantic 

processing. That is, the semantic information of the 

stimulus was avail o.,~ble in a preconscious form even though 

the- subject was unaware of the actual stimulus word 

presented. 

preconscious 

words. 

Thus, the heart rate response may reflect this 

processing and discriminate between stimulus 

The Borgeat et al (1985) experiment was unsatisfactory 

in its stimulus presentation procedure. This procedure did 

not ensure that the stimuli were below 'awareness' . The 

study gave no details of differences. between the detection 

and identification thresholds. The non - attending phase 

did not measure the subject1s threshold to check that the 

stimulus presentation value was consistent in the different 

sessions . The threshold value of stimulus presentation must 

be checked as a subject's 'response criterion' may have 

varied during the experiment or the original value·¥ arrived 

at in the determination of threshold may have been obtained 

when the subject was using a 'conservative criterion'. That 

is the subject could have identified the stimuli but perhaps 

wasn't sure enough to identify them and opted for the safer 

detection response . There was no evidence of the subject's 

awareness except for the identification decision, and no 

measurement was made of the subject's response confidence. 



Summary of the backward pattern masking paradigm. 

The methodology developed by Marcel , Allport and the 
of,t 

subsequent criticisms and replications Awas a fruitful method 

for presenting stimulus words below a subject's awareness, 

providing the experimental procedure incorporated the 

methodological recommendations of the various experiments 1 

the most serious of which was the threshold procedure used 

to determine the subject's 'awareness' threshold. 

Threshold Methodology . 

The most serious methodological criticism of visual 

masking is that it retains the idea of sensory thresholds 

objectively determined by verbal reports. This has become 

more apparent with the acceptance of signal detection theory 

in the cognitive paradigm. 

"the drawback of the psychophysical methods of 
measuring thresholds such as the method of limits, 
etc., is that the threshold measures they produce 
confuse effects due to the perceived difference between 
stimuli and those of the person ' s criterion for 
responding." Frith (1973) 

Yet such methods were still employed for the priming 

studies. As signal detection theory demonstrates, a 

subject's response decision is a result of the relationship 

between response payoffs and sensory stimulation. The 

verbal report that any subject gives is always a 'guess', 

albeit an informed one . Subjects in traditional threshold 

techniques were not being truly tested for the 'threshold' 

This notion of threshold is not only difficult to measure it 

is also under attack with respect to its very existence. 



The fallibility of 'sensory thresholds' has been raised 

specifically with regard to visual masking by a number of 

comment a tors (e.g. Cheeseman and Merikle ( 198S), Holender 

(1986)), with Macmillan (1986) giving a clear exposition, 

"A subthreshold sensation is defined, in threshold 
theory, as one that falls in the nondetect region, but 
what is a threshold stimulus? It is not enough to say 
that (a) any stimulus that leads to a nondetect state 
is subliminal, since it may be that a fixed sensory 
threshold divides a sensory continuum into discrete 
detect and nondetect states, this implies that the same 
stimulus may lead to a detect state on another 
presentation. It is too much to say that a stimulus 
that never leads to a detect state is subliminal since 
the (a) sensory continuum implies no such stimuli 
exist." Macmillan, (1986). 

Cheeseman and Merikle ( 1986) postulated two thresholds: a 

'subjective' and an 'objective' threshold. Studies 

requiring conscious identification of stimuli by verbal 

report need to measure these two thresholds. 

The subjective threshold is the: 

" level of discriminative responding at which observers 
claim not to be able t o detect perceptual information 
at better than a chance level of performance" 

and the objective threshold is the: 

"leve l of discriminative responding corresponding to 
chance level performance." 

Cheeseman and Merikle's distinction between the two 

types of thresholds is 

constitutes awareness. 

unclear 

If the 

with respect to what 

method of determining 

awareness does not include, in its assessment, an indication 

from the subject by some type of verbalisation about his 

behaviour, then we cannot, with any certainty, hold that the 

subject's awareness is what is actually being assessed 



( assuming the unique quality of awareness to be that it 

requires a subjective correlate, as concluded in the review 

of the definitions of awareness in Chapter 2). Without this 

quality, awareness is not a useful term, attention would be 

sufficient to explain the evidence. 

Cheeseman and Merikle's division of responding into 

subjective and objective is a useful check on response 

certainty, but that is all it is. They are aware of this 

and qualify their definition of the subjective and objective 

thresholds and their implications for awareness, by 

correlating the response measure that is indirectly 

measuring awareness with another index that is qualitively 

different in the 'subliminal' condition from its response 

characteristics in the 'supraliminal' condition. This 

qualitative distinction between a subject's behaviour with 

different 'indirect' indices in the 'aware' and 'unaware' 

conditions would be evidence of semantic activation without 

conscious identification under the definition of Dixon's 

criterion 3, the most powerful definition of subliminal 

phenomena according to Dixon (1971). Merikle et al require 

qualitative differences between supraliminal and subliminal 

conditions in addition to a discrimination response at the 

subliminal level. This is required if using their 

'subjective' - 'objective' threshold methodology. Otherwise 

the discrimination response is merely an index of response 

confidence (see Holender 1986 for a thorough exposition of 

this and related issues.) 



CHAPTER 4. 

Introduction to the Experimental Chapters. 

Threshold Methodology. 

Studies of awareness whose results are interpreted with 

reference to the older, pre signal detection theory 

methods of threshold measurement are not particularly 

reliable sources of evidence because of their traditional 

reliance upon the existence of a sensory threshold. 

The important dimension of any 'without awareness' 

design is the method of assessing awareness. Here the 

determination of awareness rests upon the subject's verbal 

report response to the stimulus word presented at a 

presentation speed previously determined in the threshold 

phase of the experimental procedure. The presentation of 

the stimulus is by the technique of backward pattern masking 

as developed by Marcel for his priming studies (1983~. 

Marcel (1983~ found that with very fast stimulus 

presentation speeds there was no semantic priming effect. 

Therefore, the presentation speed of the stimulus word has 

to be such that the subject cannot see the stimulus word but 

the semantic information is still 'available'. 

The threshold methodology is very important as it needs 

to determine the level of presentation speed that we are 

going to use. The threshold techniques used by Marcel have 

been criticised on the number of threshold trials he used to 

ascertain a subjects presentation level. 
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Threshold Method Discussion. 

The threshold procedure used in the experiments was a 

discrimination threshold procedure and not a perceptual 

threshold. Subjects knew the words during the threshold 

procedure. This was the threshold procedure preferred for 

the following reasons: 

(a) The subject's ability to discriminate between two 

stimulus words would have a lower presentation speed 

compared to the speed if they had to identify the stimulus 

words; 

( b) Because the subjects performed a lever press 

discrimination task that chose between two stimulus words, 

the subject's discrimination threshold had to be determined; 

( c) In the Pavlovian conditioning procedure the subjects 

knew the two stimulus words, so again, the subjects were 

'guessing' one of two choices. Thus, a discrimination 

threshold was appropriate. 

The issue of response criterion and sensory threshold is 

related to a subject's 'guessing' for her/his verbal report. 

Whether the subject 'knows' the words or is merely guessing 

is relevant to the question of what is awareness. Is 

stimulus identification awareness? Can subjects 'look' for 

words? What do such statements mean? 

Part of the difficulty of the concept of awareness is 

the intimate relationship between objective and subjective 

data used to verify the phenomenon. In addition to the 

problems of the fallibility of subject's verbal reports, 

discussed in the previous chapters, the subject's hypotheses 

about the situation may be important. The cognitive theory 

of Pavlovian conditioning assumes conditioning requires the 

subject's hypotheses to match the CS - UCS pairing. Even if 

conditioning can occur without awareness, it may be that the 
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subject's hypotheses need to be 'controlled ' . Cognitive 

hypotheses about an experiment are to an extent dependent 

upon the instructions the subject• receives. If the subject 

has minimal instructions, the subject is very likely to 

adopt an idiosyncratic hypothesis about the situation. Such 

hypotheses may determine to a large extent the subject's 

behaviour ( see Brewer, 197 4 and report of pilot studies 

below). By giving the subject directed instructions, self 

generated idiosyncratic hypotheses may be controlled to some 

extent, ( and at least under these circumstances, the 

experimenter has some idea of what a subject is thinking in 

the experiment.) 

As long as the instructions given to the subject do not 

determine the important variables in the experiment, 

extensive instructions are a useful design tactic to control 

for the unwanted bias of the subject's behaviour by his 

idiosyncratic hypotheses . 

Instructions (from pilot study findings). 

A series of 'pilot studies' (with a similar design to 

those reported) were carried out prior to the 

Pavlovian conditioning experiments reported. 

studies followed the research 'tradition' 

These pilot 

of classical 

conditioning without awareness studies and gave minimal 

instructions to the subject (e.g. Corteen et al, 1972, 

1974). The justification for such procedures is 

profound influence that instructions can have 

behaviour. However, in the experiments reported 

procedure was not adopted. 

What 

importance 

subject. 

emerged from the 'pilot studies' was 

of the experimental instructions given to 

The lack of experimental instructions to 
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subject meant that the subjects were not aware of the CS -

UCS pairing. 

The 

minimal 

initial Pavlovian conditioning experiments 

instructions, failed to obtain evidence 

with 

of 

conditioning of the psychophysiological responses even with 

the supraliminally presented stimulus words. Subject 7 , 

when asked what they thought the electric shock was related 

to, reported, in their post experimental reports, 

idiosyncratic hypotheses about the 'cause' of the electric 

shock. For example, one subject said the electric shock 

occurred every time the pattern mask was slightly lower than 

usual . The lack of significant conditioning results may 

have been due to this. This argument supports the notion of 

the role of cognitions in conditioning . It does not however 

necessitate the extreme cognitive theory of conditioning, eg 

Brewer ( 1974) that cognitive hypotheses are necessary for 

conditioning merely that they are very powerful and can 

obscure the conditioning of the 'primary' system. 

The pilot studies results pointed out that the 

subject's hypotheses of the learning situation need to be 

taken into considerati on when testing for conditioning. 

The design requirement of minimal instructions was necessary 

in those studies requiring the subject's unawareness of the 

stimulus stimulus pairing, for example, the dichotic 

listening experiments of Corteen and Wood ( 1972). If the 

subjects had been informed of the important stimuli in the 

'unattended' channel, they would obviously attend to them, 

and thus not be 'unaware' . Many conditioning studies are 

only satisfying criterion 2 of Dixon's formulation and thus 

subjects if 'di rected' in any way may report the dimension 

of the experiment they are reporting 'unaware'. The 

experimental design used here masks the subject's awareness 

of the stimulus presented and satisf i~ _ Dixon's criterion 

that rfthey never report awareness of the stimulus then the 
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directing of the subject's behaviour by experimenter bias is 

not a problem. The subject needs to be aware of the CS -

UCS pairing but the hypothesis of conditioning without 

awareness is tested in the differential conditioning 

paradigm, ie subjec~s behaviour discriminating the different 

stimuli and therefore it was not necessary to mask the CS -

UCS pairing. 

The instructions given to a subject do not necessarily 

bias the subject's behaviour to the detriment of the design 

hypothesis, provided the aspect of the experimental design 

crucial to the unawareness hypothesis remains constant 

throughout the experiment, thorough instructions to a 

subject give a degree of experimental control. All subjects 

will be similarly orientated and therefore less likely to 

initiate unique hypotheses to the situation. Thorough 

instructions thus facilitate a subject's behaviour in a 

complex design or in a demanding design such as this, by 

eliminating the 'noise' of a subject's hypotheses that may 

be strong enough to suppress the 'pure' conditioning 

effects. 

Therefore the later experiments had full instructions 

informing the subject of the CS - UCS pairing and the 

background to the experimental purpose. 

A possible source of bias was the subject's verbal 

report. The subject may try to fulfil the experimenter's 

wishes and because he has been told he is unlikely to 'see' 

the subliminal stimulus, report that he could not see the 

stimulus when he may have been able to) the assessment of 

awareness with the incentive awareness trials, i.e. monetary 

reward for successful verbal reports of the stimulus word 

controlled for such bias. 



Rationale for the Pavlovian conditioning paradigm . 

The psychophysiological responses served as indices of 

discrimination without awareness in a Pavlovian conditioning 

paradigm. 

The definition of Pavlovian conditioning used here will 

be initially a procedural one. In the discussion it may be 

relevant to note the relationship of the orienting response 

to the formation of a conditioned response and the 

theoretical underpinnings of the situation. This is 

especially relevant when it is assumed that the SCR and HR 

responses are operating as orienting responses because the 

issues surrounding conditioning and orienting are complex 

(see Ohman 1983, Grings 1977). 

A within subjects design was used, this being a 

preferable design to the between subjects approach when 

studying psychophysiological respons es. A within subjects 

design allows a more powerful control of individual subject 

variability in responding. The success rates of individuals 

in the performance of reaction time tasks in previous 

studies of preconscious semantic processing have been found 

to vary substantially (Marcel, 1983a). The within subjects 

design approach to the Pavlovian conditioning paradigm 

enabled an analysis of the individual subject's data. 

The hypothesis of the Pavlovian conditioning paradigm 

is that the UCR elicited by the UCS by repeated pairings of 

the CS with the UCS will be elicited upon presentation of 

the CS alone: the elicited response to t he CS alone being 

described as the CR. The psychophysiological responses of 

heart rate and SCR were the measures of the CR. This 

hypothesis was tested in the supralirninal and t he subliminal 

conditions of the experiment . 

There were two levels to the stimulus word factor, CS+ 
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and CS -, the predicted result is that there will be a CR to 

CS+ . The null hypotheses are: no significant difference 

between the means scores for the SCR components; and between 

the polynomial regression curves fitted to the heart rate 

data. 

Ohman (1983), describes the typical within subjects 

design used in Pavlovian conditioning. 

" .. in the within - subject approach, responses to one 
cue, the CS+, upon which the US is contingent, are 
compared to another cue, the CS-, which is never 
followed by the US. Only if responding to the 
contingent CS is stronger than responding to the non -
contingent CS can 'conditioning' be inferred." 

See Ohman (1979) for a thorough account of 

Pavlovian conditioning and information processing. In his 

1983 paper Ohman eloquently details the theoretical 

difficulties of Pavlovian conditioning by describing it in 

purely procedural terms. 

Operationalisation of terms. 

The experiments which follow use the following, apparently 

homologous, terms to describe functionally distinct 

concepts. These terms are set out with the operational 

definitions adopted in this thesis: 

1) subliminal and supraliminal describe the presentation 

speeds of the stimulus words which are established by 

verbal report in the threshold determination phase. 

The verbal report is here used as an index of an 

objective phenomenon. However, as discussed earlier, 

there can be no such thing as the absolute sensory 

threshold normally implied by the terms subliminal and 

supraliminal and so what is in fact being measured is 

the verbal discrimination threshold. 
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2) awareness and unawareness describe a subjective state. 

Again, the verbal report is used as an index, but in 

this sense it is self evident consensual truth 

recognised by the subject ' s verbal community. 

The experimental hypotheses. 

The experimental hypotheses tested the proposition that a 

subject may be unaware of aspects of a stimulus and yet 

her/his behaviour and cognitions may be affected by it. 

Evidence was provided by the following response measures: 

a) heart rate; b) skin conductance; c) verbal reports; d) 

lever press discrimination task. 

The hypotheses were operationalised within two experimental 

paradigms: 

a) Pavlovian conditioning paradigm. The psychophysiological 

responses were conditioned to be used as discrimination 

measures. 

b) motor discrimination task. 

Statistical Analyses. 

Full details of the main analysis procedures used for 

the heart rate and SCR data are given in experiment 1. The 

procedures used for multi variate analysis of variance and 

analysis of variance can be found in Winer (1971). For the 

use of such procedures in psychophysiological researc h see 

also Van Egeren (1973) and Hand and Taylor (1987) (Hand and 

Taylor specifically describe the use of 

polynomials in psychophysiological research). 

orthogonal 

The non -

parametric statistics used, the binomial and chi - squared 

tests, were taken from Siegel (1956). 
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General abbreviations. 

CS= conditioned stimulus word 

CR= conditioned response 

OR= orienting response 

Statistical significance monikers. 

**= p<.05; 

* - p<.10 significance levels. 

Psychophysiological Responses Key. 

SCR = Skin Conductance response. 

Components of the Skin Conductance response. 

p = Peak magnitude score. 

rt = Rise time. 

pt = Peak time. 

lt = Latency of peak magnitude. 

(a) = amplitude measures of SCR. 

( m) = magnitude measures of SCR. 

The values of the mean scores in the r esults tables are 

logarithmic (log) transformations of raw SCR data plus '1 ' . 

As the log of zero cannot be calculated, all the SCR scores 

were the log of ( 1 + p), and the transformed data w~~ 

analysed . 



The SCR components were scored in two time periods. 

a) Period B, 1 seconds to 5 seconds from CS onset; 

b) Period E, 6 seconds to 12 seconds from CS onset ( this 

analysis was performed on 

experiments 1 and 2.) 

HR= Heart rate. 

the test trials only in 

All the heart rate results were multivariate analyses of the 

orthogonal polynomials transformation of mean change score 

values derived from the heart rate in the trial period 

subtracted from a pre-stimulus baseline . 

There were two time ranges which selected data for the 

orthogonal polynomial transformation, these were: 

The time range 1 - 5 seconds= analysis of data gathered at 

the presentation of the stimulus word to five seconds after 

the stimulus word presentation. 

The time range 6 - 12 seconds= analysis of data gathered at 

the offset of the pattern mask to the end of the trial 12 

seconds after the stimulus was presented. ( This analysis 

was performed on the test trials only in experiments 1 and 

2) . 

Scheff e1s tests key. 

* = this indicated that for the levels of the interaction 

were significantly different from each other. 

n = the levels of interaction were not significantly 

different. 
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CHAPTER 5, 

EXPERIMENT 1. 

Introduction. 

This first experiment developed a typical Pavlovian 

conditioning paradigm. A conditioned stimulus (CS) was 

paired with an unconditioned stimulus ( UCS) to elicit an 

unconditioned response (UCR). The design is similar to the 

GSR conditioning experiments of Lazarus and McCleary (1951), 

Corteen and Wood (1972), and Corteen and Dunn (1974) . A 

subliminal stimulus was paired with an UCS to give 'unaware' 

autonomic classical conditioning . These studies have been 

c riticised for their assessment of awareness methodology 

(see Holender 1986). One cannot be certain that the methods 

and procedures of determining and assessing awareness are 

sufficiently demanding to warrant acceptance of their 

results. The CS in this design was presented by the 

backward pattern masking technique. This method of stimulus 

presentation fulfilled the procedural demands for testing 

the hypothesis of conditioning without awareness as outlined 

earlier in Chapter 3 . 

The res ponses to be conditioned (the CRs) were the 

psychophysiological measures of heart rate (HR) and the skin 

conductance response ( SCR) . The subject's respiration was 

monitored: this is a methodological requirement when 

studying HR and SCR. The psychophysiological responses were 

scored by a test trial methodology that tested for a CR . 

The experiment 1 hypothesis predicted a significant 

difference in the CR when the cs+ and CS- results were 

compared. 
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AIMS 

The purposes of this experiment were: 

i) to test for Pavlovian conditioning without awareness; 

ii) to describe the physiological characteristics of the 

conditioned reponse found in supraliminal conditioning and 

subliminal condit ioning. 

METHOD. 

Subjects. 

6 ( 3 male, 3 female) paid volunteers from the Bangor 

area participated in the experiment. All subjects had 

normal or corrected - to - normal vision. The age range was 

19 yrs. to 35 yrs. 

Apparatus. 

The stimulus presentation equipment. 

An Electronics Developments 3-field tachistoscope with 

an automatic card changer presented the visual information 

fields. This was used in conjunction with a 2-field 

tachistoscope. Together, in addition to driving the 

stimulus field s , they drove the polygraph record; the 

computer sampling record; the white light signalling that a 

subject should respond; and the green light that was the 

UCS. Several 'Reed' relay switches, connected into the 

tachistoscopes, were necessary to provide the pulses to 

drive the sequence of events. A small white 'ready' light, 

signalling the start of a trial, was manually operated by 

the experimenter. 
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Stimuli. 

The Stimulus Words. 

Stimulus words were printed with black letraset type 

428 in lower case on white card 6 x 4 x 0. 03 inches no. 3 

sheet Bristol board as standardized by Electronics 

Developments. 

The stimulus words were of similar shape. This was to 

minimise the effects of stimulus configuration. The shape 

of a stimulus word may be sufficient for discrimination 

between stimuli. Fuhrer and Eriksen (1960) found a 

relationship between degree of awareness of a visual 

stimulus and the emitting of a structurally similar or 

structurally identical response. Stimulus shape is 

difficult to articulate and would not necessarily be tested 

by the verbal report response. Therefore this dimension of 

the stimulus word was controlled by the 'graphic 

similarity' test . 

Graphic similarity scores were obtained using Weber's 

(1970) formula with Marcel's (1983) modification (see 

appendix 1 for details). 

The Stimulus words were graphically similar in the 

threshold determination sessions and within an experimental 

session. The stimulus words were graphically dissimilar 

across the experimental sessions. 

The semantic classification of the stimulus words 

followed the scores developed by Postman and Keppel (1970), 

for use with the 'semantic differential'. The stimulus 

words belonged to the semantic classes of animal and plant 

and had equivalent semantic classification scores . Stimulus 

words were matched for frequency of everyday use by the 

tables in Thorndike and Lorge (1944). 
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The stimulus words in the Thresho ld phase were 'face' and 

'fire' . 

The stimulus words in the Experimental phase were: 

a) in the supraliminal session: ' mouse ' and ' maize'; 

b) in the subliminal session: 'bird' and 'bush ' . 

The Fixation Cross. 

The fixation cross was a 20mm horizontal by 10mm 

vertical by 1mm width black line centered on the stimulus 

card . 

The Pattern Mask. 

The pattern mask was made by printing fragments of 

letters, similar in letraset type as used on the stimulus 

word cards, on top of each other to form a scrambled array 

of fragmented letters 50mm by 50mm centered on the stimulus 

card. 

The fixation cross, pattern mask and an example of stimulus 

word are shown in Figure 1. 

The Unconditioned Stimulus. 

The unconditioned stimulus (UCS) was a green light with 

a value of 2p to the subject everytime it was presented. 

For each subject one of the two stimulus words was 

randomly designated as the CS+ (e.g. each subject in the 

subliminal condition was randomly allocated either 'bi r d' or 

'bush' as the CS+) . The CS+ for each subject in the 

supraliminal and subliminal sessions belonged to the same 

semantic class. 
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Psychophysiological Recording Procedures . 

The psychophysiological responses were measured on a 

GRASS model 7D polygraph . Each of the preamplif iers was 

driven by DC Driver amplifiers model 7DAF. 

Respiration. 

A low-level DC pre-amplifier, model 7P1E, was linked to 

a Volumetri c Pressure Transducer model PT5 which was 

attached to a respiratory chest bellows (Phipps and Bird 

pneumograph). The chest bellows encircled the subject's rib 

cage across the pectoral muscles or just below the breasts 

in males and females respectively. Respiratory amplitude 

was recorded as changes in DC level with a sensitivity of 

0 . 2mvol ts/ cm. This resulted in a raw signal amplitude of 

approximately 2cm in the chart. 

Heart Rate. 

An EKG Tachograph, pre-amplifier model 7P4DF, sampled 

the pulses from three, stainless steel ECG limb plates, 

manufactured by Bioscience: part number 8 14-900/3-0 , which 

were positioned in lead III, i.e. right wrist and left 

ankle, with the earth plate attached to the right forearm. 

'K-Y' j elly (composed principally of glycerol, propylene -

glycol , hydroxyethyl - cellulose , and sodium phosphate) was 

spread on the plates to aid the contacting surface. 

Skin Conductance. 

A l ow-level DC pre-amplifier model 7P1E with the Skin 

Conductance signal conditioner described by Lykken and 

Venables (1971) was used to measure skin conductance. Two 
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1cm Na/NaCl electrodes with 'K-Y' jelly as the electrolyte 

were placed on the right hand palmar surface positioned on 

the distal phalanges of the fore and middle fingers. All 

subjects before each experimental session washed their hands 

with soap and water. These recording details follow the 

recommendations of Venables and Christie (1980). 

Sensitivity values ranged from 2.0 to 0.01 sec time 

constant. Baseline drift was manually adjusted when 

necessary and values noted during the experimental period. 

Polygraph Recording Details. 

The chart speed of the polygraph was 5 mm per second. 

The raw physiological response data was stored in two 

medi~ , the conventional hand scored polygraph record and 

'Nu - Kote' 5 and quarter inch 'floppy' computer discs . The 

floppy discs automatically stored the physiological data 

from the GRASS polygraph via an A/D converter card and a BCD 

A/D converter recorded the signals from the pre-amplifiers 

connected to an Apple II euro plus microcomputer. 

For the Skin Conductance response ( SCR) the raw data 

were recorded at a sampling rate of 10 samples per second 

from the GRASS polygraph and stored in this raw form. Thts~ 

raw data w,ere,, transformed by a BASIC program into meaningful 

SCR scores for analysis. 

For Heart Rate (HR) the original trigger scores were 

recorded onto floppy disc having been recorded from the 

cardiotachometer on the polygraph. The sampling procedure 

of the ADC for heart rate was 10 samples a second. Thf-se, 

data w.ere converted into real time units of 1 second by 

taking the mean of the 10 scores in each 1 second bin. 

It was necessary to edit the heart rate scores because 

data collection by the grass polygraph EKG cardiotachometer: 
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" ... 'lags' a beat behind the heart ... " Jennings, Berg, 
Stanford - Hutcheson, Obrist, Forges and Turpin (1981). 

The data , prior to statistical analysis, w:£.r.£, accordingly 

altered to take this into account. 

The heart rate scores were edited for movement 

artifact, such as summing short 'beats', subdividing missed 

'beats', and coding errors as missing data. These editing 

procedures were carried out on the computer data by 

consulting the hand scored polygraph record. 

Design 

The 

awareness 

existence of 

was tested. 

Pavlovian 

The method 

conditioning 

of 'Backward 

without 

pattern 

masking' was used to present the stimulus words below 

awareness. This t echnique required a threshold 

determination procedure to ascertain the subliminal level of 

stimulus presentation. In addition to the subliminal 

conditioning of stimulus words, Pavlovian conditioning was 

tested at a supraliminal presentation level . This was a 

stimulus presentation speed that enabled the subject to see, 

and therefore to verbally report the stimulus word presented 

Thus, s/he could be classified as 'aware' of the stimulus 

word. 
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Following the threshold determination procedure, two 

stimulus words, (maize and mouse) were supraliminally 

presented in a Pavlovian conditioning paradigm, with one of 

the words: the conditioned stimulus (CS+) being paired with 

a green light: the unconditioned stimulus (UCS), which 

signified monetary reward. Following the supraliminal 

conditioning session two more stimulus words (bird and bush) 

were presented s ubliminally as CSs. Although the conditioned 

stimulus words in the supraliminal and subliminal 

presentation levels were different, they did belong to the 

same semantic classes. The psychophysiolog ical responses, 

Heart Rate (HR) and the Skin Conductance Response (SCR), 

.served as the conditioned response (CR) measures. 

The CS - UCS pairing and the acquisition of the CRs in 

the subliminal condition was the most important dimension of 

this experiment. 

The supraliminal results provided indications of the 

psychophysiological behaviour in a 'normal' i nformation 

processing mode. The supraliminal results and the 

subliminal results were compared to note any qualitative 

differences in psychophysiological responding. 

The initial session of supraliminal conditioning served 

to facilita te the later session of subliminal conditioning. 

A type of 'semantic conditioning' was fostered. It was not 

'typical' semantic generalization because the stimulus words 

in the subliminal condition had their own acquisition trials 

prior to the testing for a CR, and were not just test trials 

of the supraliminal stimulus words as would be required in a 

typical semantic generalization paradigm. There was no 

direct test of generalization of the supraliminal stimuli. 

But as the stimuli belong to the same semantic class, and it 



was the semantic component of information processing that 

was relevant, the earlier supraliminal conditioning would be 

expected to aid the subliminal conditioning. 

There were three aspects to the experiment: the 

supraliminal condition; the subliminal condition; and the 

combination of the two. The separate conditions and their 

combined result s were analysed . 

Procedure. 

The subject carried out the experiment in a darkened 

cubicle. The temperature in the cubicle was kept at a 

constant temp range of 21.0 - 26.0 centigrade . Although the 

cubicle was not fitted with soundproofing equipment, noises 

were not audible to the subject. The subject sat in a chair 

with supportive armrests. Directly in front of the subject 

was the tachistoscopic display. The only equipment i terns 

inside the cubicle were the 'g clamps' supporting the 

recording leads connecting the electrodes to the polygraph . 

Prior to participating in the experiment proper, the 

subject was acquainted with the physiological recording 

apparatus to be positioned on him . This hopefully removed 

any initial 'feeling of unease' with the recording equipment 

and established a degree of subject comfort. 

There were two experimental phases. The threshold 

determination sessions were conducted in the first phase and 

the experimental sessions in the second phase. Each phase 

lasted approximately three hours and was comprised of two 

1hr. sessions separated by a rest period of lhr . . There was 

a break of two hours between the phases. 

The subjects read the General Instructions, see below, 

immediately prior to beginning the experiment. 
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Instruc tions to Subjects. 

General Instructions 

The experiment you have agreed to participate in 

requires your cooperation and attention throughout its 

duration. To make sure that you are happy about your role 

in this experiment feel free to ask any ques t ions concerning 

any a s pect of the experiment any time that you want to. I 

will try t o ans wer any queries you may have. It may be that 

I cannot answer your question as I may think that my answer 

or any answer would bias or direct your performance, this 

would be the only reason why I wouldn't answer your 

questions. 

The major 

partic ipation i s 

psychology which 

pro bably haven't 

reason for ensuring your attentive 

that the experiment is studying an area in 

you may not have heard of and certainly you 

experienced a situation like it before. 

The experiment is concerned with "Subliminal Perception" in 

popular terms sometimes known as "flash advertising". One 

definition of ' Subliminal Perception' is 

" .... subliminal perception is being able to "know" 
something without being able to "see it". An input 
may affect one's behaviour in that it assists one's 
performance in a task without you realising what it 
is that is ass isting the performance". 

This could be investigated in many different ways. We are 

going to study it in a simple way . Essentially what will 

happen is : 

fast to see) 

words will be flashed "subliminally" (i.e. too 

to you. These words will belong to two 

categories of word: animal words, and plant words. 

The experiment is divided into three phases. 
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The first phase is the determination of your reading speed. 

These two sessions are known as the threshold sessions. Two 

words will be presented to you, fire and face. Your task 

will be to report whether you can see them. Precise details 

will be given later. The second phase is the experimental 

session again two words will be presented, maize and mouse. 

These words will be presented at a speed which should enable 

you to see them easily. The third phase i s the second 

experimental session , two words used again, bird and bush, 

these words will be shown at the speed determined in the 

threshold sessions. 

Further details of the experimental sessions will be 

given later. Your task throughout the experiment remains 

the same: report what the word was that you saw in each 

trial . Any questions? 

End of general instructions. 

Procedure (continued) . 

Having read the general instructions the subject was 

taken through them, step by step, by the experimenter to 

make sure s/he had understood them. Then the threshold 

determination phase began. 

Threshold De terminat ion Phase. 

This phase determined the stimulus word presentation 

speed for the subliminal session. Stimulus words were 

presented and subjects made a verbal report response of what 

they had seen. The details of the sequence of events 

constituting a threshold trial are given below. 
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TRIAL PROFILE 

of the Threshold Sessions. 

Key 
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A trial began with the 'ready' light. This signalled 

the start of the event sequence. The s ubject had the 

opportunity at this point to stop the trial ifs/he wasn't 

ready. Providing s/he was, the trial presentation continued. 

The visual stimuli were tachistoscopically presented. The 

first event was the presentation of the fixation cross: upon 

FC offset the stimulus word came up, its offset immediately 

followed by presentation of the pattern mask. The settings 

of the tachistoscopic fields were : 

Time. 

Fixation cross ....... 5 seconds 

Stimulus word ..... . .. SOA 

Pattern mask . . . .... .. 5 seconds 
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The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was a presentation 

speed that varied throughout the session: the details of 

this are in the threshold procedure below. 

Following pattern mask offset the white light came on 

for two seconds. This signalled the start of the decision 

period. The subject made her/his verbal report in this 

period: s/he had 2 seconds to respond. Ifs/he didn ' t respond 

in this period the trial was rejected and an extra trial 

would be added. 5 seconds from the white light offset (i.e. 

the end of the decision period) a buzzer signalled the end 

of the trial . The next trial began approximately 5 seconds 

later. 

The intensity setting values of the visual field s were 

matched. This is a methodological requirement due to the 

different effects from different masking techniques. Marcel 

(1983) reported that the effects of energy masking (i.e. 

greater light intensity of the mask than the stimulus word ) 

are different from the effects of pattern masking: 

" ... . energy masking impoverishes stimulus information 
prior to analysis of contour or figural properties , 
precluding pattern recognition of any kind, be it 
graphemic/lexical , object/scenic or otherwise; pattern 
masking operates after such analysis but not on the 
results of that analysis which serve as the data for 
further analyses." Marcel ( 1983:>;) . 

He argued that the energy mask disrupts the semantic 

activation path that is untouched by the pattern mask. The 

pattern mask only disrupts the stimulus from reaching 

conscious identification. 

Threshold Procedure. 

The threshold determination procedure required 2 

sessions of 120 trials each. Throughout the threshold 

sessions the stimulus words face and fire were used . The 
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stimulus word presentation speed (SOA) commenced at 10 

milliseconds and increased every four trials in increments 

of 4ms until the subject correctly reported the stimulus 

words on four consecutive trials. From this value the 

presentation speed decreased in 2 milliseconds increments 

until the subject incorrectly reported 4 consecutive trials. 

This procedure produced a threshold range. This range was 

then tested with 20 trials for each value. The threshold 

presentation value was the slowest speed with chance level 

verbal report. 

If the range required more trials than the 2 sessions 

then extra trials were added to session 2. These extra 

trials were also necessary for those subjects who would be 

above chance level for a presentation value that was faster 

than a presentation value they had responded to at chance 

level. This was quite possible as subject~ response 

criteria could change over a session. This difficulty in 

ascertaining thresholds dependent upon a subjective response 

criteria that may fluctuate is intrinsic to threshold 

methodology relying upon verbal report as the discriminative 

response. 

report may 

method of 

As the 'response criterion' of a subject's verbal 

vary over the experimental period, the only safe 

establishing the presentation level which 

constituted a 'stable' SOA was to run more trials until the 

experimenter was satisfied that the chance level value would 

hold over the whole experiment. 

The uncertainty with the value deemed to be the SOA for 

use in the experimental session was allayed to some extent 

by taking the presentation value as 4 milliseconds less than 

the actual SOA as the experimental SOA for the subliminal 

session . 

The instructions below were given to the subject before 

s/he underwent the threshold sessions. The subject read the 
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instructions to himself after which the experimenter went 

through them with him to make sure they were clearly 

understood. 

Threshold Instructions . 

These two sessions are to find out at what speed you 

read words. This is needed to study Subliminal Perception 

in the manner that we are as we want to present words to you 

at speeds that are below your normal reading speed, i.e. 

below your threshold for "seeing" words. 

In these sessions your only task is to report what you 

see, i.e. the actual word that has been presented. We are 

. not interested in categories in these sessions. Each 

session has 120 trials . The words used are FACE and FIRE 

only. The order of presentation is completely random, i.e. 

the rt are no sequences. 

In front of you - you will see a screen. On this 
screen the words will be flashed. 

per trial. 
There will be one word 

A trial proceeds in the following manner. First you 

will hear a bell - this is a ready signal. If you are not 

ready for any reason this is the point in the trial to 

announce it , you may want to sneeze or scratch or shift 

yourself etc. if you say nothing I will take it that you 

are ready and the trial will proceed. 

THEN 

(i) The fixation cross is presented - for 5 seconds. 

(ii) The stimulus word is presented - speeds ranging from 

10 to 100 milliseconds~ 
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(iii) The pattern mask is presented - for 5 seconds. 

(iv) The white light comes on for 2 seconds. 

Your response in these sessions is to tell me anything that 

you see between the fi xation cross and the pattern mask, 

whether this be letters, parts of a word, shapes or words. 

You are to tell me what you see as soon as the white light 

comes on . You must say your response before the white light 

goes off. If you don't, your response will be t oo l ate and 

invalid. If you feel that you didn't see anything or have 

no idea what you saw 'don't know' will be an adequate 

response. 

I will emphasise at this point that we are studying 

subliminal perception which is based on not being able to 

" see " the stimulus. Because of this it might seem that you 

are "guessing". Do not worry about this, if youre not sure 

'have a go' . Try to be honest with yourself and develop 

some consistency but do not wait expecting to "see" the 

stimulus before you respond as you may never "see" the 

stimulus. 

We start presenting the words very fast and slowly 

increase presentation speed so do not feel inadequate about 

your responding on the initial stages. There will be three 

rests in each session - every 40 trials - if you want to 

rest at any other time just ask. 

I repeat there will be 120 trials in each session with 

the words presented in random order. We will start with 10 

practice trials to help you get used to the procedure. 

Any questions? 

End of Threshold Instructions. 
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Procedure continued. 

Experimental sessions. 

After 

presentation 

E:stablishing 

level in 

the 

the 

subject's subliminal 

threshold sessions, the 

experimental sessions began. There were two experimental 

sessions. A supraliminal and a subliminal session. In the 

Supraliminal condition the stimulus words were presented for 

300 milliseconds: a speed at which subjects could easily see 

the stimulus words. In the Subliminal condition they were 

presented for T 4 milliseconds ( 'T' being the value 

determined in the threshold determination phase) . 

The details of an experimental trial are presented and 

described below. 
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TRIAL PROFILE 

of the experimental sessions. 
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FC = Fixation cross 

cs = Stimulus word 

PM = Pattern mask 

DP = decision period 

UCS= Green light presentation 

s oa= stimulus onset asynchrony 

VR = Verbal report 

Figure 3, 

Trial Profile. 
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session was 

following 

additions: 7 seconds after the CS+ presentation the UCS was 

delivered; the UCS duration was 0.5 seconds; presentation of 

UCS always occu~ed after the pattern mask offset and after 

the verbal report. 

The subject was informed that the UCS had a value of 2p 

for every presentation. 
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Each experimental session consisted of 100 trials, 

which were presented in blocks of 20 trials separated by 

five minute rest periods. 

The first two blocks of trials were acquisition trials. 

The next two blocks of trials included, with the acquisition 

trials, 8 test trials randomly allocated to each 20 trial 

block. In total there were 8 test trials for each CS . Test 

trials had a similar trial profile as the acquisition trials 

except the UCS+ was omitted, i.e. it was not paired with 

CS+. The final block of 20 trials were 'incentive 

awareness ' trials. The subject's correct verbal r eport 

responses were rewarded in these trials, and each correct 

response was worth lOp. The trial profile for an incentive 

awareness trial was the same as the profile used in the 

threshold trials, i . e . there was no UCS presentation. 

The subject read the ins tructions below before s/he bega n 

the experimental sessions. 

Experimental Instructions. 

Your task in these sessions is exactly the same as in 

the previous threshold session. You are to report anything 

you think you saw in between the cross and the mask. 

Experimental session 1 . 

There are 100 trials in this session. The words that 

will be presented are maize and mouse. These words will be 

presented at supraliminal speed i.e. above your threshold 

reading speed. You should be able to see them easily. One 

of the words will be paired with a green light. This green 

light is always paired with the same word throughout the 

session, it will come on with the paired word regardless of 

your response. The time of its presentation will be after 
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you have made your verbal report in the white light period. 

The green light has a value of two pence. 

The order of presentation of the stimulus words is 

completely random. Tr ials will be presented in 20 trial 

blocks with 5 minute rests in between every 20 trial block . 

After each of the experimental sessions there will be a 

short questionnaire. Each session will be followed by a 

break of one hour . The word which will be paired with the 

green light is***** [subjects told appropriate word] 

Any questions? 

(***** being the appropriate stimulus word) 

Experimental session 2. 

This session is virtually identical to experimental session 

1. The stimulus words are different, this time the words 

will be bird and bush. **** 1 [subjects told appropriate 

word] 

pence. 

speed 

will be paired with the green light again worth 2 

The stimulus words will be presented at subliminal 

i.e. the reading speed determined in the threshold 

session . You may find it difficult or even impossible to 

report what you saw, you may report 'don't know' if you have 

no idea but you should always make a verbal response. The 

green light will be paired with one of the words, the 

procedure and value is identical to experimental session 1. 

(**** being the appropriate stimulus word) 

1. For each subject, the stimulus word paired with the green light 
presented in the subliminal session belonged to the same semantic class 
as the stimulus word paired with the green light presented in the 
supraliminal session. 
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TRANSFORMATION OF THE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA. 

The Skin Conductance Response. 

Experimen~ 1 used the within subjects method of testing 

for the existence of Pavlovian conditioning. The within 

subjects method treated the non - conditioned stimulus word 

(CS-) as the control stimulus for the conditioned stimulus 

word (CS+). Experiment 1 required the skin conductance 

responses (SCR) to be correlated to the stimulus words . The 

reasons for this are explained below. 

Response Definition. 

The most frequently used response windows in skin 

conductance research have been one to five seconds, 

(Venables and Christie 1980) . The recommended latency window 

for the correlation of a skin conductance response to a 

stimulus, that is, the time range between stimulus 

presentation and expected SCR onset, is 1. 3 seconds to 2.5 

seconds . The recommended range of the time interval from 

the SCR onset to the SCR peak amplitude, is 1 second to 2.5 

seconds, (Venables and Christie 1980). 

The particular e vent window in the experimental trial, 

i.e. the 5 second interval between CS and UCS presentation, 

was of a sufficient duration for the detection of the skin 

conductance response to the stimulus word. Similarly the 

event window from UCS presentation to the end of the trial 

was sufficient, again being a 5 second duration. 

Skin conductance data was collected throughout the 

experimenta l trial. The experimental trial was broken down 

into time periods (see Figure 4). The important time 

periods, for the correlation of the responses to the 

stimulus condition, were : 
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i) period B, from stimulus word onset to pattern mask 

offset; and 

ii) period E, from the decision period prior to the 

unconditioned stimulus onset to the end of the trial. 

Figure 4. Profile of the Skin Conductance Response 

Data Sampling Periods. 

<---A--><--- B ----><------- E ------> 

Os 2s 7s 12 15s 20s TIME 

s < FC >CS< PM >< > E 

t n 
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Key 

FC = Fixation cross 

cs = Stimulus word: 

duration in supraliminal session = 300 milliseconds; 

duration in subliminal session = T - 4 milliseconds 

PM = Pattern mask 

VR = Verbal report 

UCS= unconditioned stimulus 

There are two salient factors to borne in mind when 

correlating skin conductance responses to stimulus events: 
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1. If you have a large latency window, the longer the time 

span between the onset of the SCR and presentation of the 

stimulus the less the degree of confidence one may have in 

assuming the two events are correlated; 

2. If you have a short time range between different stimulus 

events, it may not be possible to 'capture' the whole SCR to 

the first stimulus event before the second stimulus event 

commences, especially if a long SCR latency is used. 

The trial profile in this experiment had several 

stimulus events that could activate SCRs. The 

classification of the SCRs, unless the functional definition 

of the SCR type can be ascertained from the procedure, is 

. problematical, (Ohman 1983). 

If the SCR is an orienting response to the CS, then it 

would be expected to be within the 5 seconds interval. It 

has been argued that the SCR conditioned in Pavlovian 

conditioning i s not necessarily an orienting response ( see 

Badia and Defran 1970, Furedy and Arabian 1979) . It may be 

that the CS UCS pairing initiated an anticipatory 

response . The anticipatory response would be correlated to 

the UCS and occur before the presentation of the UCS . 

A further difficulty is that the close conjunction of the VR 

and the UCS makes it difficult to separate the events and 

latency is not yet a reliable enough source of response 

differentation when events occur so close together. The 

response scores that had not peaked by 5 seconds would be 

confounded by the verbal report response. 

The difficulty in assigning the SCR to the stimulus 

word with the longer latency responses is that the SCR may 

be an anticipatory response to the verbal report and 

Unconditioned stimul~s , such as the first anticipatory 

response (FAR) or second anticipatory response (SAR) see 
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Ohman, ( 1984) . These responses will not have reached peak 

amplitude 5 seconds after CS onset. The most likely outcome 

of such a situation is that the SCR to the CS would 'merge' 

with the 'anticipatory' SCR to the verbal r eport that occurs 

in the period B response window. 

A common method of correlating the SCR responses to a 
. 

particular stimulus has been the latency component of the 

SCR. The SCR type has to be clearly defined in the 

procedure if latency is used as the criterion of response 

defintion, and even this has been questioned as 

"It is inappropriate at this stage of incomplete data 

to recommend standardized parameters for all studies .. " 

Levinson and Edelberg (1985). 

It is possible that the conditioned response in 

experiment 1 may have a long latency response and as the 

response window is 5 seconds as noted above, the condi t ioned 

response may not have peaked by the time the subject comes 

to give her/his verbal report response. Such long latency 

responses require a larger response window than the 5 second 

interval . 

These issues of SCR topography are not directly 

relevant to the definition of a response in the experimental 

paradigm adopted in this study. This study is concerned 

with finding correlational responses to st imulus words, the 

question regarding the type of SCR that develops into a 

conditioned response requires a more s~phistica ted 

experimental design, (see Ohman 1983 for a clear exposition 

of these issues). 

The definition of skin conductance responses normally 

adopted by the psychophysiological paradigm, i.e. from 

latency of response onset to peak amplitude, may yield 
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scores that crossed the 'event' parameters 

profile and thus confound the resulting SCR. 

of the trial 

Therefore, the 

SCR scores occurring in 

onset ( CS presentation) 

period B, from the stimulus word 

to the verbal report response 5 

seconds after CS presentation), were 'event locked', thus 

eliminating post Verbal Report SCRs and 'late l atency ' SCRs 

'crossing' over the event delimiters from the SCR score used 

in the analysis. SCRs which had begun in period B but had 

not reached peak by the time the subject's VR occurred were 

cut short by this response definition in terms of 'real 

time' boundaries. 

The SCR scores occurring post VR/UCS were analysed by 

the test trial procedure. These scores were taken from VR 

offset to the end of trial (period E). As these SCRs would 

not be confounded by any event ' normal' conventions of 

response definitions were employed. The latency window for 

a response to be correlated to the stimulus was 3 seconds 

post unconditioned stimulus. 

Summary of the definition of the SCR by 'Real time' 

parameters . 

The raw SCR data stored on the floppy discs were 

transformed into the following: event - locked scores for 

period Band 'normal' scores for period E. 

Period B = stimulus word onset to pattern mask offset , the 

subject's verba l report occurred immediately after this 

point. 

Period E = UCS onset to end of the trial. 

only scored for the test trials, that 

presentation was omitted . 
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The SC components for period B were: 

1) The peak score. 

This was the amplitude peak score from CS onset to 5 
seconds from CS onset. A peak score was calculated by a 

computer program as the greatest difference in the skin 

conductance score occurring within the period. The computer 

program defined scores as changes in billiohms, scores less 

than 0. 02 micromho were defined as zero scores, ( Venables 

and Christie, 1980). If the score had not peaked then the 

response score was 'cut short' and the score up to that time 

used in the analysis. 

The peak scores underwent a logarithmic transformation. 

Venables and Christie ( 1980) had found this transformation 

to be the soundest for satisfying the statistical 

assumptions necessary for the analysis of variance i.e. the 

data must be normally distributed; 

2) The time of the amplitude peak. 

This time of the amplitude peak was the largest score 

in the response window providing a response had occu,red in 

the window. If there was no SC response then a zero score 

was recorded; 

3) The latency of the response. 

This was the onset of the peak amplitude score defined 

by the response criteria described above; 

4) Rise time of a response. 

This was the time interval from latency to the 

amplitude peak of the response scored. 
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The SCR components for Period E, VR offset to the end 

of trial, were exactly the same as those in period B except 

that the peak amplitude scores were not 'cut off'. 

Magnitude and Amplitude. 

When averaging 

scores must be made. 

SCR scores a decision regarding 

If the mean SCR score includes 

scores it is defined as a magnitude measure: 

zero 

zero 

"the mean size of response is calculated over all 
occasions a response might be given (i.e. over all 
stimulus occasions)." Venables and Christie (1980). 

If zero scores are not included in the averaging of the mean 

SCR score then it is an amplitude measure: 

"the mean size of response may be calculated on all 
occasions on which a response was given." Venables and 
Christie (1980 ). 

Venables and Christie ( 1980) discussed the issue of 

magnitude and amplitude responses, and advocated the use of 

magnitude scores in the light of the difficulties of the 

issue of non - responsivity: 

" ... zeros might sensibly be thought of as small but 
finite values whereas omission of these responses in 
the calculation of amplitude depends on the definition 
of a non - response." Venables and Christie (1980). 

The exploratory nature of this Pavlovian conditioning 

experiment meant that the definition of a non - response was 

not considered possible. All responses to the stimulus word 

have to be considered regardless of value, as all occasions 

on which a response might occur were relevant to the 

question of stimulus word discrimination by the SCR. 

Furthermore, in the experimental design used, a zero score 

for a subject's SCR could be interpreted as a 'response ' to 
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the stimulus word. Therefore when averaged into mean SCR 

for statistical analysis, the peak amplitude scores included 

zero scores. 

It might be assumed tha t as the peak amplitude zero 

scores included zero scores the temporal measures of the 

SCR; (peak time of the amplitude peak, latency of the 

amplitude peak and rise time from latency to peak) should be 

similarly defined (i.e . a magnitude measure, zero scores 

included). However, the temporal components scores for the 

peak amplitude zero response would all be zero. 

Even if the SCR zero is a true zero and not a 'small finite 

value' it can be argued that a non-respof\s:e is a meaningful 

response in certain situations. However it does not make 

sense to say that the time that the non - response that 

occurred was at zero seconds, or that it peaked at zero 

seconds. The value zero does not exist in the temporal 

dimension in the same way that the occu~ence or non

occurrence of a SCR exists. To measure the time of a SCR a 

visible response has to occur . As the 'small finite values' 

all score zero, the temporal scores will also all score zero 

and a skewed distribution would result. This would not be a 

problem if the distribution of zero scores was the same for 

the different conditions to be analysed. Different analysis 

strategies are used for different SCR components. It could 

be argued that the different SCR components should all be 

analysed in the same way as they all come from the same 

response . But the current po ~sition with regard to the SCR 

is to treat the different components as independent. 

"There is undoubtedly some controversy (e.g ., Bundy, 
1977) over the extent to which the temporal aspects of 
a response, e.g. the latency, rise time and recovery, 
are independent of each other and of the magnitude 
measures but there does appear to be evidence which 
suggests that for heuristic purposes it is important at 
this time to treat the components of responses as 
independent." Venables and Christie (1980). 
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SCR components are related but seem to be independent. To 

be extra careful both the amplitude measure and the 

magnitude measure procedures were used to see if there was 

any difference in them. 

How to understand the SCR results. 

The SCR components were analysed by analysis of 

variance. These were analysed from both time periods ( b) 

and ( e) . 

Respiration. 

The respiratory cycle was hand scored to control for 

sinus arrhythmia. This is necessary whenever heart rate is 

an experimental response ( Siddle and Turpin, 1980). One 

measurement unit was scored at the stimulus word onset. The 

measurement unit had two poles: the inspiration or 

expiration curve in the respiratory cycle. This variable, 

analysed with the stimulus word factor , checked that the 

stimuli had been randomly delivered in relation to the 

respiration cycle . 

HEART RATE 

Definition of heart rate responses. 

Lacey's (1967) research was the inspiration for the 

development of cardiac activity as an indicator of orienting 

activity. His definition of ' intake' and 'rejection' 

situation was linked to Sokolov's conception of the 

orienting response by Graham and Clifton (1966). Graham and 

Clifton (1966) reviewed the evidence from heart rate 

research to determine whether heart rate deceleration met 

Sokolov's criteria for an orienting response. 
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Lacey defined a r esponse situation as not on ly being 

dependent upon the objective nature of the stimulus but also 

u pon the subject's intended response to the stimulus . The 

subject may either intend to take in information from the 

environment (his 'intake' hypothes i s), or to reduce 

sensi ti vi ty to external stimulation ( 'rejection' ) because 

such stimulation interferes with internal information 

processing. Such a conception as this is similar to the 

distinction between orienting responses and defensive 

responses. 

demonstrated 

Heart rate deceler,ation has been clearly 
' in 'intake ' situations, and acceleration in 

' rejection' situations. 

The implications of Lacey's (1967) conception of heart 

rate data, reflecting the organism's states of 'intake' and 

'rejection', were attractive for the theory of selective 

attention. The subject's intention to 'take in' information 

was similar to the subject's selection of information 

pertinent to them. This was demonstrated in the dichotic 

listening studies ( as previously described in the Corteen 

and Wood, 1972 study) when subject's names were heard in the 

unattended channel. Such phenomena were well researched in 

the selective attention literature (see Treisman, 1964). 

The definition of heart rate responses in terms of 

acceleration and deceleration requires the experimenter 

being clear on the type of heart rate response that s/he 

expects from the experimental design . In a typical reaction 

time paradigm, accelerative and decelerative components are 

defined at points in the inter - stimulus interval . These 

components have been described as a triphasic response, 

characterized by an initial decelerative component followed 

by an accelerative component at 1 second near the imperative 

signal 4 seconds followed almost immediately by a 

decelerative component at 5 seconds, (see Bohllin and 

Kjellberg, 1979) . This type of paradigm assumes that it is 
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the orienting response component that is conditioned or 

learnt. 

It would be premature to adopt this definition of the 

heart rate data in the experiments reported in this thesis 

as there is disagreement of the actual meaning of the heart 

rate responses (see Ohman 1983). 

Furthermore, subjecting the heart rate change scores to 

the selection of acceleration and deceleration points would 

not be as powerful as the contrasting of the polynomial 

curves that fit different experimental conditions. 

Therefore the heart rate data were used to differentiate the 

different factors of interest by a multivariate analysis of 

the polynomial transformation o f the c hange scores in an 

event period (the values of the change scores were obtained 

by subtracting the heart rate from a prestimulus baseline) . 

Full details of this procedure are detailed in chapter 6. 

The heart rate responses were taken in different 

stimulus conditions and compared for differences in the 

polynomial curves. This satisfies the requirement that the 

use of orthogonal polynomial transforms , as the measurement 

unit of heart rate data converted into change scores, be 'a 

priori' (see Turpin 1985; J ennings et al, 1981). 

Heart rate units for analysis . 

The heart rate scores were scored in 1 second bins, 

therefore each trial yielded 17 scores . The first five 

seconds were converted into a pre - stimulus mean score. 

This score gave a value of pre - stimulus activity to derive 

the heart rate change scores ( Siddle and Turpin, 1980). 

This score is given above as the heart rate baseline 

(HRbase). The remaining scores were converted into change 

scores relative to the pre - stimulus level, see figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Profile of the Heart Rate Response 
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The heart rate data curves for the 12 second period 

were split into 2 time ranges. The first range began at 

stimulus onset and ended 5 seconds later {i.e. immediately 

prior to the decision period for verbal report and UCS 

delivery at 7. 5 seconds). This range was avail able for 

analysis in both the test trial sample and the ALL trial 

sample as there was no confounding throughout the experiment 

during this part of the trial period. The second time range 

for analysis, the period 6 seconds to 12 seconds. was only 

used for the test trials. Both these ranges, whilst not 

being the 8 seconds recommended as ideal by Turpin (1985) , 

are the safest ranges for analysis without confounding the 

data with the different experimental events. 

How to understand the Heart rate results. 

The heart rate data dre converted into change scores to 

control for pre - stimulus activity. 
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The HR change scores are correlated scores. The 

possible values of a heart rate score are determined at 

least partially by the preceding heart rate score, the 

scores are different values of a single changing measure. 

This has to considered in the analysis technique employed. 

Because of this the method of analysis adopted was the 

calculation of the mean of each change score and regression 

curves fitted to these means and then analysed by 

multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). More precisely, 

the heart rate change scores were analysed by fitting the 

means to the first five orders of orthogonal polynomials, 

and then a multivariate analysis of variance was performed 

on the orthogonal polynomials, for the different stimulus 

conditions. 

The important feature of the orthogonal polynomials 

regression analysis was the Manova test. This tests to see 

if there is a difference in the 'best fit' curves for the 

different treatment conditions. The univariate tests fit 

different orders of polynomials to the curves and give the 

significance of the difference between the factor level for 

each order of polynomial. Each of these polynomials 

reflects a particular curve shape. The univariate tests 

occasionally revealed significant results when the 

multivariate results were insignificant. The univariate 

results in such instances have to be interpreted with 

caution. If only the univariate tests were significant then 

a difference in the particular polynomial of the curve was 

indicated with no overall significant difference between the 

curves for all the different factor levels. 

To test the assumption of compound symmetry necessary 

for multivariate analysis of variance, the dispersion matrix 

was tested by Box's M Test which, in addition, tests 

whe ther the data were hornogen t ous. 
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In addition to the MANOVA polynomial regression 

analysis, where there was a significant result ( P value 

< . 05 for the multivariate or uni variate analysis of the 

polynomials), graphs of the mean change scores for the time 

ranges were plotted. 
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Assessment of Awareness Criteria. 

Verbal report method. 

Subjects responded with their verbal report after the 

offset of the pattern mask but before the UCS was presented. 

The UCS was presented after the subject's VR response so 

that the information the UCS conveyed to the subject did not 

aid their VR response ( the subject would be able to guess 

the correct word having been informed of the stimulus words 

and the CS - UCS relationship) . 

The decision period for the subject to make their 

verbal response was included so that the physiological 

scores in the post - stimulus period were not confounded by 

the subject's VR response. 

The purpose of the threshold determination phase of the 

experiment was to ensure that subjects did not see the words 

in the subliminal condition. However, this was not 

sufficient in itself to meet the criterion of awareness 

necessary to be certain that the subject was not aware of 

the stimulus word on every trial. It was noted earlier, how 

a subject's response criterion of awareness could fluctuate, 

therefore to make sure that the subjects who were classified 

as 'unaware' were 'unaware' throughout the experimental 

period, they were asked to report the stimulus word on every 

trial. In addition to ensuring the presentation value 

ascertained in the threshold sessions was satisfactorily 

presenting stimuli below the subject's awareness, by asking 

the subject whether s/he could see the stimulus on every trial 

experiment 1 adopted the recommendations discussed in the 

review of past research that had used verbal reports as data 

for awareness. It was concluded that the verbal probes 

classifying awareness should be, provided they don't affect 

the subject's behaviour to the detriment of the experimental 
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design, DIRECT (e.g. ask the subject exactly what the 

stimulus or equivalent design dimension defined as unaware 

was) and CONCURRENT (e.g. in a conditioning study the probes 

must be made during the acquisition and testing of the 

learning) and where possible awareness should be assessed on 

every trial. Rayner (1986) discussing backward pattern 

masking studies recommended that: 

" .. every trial should be tested .. " 

The subjects were informed of the stimulus words. Thus 

if partial information, eg letters, aided stimulus 

discrimination the subject would use the information to say 

the whole word. 'Partial awareness' of the stimulus word is 

thereby taken into consideration in the assessment of 

awareness . This type of response is not whole word 

recognition but it may be that the partial word is 

sufficient for stimulus discrimination. 

To make absolutely sure that the subjects could not see 

the stimulus word, at the end of the subliminal session 

there were 20 'incentive awareness' trials. These trials 

rewarded correct verbal report responses. This feature 

ensured that the subject's response criterion had a 

'payoff'. The subject's verbal report may not be a true 

indication of whats/he is actually 'seeing' as the response 

criterion that determined the report may be 'low ' and if 

this was so, a subject may be aware of the stimulus but the 

verbal report may not reflect this and subsequently s/he would 

be classified as unaware, even though s/he wasn't. A 

subject' s score on this feature determined whether the 

subject ' s data would be accepted. The verbal report had to 

be at chance level or below (to be extra careful!) 

throughout the experimental session and in the incentive 

awareness trials. Therefore if the subject did not report 

the stimulus word correctly above chance one can be certain 
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thats/he did not see the stimulus word. In addition, upon 

completion of each experimental session subjects were given 

a small questionnaire (see appendix for details) to obtain 

an indication of their 'knowledge' of the stimulus words and 

to obtain indications · of their response criterion or 

' guessing' strategy for their verbal report response. 

In summary, the stimulus word was presented at the 

subliminal presentation speed arrived at in the threshold 

determination procedure. The subject's awareness of every 

stimulus presentation in the experimental session was 

checked by her/his verbal report. Any potential problems with 

response criterion payoff were controlled by the incentive 

awareness feature. 

Data sampling decisions. 

Test Trial Analysis . 

The test trial method of scoring the Conditioned 

Response (CR) enabled the analysis of the post UCS 

presentation period in addition to the analysis of the post 

CS presentation period. The testing of this period was 

necessary as at this point the UCR to the UCS would occur. 

Test Trial methodology was necessary to analyse this period 

as the UCS presentation would effectively 'contaminate' 

accurate scoring of the Conditioned response to the post 

unconditioned stimulus presentation. The 'test trial' trial 

profile was the same as the 'normal' acquisition trial with 

presentation of the UCS omitted . 

The test trial analysis analyses the whole trial period 

from CS presentation to the end of the trial. The test 

trials were predetermined by a random numbers procedure from 

trial blocks 3 and 4 (trials 40 to 80). 
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In addition to the test trial results, it was possible 

to examine the data gathered from all the experimental 

trials in the trial period before the UCS would normally be 

presented , ie period B. By doing this a greater number of 

replications were avail .able for analysis, giving greater 

confidence to the data interpretation. 

The first 20 trials were not included in the 'ALL ' 

trial analysis . 

The stimulus words presented to the subjects were 

members of the semantic categories 'animal' and 'plant'. 

These formed the stimulus word factor to be analysed . The 

Conditioned stimulus (CS) formed one level of the stimulus 

word factor . The conditioned stimulus word was paired with 

an unconditioned stimulus (UCS) . The CS - UCS contingency 

was paired for a total of 40 acquisition trials before the 

conditioned response was measured in the 'test' phase. 

The data for both the sample strategies (test and ALL) 

were analysed for the stimulus word factor for each of the 

presentation levels, that is, the supraliminal (SUPRA) 

session and the subliminal (SUB) session. 

The data of the supraliminal and subliminal sessions 

were combined to analyse the presentation level by stimulus 

word interaction and the presentation level factor. 

The individual subjec~s data we~ analysed because the 

subject factor in the group analysis was always significant. 

The data used in the individual subject's analysis~:. 

gathered from the 'ALL' trials sample only. It was decided 

that individual subject analyses would not be carried out on 

the test trial data as the small number of cases that would 

make up the analyses were felt to be insufficient for a 

satisfactory analysis. 
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Hypotheses. 

Experiment 1 tested for discrimination without 

awareness using a Pavlovian conditioning paradigm. The 

stimulus word factor was analysed in the different 

presentation levels to examine the question: did the 

subjects exhibit Pavlovian conditioning without being 

'aware' of the conditioned stimulus? This would indicate 

that the subjects were able to discriminate with their 

psychophysiological responses between stimulus 

presented below their awareness. Thus testing 

discrimination without awareness. 

words 

for 

The Pavlovian conditioning procedure expects that the 

unconditioned response (UCR), elicited by the UCS by 

repeated pairings of the CS with the UCS, will be elicited 

upon presentation of the CS alone: the response to the CS 

alone is the conditioned response (CR) . The 

psychophysiological responses, Heart rate and SCR, were the 

measures of the CR . The existence of Pavlovian conditioning 

was tested in both of the presentation level conditions 

(supraliminal and subliminal). 

There were two levels to the stimulus word factor, CS+ 

and CS-, the predicted result is that there will be a CR to 

CS+ which is able to test for conditioning in a differential 

conditioning procedure by their being no CR to the CS- (see 

Ohman, 1983). The null hypotheses are: no significant 

difference in the SCR results; and between the polynomial 

regression curves fitted to the heart rate data, for the 

factors analyzed. 

The presentation speed of the stimulus word is an 

additional factor in the design. The literature reviewing 

the difference between 'unaware' and 'aware' results has 
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emphasised the importance of finding evidence of qualitative 

differences between 'unaware' effects and 'aware' effects 

( Dixon ( 1981) , Holender ( 1986)) . Such evidence is subject 

to less disput than evidence of results that relies solely 

on assessment of awareness to differentiate similar data. 

Analysis of the scores from the two presentation sessions 

would test to see if there were differences in the type of 

responding in the different types of 'perception' to the 

words presented in the supraliminal and subliminal 

conditions. 

In summary, the results of the CS factor in the 

subliminal session test for Pavlovian conditioning without 

awareness, indicating discrimination without awareness. 

The results of the CS factor in the supraliminal 

session tests to see that the subject's responses were 

conditioned in a 'normal' perceptual mode in this design and 

they are contrasted with the subliminal session results. 
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Key to Results tables. 

Factor Key 

stimulus pairing= CS; 

CS+= rewarded stimulus word; 

CS-= non rewarded stimulus word. 

supra= supraliminal session; 

sub= subliminal session. 

presentation level= L; 

L3 = supraliminal session (300 milliseconds); 

L4 = subliminal session (Threshold value - 4 ms). 

subjects= Su; 

Test trials = data analysed using test trials as described 

in Data Sampling decisions section. 

ALL trials= data analysed according to the all trials 

procedure described in Data Sampling decisions section. 

The Multi variate analysis of variance model fitted to 

the heart rate data analysed single factors unless stated 

otherwise . The degrees of freedom (df) are detailed in the 

F - value column in parentheses (hypothesised df, error df). 

The model fitted to the SCR data was a one - way 

analysis of variance unless stated otherwise. The 

appropriate Degrees of freedom are detailed in parentheses 

in the F - value column . Where peak amplitude scores for 

the magnitude and amplitude data selection procedures are 

reported the different degrees of freedom are given. 
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Heart Rate graphs. 

All the graphs present the mean change scores from the time 

the stimulus word was presented, i.e . at O seconds on the X 

axis was when the stimulus word (CS) was presented. 

la. Test trial data for Subliminal (sub) session of the 

stimulus words (CS) . 

lb. Test trials data for Supraliminal (supra) session of the 

stimulus words (CS). 

le. ALL trials data for Supraliminal (supra) and Subliminal 

(sub) session of the stimulus words (CS) {Graphs la and lb 

overlay) . 

1d. ALL trials data for Supraliminal (supra) session of the 

stimulus words (CS) . 

le. ALL trials data for Subliminal (sub) session of the 

stimulus words (CS) . 

lf . ALL trials data for Supraliminal (supra) and Subliminal 

(sub) session of the stimulus words (CS) ( Graphs ld and le 

overlay) . 

lg - lm. Subject s 1 - 6. ALL trials data for Supraliminal 

(supra) and Subliminal (sub ) session of the s timulus words 

(CS). 
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RESULTS TABLES. 

Awareness Assessment. 

Verbal report responses 

Subliminal condition. Binomial test 

Correct Incorrect 1 tailed 

Group 206 274 NS 

Subject 1. 22+(7) 58+(13) NS 

Subject 2. 38+(8) 42+(12) NS 

Subject 3 . 37+ (10) 43+(10) NS 

Subject 4. 35+(9) 45+(11) NS 

Subject 5 . 39+(8) 41+(12) NS 

Subject 6. 35+(10) 45+ (10) NS 

Scores in () are the scores from the Incentive Awareness 

trials 

Table Al 
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Results Tables for the Heart Rate response and Skin 

Conductance Response. 

Group Results . 

Group Results . Factor Stimulus word {CS) for the 

supraliminal presentation condition. 

HEART RATE . Test Trials only 

time range 1- 5 

MAN0VA F{5,1) Prob 

Wilks 1.858 .504 

Uni variates F{1,5) 

Mean ,917 . 382 

Linear ,534 . 498 

Quadratic .209 .666 

Cubic .145 . 718 

Quartic 1.082 . 346 

TABLE 1. 1 

Group Results. Factor Stimulus 

subliminal presentation condition. 

HEART RATE. Test Trials only 

time range 1-5 

MAN0VA F{5,1) Prob 

Wilks 1266.32 . 021** 

Uni variates F(1,5) 

Mean . 002 . 962 

Linear 2.679 . 163 

Qua dra tic . 303 . 606 

Cubic 2.742 .287 

Quartic .007 ,936 

TABLE 1. 2 
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6-12 

F(5,1} Prob 

154.92 .061* 

F{1,5} 

6.70 .049** 

21.37 .006** 

2.94 .147 

51. 25 . 011** 

8 . 93 .031** 

word (CS) for the 

6-12 

F(5,1} Prob 

9.813 . 238 

F(1,5) 

1.256 . 313 

.063 .811 

. 680 .447 

1.660 .254 

4.496 .087* 



Group Results . Factor Stimulus word {CS) for the 

supraliminal and subliminal presentation condit i ons. 

HEART RATE . ALL trials . 

time range 1- 5 1- 5 

Effect CS supra cs sub 

MAN0VA F(5,1) Prob F(5,1) Prob 

Wilks 1.167 . 603 ,514 ,778 

Uni variates F(1,5) F(1 , 5) 

Mean 3.041 .131 2 . 666 .163 

Linear .069 . 803 . 129 ,734 

Quadratic .049 . 833 2 . 524 .178 

Cubic 1.564 . 206 .5 20 .503 

Quartic 3.146 . 172 .517 .504 

TABLE 1.3 

Group Results. Factor : Presentation level ( L), ( 2 factor 

model - CS by L) 

HEART RATE. 

time range 

MAN0VA 

TEST 

1- 5 

F(5,1) 

trials only. 

6 - 12 

Wilks 2.308 

Univariates F(1,5) 

Mean 3 , 256 

Linear 6.721 

Quadratic 2 . 544 

Cubic 

Quartic 

. 512 

2.541 

Prob 

.460 

.' 131 

. 049** 

.172 

.506 

.172 

F(5,1) Prob 

. 178 ,936 

F{1 , 5) 

.139 , 724 

1.690 

. 479 

1. 438 

.040 

.250 

. 519 

.284 

.850 

TABLE 1. 4 
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All trials only 

1-5 

F(5,1) Prob 

10 . 037 .235 

F{1,5) 

,739 . 429 

37.729 

2.233 

1.177 

, 370 

.002** 

.195 

.327 

,570 



Group Results. Factors : Presentation level ( L); Stimulus 

word by Presentation level (CS by L). 

SCR . 

Effect 

AN0VA 

Bpeak 

Brise 

Bpeak 

BLat . 

Epeak 

Erise 

Epeak 

ELat . 

Test trials only : 

(2 factor model) 

score ( a) 

time ( a) 

time ( a) 

time ( a) 

score (a) 

time ( a) 

time (a) 

time (a) 

Time Periods B 

F(l,145) 

4.418 

.273 

. 232 

. 022 

12.645 

6 . 157 

. 006 

1.044 

L 

Prob 

.03 7** 

.602 

.631 

. 882 

.001** 

. 214 

.939 

.309 

Mean scores for the significant results. 

L supra sub 

Bp 

Ep 

. 68 

1. 11 

. 84 

1. 46 

TABLE 1. 5 

and E. 

CS by L 

F(l ,1 45) Prob 

.233 .630 

.001 . 991 

.936 .335 

.876 .351 

.013 .910 

1 .977 . 162 

. 289 .669 

. 540 .5 40 

Group Results. Factors Presentation level ( L); Stimulus 

word by Presentation level (CS by L). 

SCR. 

Effect 

ALL trials . Time period B. 

AN0VA (2 factor model) 

Bpeak score (a) 

Brise time (a) 

Bpeak time (a) 

BLat. time (a) 

L 

F(l,703) 

24.79 

.001 

12 .264 

12 . 811 

Prob 

. 000** 

.991 

.000** 

.000** 

Mean scores for the significant r esults 

L supra sub 

Bp. 

Bpt 

Blt 

. 65 

3 .40 

2.01 

. 88 

2.86 

1.50 

TABLE 1. 6 
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CS by L 

F(l,703) Prob 

.090 .763 

.222 . 638 

.212 .645 

.200 .655 



Individual Subject results tables. 

Supraliminal Session. Factor : Stimulus word (cs) . 

HEART RATE. ALL Trials. Time Range 1 - 5 seconds. 
Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 

MANOVA F(5,54) Prob F(5,54) Prob F(5,54) Prob 
Wilks 1.962 .099* 1.350 .258 .120 . 987 

Uni variates F(l,58) F(l,58) F{l,58) 
Mean 6.915 .012** 4.684 .035** .055 .815 
Linear .081 ,777 1. 227 .273 , 574 .451 
Quadratic ,315 , 577 .203 .654 . 001 ,989 
Cubic . 035 .852 ,387 ,536 .008 .929 
Quartic ,359 ,552 .009 . 922 .007 .268 

Subject 4 Subject 5 Subject 6 
MANOVA F(5,54) Prob F(5,54) Prob F(5,54) Prob 

Wilks 1.597 . 177 .611 .692 .479 , 790 
Uni variates F(l,58) F(l,58) F(l,58) 

Mean 1.582 .213 .055 .815 .029 . 864 
Linear .208 . 650 .147 ,703 .504 .480 
Quadratic , 505 .480 .002 .969 .008 ,930 
Cubic .148 .702 . 196 .659 ,350 ,556 
Quartic 5,584 . 021** 1.786 .187 .023 .879 

TABLE 1.7a 
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Factor : Stimulus word (CS) in Subliminal Session 

HEART RATE. ALL Trials. Time Range 1 - 5 seconds. 

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 

MAN0VA F(5,53) Prob F{5,53) Prob F(5,53) Prob 

Wilks . 876 . 503 1. 096 . 373 . 283 . 046** 

Univariates F(l,57) F(l,57) F(l,57) 

Mean 

Linear 

Quadratic 

Cubic 

Quartic 

MAN0VA 

Wilks 

Uni variates 

Mean 

Linear 

Quadratic 

Cubic 

Quartic 

1.398 

.007 

1. 452 

.030 

. 021 

.242 

. 934 

.233 

.863 

.886 

Subject 4 

F ( 5 , 5 3 ) Prob 

.691 

F(l,57) 

.609 

.394 

1. 405 

.247 

.699 

.632 

.438 

.532 

.241 

.620 

.406 

.010 

.270 

.303 

.043 

.049 

.920 

.605 

.584 

.836 

.126 

Subject 5 

F(5,53) Prob 

.091 .390 

F{l,57) 

. 001 .985 

.115 .735 

.079 .779 

2.876 .105 

2.315 .134 

TABLE 1. 7b 
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.224 

.327 

8.921 

.001 

5.492 

.597 

.638 

.004** 

. 994 

.023** 

Subject 6 

F ( 5 , 5 3 ) Prob 

.440 

F{l,57) 

.009 

1.577 

.012 

.001 

.001 

.819 

.925 

.214 

.914 

.981 

.989 



Factor : Presentation level ( L) , ( 2 factor model CS by L) . 

HEART RATE. ALL trials . time range 1-5. 

MANOVA 

Wilks 

Uni variates 

Mean 

Linear 

Quadratic 

Cubic 

Quartic 

MANOVA 

Wilks 

Uni variates 

Mean 

Linear 

Quadrati 

Cubic 

Quartic 

Subject 1 Subject 2 

F{5,111) Prob F(5,109) Prob 

4.713 .001** 2 .345 .046** 

F{l,115) 

.613 .435 

.652 

20.613 

1. 841 

1.158 

.421 

.000** 

.177 

.284 

Subject 4 

F{5,112) Prob 

1.908 .098* 

F(l,116) 

.356 . 552 

4.688 .032** 

4.234 .042** 

1.343 .249 

.003 . 957 

F(l,113) 

.083 .774 

3. 558 .062* 

1.710 .194 

.007 ,932 

5 . 754 . 018** 

Subject 5 

F{5,108) Prob 

5 .841 .000** 

F(l,112) 

4.771 .031** 

8.571 

6.602 

4.585 

.926 

. 004** 

.011** 

.034** 

-338 

TABLE 1. 8 
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Subject 3 

F{5,108) Prob 

9 . 327 .000** 

F{l,112) 

28.814 

1. 889 

14.886 

1.669 

.224 

. 000** 

.172 

. 000** 

.199 

.637 

Subject 6 

F(5,112) Prob 

7.503 .000** 

F(l,116) 

.114 .705 

17.057 .000** 

8.275 . 005** 

22.139 . 000** 

.827 .365 



Factors Presentation Level ( L) ; Stimulus Word by 

Presentation Level (CS by L) ; ANOVA (2 factor model). 

SCR . Period B· 
' ALL trials . 

Effect L CS by L 

Subject 1. F(l,94) Prob F(l,94) Prob 

Brise time ( a) 2 . 232 .171 .132 .717 
Bpeak time (a) 1 . 020 . 315 .432 .5 12 

BLat. time (a) . 040 .842 .759 . 386 
Bpeak score 1.402 . 239 . 051 .821 

Subject 2. F(l,78) F(l,78) 
Brise time (a) . 093 ,761 .529 .469 
Bpeak time ( a) 1.041 . 311 , 3 11 ,579 
BLat. time ( a) ,712 .401 .007 , 932 
Bpeak score , 573 .451 .046 .830 

Subject 3 . F(l,78) F(l,78) 

Brise time (a) 1.863 .195 .014 .908 
Bpeak time (a) 1.094 .298 .254 .615 
BLat. time (a) .639 .426 .184 .669 
Bpeak score 1.952 .166 ,312 . 578 
Subject 4. F(l,99) F{l,99) 
Brise time (a) 1 . 633 . 204 .941 .334 
Bpeak time (a) . 008 . 928 . 291 .591 
BLat. time (a) . 624 .431 1.530 .219 
Bpeak score 2 . 762 .100 . 051 . 822 
Subject 5 . F{l,98) F{l,98) 
Brise time (a) 12.822 . 001** . 498 . 482 
Bpeak time (a) 1. 741 .1 90 1.224 . 271 
BLat. time ( a) 12 . 043 .001** 2 . 352 .1 28 
Bpeak score 21.969 .000** . 218 .64 1 
Subject 6 . F{l,110) F{l,110) 

Brise time ( a) . 616 .434 .239 .626 
Bpeak time ( a) . 510 .476 ,334 . 564 
BLat . time (a) 1.587 .210 . 035 .852 
Bpeak score 140.4 .000** . 819 .367 

TABLE 1.9 
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Mean Scores of the SCR results in TABLE 1 .9. 

The mean scores reported below are for the temporal scores, 

Bpt , Brt, Blt, amplitude scores and for Bp magnitude scores. 

Bpeak score: Brise time: Bpeak time: Blat . time 

Subject 5 . 

L3 supra o . 45 0.86 2.69 
L4 sub 1. 21 1.55 1.56 
Subject 6. 

L3 supra 0.53 

L4 sub 1.31 
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Discussion of Results. 

Discussion of the Assessment of Awareness criterion. 

The subliminal condition required that the subjects 

were unaware of the stimulus words presented at the below 

threshold level . The results of the assessment techniques 

used to asce rtain whether the subjects were aware of the 

stimulus words in the subliminal session are presented in 

table Al. The score of importance to decide whether a 

subject was aware of the stimulus words was a greater than 

50% correct score: this constituting chance level responding 

for verbal report. Every subject had been informed of the 

stimulus words and directed to report one of the stimulus 

words on every presentation of a stimulus word. In the main 

subjects did this, but occasionally some subjects reported 

they didn't know what the stimulus word was. These verbal 

reports were scored as incorrect, hence the skew to the 

incorrect verbal report responses. 

The scores given in Table Al are for the whole session 

with the incentive awareness trials not included in this 

score but kept separate as this was the rigorous criterion 

of assessing awareness. Correct verbal report responses for 

these trials were rewarded, thus increasing the payoff for 

a subject's verbal report and thereby increasing the 

response criterion. The conclusion was that all the 

subjects were unaware of the stimulus words presented in the 

subliminal session. 

It was unnecessary to report the verbal report scores 

for the supraliminal condition as subjects were able to see 

the words and so gave a 100% correct verbal report score in 

the supraliminal condition. 
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Respiration. 

Analysis of the respiration data, necessary to control 

for sinus arrythmia, revealed that there was no association 

between inspiration, expiration and CS onset for the group 

and individual subject data. 

Discussion of the Heart Rate results. 

The results in table 1.2 show that there was a 

significant difference in the change score curves 

stimulus words in the subliminal condition. 

to the 

The 

multivariate analysis of the stimulus word condition for the 

subliminal presentation level for the time range 1 - 5 

seconds (i.e. post stimulus word but before presentation of 

the unconditioned stimulus) was significant. There were no 

significant univariate results. In other words, there was a 

difference between the curves to the stimulus words but this 

difference was not reflected in any particular type of shape 

to the curve. Looking at graph la, the curves of the mean 

change scores for each 1 second epoch are remarkably 

similar, although there is a just discernable difference 2 

seconds after stimulus offset. 

The only significant analysis in the stimulus word 

factor presented at subliminal l evle for the time range 6 -
12 seconds, (i.e . post UCS presentation) was the univariate 

quartic polynomial, but as thi s was only at the 10¾ 

significance level it must be viewed cautiously. Consulting 

graph la, the change score curves are very similar for the 

time range 6 - 12 seconds. 

The significant results in the two time ranges in the 

subliminal condition indicated that Pavlovian conditioning 

without awareness had been found however the evidence for 

the time range 6 - 12 seconds must be treated sceptically as 
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there was onl y one significant univari a te ana l ysis and ~his 

was only at the 10% significance level and therefore there 

was insufficient evidence for such an assertion. 

The conclusion of the heart rate results for the 

subliminal condition was that there was a difference in the 

curves for the stimulus word factor in the 1 to 5 seconds 

range after presentation of the stimulus word. This 

difference was not described by the orders of polynomial. 

However the significant result for the time range 1 - 5 

seconds for the stimulus word factor by the test trials 

analysis was not substantiated by the ALL trials analysis 

(see table 1.3). There were no significant results for the 

time range 1 - 5 seconds after CS onset for the subliminal 

condition . Consulting graph ld, the change score curves to 

the stimulus word condition for the ALL trials data are very 

similar. The greater number of replicates in the ALL trials 

analysis meant greater confidence in the interpretation of 

the findings . As this contradicted the earlier finding from 

the test trials data, it lent weight to the decision to do 

the extra analysis. 

The conclusion that successful Pavlovian conditioning 

occurred without awareness, drawn from the heart rate test 

trial data, cannot be inferred. The significant finding of 

the test trials analysis was not supported by the ALL trials 

data. This latter analysis was more acceptable than the 

test trial analysis as it had a much greater number of 

replicates . 

Possibly, the data in the ALL trials analysis, which 

included 20 acquisition trials in its sample, was pre -

acquisition of the CR. However, further analysis {just the 

40 trials from the test trial blocks were analysed) revealed 

similar results to the analysis of the data from the 60 

trials constituting the ALL trials data sample . 
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Turning to the supralimina l condition, the results of 

the test trial analysis revealed there was no difference in 

the change score curves for the time range 1 - 5 seconds 

( see table 1. 1). The ALL trials analysis of the 

supraliminal condition ( see table 1. 3), showed that there 

were no significant differences for the time range 1 - 5 

seconds. Graph le showed what appeared to be a difference 

in the mean of the curves but this was not supported by the 

univariate analysis of the mean coefficient, possibly 

because the variance was large. The ALL trials results 

supported the test trials results for the 1 - 5 second time 

range in the supraliminal condition. 

There was a significant difference between the change 

score curves for the time range 6 - 12 seconds, al though 

this was only at the 10% level. This difference in the 

change score curves for the stimulus words was found in all 

the orders of polynomials except for the quadratic. This 

result is described as a difference in the quartic 

polynomial. Looking at Graph lb, there is a noticeable 

difference in the curves of CS+ and CS- beginning at 7 

seconds. The curves are similar up to 7 seconds when they 

take different directions, the CS+ curve sharply 

decelerating and then accelerating at 9 seconds. The 

difference in the CS+ and CS- curves correlated with the UCS 

presentation. The start of the difference occurred 

immediately prior to what would have been the UCS 

presentation and the time of maximum difference between the 

change score curves occurred just after the UCS would have 

been presented, therefore, it may be concluded that , in the 

supraliminal condition, the repeated pairings of the CS and 

UCS had developed a CR to the CS+ as indicated by t he heart 

rate response. 

This result cannot be checked with the ALL trials 

analysis as the 6 - 12 seconds time range was post - UCS 
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presentation. Evidence 

obtainable from the test 

for this time range was only 

trials as non - test trials were 

'contaminated' by the actual presentation of the UCS. 

In the light of the rejection of the successful 

subliminal results when the test trial data were compared 

with the ALL trial data, the findings for the supraliminal 

condition are acceptable if the significance finding from 

the subliminal results is interpreted as statistical 

artefact. Given a significance level of 0.05, there will be 

a significant analysis for approximately 1 in 20 analyses, 

the ALL trials analysis revealing this 'type I error'. This 

is a possible interpretation, unless it was due to non -

random sampling of the trials selected to be the test 

trials. 

Summary of the Heart Rate data for the stimulus word condition. 

Group results. 

The heart rate data for the supraliminal condition 

indicated that there were different response curves for the 

stimulus word factor for the time range 6 - 12 seconds (i.e. 

post UCS presentation 6 seconds after presentation of the 

CS). This suggests that the response was a conditioned 

response to the green light presentation. Therefore the 

subject's heart rate had conditioned to the supraliminally 

presented stimulus words. This was evidence for Pavlovian 

conditioning with awareness and 

subjects discriminated between 

it may be said 

the supraliminal 

words with their heart rate response. 

that the 

stimulus 

The heart rate data for the subliminal condition 

indicated that there was no evidence for Pavlovian 

conditioning without awareness and hence no evidence for 

discrimination without awareness. 
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Discussion of SCR results. 

The SCR results, for the stimulus word by presentation 

level (CS by L) interaction in table 1.5, show there were no 

significant results for any of the SCR components in both 

periods B ( post CS presentation and pre UCS 

presentation) and period E (post UCS presentation) of the 

stimulus word factor. The ALL trials analysis, only 

performed on period B, supported the test trials result (see 

table 1.6). 

Therefore the subjects could not discriminate with 

their SCR between the stimulus words presented at both 

presentation levels, i.e. at supraliminal and subliminal 

presentation speeds. There was no evidence of Pavlovian 

conditioning without awareness for the SCR. Nor was there 

any evidence for Pavlovian conditioning with awareness for 

the SCR . It must be concluded that there was no evidence of 

SCR discrimination of the stimulus words when subjects were 

unaware of and when they were aware of the stimulus words. 

Normality and Skew. 

There were a high proportion of SCR peak magnitude 

scores that were zero and therefore the distribution of 

scores was skewed. This is a violation of the assumption of 

normal distribution of scores necessary when using analysis 

of variance . Therefore the peak magnitude score data were 

also analysed by the 'amplitude' measure scoring procedure. 

This selection of the scores to be analysed brought the 

distribution to normality. The results of t he amplitude 

analysis tended to be similar to the magnitude analysis . 

This indicated that the zero scores for the peak magnitude 

score were equally distributed between the stimulus word 

types. That is, each condition of the stimulus word factor 

had approximately the same proportion of zero responses. 
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The lack of difference between the magnitude and 

amplitude selection of data for analysis supports the view 

that analysis - of - variance is 'robust' in its requirement 

of satisfaction of the assumption of a normal distribution. 

Combined session results. 

Heart rate. 

The data from both experimental sessions were combined 

for analysis of the presentation level condition (see table 

1 . 4) (and see footnote 1). 

Analysis of the presentation level factor compared the 

supraliminal and subliminal conditions and revealed (see 

table 1.4) no significant results for both time ranges. 

There was, however, a signifi cant univariate test, at the 5% 
level , for the time range 1 - 5 seconds , of the linear 

polynomial. This result was supported by the ALL trials 

analysis (see table 1.4) with a highly significant result. 

FOOTNOTE 1. 
In addition the interaction result (CS by L) from the 

was analysed, al though not reported in the 
and there were no significant results 

combined 
results 
indicating 
between 

sessions 
tables 

that 
the 

conditions 
The results 
interaction, 

in 
of 

for 
test as the 

conclusion. 

there were no qualitative differences 
supraliminal and subliminal presentaion 

differentiating between the stimulus words. 
the ALL trial analysis of the CS by L 

the time range 1 5 seconds were the same 
trial analysis thereby supporting this 
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A cautious comment concerning the difference in the 

linear curves for the presentation level conditions may be 

made. A 'deeper dip' 2 seconds after CS offset and a 

'steeper slope' at decision period onset approaches was 

apparent, when comparing the subliminal condition to the 

supraliminal condition, ( see graph le for the test trial 

data and see graph lf for the ALL trial data). 

Lacey and Lacey {1970) suggested that cardiac 

d·eceleration played a causal role in attentional patterns. 

The slight downward curve in the subliminal condition in 

contrast to the upward curve in the supraliminal condition 

implied the subliminal condition required more cognitive 

effort. The greater cognitive processing effect was likely 

due to the more demanding verbal report task in the 

subliminal condition, where the subject could not see the 

stimulus word, compared to the supraliminal condition, where 

the subject could see the word. However, order effects were 

not controlled: the subliminal session always came after the 

supraliminal session . The slight difference between the 

change score curves for the presentation level conditions is 

worth investigating further. 
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SCR. 

The SCR results showed there was a significant 

difference between the presentation level conditions ( see 

table 1. 5). The significant SCR components were the peak 

magnitude scores in periods Band E. The means of the peak 

magnitude score data for the time periods Band E show that 

the subliminal condition elicited the larger SCR peak 

magnitude score than the supraliminal condition. The 

analysis of the peak magnitude score for period B with the 

ALL trials results supported the test trial findings ( see 

table 1. 6). 

The interpretation of the presentation level factor 

results has to be tempered due to the lack of control for 

order effects. The supraliminal condition always preceded 

the subliminal condition. The significant effect may have 

been due to this . It can be pointed out that habituation 

over time usually results in the size of the SCR peak 

magnitude decreasing (see Thompson and Spencer 1966), and it 

would be expected that as . the experimental sessions 

progressed there would be a strong habituation effect . Yet 

in this experiment the size of the SCR increased in the 

later session. Therefore it may be suggested that the more 

difficult verbal report task and the difficulty in seeing 

the stimulus words in the subliminal condition compared to 

the supraliminal condition was responsible for the 

difference in peak magnitude scores, although this must be 

verified in an experiment controlling for order effects. 
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Discussion of the Indivl dual Subjects ' Results. 

The subjects' factor for the group results was 

significant. Therefore individual subject analyses were 

performed with the ALL trials data. 

The analysis of the individual subject data was 

performed on the ALL trials data. This data sample 

substantiates a more confident interpretation of the results 

than the test trial data for the individual subjects because 

of the largei number of replicates in the statistical 

analyses (see footnote 1.) 

Heart Rate results for the Individual Subjects. 

In the supraliminal condition only one subject, subject 

1, for the stimulus word condition reached the 10% 

significance level by the Manova analysis 

polynomials, the mean polynomial was 

univariate test (see table 1.7a). This 

of the heart rate 

the significant 

result in the mean 
component can be seen in graph lg. The change score curve 

to non - rewarded stimulus word (CS - ) having change score 

values nearer to zero compared to the minus value change 

scores for the rewarded stimulus word (CS+) for each one 

second epoch. 

No other subjects had a significant Multivariate 

analysis but Subject 2 did have a significant mean 

polynomial, and graph lh shows a slight difference between 

FOOTNOTE 1. Even though the number of replicates for the Individual 
subject analysis with the test trial data for the time epoch 6 - 12 were 
few, an analysis was performed on this data and for both supraliminal 
and subliminal presentation conditions, for the stimulus word factor 
(CS) there were no significant results . 
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the curves to the different stimulus words presented. 

Similar to subject 1 the CS+ for subject 2 had lower change 

score values. 

Subject 4 had a significant quartic polynomial for the 

supraliminal stimulus word condition. Consulting graph lk, 

the most discernible difference is in the 4 seconds to 5 
seconds epoch, with the curve for the CS- decelerating as 

onset of the decision period approached at 5 seconds, 

compared to an acceleration, as decision period onset 

approached to the CS+. 

The stimulus word factor for the subliminal condition 

was significant for one subject, Subject 3 (see table 1.7b) . 

The univariate tests of the quartic polynomial at the 5% 

significance level. A difference can be seen, consul ting 

graph lj, at 3 seconds after stimulus presentation where 

there was a slight deceleration at 2 seconds to the CS+ 

compared to CS-. 

Level of Presentation results. 

All subjects, ( though for subject 4 this was only at 

the 10% level) showed significant differences in change 

score curves to the different presentation levels (see table 

1.8). These differences can be seen in graphs lg to 1m. It 

was apparent that each subject developed different heart 

rate response curves in the different presentation sessions. 

The shape of each subject 's curves were quite different. 

The difference in subject l's curves to the different 

presentation level conditions can be clearly seen in graph 

lg. In the subliminal condition, there was an intial 

deceleration of the change score curve up to 2 seconds after 

stimulus word presentation and as the UCS presentation 

approached the curve accelerated. The curve in the 
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supraliminal condition for CS+ decelerated after stimul us 

word presentation with the CS- holding at zero both curves 

as the UCS presentation approached accelerated only to 

decelerate 1 second before feedback was delivered . The 

difference between the curves is best described as a 

difference in the quadratic polynomial. 

The difference between the curves in the presentation 

level conditions for Subjects 2 and 4 (see graphs lh and lk) 

were not easily discernible from the graph of the mean 

change scores. These results were not as significant as the 

other subjects . The difference between the curves in the 

presentation level conditions for subjects 3 , 5 and 6 (see 

graphs lj, lL and lm) can be clearly seen . 

Subject 3's curve for the subliminal condition, 

decelerated one second after stimulus presentation and then 

accelerated up to the point of UCS presentation, whilst the 

supraliminal curve held steady throughout the trial. 

The individual subject results for the change score 

curves are difficult to interpret as there are no consistent 

patterns of responding and they cannot easily be described . 

The subjects behaved differently, some accelerating and some 

decelerating at various points in the trial period, lending 

weight to the case for studying individual subject data, and 

exercising caution when interpreting group data. 
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SCR Individual Subject Results. 

The results of the stimulus word by presentation level 

(CS by L) interaction showed no significant results for any 

of the subjects (see table 1.9). To be absolutely certain 

the stimulus word factor was also analysed for both 

presentation conditions, the supraliminal and the subliminal 

sessions, and no significant results were found. These 

results are not given as it is sufficient to report the CS 

by L interaction tables without the extra tables having to 

be detailed . 

The presentation level results were significant in 

subjects 5 and 6 (see table 1.9). The peak magnitude scores 

for subjects 5 and 6 were significant (for subject 5, rise 

time and latency were also significant, the SCR to the 

subliminal presentation level condition having an earlier 

latency and larger rise time that the supraliminal 

condition) . In both subjects the peak magnitude score to 

the subliminal presentation level condition was larger than 

the peak magnitude score in the supraliminal condition. 

This type of result was discussed earlier in the group 

results. 
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Conclusion of the results discus si o~ . 

The presentation of the stimulus words by the backward 

pattern masking technique successfully prevented the 

stimulus words from reaching the subject's awareness. 

Considering the group results for the heart rate and 

SCR measures there was no evidence for Pavlovian 

conditioning without awareness, nor did the SCR results show 

evidence of Pavlovian conditioning with awareness. The 

Heart rate results indicated that there was Pavlovian 

conditioning with awareness. This was found in the post -

UCS presentation period only. 

The indi victual subject HR results showed evidence of 

Pavlovian conditioning. There was significant conditioning 

in three individual subjects (subjects 1, 2 and 4) for the 

heart rate response in the 5 second post - stimulus period. 

One subject (subject 3) conditioned at the subliminal level 

indicating that the backward pattern masking procedure may 

be a useful paradigm to test 'conditioning without 

awareness' . 

The SCR showed no evidence of conditioning in the 

individual subjects and even when the supraliminal and 

subliminal data were combined there was no evidence of 

conditioning. 

For the presentation level factor, there was a 

significant difference in the subliminal and supraliminal 

conditions with the HR and SCR scores . This was reflected 

in the analysis of the individual subject data, but there 

was no clear picture of the type of response for t his 

paradigm. Subjects developed idiosyncratic response 

profiles . The difference in the heart rate curves and SCR 

scores may be due to order effects . 
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Unexpectedly there was no supraliminal conditioning of 

the SCR, i.e. even when subjects could see the stimulus and 

were aware which was reinforced and which not, different SCRs 

to the stimulus words were not elicited. It is arguable 

that there were not sufficient acquisition trials for the 

SCR to form a CR to the CS . But with the SCR the advantage 

of few trials is that it utilises the OR before it has 

habituated {Siddle, Kuiack and Stenfert - Kroese 1983) and 

conditioning has typically been reported within relatively 

few trials. 

The effects of habituation typically decrease SCR 

responding. As the presentation level factor showed the SCR 

in the second session was larger than in the first, 

therefore, the CR did not appear to habituate. However it 

may be that within each session the SCR habituates as t he 

session progresses and the higher score for the second 

session merely reflects the overall higher score for the 

subliminal session which, as it has a more demanding verbal 

report task would have a higher level of SC responding. 

These points about the number of trials and habituation 

introduce the major criticism of experiment 1, the analysis 

method that tested for Pavlovian conditioning. The 

conventional analysis procedure to test for Pavlovian 

conditioning is to score and analyse early trials in an 

experimental session. This is because habituation, as a 

session progresses, occurs with psychophysiological 

responses and initial levels of responding are not 

maintained. This method was not employed in this 

experiment, therefore to support the findings of the anaysis 

method that was used the first 20 trials block of each 

subject were visually inspected for differences between the 

stimulus words {i.e. comparison of CS+ and CS-). The 

results of this supported the original conclusions. However 

because of this it is more appropriate to describe the 

results in terms of psychophysiological discrimination 

rather than typical Pavlovian conditioning. 
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The UCS was not aversive as has been the usual prac tice 

in conditioning experiments, but since Pendery and Maltzman 

( 1979) found evidence of conditioning in a reaction time 

paradigm, non-aversive UCSs, therefore, need not necessarily 

be inappropriate for conditioning. However, Ohman ( 1983) 

did conclude that 

"it is imperative that the UCS is in some sense 

significant to the subject .. " 

Possibly, the green light reward is too innocuous to be 

reflected in the SCR data. This issue will be returned to 

in the discussion of the next experiment in which an 

aversive and, therefore, more salient UCS is used. 

There has been controversy about what type of SCR is 

the CR in Pavlovian conditioning. There is a strand of 

argument which emphasises the incompatibility of the OR to 

becoming a CR. The formation of a CR from an OR is a 

problem that is still unresolved in the psychophysiological 

literature. 

An alternative interpretation is that the CR to CS+ at 

UCS presentation in test trial methodology is actually an OR 

and not a CR (Badia and Defran, 1970). Grings (1965) 

defined such a response as a 'disparity response' but more 

recently it has become known as the 'omission response'. It 

was argued that the omission of the UCS is a novel stimulus 

that may elicit an orienting response and therefore confound 

the measurement of the CR. 

The subject expecting a green light was 'surprise d' by 

the non appearance of the UCS. This was supported partially 

by the subjects' questionnaire answers. 

Subject 1; (the reward word was maize). 

"I found it confusing that the green light did not 
flash each time I had said 'maize' , when I am sure I 
saw the word maize." 
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Subject 5; 

"When it did appear as I was told it was, my first 
reaction was that I had said the wrong word. It was 
somehow distressing when the light did not come on. 

Subject 6; (the reward word was mouse). 

"The green light seemed to make me feel good, almost a 
sense of well being, like I was being rewarded or 
something. Even after the green light stopped being 
used, I was still happier when the word mouse came up, 
more relaxed even." 

The questionnaire answers for subjects 1 and 5 indicate that 

the change in the presentation of the UCS affected them and 

this would support Badia and Defran' s hypothesis that the 

omission response develops a new orienting response. 

Subject 1 did show evidence of conditioning with heart rate 

data so this may be due to the omission response and may not 

be a CR. The cognitive theory of Pavlovian conditioning 

postulates the need for the subject's hypotheses to match 

the CS -UCS pairing in order for conditioning to occur (e.g. 

Brewer 1974). However, subject 6 had such a cognitive 

hypothesis but showed no evidence of conditioning with the 

psychophysiological responses. (see also Mandel and Bridger 

(1967), Nelson and Ross (1974), Pendery and Maltzman (1979) , 
Jennings et al. (1978)). 

The insight provided by these questionnaire answers is 

that the testing of the role of cognitions in Pavlovian 

conditioning paradigms is difficult when using the test 

trial methodology . As the questionnaire answers above show 

the test trial methodology elicits cognitions that may 

contaminate the conditioning effects; 

" .. the would be autonomic conditioner .. . target CR .. is 
not capable of qualitatively reflecting differences 
between conditioning and orienting processes." Furedy 
and Arabian (1979). 

The criticism of the test trial methodology that the CR 

it elicits is a novel orienting response (OR), i.e. an 
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omission response (Badia and DeFran 1970) or disparity 

response (Grings 1960), cannot be applied to the pre - UCS 

period. Therefore the conflicting results found between the 

test trial and ALL trial data in the subliminal results 

cannot be accounted for by such an argument as the score 

used in these analyses was a pre - UCS score and therefore 

taken before the subject would 'realise' that the score was 

a 'test trial'. 

The problems of the omission response and CR conditioning 

are too deep to go into here see Ohman ( 1983) for a full 

discussion, but note: 

"that a large proportion of the variance observed 
during electrodermal conditioning can be attributed to 
OR processes." Ohman (1983). 

In this experiment there was no difference between seeing 

the stimulus and not seeing the stimulus in that subjects 

SCR did not condition. The HR did condition when the 

stimulus word signalling a reward was seen. 

Conclusion of Experiment 1. 

The backward 

presented stimuli 

methods employed 

pattern masking technique 

below awareness. Due to 

it cannot be unequivocally 

successfully 

the analysis 

demonstrated 
that Pavlovian conditioning had been tested, therefore the 

more appropriate description of the findings of experiment 1 

is in terms of psychophysiological discrimination with and 

without the subject's awareness. There was some evidence of 

discrimination without awareness in one subject's heart rate 

response. The heart rate measure did discriminate when the 

subjects could see the stimulus words. 

There was no evidence of discrimination with or without 

awareness with the SCR . This may have been due to the type 

of UCS used. Experiment 2 therefore changed the type of UCS 

from the green light reward to electric shock . 



CHAPTER 6 . 

EXPERIMENT 2. 

Introduction. 

This experiment was an exact replication of the 

previous experiment with the exception of the type of t he 

unconditioned stimulus (UCS) which this time was electric 

shock. 

This experiment tested for Pavlovian conditioning 

without awareness, with electric shock as the unconditioned 

stimulus (UCS) . 

METHOD. 

Subjects . 

6 paid volunteers ( 3 male, 3 female) from the Bangor 

area pa~Ucipated in the experiment. All subjects had normal 

or corrected - to - normal vision. 

years to 34 years. 

Apparatus. 

The age range was 20 

The apparatus was exactly the same as in experiment 1 

with the amendments given below. 

Shock Box. 

The shock electrodes were attached to the subject's 

left hand. These were connected to a custom-built shock 

unit , powe red by an 'Eagle' power pack, which del ive r ed an 

electric shock (of a voltage range from Ovolts to a max of 

24volts) to the subject. 
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The green light, the UCS in expt . 1, was removed from 

the visual display area. 

Procedure. 

The procedure was the same as in experiment 1 , with the 

exception of a procedure to determine the subject's electric 

shock level. This procedure was carried out prior to each 

experimental session. The subject received several electric 

shocks to establish the intensity of the electric shock to 

be given to h im during that session. The level of electric 

shock was established by asking the subject, afters/he had 

received electric shocks at varying degrees of shock 

intensity, to choose a level of shock the intensity of which 

was "uncomfortable but not painful". As a subject's 

tolerance of electric shock changes during an experimental 

session this initial shock level was slowly increased within 

an experimental session to maintain a steady shock level and 

account for 'shock adaptation'. The s hock level was 

increased by 5% every 8 trials. 

The subject was informed that if s / he became unduly 

stressed in the experimental periods/he could ask for a short 

break (a couple of minutes) and commence the experiment when 

s/he was more settled. If the subject found the procedure too 

stressful, s/he was allowed to abandon t he experiment. 

Instructions to Subjects. 

The 'Gene ral Instructions' and the 'Threshold 

Instructions' were exactly the same as in experiment 1. 

Experimental Instructions. 

The Experimental Instructions were the same as those in 

experiment 1, with the following paragraphs amended. 
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Experimental session 1. 

" One of the words will be paired with an electric 

shock. This electric shock is always paired with the same 

word throughout the session. It will come on with the 

paired word regardless of your response. It will be 

presented after you have made your verbal report in the 

white light period. The word which will be paired with the 

electric shock is; ***** [subjects told appropriate word]. 

The electric shock will always be paired with this word in 

this session. The electric shock is not related in any way 

to your verbal response, and will always follow your verbal 

response." 

Experimental session 2 . 

" This session is virtually identical to experimental 

session 1. The stimulus words are different . This time the 

words will be bird and bush . **** will be paired with the 

electric shock [subjects told appropriate word]". (The 

stimulus word paired with electric shock in experimental 

session 2 belonged to the same semantic class as the word 

paired with the electric shock in experimental session 1) . " 

Hypotheses . 

This experiment replicated the procedures of experiment 

1 exactly, with the exception of the UCS. Therefore the 

hypotheses were the same. Similarly the analyses and data 

sampling details were as detailed in experiment 1. 
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Key to Results tables. 

Factor Key. 

stimulus pairing= CS; 

CS+= stimulus word paired with shock; 

CS-= stimulus word presented alone throughout the 

experiment. 

supra= supraliminal session; 

sub = subliminal session. 

presentation level= L; 

L3 = supraliminal session (300 milliseconds); 

L4 = subliminal session (Threshold value - 4 ms). 

subjects= Su; 

Test trials = data analysed using test trials as described 

in Data Sampling decisions section . 

ALL trials= data analysed according to the all trials 

procedure described in Data Sampling decisions section. 
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Heart Rate graphs . 

All the graphs present the mean change scores from the time 

the stimulus word was presented , i . e . at O seconds on the X 

axis was when the stimulus word (CS) wa s presented. 

Group data graphs . 

2a . Test trials data fo r Su praliminal (supra) and 

Subliminal (sub) session of the stimulus words (CS) ( CS+ 

shocked word : CS - non - shocked word). 

2b . ALL trials data for Supralimin al (supra) and Subliminal 

(sub) session of the stimulus words (CS) (CS+ shocked word: 

CS - non - shocked word) . 

Individual subject graphs. 

2c - 2h . Subjects 1 - 6. ALL trials data for Supraliminal 

(supra) and Subliminal ( sub) session of the stimulus words 

(CS) (CS+ shocked word : CS- non shocked word) . 
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RESULTS TABLES. 

Awareness Assessment. 

Subliminal condition . 

Binomial test 

Verbal report Correct Incorrect 1 tailed 

Group 

Subject 1. 34 (10) 46 (10) ns 

subject 2. 39 ( 9) 41 ( 11 ) ns 

Subject 3. 39 ( 9) 41 ( 11 ) ns 

Subject 4. 0 ( 8) 80 (12) ns 

Subject 5 . 40 ( 8) 40 (12) ns 

Subject 6. 38 ( 10) 42 (10) ns 

The scores in () are the results of the Incentive awareness 

trials. 

Subject 4 1 s VR response was 'don't know' on every trial 

in the experimental period. This may have been due to a 

conservative response criterion on her part. This is a good 

example with which to illustrate the extra rigour the 

incentive awareness procedure brings to the overall design 

by testing subjects who adopted such a response criterion. 

The extra pay - off for the subject 's correct verbal report 

responses in the incentive awareness trials ensured that the 

conservative criterion was altered to the maximal detection 

criterion. 

It was unnecessary to report the verbal report scores 

for the supraliminal condition as subjects were able to see 

the word . Subjects did have a 100% correct verbal report 

score in the supraliminal condition. 

The subjects) answers to the 'end of session' 

questionnaire, given to the subject at the end of the 
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subliminal experimental session, confirmed that they were 

not able to discriminate the stimulus words . 

Respiration. 

Analysis of the respiration data necessary to control 

for sinus arrythmia revealed that there was no association 

between inspiration, expiration and CS onset for the group 

and individual subject data. 
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Heart Rate and SCR. 

Group Results Tables . 

Group Results . Factor: Stimulus word (CS). Supraliminal 

HEART RATE . Test Trials only . 

Time range. 1- 5 6 - 12 

MAN0VA F(5,1) Prob F(5,1) Prob 

Wilks 180.28 .056* 1. 473 , 552 

Uni variates F(l,5) F(l,5) 

Mean 2.035 .213 11.104 .021** 

Linear .102 .762 5 . 278 .070* 

Quadratic 3,774 .110 3 , 822 . 108 

Cubic .920 .381 2 . 553 . 171 

Quartic 1.535 .270 2.890 .150 

TABLE 2 . 1 

Group Results. Factor : Stimulu s word (cs) . Subliminal 

HEART RATE . Test Trials only. 

Time range . 1 - 5 6 - 12 

MAN0VA F(5,1) Prob F(5,1) Prob 

Wilks 3,593 . 380 .169 . 941 

Uni variates F(l , 5) F(l,5) 

Mean .006 , 94 1 .525 . 501 

Linear . 007 , 937 , 537 . 496 

Quadratic .091 ,775 1.054 ,352 

Cubic .061 .814 . 324 ,594 

Quartic 1.717 .247 . 807 .410 

TABLE 2.2 
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Gr oup Resul ts . Factor : Presentati on level ( L) ; (2 factor 

model CS by L). 

HEART RATE . Test Tri als only . 

Time range 1- 5 6 - 12 

MANOVA F(5, 1 ) Prob F(5,1) Prob 

Wi lks 127. 1 . 067* 1. 479 .552 

Uni vari ates F(l,5) F(l,5) 

Mean 2.292 .190 .201 . 672 

Linear . 624 . 465 2.742 .159 

Quadratic 2.677 . 163 6.222 .055* 

Cubic 1. 257 . 313 1.403 .290 

Quartic 5.983 .058* 2.447 .1 78 

TABLE 2 . 3 

Group Results . Presentation level factor ( L) (2 facto r 

model CS by L) . Stimulus word (CS) ( 1 factor model) 

( s upraliminal and subliminal sessions) . 

HEART RATE. ALL trials only 

Effect L CS supra cs sub 
MANOVA F(5,1) Prob F(5 , 1) Prob F(5,1) Prob 

Wilks 296.2 .044** 1 . 107 . 615 0.989 . 639 
Uni variates F(l , 5) F(l , 5) F(l , 5) 

Mean 4 . 63 7 . 082* 3.957 . 103 1.137 .335 
Linear 2.182 . 200 1. 343 . 299 .235 . 884 
Quadratic 5 . 204 . 071* . 006 .943 2 . 823 . 153 
Cubic . 015 . 908 . 069 .803 1.059 . 3 51 
Quartic 2 . 021 .214 . 000 ♦ 999 .074 , 795 

TABLE 2 . 4 
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Group Results. Factor : Presentation level ( L); stimulus 

word by presentation level (CS by L). 

SCR. Periods Band E Test trials. 

Effect 

AN0VA {2 factor model) 

Brise time (a) 

Bpeak time (a) 

BLat time (a) 

Bpeak score F(l,187) 

Erise time (a) 

Epeak time (a) 

ELat time (a) 

Epeak score F(l,187) 

L 

F(l,149) 

.466 

.074 

.023 

2.402 

5.899 

.229 

4.538 

12 . 772 

Prob 

. 496 

.786 

.880 

.123 

.024** 

.633 

.035•• 

.000** 

Tables of means of the significant results. 

Bp 

Ep 

Ert 

Elt 

L3sup L4sub CS+L3 CS+L4 

1.50 

2.50 

2 . 33 

1.72 

3.01 

1.77 

1.17 0.79 

1. 93 1. 74 

3.19 

1.95 

TABLE 2.5 
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2 . 80 

2.08 

CS by L 

F(l,149) Prob 

2.018 

,980 

.010 

4.455 

13.102 

1.976 

3.867 

12.105 

CS-L3 

0.86 

1.11 

1.58 

2.43 

.158 

.324 

.921 

. 036•• 

.001** 

.162 

.051* 

. 001** 

CS-L4 

0.92 

1.71 

2 . 80 

1. 67 



Results of the Scheffe test for the stimulus word by 

presentation level (CS by L) interaction, test trials. 

Key . (*) = significant ; (n) = not significant; 

(x) = unapplicable; (only the tables for the Scheffe's test 

that were significant are presented). 

B (Bp); E ( Ep) ; E (Ert). 
C C C C C C C C C C C C 
s s s s s s s s s s s s 
+ + + + + + + + 
L L L L L L L L L L L L 

3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 
CS+L3 xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 
CS+L4 * xxxxxxx * xxxxxxx * xxxxxxx 
CS-L3 * n xxxx * n xxxx * n xxxx 
CS - L4 * n n xx * n n xx * n n xx 

Table 2 . 5s 

Scheffe' s Test 'Contrasts' for the stimulus word by 

presentation level (CS by L) interaction analysis . 

All the Scheffe's contrasts for the SCR components were not 
significant. 
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Group Results . Factors: Presen tation Level (L); Stimulus 

word by Presentation l evel (CS by L ) . 

SCR . Period B. ALL trial s only, 

Effect L CS by L 
ANOVA (2 factor model) ( 1, 594) Prob F( l ,594) Prob 
Bpeak score F ( l ,714) 10,531 . 001** 12 . 813 . 000** 
Brise time (a) 10 . 235 .001** 29 . 250 . 000** 
Bpeak time ( a) .1 66 . 683 7 , 566 . 006 
BLat . time ( a) 1,997 . 158 ,763 . 383 
SCR mean scores of the significant results. 

L3sup L3sub CS+L3 CS+L4 CS-L3 CS-L4 
Bp 1.13 0.94 1.33 0.93 0 . 94 0 . 95 
Brt 1. 16 1. 37 1.78 1. 02 1.05 1. 21 
Bpt 3 . 15 3.06 3 , 73 3 . 23 3 , 35 3 . 61 

TABLE 2.6 

Results of the Scheffe test for the stimulus word bl 
12resentation level {CS bl L) interaction! all trials . 

Bpeak score Brise time Bpeak time 
C C C C C C C C C C C C 
s s s s s s s s s s s s 
+ + + + + + + + 
L L L L L L L L L L L L 

3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 
CS+L3 xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 
CS +L4 * xxxxxxx * xxxxxxx * xxxxxxx 
CS-L3 * n xxxx * n xxxx n n xxxx 
CS-L4 * n n xx * n n xx n n n xx 
Scheffe's tests for contrasts for all the SCR components 
were not significant. 

Table 2.6s 
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Individual Subject Resul ts Tables . 

Supralimi nal Session. Factor: Stimulus wo r d (cs); 

HEART RATE. ALL tri als . 
Time range 1 - 5 seconds . 

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 
MANOVA F(5,53) Prob F{5,54) Prob F(5 , 54 ) Prob 

Wilks . 928 .470 .557 .733 1. 401 . 239 
Uni variates F( l ,57) F{l,58) F{l,58) 

Mean .489 . 487 .091 .76 4 .942 .336 
Linear . 364 . 549 1.396 . 242 .158 . 693 
Quadratic . 213 . 646 .242 . 625 4.296 .043** 
Cubic 2.565 . 115 . 443 . 508 . 026 . 872 
Quartic .646 .425 . 150 .700 5.193 .026** 

Sub j ect 4 Subject 5 Subject 6 
MANOVA F(5,54) Prob F(5 , 54) Prob F{5,54) Prob 

Wilks . 468 . 799 1.337 .263 1 .752 . 138 
Uni variates F{ l, 58) F{l,58) F{l , 58) 

Mean . 597 . 443 1.262 . 266 4.990 . 029** 
Linear .03 4 .853 .912 . 343 1.121 .294 
Quadratic .692 . 409 . 000 . 989 2.334 .1 32 
Cubic .031 .860 3.621 .062* . 958 .332 
Quartic 1.014 . 318 . 096 .757 5 . 809 .019** 

TABLE 2 . 7 
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Subliminal Session . Factor: Stimulus word (CS); 
HEART RATE . ALL trials. 
Time range 1 - 5 seconds . 

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 
MAN0VA F(5,52) Prob F{5,54) Prob F(5,54) Prob 

Wilks .359 .874 . 616 .687 .654 .666 
Uni variates F(l,56) F(l,58) F(1,58) 

Mean . 001 . 971 1.570 . 215 .117 -734 
Linear .799 .375 .214 .645 .723 .399 
Quadratic .036 . 850 . 037 . 848 2.633 .110 
Cubic .070 .793 .315 .577 .542 . 464 
Quartic .408 .525 .489 .487 2.839 . 107 

Subject 4 Subject 5 Subject 6 
MAN0VA F{5,53) Prob F{5,54) Prob F(5,54) Prob 

Wilks . 202 .960 .556 .733 1.264 .293 
Uni variates F(l,57) F(l,58) F(l,58) 

Mean .351 .556 . 591 .445 .309 . 580 
Linear . 312 .579 .03 1 .860 5-756 .020** 
Quadratic .153 . 697 1. 661 .203 .004 .948 
Cubic .145 . 705 .761 .387 .935 . 337 
Quartic .337 .563 .484 . 489 .037 .847 

TABLE 2 . 7b 
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Factor: Presentation Level (L}; (2 factor model}. 

HEART RATE. ALL trials. Time range 1 - 5 seconds. 

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 
MAN0VA F{5,109} Prob F(5,112} Prob F(5,112} Prob 

Wilks 1.759 .127 1.680 .145 2 . 790 .021** 

Univariates F{l,113) F{l,116} F{l,116) 

Mean 

Linear 

Quadratic 

Cubic 

Quartic 

Epochs 1-5 

MAN0VA 

Wilks 

Uni variates 

Mean 

Linear 

Quadratic 

Cubic 

Quartic 

4,590 .034** .598 .440 3.629 

.414 .521 .594 .442 .239 

.001 .98 1 4.848 . 030** 10.78 

.154 .695 1.841 . 177 .173 

.339 .562 3.411 .067* .916 

.059* 

. 624 

. 001** 

.678 

, 340 

Subject 4 

F{5,111} Prob 

1.396 

F(l,115} 

2.939 

. 505 

5.130 

.274 

2.815 

.231 

Subject 5 

F{5,112 Prob 

2.810 

F(l,116) 

.247 

4.437 

.160 

4.088 

.020** 

Subject 6 

F(5,112} Prob 

.433 .824 

.089* 

.479 

.025** 

. 601 

.096* .029 

TABLE 2.8 
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F{l,116} 

.620 .273 

.035** .236 

. 690 1. 485 

.045** .116 

.864 .273 

.602 

.628 

.225 

.733 

.602 



Subject 1. Factor : Presentation Level (L); Stimulus word 

by Presentation level (CS by L). AN0VA (2 factor model.) 

SCR. Period B. ALL trials. 

Effect L CS by L 
AN0VA F(l,87) Prob F(l,87) Prob 
Bpeak score ( a) 39.840 . 000** 6 . 805 . 011** 
Brise time ( a) 5.007 . 028** 10.253 . 002** 
Bpeak time ( a) 1. 480 .227 7,679 .007** 
BLat. time ( a) 6 . 272 .014** .001 ,971 
mean scores 

Bpeak score; Brise time; Bpeak time; Blat. time 
L3 1. 17 

L4 0.67 

CS+L3 1.34 

CS+L4 0.64 

CS- L3 0 . 99 

CS- L4 0.69 

Subject 1. Scheffe's 

peak magnitude (B) . 

C C C C 

s s s s 
+ + 

L L L L 

3 4 3 4 
CS+L3 xxxxxxxxxx 

CS+L4 * xxxxxxx 

CS-L3 * n xxxx 

CS-L4 * n n xx 

1. 67 2.01 

1.12 2.91 

2.22 4 .24 

0.88 3,79 

1.13 3 , 13 

1.37 4.29 

test for the CS by L interaction. 

Scheffe' s tests on the CS by L interaction for the SCR 

component 

tests for 

components. 

Bpt and Brt were not significant. 

contrasts were not significant for 

TABLE 2 .9a 
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Subject 2. Factor : Presentation Level (L); Stimulus word 

by Presentation level (CS by L). AN0VA (2 factor model) 

SCR . Period B. 

Effect 

AN0VA 

Bpeak score (a) 

Brise time ( a) 

Bpeak time ( a) 

BLat. time ( a) 

ALL trials. 

F(l,86) 

3 . 245 

3 . 030 

3.245 

5.116 

L 

Prob 

.075* 

.085* 

.001** 

.026** 

mean scores Bpeak score; Brise time; 

L3 

L4 
0 . 53 

o.44 
0.96 

0.65 

TABLE 2 . 9b 

CS by L 

F{l , 86) Prob 

.147 .702 

. 113 .737 

. 178 .674 

.057 . 812 

Bpeak time; Blat.time 

3 . 66 2 . 70 

2.46 1. 81 

Subject 3. Factor : Presentation Level (L); Stimul us word by 

Presentation level (CS by L) . AN0VA (2 factor model) 

SCR . Period B. ALL trials . 

Effect 

AN0VA 

Bpeak score 

Brise time 

Bpeak t i me 

BLat. time 

mean scores 

L3 

L4 
CS+L3 

CS+L4 

CS-L3 

CS - L4 

L 

F(l,101) 

13.467 

( a) 3.673 

(a) .913 

(a) 4 . 838 

Bpeak score; Brise 

1.03 1.53 

1.34 1. 82 

1. 21 1.91 

1.35 1. 64 

0 . 78 1.04 

1. 40 2.01 

Prob 

.000** 

.058* 

.342 

.030** 

time; 

CS by L 

F(l,101) 

5.666 

11.459 

5.209 

. 002 

Bpeak time; 

3.58 

2 .71 

2.8 

3 . 15 

Prob 

.019** 

.001** 

. 025** 

. 967 

Blat.time 

1.70 

1.10 

Scheffe's test for the SCR components revealed no 

significant differences for the CS by L interaction . All 

the Scheffe's contrasts tests were not significant. 

TABLE 2.9c 
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Subject 4 . Factor :Presentation Level ( L) ; Stimulus word by 
Presentation level ( CS by L) . AN0VA (2 factor model). 
SCR. Period B. ALL trials. 
Effect CSsupra L CS by L 
AN0VA F(l,57) Prob F(l,109) Prob F(l,109) Prob 
Bpeak score (a)13.364 . 001** 20.748 .000** 2.240 .137 
Brise time (a) 15.417 .000** 12.795 .001** 7.162 .009** 
Bpeak time (a) 4.617 .036** 1. 255 .265 
BLat. time ( a) 2.058 .157 16.774 .000** 
mean scores 

Bpeak score; Brise time; Bpeak time; 
L3 2.03 
L4 1. 65 
CS+ supra 2.23 
cs- supra 1. 82 
CS+L3 

CS+L4 

CS-L3 

CS-L4 

Scheffe's test for 
interaction. 

rise time (B) 

C C C C 

s s s s 
+ + 

L L L L 

3 4 3 4 
CS+L3 xxxxxxxxxx 

CS+L4 * xxxxxxx 

CS-L3 * n xxxx 

CS-L4 * n n xx 

2.27 

1.56 

2.78 3.95 
1.75 3 . 30 
2.78 

1.55 

1.75 

1.57 
the significant component 

Sche ffe's contrasts test was not significant. 

TABLE 2 . 9d 
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1. 601 .208 

.912 .342 

Blat. time 

1.36 

2.33 

the CS by L 



Subject 5. Factor : Presentation Level (L); Stimulus word by 

Presentation level (CS by L). AN0VA (2 factor model) 

SCR. Period B. ALL trials. 

Effect L CS by 
ANOVA F(l,102) Prob F(l,102) 
Bpeak score ( a) 13.087 .000** 5.716 
Brise time (a) 1.119 .293 6 .1 62 
Bpeak time (a) .055 . 815 .086 
BLat. time ( a) .938 .335 .440 
mean scores 

Bpeak score; Brise time; Bpeak time 

L3 1.96 1.78 3.60 
L4 1. 49 1.55 3.67 
CS+L3 2.21 2 . 15 
CS+L4 1. 44 1. 42 

CS-L3 1.69 1.37 
CS-L4 1.53 1.66 

Scheffe's tests for the CS by L interaction. 

peak magnitude (Bp). 

C C C C 

s s s s 
+ + 

L L L L 

3 4 3 4 
CS+L3 xxxxxxxxxx 

CS+L4 * xxxxxxx 

CS-L3 * n xxxx 

CS-L4 * n n xx 

rise time (Brt). 

C C C C 

s s s s 
+ + + + 

L L L L 

3 4 3 4 

xxxxxxxxxx 

* xxxxxxx 

* n xxxx 

* n n xx 

L 

Prob 

.019** 

.015** 

.009** 

.508 

None of the Scheffe's contrasts tests were significant. 

TABLE 2.9e 
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Subject 6. Factor : Presentation Level (L); Stimulus word by 

Presentation level (CS by L) . AN0VA (2 factor model). 

SCH.Period 

Effect 

AN0VA 

Bpeak score 

Brise time 

Bpeak time 

BLat. time 

mean scores 

CS+ supra 

CS- supra 

CS+L3 

CS+L4 

CS- L3 

CS-L4 

B. ALL trials. 

CS supra L CS by L 

F(l,43) Prob F(l,89) Prob F(l,89) Prob 
(a) 3 . 101 . 085* .636 .427 1.729 . 192 

( a) 1,793 .188 . 003 .960 1.124 . 292 
(a) .568 .455 1.252 .266 1.087 . 300 
( a) 2.327 .134 1.059 . 306 2.850 .095* 

Bpeak score; Brise time; Bpeak time; Blat. time 

1.12 

0.87 

1.74 

2.67 

2.49 

2.26 

Scheffe ' s test and contrasts test for the latency of t he 

peak magnitude was not significant . 

TABLE 2.9f 
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Discussion of Heart Rate results. 

The stimulus word factor in the supraliminal condition, 

for the time range 1 to 5 seconds from stimulus word 

presentation, was significant (see Table 2 .1 ) . The curves 

to the stimulus word conditions showed a difference as an 

overall trend in the polynomials with no significant 

univariate analyses of the orders of polynomial. The change 

score curves for the time range 6 - 12 seconds from stimulus 

word presentation for the stimulus word condition showed no 

significant difference in the curves . However, the 

significant univariate tests showed there was a difference 

in the mean polynomial, and in the linear polynomial, 

although only at the 10% significance level for the l atter. 

The difference in the curves can be seen in graph 2a . The 

change scores in the curve to the non - shock word were 

rising compared to the shock word. The time of the maximum 

difference in the curves was just after UCS presentation 

(see graph 2a). 

The results considered above were from the test trial 

analyses . The ALL trial analyses on the 1 - 5 second time 

range (see table 2 .4 ) did not support the significant 

results found with the test trial analyses for the 

supraliminal condition . Although the mean polynomial is 

only just outside the 10% significance level, this can be 

seen in graph 2b, where the curve for the supraliminal non 

s hock word has a higher change score value than the scores 

for the shock word, similar to graph 2a. 

In the subliminal condition the stimulus word factor 

was not significant for both of the time ranges 1 - 5 

seconds and 6 - 12 seconds post - stimulus word presentation 

( see table 2. 2) . The similarity of the curves for the 

subliminally presented stimulus words can be seen in gr aph 

2a. 
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Discussion of SCR results. 

The SCR results in the test trial data analyses ( see 

table 2 . 5) show that for the stimulus word by presentation 

level interaction (CS by L) there was a difference in the 

skin conductance responses for periods B and E. The peak 

magnitude response component of the SCR, in both time 

periods, was significant at the 5% level. In addition for 

period E the SCR component Ert was significant ( the El t 

component was signifi cant at the 10% level but Scheffe' s 

test revealed no significant differences between the 

different levels of the interaction for this component). 

The mean scores of the stimulus word by presentation 

level ( CS by L) interaction ( in the test trial analysis) 

showed that the suprali.minal . shock word had the largest 

amplitude and the longest rise time in period E . The peak 

magnitude was also larger for the supraliminal shock word in 

period B. The other 3 levels of the CS by L factor were all 

very similar (see the mean scores in table 2 . 5) . 

This conclusion was supported by a Scheffe's test 

performed on the significant analyses of variance for the 

stimulus word by presentation level (CS by L) interaction, 

(the analyses of the SCR components Bp; Ert; and Elt). The 

Scheffe' s test revealed that there were significant 

differences between the different levels of the stimulus 

word by presentation level (CS by L) interaction for the SCR 

components Bp, Ep and Ert. The shocked stimulus word 

presented at the supraliminal level was significantly 

different from the other three combinations of the CS by L 

interaction for both of these SCR components ( see table 

2.5s) . 

The ALL trials anal yses of the CS by L Interaction 

supported the above results and in addition, the SC temporal 
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components for period B were significant. Scheffe's tests 

performed on the significant results ( see table 2. 6s and 

consulting the mean scores table 2.6) showed that the 

supraliminal shock word had a larger peak magnitude and the 

rise time was longer than the other three levels of the 

interaction . For the peak time component the supraliminal 

shock word peak time was later than the supraliminal non 

shock word with no significant difference between different 

levels for the subliminal condition (see table 2.6s). 

The was no difference in the subliminal condition 

for any of' the response components in periods Band E in the 

test trials or in the ALL trials analyses (see mean scores 

in tables 2.5, 2 . 6 and Scheffe's tables 2.5s, 2.6s). 

Combined session results. 

Heart Rate. 

The presentation level factor was significant at the 

10% significance level for the time range 1 - 5 seconds post 

stimulus presentation (see Table 2.3) . The univariate 

quartic polynomial was significant al though again only at 

the 10 % level. The time range 6 - 12 seconds was not 

significant although the quadratic polynomial was 

significant at the 10% level. The stimulus word by 

presentation level interaction was not significant for both 

time ranges although the mean polynomial was significant at 

the 10% level for the 6 - 12 seconds time range, (the 1 - 5 

seconds time range shows a similar difference but not 

sufficiently pronounced to reach the significance level) . 

This can be seen by consulting graph 2a: the curve for the 

supraliminal non - shock word does seem to be very different 

from the other 3 curves. This indicated that the subjects 

in the subliminal condition were not discriminating between 
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the stimuli with their heart rate response, and the curve, 

being similar to the supraliminal condition shock word curve 

indicated, that the subjects were expecting shock. 

SCR. 

In the combined session results, the presentation level 

factor was significant for the SCR components peak 

magnitude, rise time and latency in period E ( see Table 

2.5). The subliminal presentation session had a larger SC 

peak magnitude , a longer rise time, and an earlier latency 

than in the supraliminal session. The SC components in 

period B, peak magnitude and rise time, whilst not 

significant in the test trial analysis were significant in 

the ALL trials analysis (see table 2.6) . The SC response in 

period B for the subliminal condition had a smaller peak 

magnitude, and a shorter rise time than the SCR in the 

supraliminal session . This is different than the period E 

condition from the test trials analysis. 

The interpretation of this is that the results may be 

due to order effects and not to do with differences between 

subliminal and supraliminal conditions. 

Discussion of Group results. 

The stimulus word factor in the supraliminal and 

subliminal sessions were the important results. These 

results tested for the existence of Pavlovian conditioning 

with and without awareness. The heart rate results revealed 

evidence of conditioning with awareness, for the post UCS 

time period. The SCR results of the stimulus word by 

presentation levle (CS by L) interaction supported this 

finding and provided evidence of conditioning in the post 

stimulus pre UCS period. There was no evidence of 

Pavlovian conditioning without awareness with either of 
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these psychophysiological response measur~s. 

The supraliminal stimulus word paired with shock 

elicited a curve that was similar to both of the curves for 

the subliminally presented stimulus words, shock and non 

shock. This indicated that subjects were 'expecting' shock 

for both of the stimulus words presented subliminally. This 

confirmed the necessity of awareness for Pavlovian 

conditioning. 

In the supraliminal stimulus word condition in 

experiment 2, the deceleration, prior to the UCS 

presentation for the shock word, could be interpreted as a 

anticipatory response to the shock delivery . However, the 

curve was similar to the curve for the same condition in 

experiment 1, with a deceleration commencing at 7 seconds 

with maximum deceleration at 9 seconds (UCS presentation was 

at 7 . 5 seconds) ( see graph la) Therefore as experiment 

l's conditioning design had a reward UCS, it would be more 

appropriate to identify the heart rate response, in the 

supraliminal stimulus 

response. The heart 

word condition, as an 

rate curve for the 

anticipatory 

shock curve 

supported the assertion that increased cognitive processing 

is accompanied by heart rate deceleration (Lacey and Lacey 

1970) . 

The mean scores of the stimulus word by presentation 

level ( CS by L) interaction ( in the test trial analysis) 

showed that the supraliminal shock word had the largest 

amplitude, the longest rise time and the l atest peak time in 

period E. The peak magnitude was also larger in peri od B. 

The other three levels of the CS by L factor were all very 

similar (see the mean scores in table 2.5) . 

This indicated that the subjects awareness of impending 

shock had a signifiiant effect upon the SCR. This finding 

supported the 'cognitive expectancy' hypothesis t hat 

awareness is necessary for the Pavlovian condi t ioning. 
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The different presentation levels of the stimulus words 

had to be interpreted with caution due to the lack of 

control of order effects. The results of the presentation 

level factor showed SCR was a more reliable indicator of the 

difference between the supraliminal and subliminal 

conditions than heart rate. 
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Discussion of the Individual Subject analyses. 

Heart rate. 

There were no significant results in the subliminal and 

supraliminal conditions for the multivariate analyses of the 

orthogonal polynomials for any of the individual subjects 

( see tables 2. 7 and 2. 7b re spec ti vely) . There were 

significant univariate analyses of the polynomials in the 

supraliminal and subliminal conditions for subjects 3 
(quartic in both conditions) and 6 (quartic and linear 

respectively). There 

polynomial analysis 

was a significant 

for subject 5 (cubic) 

univariate 

in the 

supraliminal condition but only at the 10% significance 

level. 

In the subliminal condition subject 6 was the most 

important as the polynomial analysis was significant at the 

5% level the result for subject 3 being significant only at 

the 10% significance level (see Table 2.7b). 

Consulting the individual subject graphs (see graphs 2c 

to 2h), one can clearly see a difference in the curves for 

subject 6 in the subliminal condition between the different 

stimulus words: the curve to the shocked stimulus word 

having a steeper deceleration than the non shocked 

stimulus word curve, the difference becoming apparent at 2 

seconds and continuing until the end of the time range. 

This difference holds for both presentation level 
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conditions, al though the difference between the curves to 

the stimulus words were in the quartic polynomial for the 

supraliminal condition and in the linear polynomial for the 

subliminal condition. 

Subject 3 showed a slight difference at 2 seconds with 

an acceleration for the curve to the non - shock stimulus 

word compared to a deceleration to the shocked stimulus word 

(see graph 2e). 

The results of subjects 3 and 6 for evidence of 

supraliminal conditioning reveal that the heart rate 

response for these two subjects was different, subject 3 
having a different response for the supraliminal non shock 

word and subject 6 having a different response for the 

supraliminal shock word. 

Skin conductance response. 

The results of the stimulus word by presentation level 

(CS by L) interaction showed that the peak magnitude for 

subjects 1, and 5, and the rise time of the peak magnitude 

for subject 4 were significantly different for the shocked 

stimulus word compared to the other 3 levels of the CS by L 

interaction. Scheffe's tests of the significant components 

revealed that the supraliminally presented shocked stimulus 

word for subjects 1 and 5 had a larger peak amplitude than 

the peak amplitude for the other three levels of the CS by L 

interaction (see Scheffe's tables 2.9a, and 2.9e 

respectively). For subject 4 the rise time to the 

supraliminally shocked word was longer than the other 3 

levels of the interaction (see Scheffe's table 2.9d) 

The SC components, in period B (stimulus word onset to 

pattern mask offset), peak magnitude and rise time, for the 

stimulus word condition in the supraliminal session, we re 
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significant for subject 4 (see table 2 . 9d). The SC 

component peak amplitude was significant for subject 6 (see 

table 2.9f). 

For s ubject 4 the significant SC components the SCR in 

the supraliminal condition had a larger peak magnitude, 

later peak time, and a longer rise time to the shocked 

stimulus word than to the non shock stimulus word (see mean 

score tables in tables 2.9d). Similarly the peak magnitude 

score for subject 6 in the supraliminal condition was larger 

to the shocked stimulus word than to the non - shocked 

stimulus word (see table 2.9f). 

Combined session results for the individual subject 
analyses . 

Heart rate. 

The multivariate analyses of the orthogonal polynomials 

for the presentation level factor were significant for 

subjects 3 and 5 . The quadratic polynomial was the 

significant univariate analysis for subject 3 and the cubic 

polynomial was significant for subject 5 ( see table 2. 8). 

There were significant univariate polynomials for subjects 1 

(mean), 2 (quadratic), and 4 (quadratic), (see Table 2.8 and 

graphs 2d -2g). 

SCR. 

The SC component peak magnitude for the presentation 

level factor was significant for all subjects except subject 

6 (although subject 2 was significant only at the 10% 

level). The SC component latency ( onset of response) was 

significant for subjects 1, 2, 3, and 4. The SC peak 

magnitude was larger for the supraliminal condition for 
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subjects 1, 2, 4, and 5 -
the supraliminal condition. 

For subject 3 it was smaller in 

Conclusions of individual subject results. 

The individual subject results revealed that the evidence 

for conditioning in the supraliminal presentation level 

condition was not found in all subjects. 

Subject 2 showed no evidence of Pavlovian conditioning 

with either of the physiological response measures to either 

the supraliminal or subliminal presentation level. The 

heart rate evidence overall, provided little evidence of 

conditioning: only 3 subjects (3, 5, and 6) showed 

supraliminal conditioning effects and only 1 subject ( 6) 

showed subliminal conditioning effects. All of these 

significant results were only with univariate polynomial 

analyses and therefore need to be interpreted with caution. 

The skin conductance results showed evidence of 

supraliminal conditioning in 4 subjects ( 1, 4, 5, and 6) 
with peak magnitude as the significant SC component, 2 of 

these subjects, 4 and 6, had significant results for the 

supraliminal conditioning level though the Scheffe's test of 

tehCS by L interaction did not reveal these differences the 

extra analysis just for the supraliminal data for the 

stimulus word condition did (see tables 2 . 9d and 2.9f 

respectively). 

There were no significant SCR components for any of the 

subjects for the subliminally presented stimulus word 

condition. 

The SCR components s howed differences in the 

presentation level conditions. The peak magnitude component 

for all six subjects was significant (although for subjects 

2 and 6 only at the 10% level). 
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Conclusions of the results from Experiment 2. 

The backward pattern masking procedure was successful 

in presenting the stimulus words so that they didn't reach 

the subjects 'awareness'. 

There was no evidence to support the existence of 

Pavlovian conditioning without awareness. However as stated 

in experiment 1 the analysis method employed was not the 

conventional method of ascertaining Pavlovian conditioning, 

it is therefore more accurate to state that there was no 

evidence for psychophysiological discrimination without 

awareness (see footnote 1). 

There was some evidence of psychophysiological 

discrimination when stimuli were presented supraliminally 

(i . e above awareness). The skin conductance response 

component peak magnitude was the strongest indicator of 

supraliminal conditioning, successfully discriminating 

between the stimulus words for 5 of the 6 subjects. 

The different presentation levels of the stimulus words 

revealed differences in responding. The SCR was again the 

stronger of the psychophysiological responses in reflecting 

this difference. 

Forster and Govier (1981) noted the difference in the 

intensity of shock level used in the dichotic listening 

experiments of Corteen and Wood, (1972), and the replication 

of this study by Wardlaw and Kroll (1976). The failure to 

replicate by Wardlaw and Kroll may have been due to the 

weaker shock intensities given to their subjects. The 

electric shock level given to subjects can be important in 

the occurrence of Pavlovian conditioning (also see Katz 1984 

for discussion o f subject's assessments of shock and SCR). 

FOOTNOTE 1. The first 20 trials for each subject 
inspected and there were no differences from the 
and discussed in the results sections. 
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Discussion of Experiments 1 and 2. 

Experiments 1 and 2 addressed the questions did the 

psychophysiological responses discriminate between stimulus 

words of which the subject was unaware and could Pavlovian 

conditioning occur without awareness? 

Ohman (1983) discussed the issue of Pavlovian 

conditioning without awareness and concluded 

" The direction of the influence still remains 
unclear ..... it remains to be demonstrated whether 
awareness of the CS - UCS contingency precedes or 
follows autonomic differential responding." Ohman 
(1983) 

Ohman criticised the assessment techniques of the designs 

such as Corteen et al (1972, 1974). The backward pattern 

masking technique was used to i nvestigate the question of 

Pavlovian conditioning without awareness without being 

subjected to the same criticisms. 

Experiments 1 and 2 whilst from a procedural definition 

are studying Pavlovian conditioning without awareness are, 

because of the analysis procedure adopted, more correctly 

described as providing evidence for discrimination without 

awareness. The results of experiments 1 and 2 did not 

provide evidence of discrimination (with the SCR and HR 

measures as indices of discrimination) without awareness. 

For experiment 2 there was some evidence of discrimination 

with awareness. This is not absence of conditioning in a 

strict sense, as the conventional analysis was not fully 

employed, but it can be said that there is no evidence of 

physiological discrimination without awareness. 

The complex stimulus sequence and the sensitivity of 

the psychophysiological response measures meant that it was 

unlikely that the conditioned response necessary for 
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'conditioning without awareness' to be demonstrated would be 

obtained as subject's responses could be occurring to various 

components of the stimulus sequence, making it difficult to 

detect specific conditioned responses. This combined with 

the high degree of and intra - subject and inter - subject 

variability meant that conclusive results could not be found 

with regard to Pavlovian conditioning . 

The conventional analysis was not adopted because of 

the large number of trials used in the experimental 

sessions. The large number of trials was required for the 

discrimination paradigm to ensure confidence with the 

assessment of the subject's awareness (i.e. ensuring the 

subject didn't see the stimulus words) . Pilot studies had 

shown that only a few CS - UCS pairings would not give 

conditioning see note above regarding shock intensity level. 

If the subjects' psychophysiological responses were 

measured in test trials presented early in the experiemntal 

session the subjects may have been confused by the 

inconsistent pairing of the CS - UCS. The importance of 

cognitive affects upon conditioning has been stressed by 

other researchers and as · was found in the subjec t's 

questionnaire answers g iven in discussion of experiment 1 

subject's did notice when the CS - UCS pairing was altered. 

This in itself would further complicate the stimulus 

sequence presentation by the change in stimulus conditions. 

The evidence from experiments 1 and 2 supported the 

position that awareness of the stimulus words was required 

for psychophysiological discrimination of stimulus words . 

It may be that the backward pattern masking technique 

was presenting the stimulus words too fast for the subject 

to even preconsciously process 

could not be conditioned. The 
and so the stimulus words 

backward pattern masking 

technique may not be an appropriate design for Pavlovian 
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conditioning without awareness. Marcel ( 1983a) had found 

that when he further reduced the stimulus onset asychrony 

(SOA), i.e. the exposure speed the stimulus words were 

presented at, the subjects did not perform above chance 

level in the semantic similarity test this test being above 

chance level when the lexical decision and visual similarity 

tests had been at chance level {experiment reported in 

chapter 3). Whilst every effort was made to ensure that the 

threshold value for the subliminal condition was 

the backward pattern masking paradigm has had 

results. 

correct, 

equivocal 

Experiment 3 tested to see if subjects could 

discriminate the subliminally presented words by pressing a 

lever to avoid shock. 

Supraliminal and subliminal contrast discussion. 

Assuming that awareness of the CS is necessary for an 

autonomic CR to develop, then is awareness a require ment for 

continuation of the responses once they have been learned? 

The previously aware response may no longer be in awareness 

but may have become 'automatic' and if it does so then the 

CR is likely to habituate. What is the relationship between 

habituation of the OR (or CR) and automatic processing? 

Individual Differences. 

The psychophysiological response measures revealed 

individual differences. Individual differences with 

psychophysiological responses are especially accentuated 

when information processing is investigated (see · 0' Gorman 

1983) . 

One advantage of having the same subjects across two 

conditions for comparing results is the control of variance 

due to individual differences. Repeated measures wi t h 
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between subjects designs have problems which a within 

subjects design does not. By using the same subjects for 

the different conditions we reduce the possible sources of 

error due to individual differences. This is relevant in 

the light of the significant subjects factor found in the 

analysis of the psychophysiological responses. The 

importance of individual idiosyncracy for a design is that 

individual subject analysis is required and which is not 

possible in a between subjects design since not all subjects 

are tested on all treatments. 

Chun and Sarbin criticised Lazarus and McCleary (1951) 

for their failure to control for the effects of cognition 

upon the GSR indicating the subception effect. Chun and 

Sarbin distinguished between the pre verbal GSR and the 

verbal GSR. In the Lazarus and McCleary study GSR are taken 

whilst the subject is withholding her/his response. During the 

effective period of GSR measurement the subject could be 

silently debating what the flashed syllable might have been. 

The GSR is thus confounded by the decision and verbalization 

processes. This therefore needs to be controlled in the 

experimental paradigm used here. It may be that the 

proliferation of events in the trial profile initiated, in 

the subliminal condition, several ORs and thus any possible 

CR was obscured by the OR. The definition of SCR by real 

time events avoided the problem of CR definition but in so 

doing there was no true measure of a SCR and this may have 

contributed to the lack of equivocal evidnce for 

conditioning. However, there was evidence for SCR 

conditioning in the supraliminal session so the definition 

of the SCR by real time parameters was not responsible for 

the lack of conditioning without awareness. 

In experiment 1 the SCR did not condition in either of 

the presentation level conditions. This may have been 

because the green reward light was innocuous, this 
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conclusion was 

aversive UCS 

confirmed by 

and obtained 

supraliminal session . 

experiment 2 as it 

SCR conditioning 

used an 

in the 

The experimental designs investigating cognition and 

conditioning have to extensively study the actual hypotheses 

t'hat a subject is continually creating and ,revising in the 

learning situation. The different theories of Pavlovian 

conditioning, the cognitive and the two factor component 

theories, must develop methods that accurately test the 

rel ationship between cognitions and conditioning. 

The supraliminal condition possibly suffered from the 

subjects' cognitions contaminating the conditioning effects 

from the perceptual learning, but not so in the subliminal 

condition . The difficulty may be however that the 

perceptual learning occurring (despite no cognitive 

hypotheses concerning the stimuli) may not be strong enough 

to elicit responses that would override the subject's 

hypotheses. 

The subject, al though unaware of the stimulus words, 

has not stopped generating cognitions and these may affect 

the conditioned response indices in a similar way to the 

omission response which occurs when there is an absence of a 

UCS . Experiments must control for cognitions that may 

override the conditioning process. This is especially 

important in designs which are investigating conditioning 

without awareness. 

An examination of the deeper issue of the subject's 

cognitive expectancies of the situation and the effect this 

has upon the interpretation of the results in a Pavlovian 

conditioning paradigm is warranted. The role of cognitive 

hypotheses in the learning situation has been expounded by 

Brewer, (1974) who argued that they must occur in the 

subject for conditioning to occur in the operant and 
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Pavlovian conditioning paradigms. This argument was tested 

in the subliminal condition. The only significant results 

were in the supraliminal condition lending weight to the 

cognitive hypothesis argument, however there were no 

significant results in the 5 seconds immediately preceding 

the stimulus word and the significant results could indicate 

the omission response and not necessarily the presence of a 

CR . The omission reponse is 'cognitive' in the sense that 

it is an orientation to a novel stimulus. 

In experiments 1 and 2 the failure of the 

psychophysiological responses to discriminate/ condition to 

the subliminally presented words may have been due to the 

subject's not attending to, or even looking at, t he 

subliminally presented stimulus word. The verbal reports in 

the end of session questionnaires revealed, especially in 

experiment 2, that the subjects were more worried about the 

delivery of electric shock than ' seeing' the stimulus word 

presented. The arrival of the shock 5 seconds after the 

stimulus presentation may 'charge' the situation so much 

that the relatively minor event of the presentation of the 

stimulus word, which the subject cannot see, might easily be 

overlooked. As Ohman (1983) said, the CS in a conditioning 

paradigm must be meaningful to the subject. 

More importantly, attending to the subliminal stimulus 

did not affect the consequences of the situation for the 

subject. This, in addition, to the fast s timul us 

presentation speed could lead to the subject easily 

becoming 'disheartened' from attempting to see the stimulus 

word demanded by the verbal report response . The 

consequences of this may be that the necessary preconscious 

semantic processing of the stimulus information was not 

facilitated. 
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In the backward pattern masking studies, (for example, 

Marcel, 1983) , the subject has 'used' the i nformation to 

respond in the visual and semantic similarity tasks or the 

priming tasks . The priming tasks required their attention 

to be directed to the tachistoscopic display and as the 

reaction time task was a speed test it may be assumed that 

the subject's concentration on 'seeing ' the visual stimuli 

was considerable. Such concentration on looking at the 

stimulus may be necessary for the processing of the semantic 

information that is sufficient to elicit discrimination 

responses without awareness . The concentration required for 

the verbal report in experiments 1 and 2 may not be 

sufficient nor may i t be maintained as t he experimental 

session progresses. 
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CHAPTER 7, 

EXPERIMENT 3, 

Introduction. 

Experiment 3 introduced the lever press paradigm. Two 

stimulus words were presented at two presentation levels, 

supraliminal and subliminal. In both presentation levels, 

one of the stimulus words was paired with shock . The 

subject could avoid the delivery of the electric shock by 

pressing a lever when the shock - paired word was presented. 

However, if the subject pressed the lever to the stimulus 

word not paired with shock then s/he received an electric 

shock. The subject's psychophysiological responses HR and 

SCR were measured. 

The lever press design ensured that the subjects looked 

at the stimulus words. By having the avoidance response 

task the subject would have a 'payoff' in looking at the 

stimulus words. 

The psychophysiological responses, Heart rate and SCR, 

were measured to give an index of discriminat i on between the 

stimulus words. The particular response topography of the 

psychophysiological responses in the lever press design was 

not easily predictable. Therefore HR and SCRs were 

predicted to discriminate between the experimental factors 

on a priori grounds. These response measures have been used 

in psychophysiological research as indices of 'preparatory' 

or 'expectancy' responding (e.g. for HR see Bohlin and 

Kjellberg 1979, for SCR see Epstein 1973), 

It was predicted that the psychophysiological measures 

in the subliminal condition would discriminate the stimulus 

words. In addition, the psychophysiological responses 1.n 
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the supraliminal 

conditions were 

and subliminal presentation level 

psychophysiological examined. If the 

responses in the supraliminal condition were different from 

the psychophysiological responses in the subliminal 

condition, it would be e vidence of an index of stimulus 

discrimination without awareness compared to aware stimulus 

discrimination. ( An alternative framing of this type of 

evidence is in terms of 'criterion 3' Dixon 1971, and 

Holender 1986, evidence that would fulfil the criteria of 

preconscious 

qualitative 

processing, i.e. 

differentiation 

preconscious processing.) 

a response 

between 

index showing 

conscious and 

Experiment 3 examined whether the subject, whilst 

'unaware' of subliminally presented stimulus words, could 

discriminate between the stimulus words by pressing a lever , 

or by not pressing a lever, to the stimulus words. 

The lever press was a discrimination response between 

the stimulus words. If the subject was successful in 

pressing the lever to avoid the delivery of shock, then this 

was evidence that the subliminally presented stimulus words 

were being processed sufficiently for the lever press 

response, even though the subject could not discriminate 

between the stimulus words with a verbal report. 

METHOD. 

The methodological details of this experiment were 

similar to those of experiment 2, the main description of 

which was given in the methodology of experiment 1 . The 

major amendment to the details of the first two experiments 

was the introduction of the lever press. 
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Subjects. 

6 paid volunteers ( 3 male, 3 female) from the Bangor 

area participated in the experiment. All subjects had 

normal or corrected - to - normal vision. 

was 19 yrs. to 28 yrs . 

Apparatus. 

Their age range 

The apparatus used in this experiment was similar to 

that of experiment 1, with the additional amendments 

detailed in experiment 2 regarding the electric shock 

apparatus. There were further amendments for this design, 

These are given below. 

Stimuli. 

The stimulus words used in both of the experimental 

sessions were; bank and rush. These stimulus words 

fulfilled the design requirements detailed in experiment 1. 

The Lever Press. 

A morse key was positioned on the subject's left hand 

side, on the arm rest of the chair . This lever press 

apparatus was connected to a customised console, which 

integrated the various signals from the lever press and the 

rest of the psychophysiological recording and stimulus 

presentation equipment. The signal from the key controlled 

the delivery of shock to the subject. If the subject 

pressed the lever to the appropriate stimulus word the 

electric shock was avoided. Ifs/he pressed to the stimulus 

word not paired with shock, s/he was s hocked. To aid the 

subject's understanding of the outcome of the lever press 

response when s/he pressed to the non - shock word, the 

delivery of the electric shock was accompanied by a red 

light. 
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Cubicle. 

The lever press instructions and the details of the 

outcome of the subject's lever press response (see below in 

the 'experimental instructions' section for the details), 

were posted on the cubicle walls. 

Procedure. 

The procedure was carried out in two phases, one phase 

per day . Each phase was approximately three to four hours 

in duration. In the first phase, subjects were acquainted 

with the experimental environment and the positioning of the 

psychophysiological apparatus and then given the general 

instructions (see below). 

Having read the general instructions, the subject was 

taken through them to make sure s/he had understood them. The 

threshold determination phase then began. 

Instructions to Subjects. 

General Instructions. 

The 

requires 

duration. 

experiment you have agreed to participate in 

your cooperation and attention throughout its 

To make sure that you are happy about your role 

in this experiment, feel free to ask any questions 

concerning any aspect of the experiment any time that you 

want to. I will try to answer any queries you may have . It 

may be that I cannot answer your question as I may think 

that my answer, or any answer, would bias or direct your 

performance. This would be the only reason why I wouldn't 

answer your questions. 
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The major reason for ensuring your attentive 

participation is that the experiment is studying an area in 

psychology which you may not have heard of and certainly you 

probably haven't experienced a situation like it before. 

The experiment is concerned with "Subliminal Perception" in 

popular terms sometimes known as "flash advertising". One 

definition of 'Subliminal Perception' is 

" . ... subliminal perception is being able to "know" 
something without being able to "see it". An input 
may affect one's behaviour in that it assists one's 
performance in a task without you realising what it 
is that is assisting the performance". 

This could be investigated in many different ways. We are 

going to study it in a simple way. 

Essentially, what will happen is that two stimulus 

words will be flashed at you . These words will be flashed 

at two different speeds, "supraliminally" words that you 

should be able to see and "subliminally" probably too fast 

for you to see. One of these stimulus words is always 

followed by an electric shock, the other word is never 

followed by electric shock . You are able to avoid electric 

shock by pressing a lever . If you press the lever when the 

non - shock word is presented you will receive an electric 

shock, ( the precise details of this will be expanded upon 

later). 

The experiment is divided into two phases. The first 

phase is the determination of your reading speed. These two 

sessions are known as the threshold sessions . Two words 

will be presented to you, fire and face. Your task will be 

to report whether you can see them . Precise details will be 

given later. The second phase consists of two experimental 

sessions. These sessions are broken down into one session 

for each presentation speed. In each of these sessions two 

words will be presented . In addition to the verbal report 
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response to the stimulus word your task in these sessions 

will be to press the lever to avoid the electric shock that 

is paired with one of the stimulus words. 

Further details of the experimental sessions will be 

given later. 

Any questions? 

Threshold Instructions. 

The threshold instructions were as described in 

experiment 1. 

Experimental Instructions. 

These sessions are similar to the threshold sessions. 

Two words are again presented randomly. The presentation 

sequence of cross, word and mask is the same. These words 

are different to the words used in the threshold sessions. 

The electric shock is introduced in these sessions. The 

delivery of the electric shock is at the end of the pattern 

mask and is half a second duration. The electric shock 

delivery is paired with one of the stimulus words, this word 

is always followed by electric shock . The other stimulus 

word is never followed by electric shock. However, this is 

only true if you do not press the lever on your left. This 

lever, if pressed down to the stimulus word that is paired 

with electric shock, stops the delivery of electric shock. 

There are various possible results of you pressing the 

lever, these are written down for you here on the wall to 

remind you before each session begins of the meaning of the 

lever press response and the possible outcomes of your 

response. 
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( The subject was then talked through the information given 

below to make sure s/he understood it. ) 

Instructions on the cubicle sheet. 

There are four possible states of affairs that can 

occur after the pattern mask has gone off 

i) if you pressed the lever and did not receive a shock, 

then your press was correct, it was the stimulus word paire d 

with shock. 

ii) if you pressed the lever and received a shock and t he 

red light came on, then your press was incorrect, it was the 

stimulus word not paired with shock. 

iii) if you didn't press the lever and did not receive a 

shock, then your decision not to press was correct, it was 

the stimulus word not paired with shock. 

iv) if you didn't press the lever and received a shock then 

not to press was incorrect, you should have pressed the 

lever, it was the stimulus word paired with shock. 

(After the subject had read these instructions on the 

cubicle sheet, s/he continued to read the experimental 

instructions.) 

This lever has to be in the down position at the time 

of electric shock delivery, ( i. e. at the end of the pattern 

mask) . If you press the lever to the stimulus word not 

paired with electric sho ck then y ou will receive a shock. 

Immediately after the present ation of the stimulus word 

make your verbal report re s ponse, this is the same as in the 

threshold trials you had previously, i.e., t ell me what you 
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saw in between the fixation cross and the pattern mask. If 

you weren't sure what you saw, e.g., you saw something but 

are uncertain of the exact word it may have been, then 

report any letters that you might have seen . 

I emphasise that only the two stimulus words are used 

throughout the remainder of the experiment. The 

presentation order of these is completely random . 

As in the threshold session you are to verbally report 

anything you saw in between the cross and the mask, do this 

immediately after the stimulus word has been presented, if 

you have no idea what the stimulus word was then you may 

reply "don't know" . 

At the end of the "subliminal" session you will be 

given some trials similar to those in the threshold 

sessions, that is, there are no electric shocks delivered to 

the stimulus words so you do not have to press the lever. 

You are asked to concentrate solely upon your verbal report 

response. For every correct verbal report response you will 

receive ten pence. You will be informed of these response 

scores at the end of the experiment . 

Any questions? 

As detailed in experiment 2, the subject was given the 

instructions concerning the setting of her/his electric shock 

level at the beginning of every experimental session. 

The Threshold Determination Phase. 

The Threshold methodology was as given in experiment 1. 
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The Experimental session details. 

There was one session where stimulus words were 

presented supraliminally, i.e. a presentation speed of 300 

milliseconds. 

There was one session of subliminally presented 

stimuli. The stimulus word presentation value in this 

session was determined by the threshold methodology 

described in experiment 1. 

Both experimental sessions consisted of 56 trials and 

12 practice trials . The subliminal session had an extra 20 

' incentive awareness' trials at the end of the experimental 

trials. 

Figure 6. 
for the 
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K = the feedback to the subjects response occurred at this 

point. This was one of the four possible outcomes, see 

the trial profile section below for the details of 

these 
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Trial Profile. 

A trial began with the 'ready' light, which signalled 

the start of the event sequence. The subject had the 

opportunity at this point to stop the trial if s/he wasn't 

ready. Providing s/he was ready the trial presentation 

continued. The visual stimuli were tachistoscopically 

presented. The first event was the presentation of the 

fixation cross. Upon FC offset the stimulus word came up, 

its offset immediately followed by presentation of the 

pattern mask. 

The subject in the pattern mask period had to make two 

responses. The first immediate response the subject made 

was the verbal report of the stimulus word the subject might 

have seen. The second response was to decide whether or not 

to press the lever depending upon what s/he thought the 

stimulus word had been. At the offset of the pattern mask 

the subject received the outcome of the stimulus word 

presented and her/his lever ·press decision. The possible 

outcomes are detailed below. 

Possible outcomes of the lever press decision. 

i) If the stimulus word paired with shock had been presented 

and the subject pressed the lever, the subject did not 

receive a shock. 

ii) If the stimulus word not paired with shock had been 

presented and the subject pressed the lever, the subject 

received a shock and a red light came on. 
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iii) If the stimulus word paired with shock had been 

presented and the subject did not press the lever, the 

subject received a shock . 

iv) If the stimulus word not paired with shock had been 

presented and the subject did not press the lever, the 

subject did not receive a shock. 

The lever press had to be in the down position at the 

pattern mask offset in order to avoid the electric shock 

paired with the stimulus word signifying shock. The subject 

could press the lever at any point in the trial, and could 

even change her/his mind during the pattern mask period. The 

lever press response the subject made at the pattern mask 

offset was the crucial decision time. 

Hypotheses. 

The experimental situation had changed somewhat from 

the Pavlovian conditioning design. The subject's 

discrimination responses (lever press and physiological) to 

the subliminally presented stimulus words were scored to see 

if the subject did discriminate with these responses whilst 

unaware of the stimulus words. The subject's awareness of 

the stimulus words was assessed as in experiments 1 and 2 by 

her/his verbal report the stimulus word on every trial, plus 

the incentive awareness trials . 

The stimulus words may be differentiated by the 

psychophysiological responses in anticipation of the 

impending electric shock. However, it may be that the 

subject's psychophysiological response s do not correlate t o 

the stimulus words but that they do correlate to some other 

dimension of the experiment (see the psychophysiologic al 

correlates section below). 
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The psychophysiological responses were not conditioned 

responses. The HR and SCR measures would be anticipatory or 

preparatory responses these have been defined as types of 

orienting response (see Ohman 1983). 

In addition to the psychophysiological indices of 

discrimination without awareness, the lever press response 

was a discrimination response between the stimulus words 

that may reflect discrimination between the stimulus words 

without the subject's awareness of the stimulus words as 

defined by the verbal report measure. The subjeces correct 

lever press response to avoid shock was the measure of this 

discrimination without awareness. 

Psychophysiological Correlates. 

The psychophysiological responses were correlated to 

a) the stimulus word factor. ( One of the stimulus words 

signalled impending electric shock, unless the subject 

pressed the lever); 

b) to the correct lever press response in the subliminal 

condition only. (In the supraliminal condition the subject 

would correctly press the lever to the shock word and 

therefore there would be no incorrect lever press responses 

and only one level of this factor). 

The subject would have already 'seen' the subliminal 

stimulus information and from this would make a lever press 

response decision. As the subject has the stimulus word 

information in her/his 'unconscious ' processes, did the 

response decision made by the subject match with the 

stimulus word information to ' warn' or prepare the subject 

for the outcome of her/his decision s/he received the 
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feedback to the responses/he had made, i.e. did the subject 

'know' her/his lever press response was wrong. 

It is clumsy to talk about 'knowing' in this sense. It 

is but the psychophysiological responses may reflect a type 

of orientation preparing the subject for shock by 

differentiating between the correct and incorrect lever 

press responses and even though the subject may not have any 

conscious description of such orientations. The clumsy 

framing of this is because of the intentional and purposive 

conn~tations the concept of awareness has. It is used 

because the subjective states of 'knowing' 'guessing' and 

'it felt right' are of ten used by subjects, in backward 

pattern masking experiments, to describe the experience of 

what they did when they responded ( see Marcel's 1983a 

passive and strategy definition of subject's approach to 

responding) . 

c) the actual lever press response the subject made, either 

press or no press, formed a factor. This factor indicated 

what the subject 'thought' the stimulus word was. If the 

subject had pressed, s/he thought it was the shock word that 

had been presented, ifs/he hadn't pressed, the subject had 

thought it had been the non - shock word. 

The different presentation levels formed a factor. The 

psychophysiological responses scores may reflect differences 

between the presentation conditions and the difference in 

the information processing tasks . Attention and 

psychophysiological responses have often been investigated 

( see Davies 1983) . The subject would be basing the lever 

press response in the supraliminal condition on stimulus 

information that was easily seen. In the subliminal 

condition, where the subject couldn't 'see' the stimulus 

words, the lever press response was more like a 'guess' . 

The scores in the subliminal condition were contrasted to 
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the supraliminal condition to see if 

difference between the presentation levels. 

there was any 

Summary. 

Analyses of the data from the supraliminal, and 

subliminal presentation level sessions were carried out . 

The stimulus word pairing (S), Sl - the stimulus signalling 

shock delivery, and S2 - signalling that no shock would be 

delivered, formed an analysis factor. 

The response type (R), whether the subject pressed the 

lever or didn't press, formed a factor. There were two 

possible outcomes of the lever press response and the 

stimulus word, these were correct or incorrect . This formed 

the 'correct - incorrect' (K) factor to be analysed. 

The stimulus word factor was tested in the supraliminal 

condition The stimulus word factor and the response type 

factor were exactly the same, as the subject always pressed 

to the shock word and as all her/his responses were correct 

correct - incorrect outcome· could not be analysed. 

The results of the presentation sessions were combined 

in order to analyse the presentation level factor and the 

presentation level by stimulus word interaction. 

Analyses were done on the group results and the 

individual results. Analysis of the individual results had 

a dual purpose. Firstly, the prevalence of the significant 

results in the analysis of the subject factor indicated the 

importance of individual differences in the physiological 

responding encountered in the previous experiments. 

Secondly, the correct lever press response to the stimulus 

words may be significantly above chance for some subjects 

and not others. Therefore the subjects who successfully 
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discriminated between the stimulus words with the lever 

press response may have interesting psychophysiological 

data. 

Key to Results tables. 

Skin Conductance response. 

The SCR components, (these were the same as those 

scored in experiments 1 and 2) were scored in the time 

period B :- 1 seconds to 5 seconds from CS onset. 

Heart Rate. 

The Polynomial regression curves for the time range 1 - 5 
seconds post stimulus word presentation were analysed. 

Factor Key. 

Stimulus pairing= S; 

Sl = shocked stimulus word; 

S2 = non shocked stimulus word. 

Lever press decision outcome ('Outcome') = K; 

Kl= correct; 

K2 = incorrect. 

Response type= R; 

Rl = lever pressed; 

R2 = lever not pressed. 
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Presentation level= L; 

L3 = s upralimina l session (300 milliseconds) ; 

L4 = s ubliminal session (Threshold value - 4 ms). 

In the results tables for the i ndividual subjects 

only those analyses for those subjects' whose results of 

those factors which were significant at the 10% significance 

level are repo rted, a l though analyses of all factors were 

pe r formed for all subjects . 

Heart Rate graphs. 

All the graph s pre sent the mean change sco r es from the time 

the stimulus word was presented, i.e. at O seconds on the X 

axis was when the stimulus word (S) was presented, t o when 

the s ubj e ct received feedback about their lever press 

response, i .e. 5 seconds after the stimulus word had been 

presented. 

NB. Onl y the s ignificant results for the individual subject 

anal yses will be r eported in graph f o rm . 

Group data graphs. 

3a . Data from the Supraliminal (supra) and Subliminal (sub) 

sessions of the stimul u s words (S) . 

3b. Data f r om the ' ou tcome' (K) condition for the Subliminal 

(sub) session . 

3c . Data from 

Subliminal (sub) 

the 'respon se ' 

session. 
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Individual subject graphs . 

3d. Subject 2 . Data from the 'outcome ' (K) condition for the 

Subliminal (sub) session. 

3e . Subject 3. Data from the 'outcome' (K) condition for the 

Subliminal (sub) session . 

3f. Subject 4. Data from the 'outcome' (K) condition for the 

Subliminal (sub) session. 

3g. Subject 1. Data from the Supraliminal (supra) and 
Subliminal (sub) sessions of the stimulus words ( s) . 

3h . Subject 6 . Data from the Supralimi nal (supra) and 
Subliminal (sub) sessions of the stimul us words ( s ) . 

3j . Subject 4. Data from the Supraliminal (supra) session of 

the stimulu s words (S) . 

3k . Subject 3 . Data from the Subl iminal (sub) session of the 

stimulus words (S). 

3L . Subject 3 . Data from the Presentation level condition. 

3m. Subject 4. Data from the Presentation level condition. 

3n . Subject 5 . Data from the Presentation level condition 

3p - 3s . Subjects 1 - 4 . Data from the 'response' (R) 

con dition for the Subl iminal (sub) session . 
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3a, Data from the Supraliminal (supra) a nd Subliminal (sub) 
sessions of the stimulus words (S). (Sl word paired with 
shock; S2 : word paired with n o shock). 
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3b. Data from the 'outcome' ( K) condition for the Subliminal 
(.sub) session. ( Kl lever press correct; K2 : l ever press 
incorrect) . 
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3c. Data from the 'response' (R) condition for the 
Subliminal (sub) session. (Rl : lever pressed; R2 : lever 
not pressed) . 
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3d. Sub ject 2 . (Su2) Data from the 'outcome' (K) condition 
for the Subliminal (sub) session. (Kl : lever press correct; 

· K2 : lever press incorrect) . 
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3e. Subject 3. (Su3) Data fro~ the 'outcome' (K) condition 
for the Subliminal (sub) session. (Kl : lever press correct; 
K2 : lever press incorrect). 
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3g. Subject 1 (Sul). Data from the Supraliminal (supra) and 
· Subliminal (sub) sessions of the stimulus words (S). (Sl : 
word paired with shock; S2 : word paired with no shock). 
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condition for the Subliminal (sub) session. (R1 : lever 
pressed; R2 : lever not pressed). 
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RESULTS TABLES. 

Assessment of Awareness Results. 

Subliminal condition. 

Verbal report Correct Incorrect 

Group 

Subject 1. 20 ( 8) 36 (12) 

subject 2. 19 ( 9) 37 ( 11) 

Subject 3 . 15 ( 10) 41 (10) 

Subject 4. 24 ( 7) 28 ( 13 ) 

Subject 5. 20 ( 10 ) 36 ( 10) 

Subject 6 . 24 ( 8 ) 32 ( 12) 

The scores in ( ) are the results of 

trials. 

Table A3. 

Lever Eress Results. 

Subliminal condition. 

Correct Incorrect 

Group 210 126 

Subject 1. 39 17 

Subject 2. 30 26 

Subject 3. 33 23 

Subject 4. 40 16 

Subject 5. 30 26 

Subject 6. 38 18 

Table LPl 
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the Incentive awareness 

Binomial test 

1 tailed 

.000** 

. 002** 

. 344 

. 114 

000** 

, 344 

.010** 



Heart Rate and SCR Results Tables. 

Group results . 

Gr oup Resul ts. Subl iminal Condition . Factors : Lever press 

deci sion outcome, (K) ; Response type (R); stimulus word (S). 

HEART RATE . time range 1 - 5 seconds. 

Effect K R s 
MAN0VA F(5, 1 ) Prob F(5 ,1 ) Prob F(5 , 1) Prob 

Wilks 524 . 42 . 033** 1. 457 .555 . 340 .853 
Uni variates F{l,5) F{l , 5) F{l,5) 

Mean 1.347 .298 10.886 .021** . 252 .637 
Linear . 723 .434 12 . 456 .017** .004 . 954 
Qu adratic 3 . 728 .111 .065 . 809 .414 . 548 
Cubic 1. 07 4 . 347 1. 340 . 299 .053 .827 
Quartic 2 . 070 .210 1.557 . 267 .042 .845 

TABLE 3 . 1 
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Group Results. Factors Supraliminal Stimulus word ( S) . 

Presentation level (L); Stimulus word by Presentation level 

(S by L) • Supra Combined Sessions. 
Effect : 

MANOVA 

Wilks 

Uni variates 

Mean 

s 
F(5,1) 

. 639 

F(l,5) 

.449 

Prob 

-734 

L(2-way model) 

F(5,1) Prob 

17.933 .177 

F(l,5) 

S by L 

F(5,1) Prob 

1.188 . 599 

F(l,5) 

.532 

.075* 

.063* 

.072* 

.296 

34.526 .002** .099 .765 
Linear 5.010 

Quadratic 5 . 690 

Cubic 5 . 183 

Quartic 1.362 

12.446 

12 .471 

. 260 

.883 

TABLE 3 .2 

.017** 8.892 

.017** 3.275 

.631 3 . 929 

. 391 1. 401 

.031** 

.130 

.104 

.290 

Group Results. Factors : Subliminal session 'outcome ' (K); 

response (R); Supraliminal session Stimulus word (S). 

SCR. Period B Subliminal Supra 
Effect K R S 

AN0VA F(l,282) Prob 

Bpeak score ( a) .162 . 687 
F(l,282) Prob F(l,331) Prob 

5.399 . 02 1** 6.239 .012** 
Brise time 15.264 

Bpeak time 9.180 

BLat. time 3.138 

Bpks(m)(l,331) .481 

. 000** 

.003** 

.078* 

.489 

7.667 

2.851 

.046 

12.290 

.006** 17,101 

.092* 5.873 

.831 1.174 

.001* 6.329 

Mean scores, column 1, amplitude, column 2, magnitude. 

.000** 

. 016** 

.279 

.012** 

Bpeak score; Brise time; Bpeak time; Blat. time 

Klcorrect 2.76, 3 -73 , 0.96 , 

K2incorrect 3.41, 4.16, 0.74, 

Rlpress 

R2nopress 

Slshock 

S2no shock 

.071, 

.060, 

.069, 

.065; 2.69, 

.048; 

.074 ; 

.051, .068; 

2.24, 

2 . 30, 

1.77, 

TABLE 3.3 
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3 .91 

3.72 

3.4 

3 . 2 

0.97 

0.71 



Group Results. Factors Subliminal Stimulus Word (S); 

Combined sessions , (2 factor model}: - Presentation level 

(L); Stimulus Word by Presentation level (S by L). 

SCR. Period B 

Effect sub S L S by L 
ANOVA F(l,333) Prob F(l,565) Prob F(l,565) Prob 
Bpkscore(a) ,596 .440 1.364 . 243 . 272 .602 
Brise time 1.970 .161 30,754 .000** . 107 , 744 
Bpeak time .017 .897 37.022 .001* 1.329 . 249 
BLat. time .508 .476 .362 .548 2.436 .119 
Bpkscore ( m) F(l , 633) 1.264 .261 2.867 .091* 
The mean scores reported below are, in the first column, 

amplitude, and in the second column, magnitude scores. 

Bpeak score; Brise time; Bpeak time; Blat . time 
L3supra 0.7 

' 
.060; 2.3, 3,3, 0.98, 

L4sub 0.65, .055 ; 2 . 8, 3.8, 0.93, 
S1L3 .069 

S1L4 .058 

S2L3 .051 

S2L4 .054 

The Scheffes test for peak magnitude score in the S by L 

interaction was not significant. 

TABLE 3.4 
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Individual Subject Results. 

Heart Rate. 

Supraliminal and Subliminal sessions. Factor Stimulus word 
( s) . 

HEART RATE. Time range 1 - 5 seconds. 

Subject 1 Subject 3 
SUPRA SUB SUB 

MAN0VA F(5,30) Prob F(5,27} Prob F(5,29} Prob 
Wilks 1.806 .142 ,957 .461 1.026 .421 

Uni variates F(l,34) F(l,31) F(l,33) 
Mean 6.511 .015** 3.462 .072* 3,899 .057* 
Linear 5,158 .030** 2.081 .159 2.656 .113 
Quadratic 1.146 .292 .652 .425 3 .027 .091* 
Cubic 2.827 .102 ,332 .569 .017 . 896 
Quartic 4.863 . 034** 1.044 . 315 .5 65 .458 

Subject 4 Subject 6 
SUPRA SUPRA SUB 

MAN0VA F(5,48) Prob F(5,43) Prob F(5,26} Prob 
Wilks 1.706 .151 8.512 .000** 1.234 .322 

Uni variates F(l,52} F(l,47) F(l,30) 
Mean . 408 .526 .633 .430 1.026 , 319 
Linear ,530 .470 8.728 .005** 3,064 .090* 
Quadratic 3.484 .068* 11.963 .001** ,994 .327 
Cubic .479 .492 33,942 .000** 2.300 .140 
Quartic .273 .628 3,258 .077• 6.532 .016** 

TABLE 3,5 
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Subliminal session , Factor 'outcome' (K); 
HEART RATE. Time range 1 - 5 seconds . 

Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 
MAN0VA F(5,19) Prob F(5,29) Prob F(5,21) Prob 

Wilks 1.203 .345 2.440 . 058* 1.567 . 211 
Univariates F(l,23) F(l,33) F(l,25) 

Mean .009 .924 7.127 .012** .181 . 674 
Linear 3.281 .083* 1.808 .188 2 . 274 . 144 
Quadratic . 169 .684 . 653 .425 3.235 . 084* 
Cubic .400 .533 .169 .683 . 001 .988 
Quartic . 860 .363 2.981 . 094* 5.714 .025** 

TABLE 3.6 

Factor Combined sessions (2 - way model) presentation level(L) 
HEART RATE . Time range 1 - 5 seconds. 

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 
MAN0VA F(5,83) Prob F(5,72) Prob F(5 , 66) Prob 

Wilks 11.915 .000** .856 . 514 5 . 672 . 000** 
Uni variates F(l,87) F(l,76) F(l,70) 

Mean 19.760 .000** 3.000 .103 4.317 .041** 
Linear 29.882 .000** 1. 459 . 231 17.218 .000** 
Quadratic 1.375 .244 .294 .589 3.192 .078* 
Cubic .627 . 431 .194 .661 . 001 .971 
Quartic 2 . 981 . 088* . 293 . 590 1. 241 . 269 

Subject 4 Subject 5 Subject 6 
MAN0VA F(5,104) Prob F(5,99) Prob F(5,93) Prob 

Wilks 11.153 .000** 3.231 .010** 10 .890 .000** 
Uni variates F(l,108) F(l,103) F(l,97) 

Mean 47.498 . 000 5.522 .021** 24.938 .000** 
Linear 34.375 . 000** 3.564 .062* 36.383 . 000** 
Quadratic 4 . 452 .037** 4 . 094 .046** 1.941 .167 
Cubic 13.018 .000** .717 .399 . 249 .619 
Quartic .757 .386 1.316 . 254 4.704 .033** 

TABLE 3.6 
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Factor : Stimulus word by Presentation level (S by L). 

HEART RATE. Time range 1 - 5 seconds. 

Subject 1 Subject 6 

MAN0VA F(5,81) Prob F(5 , 91) Prob 

Wilks 2.890 .019** 7.519 .000** 

Uni variates F(l,85) F(l,95) 

Mean 11.562 .001** .1 75 .676 

Linear 7.225 .009** 13 . 986 .000** 

Quadratic 1.292 .259 2 . 270 .135 

Cubic 6.300 . 014** 26.884 .000** 

Quartic 8 . 094 .006** 8.855 .004** 

TABLE 3.7 

Factor : Subl iminal session , Lever press response made (R). 

HEART RATE. Time range 1 - 5 seconds. 

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 
MAN0VA F(5,47) Prob F(5,40) Prob F(3,37) Prob F(5,50) Prob 

Wilks 4.989 .001** 3.979 . 005** 2 .1 7 .079* 2.29 .059* 
UnivariatesF(l,51) F(l,44) F(l,41) F(l,54) 

Mean 5.362 .025** 14.84 .000** 1.523 . 224 7 . 94 .007** 
Linear 20.534 .000** 11. 28 .002** 4.124 .049* 7.69 .008** 
Quadratic .004 .953 .02 .899 1.147 .290 . 0 4 .834 
Cubic 1.996 .164 1.53 .223 2.567 .117 . 11 . 738 
Quartic 1.542 . 220 .36 .549 .618 . 436 1.22 . 274 

TABLE 3.8 
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Individual subject results for the SCR. 

Subject 1. Factors Subl iminal session, response (R); 

Suprali minal session, Stimulus word (S); Combined sessions, 

(2 factor model - CS by L) Presentation l evel ( L). 

SCR. Period B. SUBLIMI NAL SUPRA 

Effect R S 

ANOVA F{ l ,53) Prob F(l , 53) Prob 

Bpeak score(a) 

Brise time (a) 

Bpeak time (a) 

BLat. time (a) 

MEAN SCORES 

5 . 540 

2.277 

.115 

2 . 021 

.022** 

. 137 

. 736 

.16 1 

14 . 4 10 .001** 

18 . 683 . 000** 

34.567 .010** 

.230 .498 

Combined 

L 

F(l,94) Prob 

21.605 .000** 

9.589 . 003** 

26 . 790 . 000** 

4 . 121 . 045** 

Bpeak score ; Brise time ; Bpeak time; Blat. t i me 
Slshock . 04 .4 1 2.2 3. 1 .90 .90 
S2no shock . 02 . 01 0.9 2 . 3 .58 .32 
L3supra .03 2 . 0 2 . 8 0 . 79 
L4sub .07 2 . 7 3.77 1.07 
Rl . 08 

R2 . 056, 

TABLE 3 . 9a 
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Subject 2 . Subliminal session, Factors ' outcome' (K); 

response (R); Supraliminal session, Stimulus word {S); 

Combined sessions, ( 2 factor model - CS by L) Presentation 

level ( L) . 

SCR. Period B. SUB SUPRA Combined sessions 
Effect K R s L 

ANOVA F{l,47) Prob F(l,49) Prob F(l,54) Prob F{l,93) Prob 
Bp ( a) 1. 810 .185 8.365 .006** 20.73 .000** 13 . 32 .000** 

Brt ( a) 1.548 .220 . 691 .409 .000** . 04 .849 
Bpt (a) 5.551 .023** 4.872 . 032** 49 . 22 .000** 13.92 .000** 

BLt ( a) .002 .968 2.712 .106 17 . 79 .002** 5.84 .018** 
MEAN SCORES 

Bpeak score ;Brise time;Bpeak time ;Blat. time 
Kl correct 3,7 

K2incorrect 4.5 

R1 0.086, .086; 4 . 2 

R2 0.052, .045; 3 . 8 

Su12raliminal . 

S1shock .051, .04 ;2.9 4.0 1. 12 
S2no shock .027, .01 ; 1. 4 2.98 0.8 

L3supra .041 3.6 1.0 
L4sub . 066 4.0 1. 4 

TABLE 3 , 9b 
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Subject 3 . Factors Subliminal session ' ou tcome' (K) , 

Response (R); Supral iminal sessi on Stimulu s word (S) ; 

Combi ned sessions , ( 2 factor model - CS by L) Presentat i on 

level ( L) ; 

SCR. 

Effect K 

ANOVA F(l,52) 

Bp(a) . 655 

Br t ( a) 6.705 

Bp t (a) 7 . 164 

BLt ( a ) .404 

MEAN SCORES 

Klcorrect 

K2incorrect 

Rl press 

R2 nopress 

S l 

S2 

L3supra 

L4sub 

SUBLIMINAL 

R 

Prob F(l , 53) 

. 422 .009 

. 0 12** 5.120 

. 010** 3 . 26 1 

.528 2 . 452 

Bpeak score; 

.19 

.15 

. 17 

.08 

Prob 

. 926 

SUPRA 

s 
F( l ,5 4 ) 

13 . 025 

Combined sess . 

L 

Prob F (l, 107) Prob 

. 001** 173 . 8 

.028** 1. 441 . 235 79.8 

.000** 

.000** 

. 000** 

. 000** 

.077* 2 . 250 .139 47.6 

. 123 .013 ,911 33,9 

Bri s e time ; Bpeak time; Blat.time 

3 . 8 

4 . 3 

3 . 97 

3.44 

2.5 3.3 , 72 

2.3 3 .1 ,74 

3.26 3 .17 ,74 

2.87 3.98 . 26 

TABLE 3 , 9c 
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Subject 4 . Subliminal session, Factors response (R); 

Combined sessions, (2 factor model) Presentation l evel (L); 

SCR. Period B. SUBLIMINAL Combined sessions 

Effect R L 
ANOVA F(l,53) Prob F(l,107) Prob 

Bpeak score(a) 12.073 . 001** 2.286 . 134 
Brise time ( a) 9.073 .004** 16 . 580 .000** 

Bpeak time (a) 4.277 .044** 38.654 .000** 

BLat . time ( a) 2.645 .110 . 114 .736 
MEAN SCORES 

Bpeak score; Brise time; Bpeak time; Blat . t ime 

L3 supra .079 2 . 38 3.23 0 . 85 
L4 sub . 071 3.19 4.11 0.92 ' 
Rl press . 058 2.82 3 . 86 
R2 nopress .092 3.72 4.36 

TABLE 3 . 9d 
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Subject 5, Factors : Subliminal 'outcome' (K); Supraliminal 

Stimulus word ( S); Combined sessions, ( 2 factor model - CS 

by L) Presentation level ( L ) . 

SCR. Period B SUBLIMINAL SUPRA C0MBL 
Effect K s L 
AN0VA F( l ,20) Prob F(l , 54) Prob F(l,54) Prob 
Bpeak score(a) .662 .425 4 . 026 .050** 31.739 .000** 
Brise time (a) 4.607 .044** 7.141 .010** 3,788 .057* 
Bpeak time ( a) .864 .364 6.289 . 015** -~36 .512 
BLat . time (a) 5,579 .028** 2.011 .162 2.746 .103 
Mean Scores 

Bpeak score; Brise time; Bpeak time; Blat. time 

Kl correct 

K2incorrect 

Su2raliminal . 

S1shock . 005 

S2no shock .004 

L3 supra .005 

L4 sub . 020 

, . 004 

, . 002 

, . 003 

, . 008 

2 . 4 

3.4 

1. 8 

0 . 9 

2.27 

2.74 

TABLE 3 . 9e 
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Subject 6. Combined sessions, (2 factor model CS by L) 

Presentation level (L). 

SCR . Period B 

Effect L 

AN0VA F(l,91) Prob 

Bpeak score(a) 2.554 .113 

Brise time (a) 2.454 .121 

Bpeak time (a) 3.416 .068* 

BLat. time (a) .072 .789 

Mean Scores 

Bpeak score; Brise time; Bpeak time; Blat . time 

L3 supra .05 4 2 .48 3.24 0.76 

L4 sub . 067 2 . 10 2 . 82 0.71 

TABLE 3.9f 
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Discussion of Results. 

Awareness Assessment . 

The subliminal condition was the important one for the 

assessment of awareness. Although the subjects had not been 

told the stimulus words they knew what they were and they 

knew the stimulus word - shock pairing, as they saw the 

stimulus 

stimulus 

words 

words 

conditions. 

in the supraliminal 

were used in both 

- 226 -
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No subject scored above chance level with their verbal 

report responses to the stimulus words either during the 

subliminal session or in more rigorous 'incentive awareness' 

trials at the end of the subliminal session (see table A3) . 

The incentive awareness trials were even more important 

in experiment 3, as subjects reported a large number of 

'don't know' verbal report responses in the experimental 

session. The high incidence of 'don't know' verbal report 

responses was probably because the lever press response was 

more important for the subjects, having as it did a greater 

'payoff' by enabling them to avoid the delivery of electric 

shock. Therefore the subject may have concentrated on the 

lever press response at the expense of the verbal report 

response . The lack of emphasis on the verbal report 

response does not mean the subject's verbal report was any 

less accurate. By reporting the verbal response 

immediately, the subject had no time to dwell on it. This 

was a 'truer' indication of what the subject had actually 

'seen' as it eliminated recall effects ( see Ericsson and 

Simon, 1980, 1984). 

The 'end of session' questionnaire, answered by the 

subject upon completion of the subliminal session, confirmed 

that the subject was not 'seeing' the different stimulus . 
words in the subliminal session. 

It was unnecessary to report the verbal report scores 

for the supraliminal condition, as subjects were able to see 

the words and so gave a 100% correct verbal report score in 

the supraliminal condition. 

Lever Press Results. 

The lever press results were analyzed by a one tailed 

binomial test. 
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A correct lever press response was to press 

stimulus word paired with shock and to not press 

other stimulus word. 

to the 

to the 

In the supraliminal presentation session, every subject 

scored the maximum number of correct responses for their 

lever press response. The lever press response scores for 

the subliminal condition are given in the Table LP1 . 

Discussion of the Lever Press results. 

All the subjects were 100% successful with their lever 

press response in the supraliminal condition and these 

results therefore are not reported. 

The group results for the lever press response in the 

subliminal condition were significant ( see table LP1). On 

further examination of these results not all subjects were 

successful with their lever press response in the subliminal 

condition. Subjects 1, 4 and 6 discriminated between the 

stimulus words significantly, whereas subjects 2, 3 and 5 

did not. 

Psychophysiological Response Results. 

Respiration. 

Analysis of the respiration data, necessary to control 

for sinus arrythmia, revealed that there was no association 

between inspiration, expiration and CS onset for the group 

and individual subject data . 
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Discussion of the Heart Rate results. 

The multivariate analyses of the polynomial curves for 

the time range 1 - 5 seconds (from stimulus word offset to 

the lever press decision feedback) for the stimulus word 

factor in both the supraliminal and subliminal presentation 

conditions was not significant ( see tables 3. 1 and 3. 2) . 

The stimulus word factor in the supraliminal condition 

produced significant univariate analyses (linear, quadratic 

and cubic polynomials) but these were all only at the 10% 

significance level ( see table 3. 2). Graph 3a showed that 

the differences in the curves were most prominent in the 2 

to 3 seconds epoch after the stimulus word offset, with an 

acceleration in the change score curve for the non - shock 

word compared to a deceleration in the change score curve 

for the shock word. 

The press outcome (correct decision incorrect 

decision) factor was significant : al though there were no 

significant individual univariate polynomials (see table 

3 .1). Graph 3b showed there was little difference in the 

two change score curves. 

The response type (R), in the subliminal condition 

only, (lever pressed - not pressed) was not significant but 

there were significant univariate analyses (mean and linear 

polynomials) ( see table 3. 1). Graph 3c showed that there 

was little difference in the curves, but at 2 seconds after 

stimulus word offset there was a slight acceleration for the 

lever press compared to a deceleration when the subject 

didn't press the lever. 

Discussion of the SCR results. 

The SCR components, peak magnitude, rise time and peak 

time, for the stimulus word factor (S) in the supraliminal 

condition were significant (see table 3.3) . The SCR to the 

shocked stimulus word had a larger peak magnitude and took 
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longer to reach a peak than the SCR to the non - shock 

stimulus word (see table 3.3). 

The stimulus word ( s) factor in the subliminal 

condition for all the SCR components was not significant. 

The lever press response decision outcome ( K) factor 

had significant SCR components, ( rise time and peak time) 

( see table 3. 3). The incorrect response the subject made 

was accompanied by a later peak time response and longer 

rise time compared to the 'correct lever press response the 

subject made. 

The SCR components peak magnitude and rise time for the 

response type (R) factor were significant. The SCR 

component peak time was also significant for the response 

type factor but only at the 10% level. The SCR on trials 

the subject pressed the lever had a significantly greater 

peak magnitude and a longer rise time than on trials the 

subject didn't press the lever. 

Combined sessions. 

Heart Rate. 

The multivariate analysis for the presentation level 

factor was not significant, though there were significant 

univariate analyses (mean, linear, and quadratic 

polynomials) ( see table 3. 2). The difference between the 

two presentation level conditions can be seen in graph 3a. 

The curve for the supraliminal condition accelerated as 

lever press feedback occured and in the subliminal condition 

the curve decelerated. 

The presentation level by stimulus word interaction (S 

by L) was not significant, although there was a significant 
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univariate analysis (linear polynomial) (see table 3.2}. 

Looking at graph 3a, all the curves are almost straight 

lines, and as the significant linear polynomial bears out , 

the curve for the supraliminal non shock word was 

different from the curves for the other three levels of the 

interaction. 

SCR. 

The SCR components rise time and peak time were 

significant for the presentation level factor ( see table 

3.4). The subliminal condition had a longer rise time and 

later peak time. 

The SCR component, peak magnitude was significant for 

the stimulus word by presentation level (S by L) interaction 

at the 10% level, with a larger peak magnitude for the 

supraliminal shock word that the other three levels of the 

interaction, but the Scheffe's test for this result was not 

significant (see table 3.4). 

Discussion of the Group Results. 

The stimulus word factor was significant in the 

supraliminal condition with the SCR component. The SCR 

reflected the arrival of shock, but only when the subject 

knew the shock was coming. Similar to the findings of 

experiment 

signalling 
2 the subject must see the stimulus word 

shock for the SCR to differentiate t he shock 

stimulus word from the non - shock stimulus word . 

Al though the Scheffe' s test for the stimulus word by 

presentation level (S by L) interaction for the SCR was not 

significant the mean score for the peak magnitude to the 

supraliminal shock word was larger than the other three 

levels of the interaction. In other words, as shock 

approached, the subject's SCR increased, this may possibly 



be a ty_pe of preparatory response or anticipatory response. 

However, in the HR response it was the supraliminal non -

shock word that was different from the three other levels of 

the interaction. The HR and SCR measures correlated with 

different aspects of the situation. 

The results of both psychophysiological measures in the 

subliminal condition were the same, there were no 

significant differences in responding between the two 

stimulus words. 

The response type was significant in the heart rate and 

SCR physiological responses. This response reflected what 

the subject thought the stimulus word was ( namely if the 

subject pressed s/he thought the shock stimulus word had been 

presented) but this factor suffered from motor response 

confounding. The difference in the response results may not 

be due to the subject pressing the lever and thinking it was 

the shock word or thinking it was the non shock - word when 

s/he didn't press but rather that the difference in the 

response made was due to motor response preparation for the 

lever press whens/he pressed the lever compared to whens/he 

didn't press the lever. 

Motor response confounding also affected the 

supraliminal stimulus word condition as the subject always 

pressed the lever to the S1 condition, i . e. the stimulus 

word signalling shock. Therefore the stimulus word result, 

slight as it is, must be tempered by this insight. 

The subject only received confirmation of the response 

s/he had made, that is the 'outcome ', after the pattern 

mask offset . The psychophysiological data used in the 

analyses w.e[f.- collected before the pattern mask offset. 
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The longer rise time for the SCR in the subliminal 

condition compared to the rise time for the supraliminal 

condition was a similar result to that found in the first 

two Pavlovian conditioning experiments. 

Individual Subject Results. 

The individual subject data weu analysed as the 

subjects factor was significant in all the analyses. 

Discussion of the Heart Rate results. 

Only subject 6 had a significant multivariate analysis 

for the stimulus word factor in the supraliminal condition 

(see table 3.5). The univariate analyses showed that this 

was a difference in the cubic polynomial. Subject 1 had a 

significant quartic polynomial. For Subject 1 ( see graph 

3g) the difference in the change score curves was at the 3 

to 4 seconds epoch after stimulus word offset with a 

deceleration in the curve to the shock word compared to an 

acceleration, as lever press feedback approached, to the non 

- shock word . The curves for Subject 6 ( see graph 3h) 

showed an initial difference at 1 second with a large 

acceleration for the shock word compared to the very slight 

acceleration for the non - shock word and, as lever press 

feedback approached, the non-shock word curve's acceleration 

was larger compared to a flattening of the shock word curve. 

Subject 4's results for the supraliminal stimulus word 

condition were significant for the quadratic polynomial, 

though only at the 10% level ( see graph 3 j), and little 

difference can be seen between the stimulus word conditions. 

The stimulus word factor in the subliminal condition 

had no significant multivariate analyses for the heart rate 

curves (see table 3,5). There were significant univariate 

analyses for Subjects 1 and 3 the mean polynomial; and for 
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subject 6 the quartic polynomial, though for subjects 1 and 

3 the univariate analyses were only at the 10% significance 

level. The mean polynomials in the curves for subjects 1 

(see graph 3g) and 3 (see graph 3k) were different, for 

subject 1 the shock word had a higher mean than the non -

shock word. Subject 3 had a lower mean to the shock word 

than the non - shock word. Subject 6 (see graph 3h) had a 

flat curve for the shock word compared, after an initial 

acceleration, to a decelerating curve for the non - shock 

word. 

The multi va riate analysis of the 'outcome ' factor was 

not significant for any subject, al though subject 3 was 

significant at the 10% significance level and the univariate 

analysis for the mean polynomial was significant (see table 

3.6). In graph 3e the curve for the correct trials shows 

that the change scores were larger than the scores for the 

incorrect trials. In addition, at 2 to 4 seconds there was 

a dip in the curve for the correct trials compared to a 

straight line for the incorrect trials. Subject 4 had a 

significant quartic polynomial, at three seconds thi s 

difference was most pronounced with the incorrect trials 

curve sharply decelerating and then accelerating to feedback 

compared to a slight deceleration to feedback for the 

correct trials (see graph 3f). The univariate analysis of 

the linear polynomial for subject 2 was significant (but 

only at the 10% significance level). The curves were 

markedly different, with a steep deceleration one second 

after stimulus offset to feedback for the incorrect trials 

compared to a slight deceleration at one second followed by 

an acceleration to feedback for the correct trials ( see 

graph 3d). 

The multivariate analysis of the response type (R) 

factor was significant for subjects 1, 2, 3 and 4, (although 

only at the 10% significance level for subjects 3 and 4) all 
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four of these subjects had significant univariate analyses 

of the linear polynomial (see table 3.8); 

There were no consistent response patterns for these 

four subjects. For subject 1 (see graph 3p) the curves were 

similar with the lever press trials having a higher set of 

values than the no press trials. For subject 2, the curve 

to the lever press trials accelerated sharply at 2 seconds 

and maintained acceleration to feedback compared to an 

almost straight line for the no press trials (see graph 3q). 

For subject 3 there was a dip at two to four seconds for the 

no press curve compared to almost a staight line for the 

lever press trials (see graph 3s). For subject 4 the lever 

press trials curve accelerated and then at two seconds 

decelerated compared to a steady deceleration with a 'kick' 

at three seconds for the no press curve (see graph 3s). 

Combined session results. 

Subjects 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 had significant multivariate 

analyses for the presentation level factor ( see table 3. ~. 

For subjects 4 (significant cubic polynomial) and 5 

( significant quadratic polynomial) ( see graphs 3m and 3n 

respectively) the curve for the supraliminal condition 

acceleration from stimulus offset compared to a deceleration 

for the curve for the subliminal condition. For subject 3 

( linear polynomial) the supraliminal curve accelerated at 

two seconds whilst the subliminal curve was steady ( see 

graph 3L). 

For subjects 1 and 6, in addition to the presentation 

level factor being significant, the presentation level by 

stimulus word interaction was also significant ( for both 

subjects the multivariate analysis was highly significant 

with the quartic polynomial being the significant univariate 

analysis. Looking at graphs 3g and 3h, for subjects 1 and 
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6, the supraliminal curves are markedly different from the 

subliminal condition. Both of the supraiiminal curves 

accelerate from stimulus offset and then deviate at three 

seconds. The stimulus word paired with shock for subject 1 

decelerated at three seconds indicating a result that 

reflects the lever press decision made ( the subject cou ld 

see the stimulus words). For subject 6 the deceleration is 

not as pronounced but it is still there. For both subjects 

the subliminal curves are very similar. 

Discussion of Individual subject Skin Conductance Response 

results (see tables 3 , 9a to 3 . 9f). 

No subjects had any significant SCR c omponents for the 

stimulus word factor in the subliminal condition 

There were significant SC components for the stimulus 

word factor in the supraliminal condition for subjects 1 
*' (peak magnitude, rise time and peak time), 2 (peak magnitude , 

For all the significant results the SCR to the shocked 

stimulus word was larger and took longer to reach peak tha n 

the SCR to the non shock stimulus word. 

There were significant SC components for the response 

type factor for subjects 1 (peak magnitude), 2 (peak magnitude;: 

, 4 (peak magnitude, rise time). For subjects 1 and 2 

the SCR to the press trials was larger and took longer t o 

reach peak than the SCR to the trials where the subject 

didn't press t he lever. For subject 4 the opposite was the 

case, the SCR took longer and was larger for the no press 

trials . 

I:. R.R.ATU "1 . 

*, r ise. t i/l'le , pe~k f1111e , la.fenc'.f) , 3(pea.k /11Qjfl1tude) 1 5 (pea.kmiri1fude., r1stf1fl'le,fea.k+,m 

) 3 ( j... kt J..I I J.J -5 wits Ml~ a:t the. [0 ~0 S1jriS1c.a.ric.e /ml1 
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There were significant SCR components for the 'outcome' 

factor for subjects 2 ( peak time), 3 ( rise time and peak 

time), 5 (rise time and latency). These were only temporal 

components, the SCR for the correct outcome trials had a 

shorter rise time for subjects 2, 3, and 5 . 

Combined Sessions results. 

There were significant SCR components for the 

presentation level factor for subjects 1 ( peak magnitude, 

rise time and peak time), 2 (peak magnitude, peak time and 

latency), 3 (peak magnitude, rise time, peak time and 

latency), 4 (rise time and peak time), 5 (peak magnitude, 

(rise time 10%)), 6 (latency 10%). For subjects 1, 2 and 4 
the SCR in the subliminal session was greater and took · 

longer to reach peak than the SCR in the supraliminal 

session. For subjects 3, 5, and 6 the opposite was the 

case. 

The stimulus word by presentation level (S by L) 

interaction revealed no significant SCR components . 

Discussion of Results. 

The presentation level by stimulus word interaction was 

significant for subjects 1 and 6. These two subjects 

successfully discriminated the stimulus word by the lever 

press response task. The S by L interaction was significant 

for these subjects with their heart rate response. However, 

the most marked difference was in the supraliminal curve to 

the shock word with not much difference in the subliminal 

condition. It may be said this result in the supraliminal 

condition was due to motor response confounding, because for 

the supraliminal shock word the response was different. 

However the Response factor ( press or not press ) was not 

significant for these two subjects. The result then, may 
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reflect some type of anticipatory response awaiting the 

feedback of the lever press. The discernible difference at 

4 second post - stimulus word presentation between the heart 

rate curves to the different stimulus words tallies with the 

decelerative {D2) component to the learning curve described 

by Bohl .in and Kjellberg ( 1979). ( Subject 4 was the other 

successful lever press discrimination and her result for the 

multivariate analysis of the S by L interaction nearly 

reached the 10¾ significance leve~. The SCR results for the 

stimulus word by presentation level interaction revealed no 

significant SCR components. 

The presentation level results did not control for 

order effects. The group results for the SCR did reflect 

different responses to the presentation level conditions. 

The SCR peak magnitude was similar to the SCR in experiment 

2 for the presentation level conditions (a longer rise time 

and a l arger peak magnitude in the subliminal session, 

al though the latter was not significant in experiment 3). 

The SCR may be a potential index of differentiating subjects 

in the subliminal and supraliminal presentation tasks. The 

increased task demands of the subliminal session may be 

reflected in the SCR and could be interpreted as an index of 

'cognitive effort' ( as several investigators have proposed 

see Ohman 1979). 

However the individual results did not support this 

hypothesis. All subjects had significant differences in 

their SCRs but for three of the subjects the SCR magnitude 

was larger in the subliminal condition compared to the SCR 

magnitude in the supraliminal condition whilst the opposite 

was the case for the other three subjects. The difference 

in the SCRs for the presentation level conditions may have 

been due to intra - subject variability of responding across 

experimental sessions as order effects were not controlled . 
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The individual response results for the heart rate reflected 

the lever press response and it was most likely to be motor 

response confounding. For the presentation level condition 

there was significant differences in all subjects. The 

larger deceleration for the subliminal condition ~ompared to 

the supraliminal condition was caused by the extra 

processing and task demands of the subliminal condition (see 

Lacey and Lacey 1970). 

The conclusive results in experiment 3 were not the 

psychophysiological results but the results from the lever 

press discrimination task in the subliminal condition . . 

The subjects were not aware which stimulus word had been 

presented yet they made the decision to press or not press 

the lever to this stimulus word to make sure they did not 

receive a shock. The group results for the l ever press 

discrimination response showed that subjects avoided the 

delivery of electric shock significantly above chance level. 

Not all subjects managed to perform this task significantly. 

Three of the subjects could press the lever to avoid shock 

when they were not aware of the stimulus words which were 

paired with the electric shock and non shock. That is, they 

could not see the stimulus word by the verbal report 

criterion, but they could discriminate between the stimulus 

words by the lever press discrimination task. 

Discussion of Experiment 3. 

Three of the subjects discriminated the subliminally 

presented stimulus words by the lever press response and 

could not discriminate, with their verbal report response , 

the stimulus words. Consequently, ·from a behavioral 

perspective, this is evidence of discrimination without 

awareness. A definition of awareness not based upon a 

subjective correlate such as a verbal report would impute 

that the subject was aware of the stimulus words on the 
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evidence of the subject's significant discrimination of the 

stimulus words by the lever press response. However, the 

subjective correlate definition of awareness allows that 

discrimination of the stimulus words may occur without 

awareness, and that the lever press and verbal report 

responses ~r~ not evidence of a form of non-verbal awareness. 

This touches upon the central concerns of the question 

of awareness : what it is and what evidence there is for it. 

The discussions in earlier sections about changing response 

criteria, and objective and subjective thresholds are 

important here. The issue can be resolved if a distinction 

is made between different levels of awareness, such a 

resolution, however is possible only if the behavioral 

position is compromised to allow the integration of the 

notion of different levels of awareness rather than the bald 

dichotomisation of awareness and unawareness that presently 

exists. Indeed, this is the very position adopted by 

Natsoulas {1978~. 

The subjects in the Dawson and Reardon ( 1973) .study 

were using a lever press response to indicate what they 

could hear in the unattended channel, and so according to 

this definition the subject was aware . This being the case, 

one needs to examine exactly what such a response is. An 

'indirect test' of a subject's behaviour would be sufficient 

to furnish strong support for the subject being aware. 

Within this definition of awareness, even evidence of 

physiological discrimination of the stimulus words would be 

a sufficient criterion of the subj ect1s awareness of the 

stimulus words. The argument that such discriminat ions are 

evidence of the subject's being aware are equivocal. The 

difficulty of shifting response criteria are very pertinent 

to the use of subject's responses in discrimination without 

awareness experiments. Attempts to avoid a completely 
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arbitrary definition must be met by rigorous and precise 

methods of studying awareness. 

The methods of assessing awareness used herein were 

direct and concurrent verbal report. The verbal report 

response was a forced choice response and therefore the 

possibility that the subject was guessing and not giving a 

true description of what was 'seen' must not be discounted. 

The encouragement and rewarding of guessing, by the 

incentive awareness trials, however, ensured that the guess 

was not due to a conservative response criterion and that 

the subject could 'really' see the stimulus but did not 

respond so. 

The inclusion of the lever press response added a 

second forced choice discrimination task to the experimental 

paradigm, which in contrast to the subjective correlate 

status of the verbal report, provided an objective and 

indirect index of discriminative ability. 

One criticism of such a design is that the indirect 

discrimination is still conscious to some extent, since the 

subject is aware that s/he is making the lever press 

response and must, therefore, perceive some contingent 

relationship between the antecedent conditions (i.e. the 

subliminally presented stimulus word) and the emission of 

the lever press behaviour despite being unable to verbalise 

this relationship. Thus, the subject may experience some 

form of cognitive disparity or dissonance between what s / he 

thinks s j he sees and hows/he 'feels' s /he ought to respond. 

The incredulity expressed by the subject on this account may 

provide some evidence of such a paradoxical simultaneous 

'unawareness' with 'awareness' . The maint e l'lo.nc.e - of 

responding amidst the dissonant experience of being informed 

that they cannot see the stimulus and yet will base a motor 
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response upon the nature of what they don't see, requires 

perseverence and participation to a degree not normally 

experienced outside of the laboratory. This fact, and the 

possible compounding effects of the trauma of the electr ic 

shock may well prevent the subject entering the. 'passive ' 

state that Marcel and Dixon recommend as 

prerequisite for subliminal processing. 

being a 

Dixon details experiments which have investigated the 

different 'states' conducive to subliminal perception. Fiss 

(1966) also favours the notion of passivity: 

" .. it is the bypassing of critical judgement and 
reality testing that enhances responsiveness to 
subliminal stimulation". 

The lever press task had changed the situation from a 

passive one to an active one. Although the vagueness of 

such a description as passive was questioned in the 

discussion of experiments 1 and 2, subjects may need to be 

in a certain frame of mind to 'subliminally perceive '. 

Whilst I do not fully concur with such a vague description 

of the most conducive state it is a prerequisite that the 

subject does not have conflicting ' thoughts and feelings' as 

s/he makes the decision to respond based upon information 

s/he is 'subliminally perceiving'. 

For example, the subject, in order to 'use' or 'access' 

the semantic information upon which base her / his lever press 

response, has to consciously activate an appropriate 'action 

strategy' (e.g. choose to act from intuition as opposed to 

reason or logic) . By this I mean the subject has the 

information available as a potential source of use in 

response decisions, but in normal life will have rarely used 

such information, or if they have may not know that it is 

appropriate to this experiment. As such they are unlikely 

to activate the necessary action strategy, certainly it will 

not have been developed to the extent that the normal action 

strategy use d in the supraliminal condition will have been. 
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Conclusions of Experiment 3, 

Why did the psychophysiological responses not index the 

conditions of the experiment as was hoped? There are 

various stimulus events taking place in the e:)_{perimental 

trial, it can be assumed that the psychophysiological 

responses are sensitive to all the different events and no 

one event has primacy for any consistent pattern of 

responding to emerge. Further it may be said that the 

subject's 'cognitive activity' is not settled during the 

experiment. Questionnaire answers gave an insight into the 

subject's experience of the experiment. Subjects1 reports 

about the task of trying to press a lever to avoid shock 

paired with words you cannot see, ranged from a complete 

sense of failure and helplessness (subject 5) to a belief in 

a sixth sense (subject 4) . The task demands of the lever 

press activity in the subliminal condition meant that 

subjects1 'mood' changed considerably in the course of an 

experimental session. 

Experiment 3 provided evidence of discrimination 

without awareness . The lever press discrimination response 

introduced in this experiment to alter the demand 

characteristics of the experimental situation for the 

subject, in the hope of yielding psychophysiological indices 

of preconscious semantic processing, whilst not changing the 

nature of the subject's psychophysiological responding to 

any great degree, had provided a response index in its own 

right. The sucessful subjects with the lever press response 

did not provide any marked correlates with their 

psychophysiological responses that differed from the 

subjects who were unsuccessful at the lever press 

discrimination response task. 

The experimental design changes for experiment 4 
developed the role of the lever press discrimination 

response as the major index of discrimination without 

awareness. 
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Design changes for experiment 4. 

The design changes for experiment 4 were concerned with 

assisting the 

discrimination 

subject to 

subject's performance in the lever press 

task. The changes were to orientate the 

adopting the appropriate approach to 
1 subliminally perceive 1 

• There were two areas which were 

open to change that may enhance the subject's performance. 

1) The task in the supraliminal session was different than 

in the subliminal session. 

2) Knowing the stimulus words maintained 'guessing' based on 

visual features. 

Why subliminal presentation only? 

Subjects may be misled as to the nature of the lever 

press discrimination task by having the supraliminal 

presentation sessions. When contrasted with the lever press 

discrimination task in the supraliminal session the task of 

discriminating subliminally presented stimulus words is even 

more incongruous for the subject. And the task in the 

subliminal session i s likely to be treated with less 

participatory zeal than in the supraliminal session. If 

there is just the one type of presentation session subjects 

can concentrate on the one type of task. 

The supraliminal lever press is so simple that the 

development of the subject I s preconscious processing 

strategies appropriate to the subliminal lever press may be 

hindered by the subject 'wanting to see' the stimulus in the 

subliminal session ass/he did in the supraliminal session. 

The appropriate processing strategy for the transformation 

of the semantic information has a greater likelihood of 

being facilitated if the subject has only the one type of 

task to do. The subject in the supraliminal session makes 

her/his lever press response to the visual stimulus that 

s/he can see, buts/he cannot see the stimulus word in the 

subliminal session, consequently these response tasks were 
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very different. The ease of the lever press task in the 

supraliminal session may hinder the development of an 

alternative approach in the subliminal session. The subject 

has to use a different approach in the subliminal session. 

Response contradiction. 

A response such as the lever press response to the 

subliminal stimulus words which contradicts the subject's 

perceptual experience and awareness which the subject has 

used to make a verbal report (which may be negative, or a 

' guess' ) may be affected by the need for response 

consistency . 

Subjects' end of session questionnaire answers in 

experiment 3 had revealed that they experienced response 

contradiction. That is , as they knew what the stimulus words 

were, having been told them and seen the m in the 

supraliminal session, there was a : tendency to base the 

lever press response on the verbal report they had made. 

Subjects found it hard to contradict their verbal report . 

As the verbal report task was only chance level responding, 

success at the lever press avoidance meant the subjects ' 

verbal report of the stimulus had to be ignored . 

Carr and Dagenbach (1986), discussed the influence that 

previous experience of choosing 

detection tasks had upon subsequent 

tasks. They concluded that the 

primes in threshold 

encoding and response 

subjects' strategies 
attempting to obtain 

strongly affected by 

information from the prime were 

their previous experience in the 

experiment, with different information acquisistion 

strategies causing different patterns of semantic activation 

and priming. The position may be summarised thus 

"There are 

perception." 

conscious effects upon 

Carr and Dagenbach (1986) . 
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The development of the design to enhance subject · s' 

performance on the lever press discrimination task 

emphasises the importance of individual subject's approaches 

and strategies to 'subliminally perceiving' and attempts to 

advance understanding of these from what has been previously 

described as the passive approach of subjects. 

11 
•• it has been assumed that subconscious priming 

reflects the autonomous operation of perceptual 

mechanisms uncontaminated by the goals, intentions or 

conscious ruminations of the perceiver." Carr and 

Dagenbach (1986) 

The verbal response may have a detrimental affect on 

the lever press response 'using the preconscious semantic 

trace' for the subject's discrimination response. Different 

response modes favour different aspects of stimulus 

information for their activation of a response decision. If 

the subjects knew the stimulus words the verbal mode of 

response would be given emphasis, possibly leading to the 

transformation of the stimulus information into the verbal 

response domain to the detriment of the lever press 

response. The subject working in ignorance of the actual 

stimulus words could concentrate upon the lever press 

response choice without the verbal report affecting the 

processing of the stimulus information. Carr and Dagenbac h 

(1986) found that failed attempts to report the meaning of a 

stimulus word made it temporarily more difficult to gain 

access to the region of semantic memory in which the 

stimulus word was represented . 

These issues cannot be fully investigated here but 

needs to be borne in mind and the design accordingly adapted 

to obtain evidence of discrimination without awareness. The 

issue of the appropriate strategies for subliminally 

perceiving warrants 

research. 

extensive 
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CHAPTER 8. 

EXPERIMENT 4 

Introduction. 

Experiment 4 presented stimulus words solely at the 

subliminal level. The rationale for this change in design 

was discussed in experiment 3. 

The number of experimental sessions presenting stimulus 

words at the subliminal presentation level was increased. 

This was done for the following two reasons 

1) in experiment 3 not all subjects performed the lever 

press discrimination task significantly above chance in the 

subliminal presentation condition. Given that a subliminal 

discrimination shock avoidance task is unlike any situation 

normally encountered by subjects, it is reasonable to expect 

that some subjects might take longer to accustom themselves 

to the task, and may thus improve their performance over 

time. The increased number of sessions meant that it was 

possible to verify the performance results of experiment 

three, or, conversely to show that subjects could 'learn' 

to subliminally perceive. 

2) more experimental sessions meant a larger number of 

trials to assess the subject's lever press response score. 

Where a subject's correct 

significantly above the chance 

of trials showing the effect, 

interpretation of the results. 

lever press response is 

level, the greater the number 

the greater the power of the 

Assessment of the subject's awareness was changed 

slightly from the procedure used in experiments 1, 2 and 3. 



The subjects in experiment 4, in the experimental 

sessions, were not told what the actual stimulus words were 

as they had been in experiments 1, and 2. Nor had they had 
" ...... ~ '?' ~ any previous exposure to the stimulus words "- i n I the 

supraliminal sessions in experiments 1, 2 and 3. The 

conflict between the lever press decision and the verbal 

report response was avoided . 

The subjects were still required to verbally report 

what they thought the stimulus word was that was presented 

on every trial, but this would be a 'true' response to what 

they might have seen of the stimulus word and not an 

'informed' guess as it was in experiments 1, 2 and 3. 

Aims. 

Experiment 4 tested for discrimination without 

awareness. The index of discrimination was the lever press 

response to subliminally presented words. 

The psychophysiological responses, HR and SCR, were 

measured. In experiment 3 no clear response patterns had 

emerged from the psychophysiological data that could have 

been used to infer discrimination of the stimulus words. 

Only the lever press response had discriminated between the 

stimulus words presented below the subject's awareness. The 

emphasis of the investigation into the effects of stimulus 

discrimination without awareness became focused upon the 

lever press response. The psychophysiological responses 

continued to be measured and were correlated to the 

experimental factors. 

The aim of experiment 4,therefore, was to further test 

the lever press response as a valuable index of 

d i scrimi nation without awareness. The experiment presented 

stimulus words at the subliminal presentation level only. 
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The experiment tested whether the subjects were able to 

discriminate the stimulus words without any prior knowledge 

of what they were, and when asked, being unable to report 

the stimulus word which had been presented. 

METHOD. 

Subjects. 

area 

6 paid volunteers 

participated in 

( 3 male, 3 female) from the Bangor 

the experiment. All subjects had 

normal or corrected - to - normal vision . The age range was 

19 yrs. to 28 yrs. 

Apparatus. 

The apparatus in this experiment was similar to that 

described in experiment 1, with the additional amendments of 

experiment 2 and experiment 3 regarding the electric shock 

and lever press equipment respectively. There were further 

amendments to the general design and these are given below . 

Stimuli. 

The stimulus words used in the experimental sessions 

were bank and rush. The actual stimulus word paired with 

electric shock was randomised across subjects. 

Procedure. 

The initial experimental procedure was the same as 

described in experiment 1. Before the experiment began, the 

subjects were given the general instructions, and these are 

detailed below. 
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Having read the general instructions, the subject 

underwent the threshold determination phase. The design 

details and the instructions of the threshold determination 

sessions were exactly the same as those described in 

experiment 1. 

The subject, after her/his threshold presentation speed ha< 

been determined in the morning, carried out the first two of 

six experimental sessions in the afternoon, the remaining 

four experimental sessions being completed the next day. 

The subject completed the experiment in the two day period 

to ensures/he maintained a consistent performance level. 

The experimental instructions given to the subject are 

given below. 

Instructions to subjects. 

General Instructions. 

The general instructions given to the subject were the 

same as detailed in the first experiment with the following 

paragraphs amended. 

Essentially what will happen is two words will be 

flashed "subliminally" (i.e. too fast to see) to you. One 

of these words is always followed by an electric shock, the 

other word is never followed by electric shock. You are 

able to avoid electric shock by pressing a lever. If you 

press the lever when the non - shock word was presented you 

will receive an electric shock (the precise details of this 

will be expanded upon later). 

The experiment is divided into two phases. The first 

phase is the determination of your reading speed. These two 

sessions are known as the threshold sessions . Two words 
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will be presented to you, fire and face. Your task will be 

to report whether you can see them. Precise details will be 

given later. The second phase consists of six experimental 

sessions. In these sessions two words will be presented, 

these words will be shown at the speed determined in the 

threshold sessions. Your task in these sessions will be the 

lever press response to avoid the electric shock paired with 

one of the stimulus words. 

Further details of the experimental sessions will be 

given later. 

Any questions? 

Threshold Instructions. 

The threshold instructions to the subject were exactly 

the same as detailed in experiment 1. 

Experimental Instructions. 

These sessions are similar to the threshold sessions. 

Two words are again presented randomly. The presentation 

sequence of cross, word and mask is the same. These words 

are different to the words used in the threshold sessions. 

The electric shock is introduced in these sesions. The 

delivery of the electric shock is at the end of the pattern 

mask and is half a second duration. The electric shock 

delivery is paired with one of the stimulus words, this word 

is always followed by electric shock. The other stimulus 

word is never followed by electric shock. However, this is 

only true if you do not press the lever on your right. 

This, if pressed down to the stimulus word that is paired 

with electric shock, stops the delivery of electric shock. 

There are various possible results of you pressing the 

lever, these are written down for you here on the wall to 
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remind you, before each session begins, of the meaning of 

the lever press response and the possible outcomes of your 

response. 

( The subject was talked through the information given below 

to make sure s/he understood it.) 

Instructions on the cubicle sheet. 

The details of the information given on the cubicle sheet 

were given in experiment 3. 

After the subject had read these instructions on the 

cubicle sheet, s/he continued to read the experimental 

instructions: 

I emphasise that only two stimulus words are 

throughout the remainder of the experiment. 

presentation order of these is completely random. 

used 

The 

As in the threshold session your are to verbally report 

anything you saw in between the cross and the mask, do this 

immediately after the stimulus word has been presented, if 

you have no idea what the stimulus words was then you may 

reply "don't know" . 

At the end of each session you will be given some 

trials similar to those in the threshold sessions, that is, 

there are no electric shocks delivered to the stimulus words 

so you do not have to press the lever. You are asked to 

concentrate solely upon your verbal report response . For 

every correct verbal report response you make you will 

receive ten pence. You will be informed of these response 

scores at the end of the experiment. 

Any questions? 
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Session Details . 

The experimental sessions consisted of 80 trials, 60 

experimental trials and 20 'incentive awareness' trials. 

Presentation of these was in blocks of 20 trials separated 

by five minute rest periods . The final block of 20 trials 

was always the incentive awareness trials. The subjects ' 

correct verbal report · responses were rewarded in these 

trials. Each correct response was worth 10p. The trial 

profile in the incentive awareness trials was the same as 

described previously in experiment 1. 

The trial profile of the experimental trials is given 

below. ALL experimental trials were presented at the 

subliminal presentation speed. This was the speed 

determined in the threshold determination phase minus 4 
milliseconds . 
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Figure 7 . TRIAL PROFILE 

fo r t h e experi mental session . 
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LP = Lever Press had to be in the down posi t ion at this 

poi nt in t he t r ial. 

K = the feedback to the subjects respons e occurred at this 

point. Thi s was one of the four possib le outcomes, these 

were as detai l ed i n experiment 3. 

Trial Profile . 

A tri a l began with the ' r eady ' light; t his signalled 

the start of the event sequence. The subject had the 

oppor tunity at t h is poi nt to stop the tri al if s / he wasn't 

ready . Providing s/he was, the trial presentation continued . 

The visua l stimuli were tachistoscopically presented . The 

first event was the prese ntation of the fixa t ion cross, upon 
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FC offset, the stimulus word came up, its offset immediately 

followed by presentation of the pattern mask. 

The subject, in the pattern mask period, had to make 

two responses. The first immediate response was the verbal 

report of the stimulus word the subject might have seen. 

The second response was to decide whether or not to press 

the lever depending upon whats/he thought the stimulus word 

had been. At the off set of the pattern mask the subject 

received the outcome of the stimulus word presented and her/his 

lever press decision: the possible outcomes were the same as 

described in experiment 3. 

Hypotheses. 

1) The lever press discrimination task was the most 

important evidence of 'discrimination without awareness'. 

2) The factors that the psychophysiological responses were 

correlated to were the same as those detailed in experiment 

3 with one exception. The stimulus words were only 

presented at the subliminal presentation speed, so there was 

no presentation level condition. 

3) The stimulus word factor, response type factor, and 

'outcome' factor as in experiment 3 were correlated to the 

psychophysiological responses. 

Key to Results tables. 

Factor Key 

stimulus pairing= S; 

S1= shocked stimulus word; 

S2= non shocked stimulus word. 
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'outcome' = K; 

Kl = correct; 

K2= incorrect 

lever press = R; 

Rl =lever pressed; 

R2= lever not pressed; 

In the results tables for the individual subjects 

only the analyses for those subjects' whose results were 

significant at the 10% significance level are reported, 

al though analyses of all factors were performed for all 

subjects. 

Heart Rate graphs. 

As there were no significant results for the group analyses 

only the significant individual subject analyses will be 

reported in graph form. 

4a . Subject 1 . Data from the ' outcome' (K) condition 

4b. Subject 3. Data from the ' outcome' (K) condition 

4c. Subject 4. Data from the 'stimulus word' condition. 

4d. Subject 6 . Data from the 'stimulus word' condition . 

4e . Subject 1. Data from t he 'response' (R) condition. 

4f . Subject 4. Data from t he 'response' (R) condition. 

4g. Subject 5. Data from the 'response' (R) condition . 

4h . Subject 6. Data from the 'response' (R) condition. 
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RESULTS TABLES. 

Lever Press Results. 

Binomial test 

Correct Incorrect 1 tailed 

Group 1212 948 .000** 

Subject 1. 191 169 .13 
Subject 2. 187 173 .25 

Subject 3. 255 105 .000** 

Subject 4 . 184 176 .35 
Subject 5 . 197 163 .041** 

Subject 6 . 198 162 .032** 

Table LP.4 
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Heart Rate . 

Group Results. Factors : 'outcome' ( K) ; Stimulus word ( s) ; 
Response type ( R) . 
HEART RATE. time range 1 - 5 seconds. 

Effect K s R 

MANOVA F(5,1) Prob F(5,1) Prob F(5,1) Prob 

Wilks 12 . 601 .211 . 429 .812 1 . 271 . 584 

Uni variates F(l,5) F{l,5) F(l,5) 

Mean . 891 .378 . 803 .441 . 717 .436 

Linear 3 . 323 . 132 2.209 .197 1.553 .268 

Quadratic 3.892 . 165 1. 678 .252 . 787 . 416 

Cubic .314 . 687 3.266 . 131 .001 .998 
Quartic 1.121 .420 .215 .662 . 002 .968 

TABLE 4.1 

Group Results. Factors 'outcome' ( K) ; Stimulus word ( s) ; 
Response type ( R) . 

SCR. Period B. 

Effect K s R 

AN0VA F(l,513) Prob F(l,535) Prob F(l,525) Prob 

Brise time ( a) . 030 .862 .057 .811 4 . 845 . 028** 

Bpeak time (a) . 805 .370 , 330 .566 12.930 .000** 

BLat. time (a) .185 .668 .626 .429 .863 ,353 
Bpeak score ( a) 2.867 .091* . 155 .694 .863 .336 
Mean Scores 

Bpeak score; Brise time; Bpeak time; Blat. time 

Rlpress 
R2no press 

,1.4; ,2.0; 

'1.0; 
TABLE 4 . 2 
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Individual Subjects Results Tables. 

Factors : 'outcome' (K). 

HEART RATE. seconds. 

MAN0VA 

Wilks 

Time range 1 - 5 

Subject 1 

F(5,173) Prob 

Subject 3 

F{5,172) Prob 

Uni variates 

Mean 

Linear 

Quadratic 

Cubic 

Quartic 

1.864 

F(l,177) 

. 360 

3,009 

2.210 

1.142 

1. 867 

Stimulus word (S) . 

.103 

.549 

.085* 

.139 

.287 

.173 

2.069 

F(l,176) 

.003 

5.858 

.121 

4,350 

. 072 

HEART RATE. Time range 1 - 5 seconds . 

Subject 4 Subject 6 

.072* 

. 951 

.017** 

.728 

.038** 

.789 

MAN0VA F(5,174) Prob F(5,174) Prob 
Wilks 

Uni variates 

Mean 

Linear 

Quadratic 

Cubic 

Quartic 

1.183 

F{l,178) 

.594 

1.328 

1.368 

. 540 

3.391 

. 320 

.442 

.251 

.244 

.463 

.059* 

TABLE 4.3 
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F{l,178) 

. 674 

.069 

. 170 

. 032 

10 . 779 

.022** 

.413 

.792 

.680 

.857 

.001** 



Individual Subject resul ts. Factor : Response ( R) . 
HEART RATE. Time range 1 - 5 seconds. 

Subject 1 Subject 4 
MAN0VA F(5 ,173) Prob F(5,174) Prob 

Wil ks 3 . 974 . 002** 4 . 284 .001** 
Uni var iates F(l,177) Prob F( l ,178) Prob 

Mean .262 .609 5. 146 . 024** 
Linear 6.068 . 015** 1 . 566 .212 
Quadratic 3.580 .060* 5 . 665 . 018** 
Cubic 1.046 .308 2 . 054 . 154 
Quartic 10 . 190 . 002** . 88 1 .349 

Subject 5 Subject 6 
MANOVA F(5 , 174) Prob F(5 ,1 74) Prob 

Wilks 2 . 022 .078* .935 . 052* 
Uni variates F(l, 178) F(l, 178) 

Mean 2.751 .099* .935 . 335 
Linear 1. 947 . 165 . 081 . 776 
Quadratic .590 .443 . 755 . 386 
Cubic 4 . 323 .039** 1. 1 75 . 280 
Quartic . 034 . 854 4 . 945 . 027** 

TABLE 4.4 
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Indivi dual Sub j ect r esults SCR . 

Subject 1. Factors : Stimulus Word ( s) • 

SCR . Period B. 

ANOVA F(l , 90) Prob 

Bpeak score(a) .368 ,5 46 
Brise time ( a) 1 . 278 .261 

Bpeak time ( a) 4. 225 . 0 43** 

BLat . time (a) . 225 .637 
Mean Scores 

Bpeak time; 

Slshock 3.9 
S2no s hock 3 , 4 

TABLE 4. 5 
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Subject 2. Stimulus word ( s) . 

SCR. Period B. 
ANOVA F( l ,90) Prob 
Bpeak score ( a) . 073 . 788 
Brise time ( a) 3.181 .079• 
Bpeak time ( a) .038 .845 
BLat. time ( a) 1. 415 . 239 
Mean Scores 

Brise time 
Slshock 1.36 
S2no shock 1.75 

TABLE 4.6 
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Subject 3. Factors 'outcome' ( K) . 

SCR . Period B. 

ANOVA F(l,175) Prob 

Bpeak score . 001 .980 

Brise time (a) 3.530 .065* 

Bpeak time ( a) 1.097 .296 

BLat. time ( a) 3 .103 .123 

Mean Scores 

Brise time 

Klcorrect 1.74 

K2incorrect 2.32 

TABLE 4.7 

Subject 4. Factors : Response type ( R) . 

SCR. Period B. 

ANOVA F(l,178) Prob 

Bpeak score 9.624 .002** 

Brise time (a) 2 . 547 .11 2 

Bpeak time ( a) 3 .058 .082* 

BLat. time ( a) .833 . 362 

Bpeak score; Bpeak time 

Rlpress ,.019 2 .62 

R2no press , .009 2.052 

TABLE 4.8 
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Discussion of Results. 

Awareness Assessment. 

No subject, whose data is used in this experiment, 

correctly reported the stimulus words presented to him in 

the experimental sessions. 

Discussion of awareness criterion. 

If a subject correctly named the stimulus word in the 

experiment or in the incentive awareness trials at least 

once thens/he was classified as aware. This was different 

than the previous experiments. 

the subjects knew what the 

In the previous experiments 

stimulus words were. The 

subjects in this experiment didn't know the stimulus words. 

Two subjects did correctly name the stimulus words, so 

they did not complete the experiment. Their results were 

abandoned and they were replaced with 2 more subjects. This 

may seem a strict criterion but it was necessary to maintain 

the rigorous methodological criteria. The threshold 

methodology, whilst it was very thorough, ( especially in 

comparison to the other backward pattern masking studies 

(Marcel, 1983) that used this stimulus presentation 

procedure) may not be accurate for those subjects who 

drastically change their response criteria in the 

experimental sessions. The impending electric shock may 

push a previously extremely conservative response criterion 

in the threshold session to a response criterion level more 

appropriate to the greater demands of a stimulus · word 

signalling electric shock. It may have been that the 

successful verbal report responses were 'wild guesses' 

struck lucky but you cannot know for certain, therefore 

safest procedure is to eliminate such subjects from 

experiment. 
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The end of session questionnaires confirmed that the 

subjects were not seeing the stimulus words in the 

experimental sessions. 

Respiration. 

Analysis of the respiration data necessary to control 

for sinus arrythmia revealed that there was no association 

between inspiration, expiration and CS onset for the group 

and individual subject data . 
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Discussion of lever press results. 

There was a significant group result for the lever 

press discrimination task but not all subjects successfully 

discriminated above chance with the lever press task. 

Subjects 3, 5, and 6 were successful whilst subjects 1, 2 

and 4 were not. 

Discussion of Heart Rate results. 

The stimulus word ( s) ' 'lever press 'outcome' ( K) ' and 

response type ( R) factors were not significant. There were 

no significant univariate analyses for these factors (see 

table 4 . 1 ) . The K by R, K by Sand S by R interactions were 

also not significant. 

Discussion of the SCR results. 

The stimulus word (S), and 'lever press 'outcome' (K), 

factors were not significant. The response type (R) factor 

was significant for the SC components rise time and peak 

time. The SCR to the trials the subject pressed the lever 

on was later and took longer to reach peak than the SCR to 

the trials the subject did not press the lever on, ( see 

table 4.2). 

Conclusion of the group psychophysiological results. 

The psychophysiological response measures did not yield 

any significant results with the exception of the SCR 

responses to the trials on which the subject pressed the 

lever. This result could be interpreted as correlating to 

the subject's idea of whats/he thought the stimulus word was 

which had been presented . That is, when the subject thought 

it was the stimulus word that was paired with electric shock 

her/his SCR occured later than whens/he didn't think it was 
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electric shock. As the latency of the SCR and the peak 

magnitude were the same for both of ·the lever press 

conditions, this meant that the SCR had a steeper slope when 

the subject pressed the lever. The lever press factor may 

be reflecting anticipat ion of a motor response and not be an 

indication of the subject's idea of what the stimulus word 

was. 

The psychophysiological responses were not correlated 

to the stimulus words, therefore they were not evidence for 

discrimination without awareness. 

The 'outcome' of the subject's lever press response, 

whether it was going to be correct or incorrect was not 

differentiated by the psychophysiological responses. This 

result is expected because the notion that autonomic 

psychophysiological responses reflect a cognitive process 

which connects the subliminal stimulus information and the 

lever press response and matched them for orientation to the 

feedback that was to come is, whilst possible, extremely 

unlikely. As in the previous exp~riments the sub jects 

factor was highly significant. 

Discussion of the individual subject results. 

Heart Rate. 

heart rate change 

factor ( K) was only 

was only at the 10% 

The multivariate analyses of the 

scores for the lever press 'outcome' 

significant for subject 3 and this 

significance level, the cubic polynomial was the significant 

univariate analysis (see table 4.3 ). Consulting graph 4b, 

we can see that the curve for the correct outcome factor has 

a sharper 

presentation 

seconds to 

deceleration to 2 seconds post stimulus 

and at which point it 

finally decelerate as 
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compared to a steady deceleration for the incorrect outcome 

curve. There was a significant univariate analysis for the 

lever press 'outcome' factor (K) for subject 1 (linear 

though only at the 10% significance level) (see table 4.3). 

As Graph 4a showed there was little difference between the 

curves except at 3 seconds the curve for the 'correct 

outcome' condition deviated from the general tendency to 

decelerate as feedback approached by straightening out, 

whilst the curve for the 'incorrect outcome' condition 

maintained the slight deceleration. 

The multivariate analysis of the heart rate change 

scores for the stimulus word factor (S) was only significant 

for subject 6 ( see table 4. 3 and graph 4d) There were 

significant univariate analyses for the stimulus word factor 

(S) for subjects 4 (quartic though only at the 10% 

significance level), and subject 6 (quartic) (see table 

4.3). Both subjects 4 and 6 had differences in the quartic 

polynomials. However, as graphs 4c and 4d showed, the 

response patterns to the stimulus words were different. For 

both stimulus words (non-shock and shock) for subject 4 the 

curves decelerated as feedback approached, the deceleration 

for the non-shock word was more pronounced for the range 1 

to 4 seconds. For subject 6 t he curve for the non-shock 

condition accelerated at 2 seconds and decelerated at 3 

seconds, whilst the curve to the shock word condition was 

virtually steady. 

The multivariate analyses of the heart rate change 

scores for the response type factor (R) were significant for 

subjects 1, 4, 5, and 6 (though only at the 10% significanc e 

level for subjects 5 and 6). There were signi f icant 

univariate analyses for the response type (R) for all these 

subjects: subject 1 (quartic) and subject 4 (quadrat ic) 

subject 5 (cubic), and subject 6 (quartic), (see table 4.4). 

For subject 1 ( see graph 4e) the curve to the no-press 

condition decelerated from 1· second t o 3 seconds and then a 
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slight acceleration to four seconds compared to a steadier 

deceleration for the press condition. Subject 4 (see graph 

4f) the curve to the no-press condition had a larger overall 

deceleration compared to the press condition. Both of the 

curves for subject 5 to the press and no-press response 

conditions were similar but the press condition was closer 

to zero . The same was true for subject 6 (see graph 4h.) 

Discussion of the individual subject SCR results. 

There were significant SC components for the stimulus 

word factor in the supraliminal condition for subjects 1 

(peak time) (see table 4.5), and 2 (rise time though only at 

the 10% level) ( see table 4. 6). For subject 1 the SCR to 

the shocked stimulus word took longer to reach peak than the 

SCR to the non-shock stimulus word. The opposite was so for 

subject 2 whose SCR to the non-shock stimulus word took 

longer to reach peak magnitude. 

There were significant SCR components for the response 

type factor for subject 4 (peak magnitude and pea k time 

though the peak time was only at the 10% significance level) 

( see table 4. 8). Subject's 4 SCR to the press trials was 

larger and took longer to reach peak compared to the trials 

in which she didn't press the lever. 

There was a significant SCR component for the 'outcome' 

factor for subject 3 ( rise time, though only at the 10% 

significance level) (see table 4.7). The SCR for the 

incorrect outcome trials took longer to reach peak than that 

for the correct outcome trials. 

Discussion of Results. 

The psychophysiological responses that were significant 

revealed no consistent patterns, except for the lever press 

response condition for three of the four subjects 
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(i.e. subjects 4, 5 and 6). These subjects had significant 

differences in the curves between the lever press conditions 

there was a general tendency in the no press condition for a 

greater deceleration compared to the press condition. 

Subjects 3 and 6 had SCRs which discriminated between 

the outcome factor, these two subjects were both successful 

lever press subjects. However the SCR components that 

differentiated the outcome conditions were different. 

Two subjects did have significant differences in their SCRs 

to the stimulus word condition but neither of these subjects 

(subjects 1 and 2) discriminated above chance level between 

the stimulus words with their lever press response. 

One result of interest was subject 3 . He discriminated 

the stimulus words with the lever press and had a 

psychophysiological index to the outcome factor as his heart 

rate increased two seconds into the trial on the trials his 

lever press response was correct compared to a steady 

decrease in heart rate as the trial reached feedback in the 

trials where his lever press was incorrect. It may be 

speculated whether this physiological discrimination 

assisted his lever press response decision in some way . 

The heart rate response for subject 6 (who like subject 

3, successfully discriminated the stimulus words by her 

lever press response) discriminated between the stimulus 

words. It must be said that the highly significant 

multivariate and univariate quartic polynomial result for 

subject 6 cannot be ascertained from the mean change scores , 

as there is little difference between them. The 

disadvantage of graphs plotted by mean change scores is that 

they do not reflect the actual orders of polynomials that 

are contrasted for analysis. But the difference in shape 

between the stimulus word conditions for subject 6 ( graph 

4d) is just discernible. 
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Discussion of Experiment 4. 

There was evidence of discrimination without awareness 

by the lever press discrimination task. The backward 

pattern masking technique again successfully presented the 

stimulus words below the subjects' awareness. The 

psychophysiological results were more promising in their 

correlation to the experimental factors than previous 

experiments but they were still not strong enough to warrant 

any clear conclusions. 

There were the same number of successful subjects at 

the lever press discrimination task, ( three out of six) as 

were found in experiment 3. The increased number of 

sessions did not reflect any better performances. (Although 

the subject's scores for the lever press discrimination task 

showed a slight increase as the sessions progressed. ( see 

appendix 4 for each subject's actual session scores). 

The design changes introduced in experiment 4 for the 

conducive conditions for maximal performance based on 

subliminally perceiving did not have a marked effect but 

there was some improvement in performance. A further change 

related to the points made at the end of experiment 3 was 

made in experiment 5. 
De Groot (1965) stressed that verbalization takes time 

and effort and 'slows down the thinking itself'. Whilst not 

a 'thinking' task the lever press response task relying on 

the 'passive' strategy of discrimination responding based 

upon subliminallly perceiving could be affected by the 

necessity of verbalization on every trial . The changes for 

experiment 5 are detailed in the introduction. 
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CHAPTER 9. 

EXPERIMENT 5. 

Introduction. 

Experiment 5 was a virtual replication of the previous 

experiment with two important design changes. 

1.) The stimulus words were no longer paired with electric 

shock. The subject's lever press response was based upon a 

decision about whether to press or not press the lever 

depending upon the stimulus word presented. One of the 

stimulus words signified 'press' the other stimulus word 

'not press'. The correct lever press response decision to 

the appropriate stimulus word was rewarded. If the 

subject's lever press response decision was incorrect then 

her/his overall reward sum incurred a debit. 

The previous two experiments employed the lever press 

as an avoidance response . This type of response decision 

situation was not necessarily conduc ive to the proc~ssing of 

the subliminally presented stimulus word. Although the 

subject had much to gain by pressing the lever to the 

appropriate stimulus (as this stopped the electric shock 

being delivered), it was a stressful situation. That 

subjects may have different approaches to 'subliminally 

perceiving' has been discussed. Although the Marcel (1983) 

and Dixon (1981) recommendation of 'passive ' subjects may 

be a rather vague definition, certainly the impending 

arrival of electric shock was not the most conducive for 

'subliminally perceiving'. 

The subject, in the avoidance experiments ( 3 and 4), 

may not bother to develop the appropriate approach to 

subliminally perceiving the stimulus word that would assist 
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the lever press response decision. The subject instead may 

adopt a 'gambling strategy' based upon guessing the 

randomisation sequence of the stimulus word presentation 

order. If a subject used such a strategy then the! 

performance would be no better than chance leyel, but as 

subjects in experiments 3 and 4 reported in their 

questionnaire answers it was difficult not to take the 

information about the previous trials into account when 

about to make the lever press response decision, especially 

if they had just received several consecutive electric 

shocks. 

Subjects in a stressful situation are likely to keep to 

familiar approaches, especially when the task seems 

impossible. Faced with the arrival of an electric shock 

subjects are likely to use any information they think might 

help them, no matter how useless it may actually be . 

Assuming that preconscious processing was not something that 

the subject had specifically done before, in the sense of 

being presented with a 'fragment' of the usual perceptual 

experience and basing a response solely upon this fragment, 

the subject is unlikely to develop the approach for 

successful lever press discrimination to the subliminally 

presented stimulus words . 

The atmosphere engendered by the positive reward was 

more amenable to the learning of a novel skill. In the 

shock experiments the task was something to endure 'to get 

it over with'. The lever press discrimination task was now 

more of a challenge for the subject . With the subject's 

increased interest in the experiment the development of the 

most appropriate orientation for 'subliminally perceiving' 

was more probable. 
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2). The verbal report response task was no longer demanded 

on every trial. Th e points made in the conclusions to 

experiments 3 and 4 concerning the conducive conditions for 

subliminally perceiving determined this design decision. 

The assessment of awareness rested solely , upon the 

'incentive awareness' trials. The number of incentive 

awareness trials was increased to 40 to ensure that the 

rigorous assessment demands were maintained. 

As there was a greater payoff to the lever press 

response than the verbal report in the experimental 

sessions, because the lever press response avoided the 

delivery of electric shock, subjects may not have been fully 

concentrating upon the verbal report task. The subjects may 

have seen the st i mulus words but not reported they had seen 

them. The incentive awareness procedure concentrates solely 

upon the verbal report and it's increased payoff value for 

the subject (i.e. the rewarding of correct verbal 

responses). It increases the likelihood of subjects 

focussing more effort on the verbal ' report task, thus 

increasing the likelihood of the procedure differentiating 

between cases of 'unawareness' and cases of 'inattention' . 

This procedure had proved to be a successful me t hod of 

assessing a subjec2s awareness in experiments 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

METHOD. 

This experiment had a similar methodology to experiment 

4. The only difference was that a 'reward light' replaced 

the shock delivery . 

Subjects. 

6 paid volunteers (3 male, 3 female) from the Bangor 

area participated in the experiment . All subjects had 

normal or corrected - to - normal vision. The age range was 

22 yrs. to 39 yrs. 
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Apparatus. 

The apparatus in this experiment was similar to that 

described in experiment 1, with the additional amendments in 

3 regarding the lever press equipment. There were further 

amendments to this experimental design and these are given 

below. 

Stimuli. 

The stimulus words used in the experimental sessions 

were bird and bush. The actual stimulus word paired with 

reward was randomised across subjects. 

Light Box. 

Two lights were added to the visual display in front of 

the subject. These were reward and debit 'feedback' lights . 

Two small lights were positioned to the right of the 

tachistoscope screen, one shaded by a green protec t ive 

filter and the other by a red protective filter. The green 

light signified a correct l ever press had been made , the red 

light that an incorrect lever press had been made by the 

subject. The lights were connected to the customised 

control console as described in experiment 1. 

Procedure. 

The initial experimental procedure was the same as 

described in experiment 1. Before the experiment began the 

subjects were given the general instructions. These are 

detailed below . Having read the general instructions , the 

subject underwent the threshold determination session; the 

design details and the instructions to subjects were the 

same as described in experiment 1. 
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The subject, after her/his threshold presentation speed h~ 

been determined in the morning, carried out the first two of 

six experimental sessions in the afternoon, the remaining 

four experimental sessions completing the experiment the 

next day. The subject completed the experiment in the two 

day period to ensures/he maintained a consistent performance 

level. 

The experimental instructions given to the subject are 

given below. 

Instructions to subjects. 

General Instructions. 

These were the same as described in experiment 4 with 

the following paragraphs amended. 

" Essentially what will happen is two words will be 

flashed "subliminally" (i.e. too fast to see) at you. You 

have to press a lever to one of these words. If you do this 

correctly for each correct response you will receive two 

pence. Further instructions regarding this will be given 

later. 

The experiment is divided into two phases. The first 

phase is the determination of your reading speed. These two 

sessions are known as the threshold sessions. Two words 

will be presented to you, fire and face. Your task will be 

to report whether you can see them. Precise details will be 

given later. The second phase consists of six experiment al 

sessions. In these sessions two words will be presented, 

these words will be shown at the speed determined in t he 

threshold sessions. Your task in these sessions will be the 

lever press response to one of the stimulus words. " 
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Procedure continued. 

Having read the general instructions the subject was 

taken through them to make sure s/he had understood them. The 

subject then underwent the threshold determination phase. 

Threshold Determination procedure. 

The th reshold instructions were as described in 

experiment 1. 

Experimental Instructions. 

The experimental instructions were the same as given in 

experiment 4 with the following paragraphs amended. 

These sessions are similar to the threshold sessions. 

Two words are again presented randomly. The p resentation 

sequence of cross, word and mask is the same. These words 

are different to the words used in the threshol d sessions. 

The l ever press response is introduced in these ses~ons. 

There are various possible results of your pressing the 

lever, these are writ ten down for you here on the wall to 

remind you before each session begins of the meaning of the 

lever press response and the possible outcomes of your 

response. 

(The subject was talked through the information given below 

to make sure s/he understood it.) 

Instructions on the cubicle sheet. 

There are four possible states of affairs that can 

occur after the pattern mask has gone off; 

i) if you pressed the lever and the green light came on 

then your press was correct. It was the stimulus word 

meaning 'press'. 
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ii) if you pressed the lever and the red light came on, then 

your press was inco~rect. It was the stimulus word meaning 

'not press' . 

iii) if you didn't press the lever and the green light came 

on, then your not press was correct. 

word meaning 'not press ' . 

It was the stimulus 

iv) if you didn't press the l ever and the red light came on 

not to press was incorrect, you should have pressed the 

lever. It was the stimulus word meaning 'press '. 

After the subject had read these instructions on the 

cubicle sheet, s/he continued to read the experimental 

instructions. 

I emphasise that only the two stimul us words are used 

throughout the remainder of the experiment. The 

presentation order of these is completely random. 

At the end of each session you will be given some trials 

similar to those in the threshold sessions, that is there is 

no need to press the lever. You are to return to the verbal 

report task that you did in the threshold trials. You 

concent rate solely upon your verbal report r esponse. Fo r 

every correct verbal report response, you will receive ten 

pence. You will be informed of these response scores at the 

end of the experiment . 

Any questions? 

Session Details. 

The experimental sessions consisted of 100 trials, 60 

experimental trials and 40 'incentive awareness' tri als. 

Presentation of the experimental trials was in blocks of 20 
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trials separated by five minute rest periods. The final 

b l ock of 40 trials was always the incentive awareness 

trials . The subject's correct verbal report responses were 

rewarded in these trials . Each correct response was worth 

lOp . The trial profile of the incentive awareness trials 

was the same as was described previously in experiment 1. 

The trial profile of the experimental trials was as 

detailed bel ow . ALL experimental trials were presented at 

the subliminal presen tation speed . This was the speed 

determined in the threshold determination phase minus 4 
milliseconds . 
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Figure 8. TRIAL PROFILE 

for the experimental session. 
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VR = Verbal report (incentive awareness trials only) 

LP = Lever Press had to be in the down position at t his 

point in the trial. 

K = the feedback to the subjects response occurred at this 

point. This was one of the four possible outcomes, see the 

details given in the trial profile section. 

Trial Profile. 

A trial began with the 'ready' light . This signalled 

the start of the event sequence. The subject had the 

opportunity at this point to stop the trial ifs /he wasn't 

ready. Provid i ng s/he was, the trial presentation continued. 

The visual stimuli were tachistoscopically presented. The 

first event was the presentation of the fixation cross, upon 
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FC offset, the stimulus word came up, its offset 

immediately followed by presentation of the pattern mask. 

In the pattern mask period the subject had to make the 

the decision whether to press the lever or not to press the 

lever depending upon what stimulus words /he thought had been 

presented. At the offset of the pattern mask, the subject 

received the outcome of the stimulus word presented, and her/h~ 

lever press decision . The possible outcomes are detailed 

below. 

Possible outcomes of the lever press decision. 

i) If the stimulus word meaning 'press' had been presented 

and the subject pressed the lever, the subject received a 

green light. 

ii) If the stimulus word 

presented and the subject 

received a red light. 

meaning 

pressed 

'not press' had been 

the lever , the subject 

iii} If the stimulus word meaning 'press' 

presented and the subject did not press the 

subject received a red light. 

had been 

lever, the 

iv} If the stimulus word meaning not 

presented and the subject did not press 

subject received a green light. 

press had been 

the lever, the 

Hypotheses . 

The hypotheses were the same as detailed in experiment 

4 . The lever press decision outcome (K) and the response 

t ype (R) factors were as described in experiment 4. The 

stimulus words were a factor but they were no l onger paired 

with shock and non - shock. The stimulus words were S1 -
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the stimulus word that was paired with a reward if the 

subject pressed the lever and S2 - paired with a reward if 

the subject didn't press the lever. 

Key to Results tables. 

Factor Key 

stimulus pairing= S 

S1 = rewarded stimulus word. 

S2 = non rewarded stimulus word. 

response type= R 

R1 =lever pressed. 

R2 = lever not pressed . 

'outcome ' = K 

Kl= correct. 

K2 = incorrect . 

In the group results tables only those factors which 

were s ignificant at the 10% significance level are reported , 

although all fact ors were analysed. 

In the results tables for the individual subjects only 

the analyses for those subjects' whose results were 

significant at the 10% significance level are reported , 

al though analyses of all factors were performed for all 

subjects . 
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Heart Rate graphs. 

NB Only those analyses of the group results that were 

significant and the significant individual subject analyses 

will be reported in graph form. 

Group data. 

Sa. Data from the 'stimulus word' condition. 

Sb. Data from the 'outcome' by stimulus word (K by S) 

interaction. 

Individual Subject graphs. 

Sc. Subject 1. Data from the 'stimulus word' condition. 

5d . Subject 5. Data from the 'stimulus word' condition. 

Se. Subject 1. Data from the 'outcome' (K) condition for the 

Subliminal (sub) session. 

Sf. Subject 4. Data from the 'outcome' (K) condition for the 

Subliminal (sub) session. 

5g. Subject 5. Data from the 'outcome' (K) condition for the 

Subliminal (sub) session. (Kl lever press correct; K2 

lever press incorrect). 

5h - 5n. Subjects 1 - 6. Data from the 'response' (R) 

condition . 
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RESULTS TABLES . 

Lever Press Results. 

The lever press results were analyzed by a one tailed 

binomial test. 

Binomial test 

Correct Incorrect 1 tailed 
Group 1205 955 .000** 

Subject 1. 177 183 .389 
Subject 2. 223 137 . 000** 

Subject 3. 210 150 .000** 
Subject 4. 199 161 .025** 
Subject 5. 212 148 .000** 
Subject 6. 184 176 , 355 

Table LP5 

Group results. Factors : stimulus word (S) (1 factor model); 
'outcome' by stimulus word ( K by S) . 

HEART RATE. Time range 1 - 5 seconds . 
Effect s K by S 
MAN0VA F(5,1) Prob F(5,1) Prob 

Wilks .2. 833 .4 22 686.645 .029** 
Uni variates F(1,5) F(1,5) 

Mean 2.080 .209 .152 .713 
Linear .5 73 .483 .435 .539 
Quadratic .113 ,751 2.460 .1 78 
Cubic 6.331 . 053* . 229 .652 
Quartic 3,180 .153 .096 . 769 

Table 5, 1 
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Group Results. Factors : 'outcome' (K) (1 factor model); 

' outcome' by stimulus word (K by S) . 

SCR. Period B. 

Effect K 

AN0VA F(l,1884) 

Bpeak score 

Brise time 

Bpeak time 

BLat. time 

Mean Scores 

Klcorrect 

(a) 

( a) 

( a) 

(a) 

Bpeak 

1.32, 

K2incorrect 1.27, 

SlKl 

S1K2 

S2Kl 

S2K2 

3 , 867 

.059 

3 , 509 

4 . 494 

score; 

K by s 
Prob F(l,1884) Prob 

.049** 1.698 .193 

. 809 9,698 .002** 

.061* 1.628 .202 

.034** 1. 247 .264 

Brise time; Bpeak time; Blat. time 

1 . 78 , 

1. 59 , 

1. 61, 

1. 76, 

TABLE 5,2 
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33 , 24 

32.26 

16 . 25 

15.45 



Individual Subject Results Tables. 

Factors : 'outcome' (K); Stimulus word (S) (1 factor models) 

HEART RATE. Time range 1 - 5 seconds. 

Subject 1 Subject 2 

Effect S K 

MAN0VA F(5,354) Prob F{5,354) Prob 

Wilks 

Uni variates 

Mean 

Linear 

Quadratic 

Cubic 

Quartic 

1.028 

F{l,358) 

.260 

3.618 

1.112 

.186 

2.336 

.401 

.610 

.058* 

.292 

.666 

.126 

Epochs 1-5 Subject 4 

Effect: K 

MAN0VA F(5,353) Prob 

Wilks 1.743 .124 

Univariates F(l,357) 

Mean 

Linear 

Quadratic 

Cubic 

Quartic 

3.967 

.068 

4.438 

1.515 

♦ 972 

.047** 

.794 

.036** 

.219 

.325 

1. 119 

1.117 

.174 

4.030 

.743 

.126 

♦ 350 

.291 

.671 

.045** 

.383 

.760 

Subject 5 

K 

F{5,352) Prob 

4.318 .001** 

F{l,356) 

1. 918 . 167 

7.173 .008** 

6.971 .009** 

.077 .782 

. 584 .445 

s 
F(5,352) Prob 

2.076 .068* 

F(l,356) 

.082 

.584 

.277 

9.803 

1.114 

.774 

.455 

.599 

.002** 

.290 
TABLE 5 , 3 
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Factor: response (R). 

HEART RATE. Time range 1 - 5 seconds. 

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 

MAN0VA F(5,354) Prob F(5,354) Prob F(5,354) Prob 
Wilks 

Uni variates 

Mean 

Linear 

Quadratic 

Cubic 

Quartic 

1.247 .287 

F{l,358) 

1.581 .209 

1.173 

4.013 

.681 

.001 

.280 

.046** 

.410 

,981 

Subject 4 
MAN0VA F(5,353) Prob 

Wilks 2.133 .061* 

Univariates F(l,357) 

Mean .844 .359 

Linear 8.489 .004** 

Quadratic 1.666 .235 

Cubic 

Quartic 
.064 .800 

.603 .309 

1.930 

F(l,358) 

.413 

6.306 

1. 413 

1.252 

.113 

. 089* 1. 309 

F{l,358) 

.521 ,374 

.012** 

.235 

.264 

.737 

.985 

3.241 

.769 

.817 

.259** 

. 541 

.322 

.073* 

.381 

.367 

Subject 5 Subject 6 

F{5,352) Prob F(5,354) Prob 

1.450 

F{l,356) 

1.247 

.967 

4.257 

.206 2.712 

F{l,358) 

.265 .517 

.326 2.117 

.040** 6.624 

.020** 

.473 

.147 

.010** 
. 828 .363 

.884 .348 
.035 .853 

6.536 .011** 
TABLE 5.4 
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Skin conductance response. 

Individual subject results. 

Subject 1 . Factors: 'outcome'(K). 

SCR. Period B. 

AN0VA F{l,315) Prob 

Brise time ( a) 017 . 896 
Bpeak time ( a) 3,246 .073* 

BLat . time ( a) 2.524 .113 

Bpeak score ( a) .401 . 527 

Mean Scores 

Bpeak time 

Klcorrect 3.29 

K2incorrect 3,59 

TABLE 5 . 5a 
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Subject 2 Factors: Stimulus word ( s) 

SCR . Period B. 

AN0VA F(l,275) Prob 
Brise time ( a) 2.119 .147 
Bpeak time (a) 7.816 .006** 
BLat. time (a) 4.226 .041** 
Bpeak score ( a) .372 .542 
Mean Scores 

Bpeak score; Bpeak time; Blat. time 
Slpress 1. 64 2.07 

' 0.83 
S2no press 1. 61 

' 1. 65 , 0.55 
TABLE 5. 5b 

Subject 3 . Factors: 'outcome' ( K) . 
SCR. Period B. 

AN0VA F(l,321) Prob 
Brise time (a) 1.529 .217 
Bpeak time (a) .821 .-365 
BLat. time ( a) 2.859 .092* 
Bpeak score ( a) 1.592 .208 
Mean Scores 

Blat . time 
Klcorrect 1.79 
K2incorrect 2.07 

TABLE 5.5c 
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Subjec t 4. Factors: Response type ( R) 
SCR. Period B. 
AN0VA F(l , 317) Prob 
Brise t i me (a) 9 . 392 .002** 
Bpeak t i me ( a) 8.563 .004** 
BLat. t i me ( a) .007 .931 
Bpeak score (a) 4. 504 .035** 
Mean Scores 

Bpeak score ; Bri se time ; Bpeak time 
Rl press 1.32 2.42 

' 3 . 52 
R2 nopress 1. 21 

' 1.96 
' 3 . 08 

TABLE 5. 5d 
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Subject 5, Factors: Response type ( R) Stimulus word ( s) 
SCR. Period B. 

Effect s R 

AN0VA F(l,355) Prob F(l,305) Prob 
Brise time (a) 2 . 846 . 093* 8.592 .004** 
Bpeak time ( a) .627 .429 4.411 .037•• 
BLat. time ( a) .348 .555 .122 .727 
Bpeak score (a) .014 . 904 4.314 .039•• 
Mean Scores 

Bpeak score; Brise time; Bpeak time 
Rl press 1.06 1.57 3 , 39 
R2 nopress 1.17 

' 2 . 00 3.76 ' 
Slpress 1.59 
S2no press 1. 86 

TABLE 5 . 5e 
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Subject 6. 

Factors: Response type (R) Stimulus word (S). 

SCR. Period B. 

Effect s R 

AN0VA F(l,335) Prob F(l,337) 
Brise time ( a) 3,695 . 055* 3,631 
Bpeak time (a) 2.362 .125 9.682 
BLat. time ( a) .001 ,991 .891 
Bpeak score ( a) 1.442 .231 6.630 
Mean Scores 

Bpeak score; Brise time; Bpeak time; 
Rl press 1.3 1.98 4.05 
R2 no press 1. 87 1. 62 3.54 
Slpress 1.94 
S2no press 1. 68 

TABLE 5,5f 

Discussion. 

Awareness Assessment. 

Prob 

.007** 

.002** 

,346 

.008* 

Blat. time 

, 1. 84 

No subject correctly reported the stimulus words in the 

incentive awareness trials follow i ng the end of each 

experimental session. 

Discussion of awareness criterion. 

If a subject correctly named t he stimulus word in the 

incentive awareness trials s/he was classified as aware. This 

was a necessary criterion as the subject had not been 

informed what the stimulus words were in the experimental 

sessions and therefore s/he did not know the stimulus words . 
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There were 40 incentive awareness trials, presented at 

the end of every experimental session. The increase in the 

number of incentive trials compared to experiments 1, 2, 3, 

and 4, was because of the change to the experimental design 

(that is the subject was no longer r equired to make a verbal 

report response of whats/he thought the stimulus word was on 

every experimental trial). The extra number of trials 

maintained the degree of rigour, established in the previous 

experiments, required for a confident assessment of the 

subject's awareness of the stimulus words. 

The end of session questionnaires confirmed that the 

subjects were not seeing the stimulus words in the 

experimental sessions. 

Respiration. 

Analysis of the respiration data necessary to control 

for sinus arrythmia revealed that there was no association 

between inspiration, expiration and CS onset for the group 

and individual subject data. 

Discussion of lever press results. 

The group result for the lever press discrimination 

task was highly significant ( see table 5LP). Upon closer 

examination not all subjects discriminated the stimulus 

words with the lever press task above chance level. Of the 

six subjects, four were successful (Subjects 2, 3, 4, and 

5) . 

The ability to discriminate the stimulus words with the 

lever press showed a slight increase as the sessions 

progressed. ( see appendix for each subject1s actual session 

scores) . 
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Discussion of Heart Rate results. 

The multivariate analyses for the stimulus word ( S) , 

lever press 'outcome' ( K), and response type ( R) factors 

were not significant. There was a significant univariate 

analysis for the st i mulus word factor (cubic polynomial) but 

only at the 10% significance level ( see table 5 . 1). The 

curves to the different stimulus word conditions were very 

similar (see graph 5a). 

The multivariate anal ysis of the 'outcome' by stimulus 

word (K by S) interaction was significant (see table 5 . 1), 

the curves for the four levels of this interaction were very 

similar and no clear patterns of differentation can be 

distinguished betweem them (see graph 5b). 

Discussion of the SCR results . 

All the SCR components for the stimulus word ( S) and 

the response type ( R) factors were not significant. The 

' outcome' (K) factor was significant for the SCR components, 

peak magnitude and latency of SCR onset. The SCR for the 

correct trials of the outcome condition had a later latency 

and there was a larger peak magnitude than the SCR to the 

'incorrect' trials (see tabl e 5.2) . 

The SCR component, rise time, for the outcome by 

stimulus word (K by S) interaction was significant (see 
table 5. 2) . However, Scheffe's tests comparing the 
differences between, and contrasting the levels of the 

interaction was not significant . 

Discussion of group results. 

The l ever press discrimination task was highly 

significant. As in experiments 3 and 4 not all subjects did 

press the lever to the appropriate stimulus word 
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significantly above chance. There was an increase in the 

number of subjects who did discriminate the stimulus words 

significantly above chance with their lever press response 

compared to experiment 4 (experiment 5 had 4 subjects out of 

6 whereas experiment 4 had 3 subjects out of six) . 

The heart rate results for the outcome by stimulus word 

(K by S) interaction revealed a significant result but the 

differences between the different levels of the interaction 

could not be distinguished simply by looking at graph 5b. 

This is to be expected when no significant univariate 

analyses for the (K by S) interaction were found. The 

levels of the interaction were different at the 5% 

significance level when all the curves were analysed 

together but no particular order of polynomial described 

this difference. The meaning of the interaction cannot be 

interpreted easily. 

The subjects factor for the psychophysiological results 

was significant. The results of the individual subjects 
were analysed . 
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Discussion of the individual subject results. 

Heart Rate. 

The multivariate analyses of the heart rate change 

scores for the stimulus word factor (S) were significant for 

subjects 1 and 5, but this was only at the 10% significance 

level. Both of these subjects produced significant 

univariate analyses for the stimulus word factor (S) 

(subject 1 linear, ( although this was only at the 10% 

significance level) and subject 5 cubic, see table 5.3). 

For Subject 1 the curves are very similar (see graph 5c) 

There is a difference with the curve to the press word 

having an initial larger deceleration from stimulus onset 

and then at two seconds after stimulus onset accelerating 

compared to a deceleration from stimulus onset and holding 

steady as feedback approached for the no press word. 

Subject 5' s curves to the stimulus words were even more 

similar (see graph 5d). 

The multivariate analyses of the heart rate change 

scores for the lever press 'outcome' factor (K) was only 

significant for subject 5, with the quadratic polynomial the 

significant univariate analysis. The curve for the correct 

trials had a larger deceleration than the curve for the 

incorrect trials which, from stimulus offset decelerated. 

As feedback approached, at three seconds post stimulus, the 

curve for the correct trials accelerated slightly (see graph 

5g) . There were significant uni variate analyses for the 

lever press 'outcome' factor (K) for subject 2 (the quadratic 

polynomial).This can be clearly seen in graph 5e, with the 

curves for the outcome condition deviating from each other 

at 4 seconds; the correct trials condition mai ntained 

acceleration compared to the incorrect trials deceleration. 
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The multivariate analyses of the heart rate change 

scores for the response type factor (R) was significant for 

subject 6 (quartic polynomial). Subjects 2 (and the l inear 

polynomial) and 4 (linear polynomial) also had a significant 

multivariate analysis, although for both these subjects this 

was only at the 10% significance level. 

There were significant univariate analyses for the 

response type (R) for subject 1 (quadratic polynomial); for 

subject 3 (quadratic polynomial, although this was only at 

the 10% significance level); for subject 4 ( linear 

polynomial) and for subject 5 ( quadratic polynomial), ( see 

table 5. '0 . 

Consulting graphs 9h to 9n the response patterns for 

for some of the subjects were similar. For all subjects 

there was a deceleration from stimulus onset for both curves 

and as feedabck approached for subjects 1, 2, 3, 4 , and 5 
there was an acceleration to 4 seconds after stimulus onset 

and then a deceleration at the end of. the time range. 

However the significant differences between the response 

condition curves were not similar for all the subjects. The 

difference in the curves was due to the time the subject 

pressed the lever in the trial. 

Discussion of the individual subject SCR results. 

There were no significant SCR components f or any 

subjects for the stimulus word factor nor for the outcome of 

the lever press response factor. 

There were significant SCR components for the response 

type factor. The significant SCR components for subject 4 
were peak magnitude, rise time and peak time. The SCR to the 

press trials was larger and took longer to reach peak than 

the SCR to the trials the subject didn't press the lever. 
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The were significant SCR components for subjects 5 and 6 

were peak magnitude, rise time and peak time. For subjects 

5 and 6 their SCRs to the non press trials was larger and 

took longer to reach peak magni tude, the oppposite that was 

found for subject 4 (see tables 5.5a - 5.5f). 

Discussion of the individual subject results. 

Subject 2 , who successfully discriminated the 

stimulus words with the lever press discrimination task, did 

have a significant correlation for the outcome factor 

between the correct and incorrect trials with his heart rate 

response. The same was true of subject 4, though there was 

no similarity in the different response patterns between the 

two curves for the two subjects . Subject 2' s difference 

occurred at the end of the trial compared to subject 4 
occurring at the beginning 1 second into the trial. 

Subjects 2 and 4 may have decided when to press the lever at 

different points in the trial, and the response reflected 

the 'preconscious representation' of the outcome of this 

decision, assuming that such processing exists and can be 

measured by the autonomic nervous system . 

In their questionnaire answers to the question, "Did 

you 'know' when your lever press decision was going to be 

wrong?", subjects 2 and 4 said they did, indicating a verbal 

correlate of this representation, however such post 

experimental data cannot be accepted as valid evidence or 

verified according to the demands of the empi rical use of 

verbal reports as data (see Appendix 3). 

Subject 5 successfully discriminated with the lever press 

result and her HR to the K and S stimulus conditions was 

significant . 
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There were no significant SCR results in any subjects for 

stimulus word and outcome. The only significant differences 

in SCR were the different lever press response. These 

results show that the discrimination between the different 

factors by the SCR in this design was not reflecting the 

factors the subject was not aware of. 

The group results of the response factor with the heart 

rate response were not significant and yet all six subjects 

had differences in the response factor. These results have 

to be interpreted as due to motor response confounding. 

Discussion of experiment 5. 

The results of the lever press discrimination task were 

significant for the group results. Upon closer examinatio n 

it was found that 4 of the subjects were significantly above 

chance with their lever press discrimination response. This 

was evidence for discrimination without awareness. The 

increase in the number of · successful subjects at the lever 

press discrimination task may have been bec ause of the 

design changes (see also appendix 4 for the individual 

subject's session scores). 

The psychophysiological results revealed very few 

significant results and there were no consistent patterns 

that could warrant a clear interpretation. The exception to 

this was the response factor for both the SCR and the HR 

measures, this was most probably an index of lever press 

res ponding. Certainly it has to be interpreted a s this due 

to the lever press response and no lever press response. 

Experiment 6 controlled for motor response confounding by 

introducing another lever press to replace the no press 

decision. 

In experiment 3 the subject had been told the stimulus 

words . As there were only two stimulus words the verbal 

report and the lever pres s tasks were equivalent. They were 
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both forced choice tasks. The results showed that the 

subject could discriminate between the stimulus words 

presented but not with the verbal report. The lever press 

discrimination may be more successful than the verbal report 

because it is a forced choice response . Subjects because 

they have to choose a response may be more successful 

because they do not have the option to report 'don't know' 

when they are presented with the subliminal stimulus words. 

To test the conclusion that the subjects were better at 

the lever press task than the verbal report task when it was 

a forced choice the subjects were given the verbal report 

category response. This response was exactly the same as 

the lever press response except that it was verbal r ~$ponse. 

If the subjects were perceiving information that could be 

utilised by the lever press but as soon as it became in the 

verbal system it was no longer of a quality of information 

that could discriminate between the stimulus words, then the 

conclusion that the verbal system in some way changes the 

stimulus information was correct. 

Experiments 3, 4, and 5 had demonstr~ted that the lever 

press discrimination task was a successful measure of 

discrimination without awareness . There remained a 

criticism that the subjects could still 'see' the stimulus 

words but were merely not reporting this in their verbal 

report. The assessment of awareness was tested rigorously 

by verbal reports on every trial and by the incentive 

awareness trials in experiments 3 and 4 and by the incentive 

awareness trials in experiment 5. The evidence for 

discrimination without awareness that the lever press 

response provided when the verbal report response was at 

chance level could still be criticised, despite the 

rigorous methods of assessing awareness, as evidence of the 

'inadequacy of verbal reports to reflect awareness' 

Eriksen (1962) 
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Although subjects reporting that they couldn't see the 

stimulus word, there is a possibility that the correct 

discrimination between the stimulus words in the lever press 

response task was based upon stimulus information they could 

not articulate. The shape of the stimulus word, al though 

controlled for by the graphic similarity rating method, was 

a possible source of information. As long as the visual 

features of the stimulus word are sufficient for 

discriminating between them, the criticism that subjects are 

using the stimulus configuration to do the lever press 

response task can be made. 

The next experiment controlled for this criticism. 
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CHAPTER 10. 

EXPERIMENT 6 

Introduction. 

Experi~ent 6 developed the procedure that had been used in 

the previous experiments to test for semantic discrimination 

without awareness. There were important design changes to 

the basic procedure. 

Experimental Design Changes. 

1) Two sets of stimulus words belonging to two semantic 

classes were subliminally presented. Instead of there being 

just the two stimulus words that subjects had to make 

discrimination responses to, as in the previous experiments, 

the discrimination responses were made according to the 

semantic class to which stimulus word belonged . 

Rationale for the semantic classes of stimulus words. 

The sets of words belonging to the different semantic 

class controlled for the problem of stimulus configuration 

discussed at the end of experiment 5. In experiment 6 the 

only way ( other than in the embedded condition) that the 

subject could discriminate the stimulus words was by the 

semantic information feature of the stimulus word. This is 

a conclusive test that the subject is not using any visual 

characteristics to discriminate the stimuli. The visual 

characteristics, unless encoded into a meaningful word and 

then used for the discrimination tasks, are of no use to the 

task. 

2) The lever press task was changed from a press/no press 

response choice, to a choice of pressing one of two levers. 

The stimulus words each had their own lever press. The sets 

of stimulus words belonging to the two semantic categories 

required the lever press response to be the same for bot h of 

them. 
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3) The subjects performed three discrimination choice tasks. 

i) There were two lever press keys. One marked 'animal' ; 

the other marked 'plant'. The subject's task was to press 

the lever according to the semantic class to which the 

stimulus word belonged (LP). 

ii) The subject had to verbally report the semantic class s/he 

thought the stimulus word belonged to (VRCAT). 

iii) The subject had to verbally report the exact stimulus 

word that had been presented (VRWW). This response in 

conjunction with the incentive awareness trials assessed the 

subjec2s awareness of the stimulus words. 

The different responses (LP, VRCAT, VRWW) made by the 

subjects were separated so that they concentrated fully upon 

one response task in each block of trials. 

The lever press and verbal report choice tasks were made 

equivalent by introducing the verbal report 'category' 

response task. The subject had to verbally report the 

stimulus category "animal" or "plant" to the stimulus word. 

The verbal response 'don't know' was not allowed in this 

response. 

4) The trial profile was changed to include the 'decision 

period' previously described in experiment 1. In experiment 

1 this had been used for the subject's verbal report prior 

to the UCS presentation. In this experiment the subject 

pressed the lever down in the decision period. The one 

lever press design used in experiments 3, 4 and 5, had 

confounded the psychophysiological results because of the 

lever press response . This was eliminated by the two lever 

press design. 

The 'Embedded' condition. 

There was an extra condition to this experiment. Two 

types of stimulus word were presented to form a stimulus 

word condition 'embedded' in the final four sessions of the 
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experiment. The types of stimulus word in the final four 

sessions were alternated. The sets of the semantic class 

stimulus words, the same as in the experiment proper, were 

used for two of the sessions. For the other two sessions 

there were only two stimulus words, these were an animal and 

a plant word. 

The final four sessions were exactly the same as the 

previous six experimental sessions from the subject's point 

of view. The subjects weren't informed of any change in the 

stimulus words. The aim of this condition was to test 

whether the discrimination tasks for the sets of stimulus 

words differed from just two stimulus words belonging to the 

semantic classes . 

METHOD . 

Subjects. 

6 paid volunteers ( 3 male, 3 female) from the Bangor 

area participated in the experiment. All subjects had 

normal or corrected - to - normal vision. The age range was 

19 yrs. to 35 yrs. 

Apparatus. 

The apparatus in this experiment was similar to that 

described in experiment 1, with the additional amendments 

from the various experiments. 

The lever press details were given in experiment 3. 
There were two levers in experiment 6. The levers were 

labelled, one being the 'animal' lever and the other the 

'pl ant' lever. The two levers were morse keys and apart 

from the labels were exactly the same. 

The lever press response of the subjects was the reward 

design first described in experiment 5, 
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The stimulus words used in this experiment were very 

different from those used in experiments 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. 
There were 80 stimulus words that belonged to two different 

semantic classes. The details of these are given below. 

Stimulus Words . 

For the threshold sessions and the experimental 

sessions the stimulus words belonged to two semantic classes 

of words - animal words and plant words. These were matched 

for graphic similarity using Weber's ( 1970) index, as in 

previous experiments. Semantic association of the stimulus 

words was controlled by the category association ranking 

developed in the Connecticut Association Norms in Postman 

and Keppel (1970) . The stimulus words chosen for each set 

were matched across the sets for semantic association, 

frequency and graphic similarity. The overall 'frequency 

score' for each semantic set of stimulus words was matched. 

Each set had a 'matched pair' for frequency using the 
frequency tables in Thorndike and Lorge (1944). The 
semantic sets of stimulus words used are listed in the 
'General Instructions' given to the subject (these are 
detailed below in the procedure section) . 

In the embedded condition there were two stimulus words 

used in two of the four sessions, these were maize and 

mouse. 

Membership of the semantic classes was not a strict 

taxonomic classification, but followed the classification of 

Postman and Keppel ( 1970). This was to ensure that all 

members of the sets fulfilled the requirement that stimuli 

be no more than 5 letters or less than 4 letters in width. 

The subject would not therefore notice any differences in 

the embedded condition when just the two 5 letter stimulus 

words were presented. 



Procedure. 

The initial experimental procedure was the same as 

described in experiment 1. The subjects, before the 

experiment began, were given the general instructions. 

These are detailed below. Having read the general 

instructions the subject underwent the threshold 

determination sessions: the design details and the 

instructions to subjects were the same as described in 

experiment 1 . The subject, after her/his threshold 

presentation speed had been determined in the morning, then 

read the experimental instructions (see below) and carried 

out the first two of ten experimental sessions in the 

afternoon. The remaining eight experimental sessions were 

completed over the following two days. 

The subject was shown the list of stimulus words before 

each experimental session to remind him of t he stimulus and 

to aid her/his verbal report whole word as much as possible . 

Instructions to Subjects . 

General Instructions. 

The experiment you have agreed to participate in 

requires your cooperation and attention throughout its 

duration. To make sure that you are happy about your role 

in this experiment feel free to ask any questions concerning 

any aspect of the experiment any time that you want to. I 

will try to answer any queries you may have. It may be that 

I cannot answer your question, as I may think that my answer 

or any answer would bias or direct your performance. This 

would be the only reason why I wouldn't answer your 

questions. 
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The major 

participation is 

psychology which 

reason for ensuring your attentive 

that the experiment is studying an area in 

you may not have heard of and certainly you 

probably haven't experienced previously. The experiment is 

concerned with "Subliminal Perception" in popular terms 

sometimes known as "flash advertising". One definition of 

'Subliminal Perception' is 

'' .... subliminal perception is being able to "know" 
something without being able to "see it". An input 
may affect one's behaviour in that it assists one's 
performance in a task without you realising what it 
is that is assisting the performance". 

This could be investigated in many different ways. We are 

going to study it in a simple way. Essentially what will 

happen is : 

fast to see) 

words will be flashed "subliminally" (i.e. too 

to you. These words . will belong to two 

categories of word: animal words, and plant words. 

Your task will be to discriminate between the words in 

three different ways. One task will be to press one of two 

levers depending on what you feel to be the appropriate 

category of word. Another task will be to verbally report 

the category of word you think that you "saw". The 

remaining task will be to report the actual word that you 

saw. These tasks will be described in detail at the 

appropriate time. 

The experiment will consist of 12 sessions in all. The 

sessions will always be done two at a time. Each session 

lasts approximately an hour and there will be a break of 

half an hour in between each session . You can do 2 or 4 
sessions per day depending upon what is most suitable for 

you. 

The first two sessions are known as the 'threshold 

sessions', the remainder as the 'experimental sessions'. At 

the end of every trial there will be a short questionnaire 

to complete. 
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Before I go on to describe what is going to happen 

next, with regard to the threshold sessions, here is a list 

of the words that will be used throughout this experiment, 

so that you will know what is meant by 'animal' and 'plant' 

words. 

ANIMAL WORDS 

dove 

quail 

swan 

deer 

crow 

bull 

mouse 

goat 

horse 

mule 

pony 

shrew 

whale 

otter 

zebra 

hawk 

lion 

bison 

gull 

pussy 

duck 

seal 

trout 

tiger 

lamb 

wolf 

fish 

sheep 

hare 

frog 

eagle 

snake 

raven 

snail 

rhino 

mare 

stoat 

adder 

PLANT WORDS 

onion 

beech 

thorn 

tulip 

tree 

rice 

bean 

pine 

weed 

moss 

leek 

pear 

peach 

pansy 

apple 

maple 

alder 

grape 

shrub 

cedar 

beet 

cocoa 

rose 

lily 

vine 

corn 

plum 

lime 

sage 

leaf 

daisy 

pear 

wheat 

maize 

thyme 

larch 

olive 

holly 

These words will be used throughout the experiment. 

A reminder concerning your cooperation in the 

experiment . It is essential that your mind is 'on the job' 

so to speak. If for any reason this is not so, due to 

tiredness or other commitments, you can change your 

appointment times. Don't adopt the attitude of 'get it over 

with', this will not help you or the experimental procedure . 

Similarly if you have any queries regarding anything to do 
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with the experiment it is best to ask and put your mind at 

ease. 

Any questions? 

Threshold Instructions. 

The instructions given to the subject were exactly the 

Same as used in experiment 1 with the following amendment to 

the paragraph telling the subject about the stimulus words. 

"Each session has 120 trials . The words used are the 

words shown earlier with the general instuctions. The order 

of presentation is completely random, i.e. there are no 

sequences." 

The list of stimulus words as above in the 'General 

Instructions' were shown to the subject before commencement 

of each of the threshold determination sessions. 

Experimental Instructions. 

The remainder of the sessions are the experimental 

sessions. There are ten sessions in total. Each of these 

sessions is exactly the same. 

throughout the sessions. 

The same words will be used 

Each session consists of 60 trials. 

procedure of each trial is virtually 

threshold session. 

The presentation 

identical to the 

Your task in these sessions will be to make one of 

three different responses when the white light comes on. To 

make this clear, each session is divided into three blocks 

of 20 trials . You will be asked to do one response per 

block of 20 trials. Before the commencement of each block 

of 20 trials, you will be informed of the response required 

from you. Upon completion of each block of 20 trials, there 
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will be a five minute rest before the commencement of the 

next block of 20 trials. 

The different responses required are 

1) Verbal Report Whole Word - this is exactly the same 

as the response you made in the threshold sessions, i.e. 

report the actual word you think you saw between the cross 

and mask. 

2) Verbal Report Category - for this response I want 

you to report what category you think the word belonged to, 

either the 'animal' or 'plant' category. You must respond 

with one of these categories on every trial in the relevant 

20 trial block . 

3) Lever Press - You will see to your left 2 levers, 

one marked ANIMAL and one marked PLANT. If you feel that 

the word presented between the cross and mask belonged to 

the set of animal words, then press the animal lever . 

Similarly if you thought it was a plant word that had been 

presented press the plant lever. Again you must make a 

response on every trial in the relevant 20 trial block . You 

must only press one of the levers per trial. If you press 

both the trial will be invalid. 

All three of the responses must be made within the 

white light period at the end of the pattern mask. Any 

responses made after the white light period will be invalid . 

The green and red lights in front of you signal whether 

the response you made was correct or incorrect. The green 

light comes on when you have made a correct response and the 

red light comes on after an incorrect response. If no 

lights come on this signals that you have made an invalid 

response. For every green light you receive you will 

receive two pence. For every red light you receive you will 

be debited two pence from your total . 
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Remember you must respond on every trial and only make 

one response per trial. There are 60 trials in total, the 

presentation sequence of the stimulus words is completely 

random. We will start with 12 practice trials, 4 of each of 

the three responses, to acquaint you with the procedure. 

Do not worry about the tasks, "Have a go", regard it 

as a sort of challenge like learning a new skill. 

At the end of each session you will be given some extra 

trials similar to those in the threshold sessions and the 

verbal report whole word task. You should concentrate 

solely upon your verbal report response. For every correc t 

verbal report response, you will receive ten pence. You 

will be informed of these response scores at the end of the 

experiment. 

The stimulus words used throughout the experiment are 

the same in all sessions. 

Any questions? 

Instructions on the cubicle sheet. 

There are four possible states of affairs that can 

occur after the pattern mask has gone off; 

i) if you pressed the animal lever and received a green 

light, it was an animal stimulus word that had been 

presented and your press was correct. 

ii) if you pressed the plant lever and received a green 

light, it was a plant stimulus word that had been presented 

and your press was correct. 



iii) if you pressed the plant lever and received a red 

light, it was an animal stimulus word that had been 

presented and your press was incorrect. 

iv) if you pressed the animal lever and received a red 

light, it was a plant stimulus word that had been presented 

and your press was incorrect. 

These instructions also apply for your verbal report 

'category' response. 

For every green light you receive your total payment will be 

increased by 2 pence. For every red light you receive your 

total payment will be debited by two pence. 
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Figure 9. TRIAL PROFILE 

for the experimental session. 
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*R = Ready light 

FC = Fixation cross 
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PM = Pattern mask 

DP= Decision period 

soa= stimulus onset asynchrony 
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R = the appropriate response for the block of trials. The 

three responses were; 

i ) LP = Lever Press response 

ii) VRCAT = Verbal Report Category response 

iii) VRWW = Verbal report Whole word response 

K = the outcome of the subject 's response (corrector 

incorrect) . 

Trial Profile. 

The trial profile sequence was similar to that 

described in the earlier experiments. There was one 

response task per trial. These were: 

i) the Lever Press response (LP); the subject had to press 

the appropriate lever, either animal or plant, to the 

stimulus word presented. 
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ii) the Verbal Report Category response (VRCAT); the subject 

had to say what was the semantic category, either animal or 

plant, to the stimulus word presented. 

iii) the Verbal Report Whole Word response (VRWW); the 

subject had to report the actual stimulus word presented. 

A trial began with the 'ready' light. This signalled 

the start of the event sequence. The subject had the 

opportunity at this point to stop the trial if s/he wasn't 

ready. Providing s/he was, the trial presentation continued. 

The visual stimuli were tachistoscopically presented. The 

first event was the presentation of the fixation cross, upon 

FC offset, the stimulus word came up, its offset immediately 

followed by presentation of the pattern mask. At the offset 

of the pattern mask the white light came on signalling the 

start of the decision period. The subject made the 

appropriate response in this period. At the offset of the 

decision period, the subject received the 'feedback' to her/his 

response (LP or VRCAT or VRWW). The possible outcomes are 

detailed below. 

Poss ible outcomes of the lever press decision. 

i) If the stimulus word was an 'animal' word and the subject 

pressed the animal lever, the green light came on, 

signifying a correct response by the subject. 

ii) If the stimulus word was an 'plant' word and the subject 

pressed the animal lever, the red light came on, signifying 

an incorrect response by the subject. 

iii) If the stimulus word was an 'plant' word and the 

subject pressed the plant lever, the green light came on, 

signifying a correct response by the subject. 



iv) If the stimulus word was an 'animal' word and the 

subject pressed the plant lever, the red light came on, 

signifying an incorrect response by the subject. 

These possible outcomes were exactly the same for the 

VRCAT response. 

There were feedback lights in this experiment. These 

gave the subject information about their lever press 

response. The correct lever press was follo~ed by a green 

light; this had a value of two pence. The incorrect lever 

press was followed by a red light and this had a value of 

minus two pence. The different lights informed the subject 

how to clearly interpret the feedback regarding her/his 

response. 

Session Details. 

There were 10 sessions in total. The first six 

sessions were exactly the same. The final four ses'ions were 

the 'embedded' condition. Two of these sessions were the 

same as the previous sessions. The other two were exactly 

the same, except for the type of stimulus words presented to 

the subject. 

There were 60 trials in each session. The presentation 

of these was in blocks of 20 trials separated by five minute 

rest periods. The three different responses that the 

subject had to do each had a block of 20 trials in each 

session. The response tasks of the subjects were controlled 

for order effects across the sessions. 

The order in which the different types of stimulus word 

were presented in the embedded condition sessions were 

controlled across subjects . 

The stimulus words were presented at T - 4ms.. 'T' 

being the value determined in the threshold determination 

phase. 
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Hypotheses. 

The following f actors were anal ysed with the 

psychophysiological response data. The stimulus word 

{animal / plant) was a factor. The 'outcome' {K) of the 

verbal report category response and the lever press response 

was a factor. The actual response decision made by the 

subject (animal or plant lever pressed or category said) (D) 

was a factor . The subject's response type (LP/ VRCAT) (R) 

was a factor. The experimental data f or the verbal report 

whole word response was not included in the analysis of 

these factors . 

The response type was analysed for only two levels of 

the responses made by the subject , these were the LP and 

VRCAT responses. This analysis was performed without the 

VRWW response type because the VRWW for the factor 'outcome' 

{ K) had only incorrect { K2) responses ( as all the verbal 

report whole word responses for the ' exact' stimulus word 

were incorrect). The response condition of interest was the 

difference between the lever press and the verbal report 

category discrimination responses. The purpose of the 

verbal report whole word response in the experiment was as 

a randomised incentive awareness block of trials during the 

experimental period and not at the end of the experiment as 

the incentive awareness trials were. In addition it 

controlled for possible order e ffects in the discrimination 

and recognition of stimulus words within an experimental 

session. This was necessary for the control of order 

effects in the comparison of the VRCAT and LP data. 

The embedded condition . 

Hypotheses for the embedded condition . 

The stimulus words condition (M), Ml= semantic classes 

of stimulus words and M2 was t he only factor analysed in the 

embedded condition analyses . The experimental hypothesi s 

for the embedded condit ion was that the change in the types 
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of stimulus word type would alter the 
discrimination response (LP and VRCAT) performance. 

Key to Results tables. 

Factor Key 

stimulus pairing= S: 

S1 = plant class of stimulus words 

S2 = animal class of stimulus words 

Response type= R: 

Rl =lever press 

R2 = verbal report category 

R3 = verbal report whole word 

'outcome' = K: 

Kl= correct 

K2 = incorrect 

Response Decision made= D: 

D1 = plant (LP and VRCAT response tasks) 

D2 = animal (LP and VRCAT response tasks) 

subjects 

Key to the Lever Press and Verbal Report Category response 
Task results. 

Binom = the results from the one tailed binomial test. 

Kl= Correct responses; K2 = Incorrect responses. 

chisq = the critical value of chi - squared 

p = the probability of the critical value 



Experimental Sessions condition. 

'normal' = the results from the first six experimental 

sessions. 

'total' = the results from all ten sessions. 

Embedded = the results from the embedded condition only. 

Heart Rate graphs. 

As no group results were significant only the significant 

individual subject analyses will be reported in graph form. 

Individual subject graphs. 

6a - 6f. Subjects 1 - 6. Data from the 'response' type (R) 

condition (Rl and R2 only shown). 

Heart rate graphs in the Embedded condition . 

The data is from the 'embedded' condition, that is: 

Ml= The two sets of words belonging to the semantic 

classes, as in the first six sessions; 

M2 = maize and mouse were the stimulus words. 

em6a. Subject 1 . Data from the 'embedded' condition 

em6b. Subject 2. Data from the 'embedded' condition 

em6c. Subject 4. Data from the 'embedded' condition 

em6d. Subject 6. Data from the 'embedded' condition 
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RESULTS TABLES. 

Combined Lever Press and Ve rba l Re:eort Cate9or,l'.: Res:eonse 
results. 

Sessions ' norma l ' ( 1 - 6) ' t otal ' ( 1 - 10) 
Kl K2 Binom Kl K2 Binorn 

Group 801 639 . 000** 1363 1037 . 000** 

Subject 1. 146 94 .010** 242 158 .000** 
Subject 2 . 133 107 .050** 220 180 .025** 
Subject 3 . 123 117 ,374 213 187 . 105 
Sub j ect 4. 151 89 . 000** 249 151 .000** 
Subject 5 . 143 97 . 001** 248 152 . 000** 
Subject 6 . 121 119 . 457 205 195 .342 

Tabl e 6. 1 

Lever Press Res:eonse resul ts. 

Sessions 'normal ( 1 - 6) ' t ota l ' ( 1 - 10) 
Kl K2 Binom Kl K2 Binorn 

Group 422 298 . 000** 710 490 . 000** 

Sub j ect 1. 79 41 . 000* * 127 73 . 000** 
Subject 2 . 71 49 . 025** 116 84 .014** 
Sub j ect 3 . 64 56 .262 112 88 ,05 1* 
Subject 4 . 72 48 . 017** 122 78 . 001** 
Subject 5 . 81 39 . 000** 133 67 .000** 
Sub j ect 6 . 63 57 .266 105 95 .455 

Table 6.2 



Verbal Report 'Category' Response results 

Sessions 'normal' ( 1 - 6) 'total' ( 1 - 10) 
Kl K2 Binam Kl K2 Binam 

Group 379 341 .084* 653 547 .000** 

Subject 1. 67 53 .115 115 85 .020** 
Subject 2. 62 58 .392 104 96 .315 
Subject 3. 59 61 .465 101 99 .471 
Subject 4. 79 41 .000** 127 73 .000** 
Subject 5. 62 58 .392 115 85 .020** 
Subject 6 . 58 62 .455 100 100 .500 

Table 6.3 

Comparison of the correct and incorrect responses for the 
verbal report category response and the lever press response 
by Chi - squared test. 

Sessions 'normal'(l-6) 'total' (1-10) 

chisq p chisq p 
Group 4.96 . 026 ** 1.2 .021** 

Subject 1. 2.12 .15 1.2 .26 

Subject 2 . 1.08 .30 1.2 .26 

Subject 3. .27 .61 1.0 . 32 
Subject 4 . .64 .42 .17 .68 
Subject 5. 5.6 . 001 * * 3.06 . 08* ' 

Subject 6 . .27 . 61 .16 .69 

Table 6.4 
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Results Tables for Heart rate and SCR. 

'Normal' stimulus word condition only (i . e. the first six 

experimental sessions.) 

Group Results. 

Factor: R = Response type {lever press, verbal category} 
HEART RATE Time range 1 - 5 seconds . 

Subject 1 2 3 
MANOVA F(5,231} Prob F{5,232} Prob F(5 , 232} Prob 

Wilks 2.753 .019** 3 , 195 .008** 8.123 .000** 
Uni variates F(l,235) F{l,236) F(l,236) 

Mean 7 , 570 . 006** 11. 208 . 001** 7 , 793 .006** 
Linear 4.749 . 030** 2 . 766 .098* 35 , 697 . 000** 
Quadratic 1 . 308 .254 .885 ,348 1.652 .200 
Cubic . 001 , 990 .003 ,957 3,173 ,076* 
Quartic . 070 ,791 . 001 ,970 .173 .700 

Subject 4 5 6 
MAN0VA F(5,232} Prob F(5,232} Prob F(5,232} Prob 

Wilks 2.221 .053* 1 . 999 .080* 4.270 . 001** 
Uni variates F{l,236) F{l,236) F(l,236) 

Mean . 602 . 438 1. 816 .179 .261 . 610 
Linear 1 . 176 . 185 1.960 .163 1.319 . 252 
Quadratic 8.703 .003** 6 . 209 .013** 16.553 .000** 
Cubic . 948 ,331 . 067 , 795 ,714 , 399 
Quartic 3,502 . 063 4,557 . 034** 4 . 346 . 038** 

Table 6 . 5 
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Individual Subject results. Factor: Response type (R) . 

SCR. Period B Subject 1 Subject 5 Subject 6 

AN0VA F(l , 216) Prob F( l ,157) Prob F(l , 212) Prob 
Bpeak score 3 . 028 .083* 4 . 735 .031* * 5.313 .022** 
Brise time (a) .624 .430 1.349 .247 ,706 .401 
Bpeak t i me ( a) 2.200 . 139 . 769 ,382 . 070 ,791 
BLat. time (a) .841 , 360 .575 .437 .001 .988 
Mean Scores . 

Bpeak score 

Subject 1 Subject 5 Subject 6. 
Rl LP .54 .53 . 63 
R2 VR CAT .62 .61 . 53 

Table 6.6 

Resul ts of the Embedded Condition. 

Key to the Lever Press and Verbal Report Category response 
Task results. 

Binom = the results from the one tailed binomial test. 

Kl= Correct responses; K2 = Incorrect responses. 

Ml= stimulus words belonging to the semantic sets 

M2 = maize and mouse the only stimulus words 

Embedded = the results from the embedded condition only . 
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Combined Lever Press Res2onse and Verbal Re2ort Categor;y 
Res2onse results. 

Embedded. Ml M2 

Kl K2 Binam Kl K2 Binam 
Group 302 178 .000** 260 220 .038** 

Subject 1. 47 33 ,073* 49 31 . 028** 
Subject 2 . 46 34 .105 41 39 . 455 
Subject 3. 48 32 .046** 42 38 ,368 
Subject 4. 54 26 .001** 44 36 .217 
Subject 5. 58 22 .000** 47 33 ,073* 
Subject 6. 49 31 .028** 37 43 ,576 

Table 6e.1 

Lever Press Res2onse results. 

Embedded. Ml M2 

Kl K2 Binam Kl K2 Binam 
Group 157 83 . 000** 131 109 .088* 

Subject 1. 24 16 .134 24 16 .134 
Subject 2. 27 13 . 019** 18 22 . 635 
Subject 3 . 25 15 . 075* 23 17 .215 
Subject 4. 24 16 .134 26 14 . 041** 
Subject 5. 30 10 . 001** 22 18 , 318 
Subject 6. 27 13 .019** 18 22 .635 

Table 6e.2 

Verbal Re2ort 'Categor;y' Res2onse results 
Embedded . Ml M2 

Kl K2 Binom Kl K2 Binam 
Group 145 95 .001** 129 111 .136 

Subjec t 1. 23 17 .214 25 15 , 075* 
Subject 2. 19 21 .874 23 17 .214 
Subject 3 . 23 17 .214 19 21 ,874 
Subject 4. 30 10 .001** 18 22 .635 
Subject 5 . 28 12 . 083* 25 15 .077* 
Subject 6. 22 18 ,318 19 21 .874 

Table 6e.3 
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Chi squared test comparing the different types of stimulus 

words for the combined and separate discrimination task 

results. 

Group 

Subject 1. 

Subject 2 . 

Subject 3. 

Subject 4 . 

Subject 5 . 

Subject 6. 

COMBINED 

chisq 

2.60 

0.40 

0.60 

2 . 10 

2.80 

3.04 

LEVER PRESS 

p 

.007** 

.87 

.525 

.425 

.144 

. 09* 

. 08* 

chisq 

5.4 

0.005 

3.25 

0.005 

0.005 

2.70 

3.25 

Table 6e . 4 

p 

.02** 

. 82 

.007* 

.82 

. 82 

.10* 

.007* 

VRCAT 

chisq 

1.9 

0.005 

0.45 

0.45 

6 . 30 

0 . 22 

0 . 20 

p 

.17 

.82 

.50 

.50 

.001* 

.64 

.65 

Results tables of the Heart rate and SCR in the embedded 
condition . 

Individual Subjects Embedded condition (M) 
Epochs 1-5 Subject 1 Subject 2 
MAN0VA F(5 , 148) Prob F(5,148) Prob 

Wilks 2 . 0786 .071* 5 . 180 . 000** 
Uni variates F(l,152) F(l,152) 

Mean 7 . 949 . 005** 20.379 .000** 
Linear .131 .717 7.076 .009** 
Quadratic .116 .744 .147 .702 
Cubic . 063 .802 2.962 .087* 
Quartic .530 .467 1.080 .300 

Table 6e . 5 
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Individual Sub j ects Embedded condition (M) 
Epochs 1- 5 Subject 4 Subject 6 
MANOVA F(5, 148) Prob F(5,148) Prob 

Wi lks .689 .632 1.954 .089* 
Uni variates F(l,152) F( l ,152) 

Mean . 033 ,854 5,956 .016** 
Linear . 878 ,350 2 . 696 .103 
Quadrat i c .693 .406 .232 .631 
Cubic 2 , 752 .099* ,744 ,390 
Quartic .172 . 679 ,518 , 473 

Table 6e , 5 

Group and Individual subject analyses for the embedded 
condition Factor (M) 

Group Subject 1 Subject 3 
SCR 
AN0VA F(l,95 1 ) Prob F(l,137) Prob F(l,125) Prob 
Bpeak score(a) 7 , 352 . 007** 8 . 249 . 005** 5 . 216 .024** 
Brise time ( a) . 087 .768 , 731 .393 1 . 844 . 176 
Bpeak time ( a) 1.809 .179 ,755 .386 1 .050 .307 
BLat . time (a) . 401 .527 1.465 .228 4 . 336 ,039** 
Mean scores 

Bpeak score; Blat. time 
Grou2, 

Ml'semantic ' . 72 , 
M2'maimou' .82, 

Subject 1 
Ml'semantic' 1. 17, 
M2'maimou' 1. 42, 

Subject 3 
Ml'semantic' . 5 

' 1.9 
M2'maimou' . 63, 2,5 

Table 6e.6 
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Discussion of Results. 

Awareness Assessment. 

If a subject correctly named the stimulus word in the 

incentive awareness or in the verbal report whole word task 

during the experimental session, s/he was classified as 

'aware'. 

The subject ' s awareness was assessed by the 40 
incentive awareness trials, presented at the end of every 

experimental session, and by the 20 VRWW trials presented 

within every experimental session. 

No subject correctly reported any of the stimulus words 

in either the incentive awareness trials or in the VRWW 

trials. 

Discussion of awareness criterion. 

There was no verbal report on the LP and VRCAT response 

tasks. Subjects' awareness of the stimulus words on these 

trials was not assessed by verbal report. The backward 

pat tern masking procedure had been successful in previous 

experiments and although assessment on every trial ~as the 

strongest test for awareness, the necessity for the subject 

to concentrate upon the discrimination response task meant 

that this could not be maintained. However the total number 

of assessment trials was increased by including the VRWW 

trials presented during the experimental session with the 

incentive awareness trials (the order of the 20 trial block 

of the VRWW response was randomised across sessions to 

ensure the subject's performance was consistent within a 

session). 
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The end of session questionnaires confirmed that the 

subjects were not seeing the stimulus words in the 

experimental sessions. 

Discussion of the discrimination tasks (LP and VRCAT). 

The group results for both of the discrimination tasks, 

lever press response and verbal category response were 

significant for the 'normal' condition (i.e. the stimulus 

words were the sets of words belonging to the semantic 

class). When the individual subject results were analysed 

four subjects discriminated the stimulus words significantly 

above chance. 

The two discrimination tasks (LP and VRCAT} were also 

analysed for al 1 ten experimental sessions, that is, the 

data included the scores from the 'embedded' condition (the 

different types of stimulus word condition). In the 

analysis of the ten experimental sessions there were still 

four subjects whose lever press responses discriminated 

between the stimulus words at the 5% significance level and 

another subject ( subject 3) almost reached the 10% 

significance level (see table 6.1). 

Discussion of lever press (LP} results. 

The group results for the lever press discrimination 

task were highly significant (see table 6.2). This was the 

case for the 'normal' condition and the total condition . 

Analysis of the individual subject results showed that 4 of 

the subjects discriminated between the subliminal stimulus 

words significantly above chance with the lever press task 

(Subjects 1, 2, 4, and 5). These four subjects were 

successful in the 'normal' and in the 'total' session 

conditions. In addition to these four subjects, Subject 3, 
although his discrimination response was not significant for 

the analysis of the 'normal' condition, almost reached the 

5% significance level for the 'total' condition. 
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Discussion of the Verbal Category response (VRCAT) results. 

The group results for the VRCAT response were 

significant but only at the 10% significance level in the 

'normal' condition (see table 6.3). When the extra sessions 

were included in the data for the analysis of the scores for 

the 'total' condition, the group results for the VRCAT 

response reached the 5% significance level. Of the 

individual subjects, three (1, 4 and 5) were significant in 

the total condition, but only 1 was significant (subject 4) 
in the 'normal' condition. 

Comparison of the two discrimination responses by a Chi 

- squared test revealed, for the group results, that the 

subjects! lever press response discriminating the semantic 

classes of stimulus words was significantly better than the 

VRCAT response. (see table 6.4) 

Upon examination of the individual subjects) results, 

comparing the LP task and the VRCAT tasks by a chi - squared 

test, only one subject (subject 5) was significantly better 

at the LP response task than the VRCAT response task ( see 

table 6. 4). This finding was true for both the 'normal' 

condition and the 'total' condition. 

Respiration. 

Analysis of the respiration data necessary to control 

for sinus arrythmia revealed that there was no association 

between inspiration, expiration and CS onset for the group 

and individual subject data. 
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Discussion of the psychophysiological results. 

The analyses of the stimulus word (S), 'outcome' (K), 

response decision made (D) factors, and the K by D, K by D, 

S by D interactions were all insignificant. These results 

were found for both the Heart Rate and the Skin Conductance 

Response data. 

Discussion of the individual subject results. 

Heart Rate. 

The multivariate analyses of the heart rate change 

scores for the stimulus word factor ( S); the lever press 

'outcome' factor (K) and the response decision made (D) were 

not significant for any subjects. 

The multivariate analyses of the heart rate change 

scores for the response type factor (R) was significant for 

all subjects, though for subjects 4 and 5 only at the 10% 

significance level (see table 6.5) . 

There were significant univariate analyses for the 

response type (R) for all the subjects. The response 

patterns to the different discrimination responses made, LP 

and VRCAT, were not similar in the different subjects. For 

subject 1 the linear polynomial was significantly different 

and the curve for the LP condition had less deceleration as 

feedback approached compared to the curve for the VRCAT 

condition (see graph 6a). For subject 2 the mean polynomial 

was significantly different and here the curve for the LP 

condition had a curve with a larger mean score closer to 

zero than the curve for the VRCAT condition. Both of the 

response curves had a similar pattern with a deceleration 

from stimulus word onset and an acceleration 2 seconds after 

stimulus onset ( see graph 6b). For subject 3 the linear 

polynomial was significant and the curve for the VRCAT 
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condition sharply accelerated at two seconds compared to a 

slight deceleration for the VRCAT condition (see graph 6c). 

For subject 4 the quadratic polynomial was significant, the 

difference in the curves was a slight deceleration at two 

seconds for the curve to the LP condition compared to the 

curve for the VRCAT condition (see graph 6e). For subject 5 

the quartic polynomial was significant and this can be seen 

in the different shapes especially between two and four 

seconds, with the VRCAT condition accelerating and then 

decelerating where it was the opposite for the LP condition . 

For subject 6 the quartic polynomial was significant and the 

difference in the curves was most pronounced from 1 second 

into the trial with two distinct response shapes forming 

( see graph 6f). 

The re was no motor response confounding during the 

trial period as the re had been in the previous experiments. 

The r e sults may be due to increased cognitive activity on 

one of the di s crimination tasks. For subjec t 1 the VRCAT 

condition ha d the greater deceleration, indicating that this 

task required a greater degree of cognitive processing than 

the LP task. But subject 2 had the oppposite difference in 

the respons e condition, the LP task had t he greater 

deceleration. 

SCR. 

There were significant SCR components for the response 

type factor for subjects 1, 5 and 6 ( all peak rnagni tude), 

though subjec t 1 was only at the 10% significance level. 

For subjec ts 1 and 5 the SCR to the VRCAT trials was larger 

than the SCR to the LP trials. The opposite was so for 

subject 6: her SCRs peak magnitude was larger to the LP 

condition , (.se.t kS(t ~ b·f>) · 

There were no significant SC components for any 

subjects for the 'outcome' (K) factor, the stimulus word (S) 

factor and the 'response decision made' factor (D). 
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Discussion of experiment 6. 

There was evidence of discrimination without awareness 

from the lever press and the verbal report category 

response. In the experimental trials assessing awareness 

(i.e. incentive awareness and the VRWW trials ) the subjects 

did not report any stimulus words correctly: the subject did 

not know what stimulus words were presented. 

From previous experiments, it might be reasonable to 

suggest that the lever press results could be criticised on 

the basis that the subjects are discriminating the stimulus 

words by visual features that they cannot report. This 

experiment tested for this. The only feature that 

discriminated the sets of stimulus word was the semantic 

class they belonged to. The stimulus words could not be 

discriminated by any visual characteristics. 

The scores for the VRCAT and the LP r e sponses were 

significantly different in discriminating between the 

stimulus words. The points made earlier in experiments 3 
and 4 regarding approaches to subliminally preceiving and 

the detrimental influence of verbalization are supported by 

this finding. 

Discussion of the Embedded condition. 

Assessment of Awareness. 

The subjects did not report any stimulus words 

correctly in the embedded condition . Therefore they weren't 

aware that the stimulus words had changed. Two of the final 

four experimental sessions had been changed from the 

semantic c lass sets of words to just two stimulus words. In 

addition to their inability to report the stimulus wor ds 

during the experimental session the lack of awareness of the 

change was confirmed by their answers to the end of session 
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questionnaire and by a post-experimental questionnaire. In 

the post-experimental questionnaire, no subjects claimed to 

have noticed a change in the stimulus words when asked "Did 

you notice a change in the stimulus words during the 

experimental sessions?". 

Discussion of the group results for the embedded condition. 

Combined discrimination responses (LP and VRCAT). 

The group results for both of the discrimination 

responses in the embedded condition were significant. For 

both of the stimulus word types (Ml and M2) the subjects 

significantly responded with the discrimination responses 

above chance (see table 6e . 1). The important feature of the 

results in the embedded condition is the comparison of the 

Ml and M2 stimulus types. The chi squared test compared the 

discrimination results of the stimulus word types and there 

was a significant difference in the scores (see table 6e.4). 

The group results for the semantic words were significantly 

different f rem the 'maimou' stimulus words ( two stimulus 

words only, maize and mouse). 

Considering the individual results, there is quite a 

difference in the stimulus word type factor for the combined 

discrimination responses. In the semantic word condition 

(Ml) five subjects were significant at the 5% level (and the 

sixth, subject 2 almost reached the 10% significance level) 

whereas in the 'maimou' condition only one subject (subject 

1) was significant at the 5% level and one subject 

significant at the 10% level (subject 5) (see table 6e.1). 

Five of the subjects had more correct discrimination 

responses for the semantic word (Ml) condition than the 

maimou condition ( subject 1 was the exception). The chi 

squared test showed that the higher incidence of correct 

trials to Ml than M2 was significant for subjects 5 and 6 

though only at the 10% significance level (see table 6e.4) . 
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Lever press results. 

For the lever press in the stimulus word type factor 

the, group results were significant. The lever press 

discrimination response discriminated both stimulus word 

types (Ml and M2), although the maimou condition was 

significant at the 10% level only (see table 6e.3). 

In the individual subject results a chi squared test on 

the lever press results in the stimulus word condition 

showed that four subjects (subjects 2, 3, 5, and 6) had 

significantly more correct responses to the semantic word 

type condition than the maimou condition . One subject 

(subject 4) had a higher number of correct responses to the 

maimou condition (see table 6e.4). 

Verbal Report Ca tegory response results. 

The group results were significant for the semantic 

word type condition (Ml) but not for the maimou condition 

when the discrimination between the stimulus words was the 

verbal report 

revealed that 

category response. The chi squared test 

the difference in the number of correct 

responses to the two stimulus word 

significantly different. 

types was not 

In the individual subject results only one subject 

( subject 4) had more correct trials to the semantic word 

type condi t ion, though subject 5 was significant at the 10% 

level (see table 6e.3) . For the maimou condition two 

subjects ( subjects 1 and 5) were significant at the 10% 

level. The chi squared test revealed that only one subject 

(subject 4) had significantly more correct VRCAT 

discrimination responses for the semantic word type 

condition compared to the maimou condition (see table 6e.4). 
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Discussion of the Discrimination Tasks (LP and VRCAT) 

results. 

The difference in the discrimination task results in 

the stimulus word condition, reveals that the stimulus word 

types do affecf the subjec2s discrimination responses. 

The lever press response showed the most difference in the 

stimulus word condition. The VRCAT differences were not as 

noticeable. The subjects in the first six sessions were 

more successful in their lever press response in 

discriminating between the subliminally presented stimulus 

words, therefore the lack of difference between the stimulus 

word types is likely to be because the VRCAT discrimination 

response is not as successful at discriminating subliminally 

as the lever press response is . 

Heart rate. 

The group results for the embedded condition for the heart 

rate were insignificant. 

SCR 

The SCR component peak magnitude was significant for 

the embedded condition in both the amplitude and the 

magnitude analyses (see table 6e.6). The peak magnitude was 

larger for the two stimulus words , the maize and mouse 

( 'maimou') condition, only than for the semantic sets of 

stimulus words (semantic) condition. This result may 

indicate that the SCR was recognising the change of stimulus 

words by an 'orienting response' to the novel stimuli. The 

group data controlled for possible order effects by 

randomising the occlll!'ence of the embedded sessions in the 

sequence of four embedded-experimental sessions. Thus, the 

group results were the appropriate method of answering the 

question of whether the change in the stimulus words was 

'detected' by the subject without the subject being aware of 

it . However, as the subject factor was significant the 
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individual subject analyses were performed. In addition to 

this, it was of interest to investigate the significant peak 

magnitude score in the individual subjects. 

Discussion of Individual subject results. 

Heart rate. 

The multi variate analyses for the embedded condition 

were significant for subjects 1, 2 and 6: however, for 

subjects 1 and 6 it was only at the 10% significance level 

( see table 6e. 5). For subject 1 the mean polynomial was 

significant and the curve for the semantic class of stimulus 

words had a greater deceleration than the curve to the 

'maimou' stimulus word condition (see graph em6a). For 

subject 2 the linear polynomial was significant but the 

difference in the curves to the embedded condition was the 

opposite of subject 1 (see graph em6b). For subject 4 the 

cubic polynomial was significant ( though only at the 10% 

significance level) there was little difference in the 

curves except at 3 seconds after stimulus word' onset the 

semantic condition had a slightly sharper acceleration as 

feedback onset approached (see graph em6c). For subject 6 

the mean polynomial was significant: the difference in the 

curves began at one second after stimulus word offset and 

the maimou condition had a sharper deceleration to three 

seconds compared to a steadier curve ( see graph em6d) for 

the semantic condition. 

SCR. 

For the embedded condition factor, there were 

significant SC components for subjects 1 (peak magnitude) 

and 3 (peak magnitude and latency). For both subjects the 

peak magnitude to the two stimulus words condition was 

larger than for the semantic class of stimulus word 

condition. The latency for the 'maimou' condition was later 

than for the semantic condition (see table 6e.6). 
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Discussion of the embedded condition results. 

Conclusions of the embedded condition. 

The hypothesis of the embedded condition tested whether 

there was any difference in the subjects' ability to 

discriminate between the types of stimulus word presented. 

The first condition was the same as the first six 

experimental ses~ ions, that is, the stimulus words belonged 

to the semantic groups of stimulus words . The second 

condition was the single stimulus words as used in previous 

experiments, the purpose being to test whether the stimulus 

words in one of the conditions would be 'easier' to 

discriminate between than the other and whether subjects 

would 'use' visual characteristics if they were avail ~able. 

The subject~ lever press discrimination response was better 

with the semantic classes of words than the single stimulus 

word condition ( maimou) . The VRCAT response did no t have 

the same difference. This confirmed Marcel's findings for 

'preconscious semantic processing' based upon his evidenc e 

that s ubjects score significantly above chance level on 

semantic discrimination tasks to subliminally presented 

stimulus words compared to visual similarity tasks when they 

score at chance level. 

The psychophysiological results, the SCR particularly 

indicated some correlation to the stimulus word type 

condition. This result in the light of the prec e d ing 

e xperiments may be due to intra - subject variabli ty no t 

controlled in the different experimental sessions. Although 

order effects were controlled the degree of variablity has 

been so strong that the results must be treated with c a ution 

and await further investigation. 
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Conclusions of experiment 6. 

The subject is unaware what the stimulus words are, 

this is provided by the verbal report whole word response. 

The subject can however discriminate between the stimulus 

words by the lever press response. The subject had 

sufficient information about the stimulus words to 

discriminate between them by the lever press response. But 

this information was not, for most subjects, sufficient to 

be used for the equivalent verbal response, namely the 

verbal report category response. 

The verbal system cannot frame the information that the 

subject 'uses' to base her/his lever press response. Even if 

the subject is 'aware' of this information in some way (if 

the criterion of verbal report does not, after a ll, satisfy 

as an assessment of awareness) it cannot be articulated . It 

seems that if the verbal system is used, in some way it 

affects the information so that it is no longer able tobe.used 

for the discrimination response. It may be concluded that 

the activation of the verbal system disadvantages responding 

in some way. 

The psychophysiological responses were again 

inconclusive, some significant results were found but they 

were only in certain subjects and more evidence is required 

for a clear interpretation of their meaning. 

The evidence of experiment 6 was the conclusive test 

for discrimination without awareness, in that the subjects 

could not discriminate the stimulus words with any stimulus 

information except for the semantic feature. Experiment 6 
confirmed the findings of experiments 3, 4, and 5 that the 

subjects could discriminate subliminally presented stimulus 

words without being aware of what the stimulus words were. 
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CHAPTER 11. 

CONCLUSIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE. 

The evidence of six experiments studying the effects of 

stimulus words presented below awareness has been presented. 

The experiments taken as a whole are evidence of 

discrimination without awareness. Four experiments (3, 4, 5, 
and 6) provide conclusive evidence of this. In each of these 

experiments subjects discriminated, with the lever press 

whilst not response, stimulus words presented subliminally, 

being able to identify the stimulus words verbally. 

Discussion of the Experimental Evidence. 

Conclusions drawn from the experimental evidence must be 

certain that the subjects were unaware of the stimulus words. 

This aspect of experimental design has, in the past, proved to 

be the most difficult to ensure . The disagreement about 

research findings about 'unawareness' has centered on this 

apparently simple aspect. 

In the studies presented here, awareness was defined by a 

direct and concurrent verbal report of the subliminally 

presented stimulus words. 

The backward pattern masking technique successfully 

presented stimulus words which the subject could not report. 

The subject was assessed thoroughly in each experimental 

session and no subjects whose evidence is presented reported 

they were aware of the stimulus words. 
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The experiments met the various criticisms that could be 

raised about the backward pattern masking technique . These 

were: 

(a) Threshold Methodology. The speed at which a 

stimulus word should be presented must be tested 

thoroughly in a threshold determination phase and 

DURING the experiment proper. 

( b) Subjects may be seeing the stimulus words but 
reporting that they cannot see anything: they are aware 
but will not be so reporting . Therefore subjects' 
accurate verbal reports of the stimulus words have to be 
encouraged. It must be certain that the subjects are 

verbally responding with a confidence in their responses, 

i.e. they must not be afraid of being wrong with their 

verbal report, as it would mean a low response criterion . 

Subjects were rewarded for correct verbal reports in 

every experimental session. 

( c) In a similar point to 

presented which CAN be 

(b), if stimulus words are 

discriminated by visual 

characteristics it may be that the visual aspects of the 

stimulus that are difficult to articulate are sufficient 

that the subject can see the stimulus words, and is 

"aware" of them but does not so report. According to the 

assessment of awareness by verbal report they would be 

classified as unaware. Experiment 6 controlled for this 

criticism. The stimulus words presented by semantic 

class could only be discriminated by the semantic 

features of the stimulus words. 
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The experimental evidence for discrimination without 

awareness relied upon two response measures as indices of 

discrimination. 

1. In all 6 experiments the psychophysiological responses HR 

and SCR were taken and correlated to the different 

experimental factors. The HR and the SCR measures were of 

most importance in Experiments 1 and 2. 

2. For experiments 3, 4, 5 and 6, an appropriate response to 

stimulus pairing, (i.e. shock - non-shock ( experiments 3 and 

4) (reward - no reward (experiments 5 and 6)) was an index of 

response between discrimination stimulus words. 

In experiments 1 and 2, the psychophysiological indices 

did not yield conclusive evidence of discrimination without 

awareness (using a typical Pavlovian conditioning without 

awareness design) . There was very sligh t evidence that 

individual subject's psychophysiological responses did 

discriminate · between the subliminal stimuli. But it was not 

sufficient to warrant a clear assertion of same . 

These two e xperime nts also tested for discrimination with 

awareness (using the Pavlovian conditioning procedure) . This 

was found in the Heart rate response for experiment 1 and for 

the SCR in experiment 2 . The r e were strong indiv idua l 

difference effects in all the results. 

The lever press paradigm was introduced to provide an 

addit ional index with the psychophysiological responses for 

evidence of the effects of st imuli presented below awareness. 

The subjects used the lever press in experiments 3 and 4 
to avoid the delivery of electric s hock. In addition to 

a l tering the subject's relationship to the 'learning ' 

situation the l ever press response provided an index of 

discriminatory responding to the unaware stimuli. The change 
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in the experimental paradigm altered the 'use' or 
\ 

· interpretation' of the psychophysiological responses, they 

no longer indicated conditioning. The psychophysiological 

responses were possible indices of discrimination to the 

different stimuli presented. The lever press .became the 

dominant evidence for 'discrimination without awareness'. 

Experiment 3 presented the stimulus words supraliminally 

and subliminally and found that subjects discriminated the 

stimulus words when they reported they were unaware. The 

psychophysiological results were inconclusive. The 

significant results, presentation level and response made were 

confounded by order effects and preparatory musculature 

activity respectively. The correlation of psychophysiologica l 

responses to different events revealed no consistent findings . 

Experiment 4 presented the stimuli at subliminal level 

only. The subjects did not know, nor did they report, they 

had seen the stimulus words . Evidence for discrimination 

without awareness was present again. 

Expe riment 5 replicated experiment 4, but the lever press 

response no longer avoided shock but correct lever press 

res ponses were rewarded. Again evidence for discrimination 

without awareness was found. 

Experiment 6 supported these findings and answere d any 

possible criticisms regarding stimulus identification by 

visual characteristics that cannot be articulated. The 

stimulus words could only be discriminated by semantic 

information. This was the most satis fac tory and conclusive 

evidence that subjects can press a lever to the appropriate 

stimulus significantly above chance level responding whilst 

reporting that they cannot see the actual stimulus words. 

Experiment 6 also tested for response modes and 

verbalization. A verbal report task (VRCAT) equivalent to the 
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Lever Press Task, i.e. a forced choice task, did not 

discriminate the subliminally presented stimulus words as 

significantly as the lever press response task. This 

indicated that discrimination without awareness does not 

require verbal labels to assist the lever press decision. 

A further condition in experiment 6, the embedded 

condition, established that the semantic features of the 

stimulus word were the information that discriminated between 

the stimulus words. When stimulus words that subjects could 

discriminate by visual characteristics were introduced without 

the subjects knowing, performance on the lever press and 

verbal report category response was worse than in the stimulus 

word condition presenting stimulus words that could be 

discriminated by semantic features alone. 

In all the experiments there were strong individual 

difference effects, not all subjects successfully 

discriminated the stimulus words in the lever press (and VRCAT 

in experiment 6) task. This supports the notion that 

"subliminally perceiving" requires a particular orientation By 

the subject . Marcel (1983a) and Dixon (1986) termed the most 

conducive orientation for 'subliminally perceiving' was a 

"passive" one. The successful subjects in the end - of -

session and post experimental questionnaire answers 

described their approach in terms that indicate that it was a 

choice to be passive rather than "passive" types of subjects!' 

Different subjects found the adoption and maintenance of such 

an approach easier than others. Spelke, Hirst and Neisser 

( 1976) found strong individual differences in the abilities 

and strategies of subjects in divided attention tasks. Hayes 

- Roth and Walker (1979) studying 'automatic processes' found 

subjects who actively attended to the task of attending to 

information performed less well than those who relied on 

automatic memory mechanisms. The characteristics of the 

effective orientation for 'subliminally perceiving' has to be 

more clearly defined and investigated. 
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General Discussion of the Psychophysiological response 

results. 

The main purpose of the psychophysiological results was 

in the Pavlovian conditioning experiments where they served as 

indices of conditioning. Experiments 1 and 2 concluded there 

was no evidence of Pavlovian conditioning without awareness. 

There were significant results for some subjects but these 

were not convincing enough to claim as evidence for 

conditioning without awareness. 

When the lever press response was introduced, the 

psychophysiological response measures were correlated to the 

experimental conditions. The idiosyncratic nature of 

responding and the high degree of individual differenc es in 

the lever press discrimination response task meant that the 

significant psychophysiological results could not be clearly 

interpreted. There were no consistent correlations to the 

different factors considered. 

The psychophysiological results for the Experiments 3, 4, 
5 and 6 were inconclusive . The degree of intra - subject and 

inter - subject variability was too high for consistent 

patterns of responding to emerge. 

In the individual subject results the most significant 

results, the lever press response and presentation level 

factor, were confounded by motor response activity and order 

effects respectively. Experiment 6 confirmed that motor 

response confounding of the responses was the cause of the 

significant results in experiments 3, 4, and 5, as the LP and 

VRCAT responses in the response type factor were significant. 
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SCR. 

The SCRs did not exhibit any constant response 

topography. A possible reason for this was the proliferation 

of stimulus events in the trial profile. As discussed in 

chapter 5 (experiment 1 methodology section) if the SCR is a 

type of OR then it can be triggered by novel stimulus events 

( but see Furedy and Poulos 1977). In addition to external 

stimuli affecting the SCR it has been postulated that 

"internal cognitions" are sufficient to trigger an SCR 

( Grings 1977). Such cognitions cannot be easily controlled 

especially in a design such as that reported here. The 

subject can experience severe changes of mood, dependent upon 

their performance (or rather assessment of their performance, 

as subjects differed in this) in the lever press task. In the 

lever press experiments, these may be more controlling of the 

SCR than the "semantic processing" of the stimulus word being 

registered by the SCR. 

HR.. 
The heart rate evidence was clearer than the SCR in its 

response topography, in that, all subjects in all the 

experiments showed a deceleration in responding compared to 

the pre - stimulus presentation activity, indicating increased 

cognitive activity (see Coles and Gratton 1985). There were 

no consistent patterns for the heart rate response in the 

different conditions and furthermore no consistent 

correlations to the experimental factors. 

The multi variate analysis of the orthogonal polynomial 

transformations of the heart rate change scores was in most of 

the analyses non-homogenews. This indicated profound 

inter-subject and intra-subject variability, reinforcing the 

conclusion that the study of psychophysiological responses 

must adopt powerful individual subject designs. Whilst 

non-homogeneity renders caution with the interpretation of 

data, especially when the results are significant, Richards 

( 1980) noted that it is a common occurrence with heart rate 

data and the multivariate analysis results can be accepted. 
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Psychophysiological j.esponses require a more exact 

analysis than carried out in these experiments with the lever 

press. The number of sessions in experiments 3, 4, 5 and 6, 
meant that examination of many responses was "averaged" and 

this research tactic is not the most fruitful in producing an 

understanding of psychophysiological responses. Sensitive as 

the psychological responses are to the different stimulus 

events and contextual conditions. 

A more appropriate analysis of the psychological results 

would be to examine · data from single experimental sessions, 

and perform a thorough analysis of single trials and sequences 

of trials. Subjects' verbal reports could be compared with 

their psychophysiological results more thoroughly. The 

different verbal reports of whether or not they saw the 

stimulus words, and whether or not they 'knew ' that their 

response by the lever press was going to be wrong, could be 

correlated with the psychophysiological responses, without the 

problems of averaging and inter and intra-subject variability . 

It is to be concluded about the psychophysiological 

responses that in a more conducive design the relationship of 

psychophysiology and backward pattern masking has promise, as 

Boddy (1986) demonstrated, but the orientation of the design 

must be to the psychophysiology paradigm 

psychophysiological responses to be fully explored. 

for the 

Here the 

prevalence of the discrimination without awareness paradigm 

obscured the possibility of conclusive correlations of 

cognitive processing and psychological responses, 

e xperimental designs using the SCR and HR as response 

measures must take this into consideration. 

" .. it is often not possible to define situations, by type 
or by physiological data, in which one can state 
unambiguously that an orienting response has occurred." 
Spinks and Siddle (1983). 



Critique of the experimental Design. 

To control for the functional types of SCR triggered by 

the various experimental events and because of the short inter 

- stimulus interval, the definition of the SCR was by 'real 

time' and was not a 'true' response measure. The SCR must be 

analysed with all its component measures according to the 

normal topography and a longer inter - stimulus interval 

adopted for SCR and HR to be adequately measured. A more 

appropriate future research tactic would be to study 

individual trials and isolate the different types of SCRs 

(although this is far from simple see Ohman, 1983, Spinks and 

Siddle 1983, Turpin 1983, 1986 for discussion and 

clarification of the key issues). This would require 

considerable effort and at this stage is possibly beyond the 

grasp of correlational studies from different experimental 

paradigms . The psychophysiological paradigm must continue to 

clarify the issues and procedures for fruitful cross 

pa~adigmatic study (e.g . Martin 1975). 

The large number of experimental trials was a requirement 

for verification of lever press discrimination, but it meant 

that a typical characteristic of the orienting response and 

SCR, namely habituation of responding was incurred (see Turpin 

1983, Martin and Rust 1976). The large proportion of zero 

scores in the latter three experiments supported this point, 

although habituation per se was not measured. The prevalenc e 

of individual differences in this e xperiment has been found in 

other areas of psychophysiological research (see O'Gorman 

1983). A thorough analysis of the psychophysiological 

responses for one or two subjects, throughout the experimental 

sessions, correlating the findings with different types of 

verbal reports and discrimination responses would give an 

insight into the psychophysiological indices of discrimination 

without awareness. 
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Interpretation of the evidence. 

The study undertaken used procedures 

psychophysiology, cognitive psychology 

psychology. 

developed from 

and behavioral 

A cross paradigmatic perspective is important when 

discussing consciousness because each paradigm has its own 

conception of the phenomenon. In all paradigms this is stated 

either explicitly or implicitly in the favoured theoretical 

and methodological paradigm, but, whatever the conception, it 

is an essential one because of its 'centrality to human 

experience' (Dennett, 1987), 

The evidence presented is described as discrimination 

without awareness. Marcel (1983b) interpreted similar 

evidence in terms of preconscious processing. In his 

interpretation he maintained the distinction between awareness 

and unawareness, calling it conscious and preconscious. The 

distinction relies on the verbal report as a measure of 

awareness and therefore may be criticised on the basis that 

rather than demonstrating discrimination without awareness 

merely reveals the inadequacy of verbal report as a measure of 

awareness . 

I propose to answer this criticism by asserting that 

there is unawareness and awareness and that there are levels 

of consciousness and that the apparent inadequacy of verbal 

report as a sensitive measure of awareness is due to a f ailure 

to make this distinction. The descriptive terms to be used 

are consciousness 2 (C2), consciousness 3 (C3) and 

consciousness 4 (C4) as defined by Natsoulas (1978~ (see 

chapter 1) . In the evidence presented the lever press 

response was evidence of underlying C2 activity; the verbal 

report response was C3; and the subjects ' post hoc 

rationalisations and internal narrative was C4. 



Critics of previous studies showing evidence of 

discrimination without awareness have accused the verbal 

report as not measuring C2 or c4. c4 is the introspective, 

often inaccurate, certainly idiosyncratic, articulation of 

direct experience. C2 is the non-reflective type of 

consciousness that cannot be verbalised {Lundh 1979 referred 

to this as the 'occlllt'ent immediacy' of experience). 

C3 has to be verbal and is best described as awareness. 

This is what is meant by discrimination without awareness in 

the evidence presented here. 

Subjects could discriminate with a lever press, they 

could report the stimulus and they introspected about the 

experience {post experimental questionnaire). 

These three 

consciousness. By 

changes. 

measures can be 

isolating them 

described as 

the subject's 

types of 

experience 

Subjects in the evidence presented here were aware at C2 

and c4 and unaware at C3. 

C2 embodies Eriksen' s ( 1960, 1962) criticism that any 

discrimination is awareness. This type of awareness cannot be 

talked about it is a result or product of preconscious 

processes, it is not awareness in the C3 or c4 sense which can 

be verbally reported. 

C4 embodies the type of criticism Brewer represents that 

verbal protocols may indicate awareness when they contain a 

description of the subject's attributions of causality about 

events, but although introspective reports can 'match' the 

'causes' of events and are not always meaningless post-hoc 

rationalizatons, they are not the same type of awareness as C3 

and are not always accurate. 
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Similarly Lundh (1979) stressed that 'introspective awareness' 

is not a definition of what a subject is aware of, it is only 

a description of what the subject 'thinks' he is aware of. 

11 
• • introspective reports about what is perceived do not 

tell us about what is perceived by the subject, but about 
what the subject is introspectively aware of having 
perceived. It is a mistake to use introspective 
awareness as a criterion of what is being perceived . " 

These two examples illustrate the differences in the 

interpretation given to the evidence about discrimination 

without awareness. The design presented here does not suffer 

in its assessment of awareness that introspective reports 

have. Awareness as defined by a verbal report was a type of 

consciousness that is similar to consciousness 3 as defined by 

Natsoulas (1978~ . The e v idence here was interpreted as 

discrimination without awareness. 

Extrapolation. 

In the experiments presented the subject was unable to 

report whats/he was seeing and saids/he did not know and was 

unaware, yet a response is made that does discrimina te 

successfully the stimuli s/he cannot see. 

The paradox in this state of affairs may create an 

awareness in itself because some previously unreinforc ed 

aspect of the subject's behaviour comes to be reinforced, by 

virtue of a discriminative response having been made 

consistent with the contingencies in effect at the time. 

Because of the experimental paradigm used, the subject knows, 

or at least believes that a stimulus word is being presented 

sublimi nally, and has the evidence of her/ his own verbal 

report to indicate unawareness. That is, the subjec t is 

observing her/ his overt behaviour, and just as the 

experimenter is relying on the verbal report as an indicator 

of awareness, so is the subject, in other words the subject is 

self- conscious. 



However, the lever press response is made in 

contradiction to the evidence of the verbal report. Here the 

subject has objective evidence in the shape of the 

reinforcement following the lever press response to indicate 

that s/he is successfully discriminating the stimulus word. 

Thus, when the lever press response successfully produc es a 

rate of reinforcement above chance level, the subject is aware 

that although s/he cannot say what the stimulus word is, s/he 

has processed sufficient information to give an "intuitive" 

feeling of knowing something about the stimulus word . This 

phenomenon bears similarities to Natsoulas' consciousness 2 

and thus, al though the results of experiments 3, 4, 5 and 6 

appear to suggest that discrimination without awareness is 

taking place, if we acknowledge the subject's self 

consciousness and self-observation, then what might be a more 

appropriate interpretation involves the invocation of the 

concept of multi-levels of awareness as discussed in Chapter 1 

to state that the subject has a non-verbal awarenes s of the 

stimulus properties (i . e. the semantic class) of the 

subliminally presented words. 

This 'non-verbal' awareness, however, does have some form 

of verbal behaviour associated with it. What Lundh (1979 ) 
termed introspective, reflective consciousnesses and what 

Natsoulas (1978~ classified as consciousness 4, are reflec ted 

in some of the questionnaire responses of the subjec ts, for 

instance "I have a sixth sense". In effect, the subject is 

expressing in terms shared by her/his verbal c ommunity, 

her/his internal, cognitive processes. 

It is important to understand that the awareness that 

supports the correct lever press re s ponse (consciousnes s 2) is 

a product of preconscious processing. In a strictly 

behavioral paradigm that defines awareness in terms of the 

ability to verbalise the contingencies in ef feet, accurate 

discriminating motor responses in the absence of verbal 

discrimination does not constitute awareness. However, this 
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notion is disputed. For example, Eriksen, ( 1962) would take 

the evidence of motor discrimination to indicate awareness and 

therefore the lever press responses in experiments 3, 4, 5 and 

6 must mean the subjects were aware, although clearly, it is a 

different kind of awareness (C2) than verbal awareness (C3). 

The verbal awareness (C3) that is a correlate of supraliminal 

stimulus presentation and involves the accurate labelling of 

the stimulus is a different type of verbal awareness from that 

which accompanies the C2 (and thus non-verbal) awareness that 

is a correlate of subliminal stimulus presentation, because 

rather than labelling objectively verifiable aspects of the 

environment, it involves labelling the internal, and therefore 

subjective, experience of the cognitions which precipitate the 

lever press response i.e. consciousness 4 direct awareness). 

The reinforcement of the preconscious process ( C2) is 

necessary for it to emerge as a direct (C4) awareness. The 

strength of the stimulus in the subliminal presentation level 

is insufficient to generate processing that results in ( C3) 

verbal awareness and therefore has been taken to indicate 

unawareness but since the lever press response also acts as an 

index of the strength of the stimulus and therefore, by 

inference the amount of processing performed upon the s t imulus 

it provides information used by the experimenter as evidence 

of C2 awareness. However, it also provides information for 

the subject which facilitates c4 direct awareness of the 

cognitive processes occurring, that is 

awareness. Without the lever press response, 

likely would not observe the disparity between 

introspective 

subjects most 

the levels of 

awareness of the two response modalities, which precipitates 

the C4 verbal interpretation of what is happening. Thus, we 

might view the c4 verbal responses as an attempt to 

rationalise the disparity. From a Skinnerian perspective, 

this may be viewed as "superstitious" rule formation. 

Conversely, the subject may be viewed to be verbalising 

cognitive events which, essentially, have an audience of one 

and which the verbal community accepts and 

understands/empathises with when formulated in terms of the 

appropriate metaphors e.g. "sixth sense" or "intuition" or "a 

feeling of knowing". 



In their questionnaire answers to the question, "Did you 

'know' when your lever press decision was going to be wrong?", 

often subjects said they did. 

However, post - hoc rationalisation and reports such as 

those just illustrated must be regarded as poor indices of 

awareness. These kinds of verbal reports whilst interesting, 

. cannot be tested with the same rigour and 

precision as the direct and concurrent verbal reports used in 

this experiment. Questionnaire answers about the lever press 

performance ranged from elaborate models of meditational 

practice, impulses, ins tinct, scientology, the sixth sense and 

akin to playing a musical instrument, psychological process i ng 

accounts, and the influence of the unconscious. In fact it 

may be speculated that the 'model of man' that each subject 

had developed in their integration of everyday experience was 

used to account for their experiences during the lever press 

discrimination tasks . In these experiments the subject's 

experience of being a successful discriminator without 

awareness, will inevitably lead to rationalizations of the 

experience involving the more contentious ideas about human 

capabilities, and who can blame them, it is probably more 

difficult not to explain the behaviour to oneself. 

The conceptions of consciousness by subjects and 

experimenters are limited by the verbal community in which the 

conceptions are shared. As Neisser remarked discussing the 

notion of consciousness construed as a unitary experience 

" I think that people report the singleness of 
consciousness largely because of the philosophical 
assumptions of our culture that require it; everyone has 
learned how to reconcile those assumptions with his 
mental life and to overlook what does not fit." Neisser 
(1976). 

The most 

consciousness 

promising 

would be to 

approach 

adopt the 

for the 

methods of 

study of 

protocol 

analysis developed by Ericsson and Simon (1984) to assess the 
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c4 types of evidence and at the same time, employ tasks such 

as the verbal report and lever press discrimination task used 

here to measure C2 and C3 so that the relationship between 

them can be understood. 

The different approaches that subjects have to 

discriminating the stimulus words need to be investigated 

further. What are the characteristics that assist 

'subliminally perceiving'. It may be that the reinforcement of 

particular "processing strategies" causes different 

orientations to the environment. For example, Fri th ( 1979) 

interpreted the symptoms of schizophrenia as excessive self -

awareness, stating that most of the normal acts of information 

processing are performed below awareness. 

some of this processing becomes conscious. 
In schizophrenics 

A thorough analysis of one or two subjects and their 

approaches to subliminally perceiving and consequent 

verbalisation of the behaviour would be worth investigating 

in terms of C2, C3 and c4 . 
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APPENDIX 1. 

WEBERS FORMULA WITH MARCEL 'S AMENDMENT 

GRAPHIC 

SIMILARITY = 10 

SCORE 

( 50F+30V+10C) +5T+ 27B+18E+Z 

( A 

F=no of pairs of adjacent letters in same order by pairs of words 

V=no of pairs of adjacent letters i n reversible order, shared by 

words 

C=no of single letters shared by words 

A=average number of letters 

T=ratio of numbers of letters in shorter word to longer word 

B=score 1 if the first letters are the same 

score 0 if not 

E=score 1 if the last letter the same 

score 0 if not 

Z =is calculated by scoring 2 for each ascender/descender in 

equi valent (+/- 1) positions from the beginning of the word and 

s ubtracting 2 each time an ascender/descender appears in a position 

more than 2 letters away from where one exists in the word . 

Low graphic similarity score= <100 

High graphic similarity score= >450 



APPENDIX 2. 

INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS STIMULUS - ONSETS - ASYCHRONY (SOA) SCORES 

SOA value derived from the threshold determination session of the 

experiment. 

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 -

Subject 1 22 24 23 
Subject 2 30 18 18 
Subject 3 20 16 21 
Subject 4 22 24 24 
Subject 5 20 24 17 
Subject 6 25 24 18 

Experiment 4 Experiment 5 Experiment 6 

Subject 1 20 16 19 
Subject 2 17 22 18 
Subject 3 22 13 24 
Subject 4 22 17 30 
Subject 5 14 17 18 
Subject 6 21 13 18 



APPENDIX 3. 

QUESTIONNAIRES. 

At the end of each experimental session subjects were given a 

series of questions to answer. These questions made up the 'end -

of - session' questionnaire. Prior to answering these questions the 

following instructions were given to the subjects. 

Questionnaire Instructions. 

The questions presented to you at the end of each session are 

for you to give information you feel may be worthwhile to an 

understanding of the experiment . From your unique position as a 

subject the thoughts etc . which occur to you during or after the 

experimental session can be valuable and relevant to the 

experimenter's understanding of your behaviour. With this in mind, 

could you give details about the particular session you have just 

finished. 

Please feel free to write as much or as little as you want. 

Obviously there are no right or wrong answers to the questions, 

anything that occurs to you will be of interest, do not hesitate or 

be afraid to write it down no matter ho_w absurd it may seem. Be as 

general or as specific as you wish. 

Thank you. 



End of session Questionnaires. 

Experiments 1 and 2 

Question 1. 

Could you give your immediate thoughts etc. 

Experiments 3, 4, 5 and 6 

Question 1. 

Could you give your immediate thoughts etc . 

Question 2. 

Concerning the verbal response part of the experiment your thoughts 

etc . 

Question 3. 

Concerning the lever press part of the experiment your thoughts etc. 

Question 4. 

Concerning you performance - How do you think you are doing? 

Question 5. 

A developmental question. As the sessions progress could you give 

as much information as possible concerning your understanding - from 

as many angles as possible? 

Question 6. 

Anything else? 

Questionnaire, experiment 6 had an additional question. 



At the end of each experimental session the list of stimulus 

words belonging to the two semantic classes, (animal and plant), 

were presented to the subjects . The subjects were asked to mark any 

words they thought they had seen in the session they had just 

finished. 

Post experimental questionnaire . 

At the end of the experiments 3, 4, and 5 subjects completed a 'post 

- experimental questionnaire.' 

Experiment 3 . 

Question 1 . 

Concerning the whole of the experiment, what are your immediate 

thoughts? 

Question 2. 

Could you give me or trace the development of any ideas, notions, 

strategies etc. you had as they evolved over the whole experimental 

period? If possible could you isolate instances or periods which 

you feel were of particular importance in development. 

Question 3 . 

Concerning the latter two sessions. How did these effect your 

perspective of the whole experiment? 

Question 4. 

Again concentrating on t he last two sessions, how did the alteration 

in presentation speed affect all other aspects of the experiment? 

(Shock, Tone, Lights, etc.) 

Question 5-

Did your verbal response, i.e. saying the word you saw after the 

cross, become more difficult? Were you always sure of your answer? 



Question 6 . 

On what did you base your verbal response? Did you ever use parts 

of a word for example? 

Question 7, 

Could you tell me how you felt about your ability to avoid shock by 

pressing the lever with specific regard to the last two sessions. 

Qu~stion 7. 

Did your perspective concerning this specific part of the experiment 

{lever press) develop or change in any way? if so, how? 

Question 8. 

Was there any difference in your approach to the pressing of the 

lever in the two phases of the experiment? {i.e . the first two 

sessions against the last two sessions) . 

Question 9 . 

When you did press the lever , did you e ver press without knowing the 

word? If so on what grounds did you press it on? 

Question 10. 

Regarding the trials when you heard the tone, can you tell me what 

thoughts occurred to you? 

Quest i on 11. 

How did you approach each individual trial? Would you say that 

earlier trials had any bearing on the following trials? If so in 

what ways? 

Question 12 . 

Would you say that having been either successful or unsuccessful in 

avoiding shock had any bearing on other aspects of the experiment? 



Question 13. 

How did it, being either successful or unsuccessful in avoiding 

shock, affect: a) your overall confidence and perfo r mance b) 

specific trials, especially those following i) unsuccessful trials 

ii) successful trials. 

Question 14. 

Regarding the mask period, (i.e . time between presentation of word 

and possible delivery of shock - what thoughts etc. occurred to you? 

Did these develop or change in any way? If so how? Have you any 

idea why this could be? 

Question 15. 

Did the relationship between the stimulus word and the lever press 

affect your verbal response? 

Question 16. 

When you said "didn't know" as a verbal r esponse, did you in fact 

"know" or have some idea due to a further information havi ng being 

acquired after the word shown but before your response? If so what? 

Question 17. 

Could you introspect carefully and try to give some thought to the 

differences between the two types of session and your behaviour . Do 

you feel that there was a d i fference in method used to carry out the 

experiment between the two types of session? In what ways did this 

develop? Woul d you say that it was a differen t type of knowledge? 

If so in what ways? Please try to give as much detail as possible 

no matter how nebulous it might seem. 

Question 18 . 

From a general point of view have you anything e l se to add, 

regardless of whether you feel it might be meaningless? 

Question 19. 



Anything else? 

Experiment 4 and 5 

The Questionnaires for experiment 4 and 5 were the same except where 

indicated. 

Question 1 . 

Concerning the experiment as a whole, what are your immediate 

thoughts now that you have finished? 

Question 2. 

Describe the ideas, notions, strategies etc. which developed over 

the experiment? 

Question 3. 

Concentrating on the presentation of words at speeds beyond 

conscious recognition, how do you feel about this and your verbal 

response? 

Question 4 . 

Did a consistent approach develop to this? 

Question 5. 

Was this successful? Detail both your feeling ~ occurring during 

the experiment and now having completed it. 

Question 6. 

When you did not report seeing a word, did any other ideas or images 

occur to you? Was there any development or consistency to this? 

Question 7 . 

What information did you use? Internal cues? External cues? 



Question 8. (Experiment 4) 

Concerning the trials at the end of each session when you did not 

have to press the lever and you had the bonus incentive to be 

correct in your verbal response, could you give as much detail about 

this aspect of the experiment? Did you differ in verbal response in 

this phase as opposed to other places? Did you feel you got many 
correct? 

Question 8 . (Experiment 5) 

Concerning the trials at the end of each session when the shocks 

were not delivered and you had the money incentive to be correct in 

your verbal response, could you give as much detail about this 

aspect of the experiment? Did you differ in verbal response in this 

phase as opposed to other places? Did you feel you got many 

correct? (If so when and how many?) 

Question 9. 

How did you approach each individual trial? 

Question 10 . 

Did earlier trials have any bearing on following trials? If so in 
what ways? 

Question 11. (Experiment 4) 

How did being successful or uns uccessful in avoiding shock affect 

your overall attitude? 

Question 11. (Experiment 5) 

How did being successful/unsuccessful in gaining points affect your 

overall attitude? 

Question 12 . 

How did you f eel and proceed on those trials immediately following: 

1. Unsuccessful trials? 2. Successful trials? 



Question 13. 

Give any details about the lever press and your response. 

Question 14. 

How sure were you of your response (either pressing or not pressing 

the lever) when you hadn't seen the word . 

Question 15. 

Did you confidence in your lever press response tally with your 

success? Did this differ throughout the experiment? If so could you 

give detail s? 

Question 16. 

Specifically regarding the lever press decision i . e. not pressing or 

pressing the lever - how did you feel about t his? 

Question 17. 

Was there any differences that you felt between either pressing the 

lever or not pressing the lever e.g. Did your confidence differ? 

Question 18. 

Did you have a personal preference at all to the lever press 

response? i.e . Did you feel easier pressing the lever or not 

pressing the lever? 

Question 19. 

When you pressed the lever without knowing the word, on what grounds 

did you press the lever? 

Question 20. 

When you said didn't know as a verbal response, did you in fact 

"know". What did this feel like, could you describe it as fully as 

possible? 



Question 21. 

Regarding the MASK PERIOD (i.e time between presentation of word and 

possible delivery of shock - what thoughts etc. occurred to you? 

Did these develop or change in any way? If so how? Have you any 

idea why this could be? 

Question 22. 

Regarding the relationship between the stimulus word and lever press 

and the verbal response you gave, could you give any insight as to 

how they may have interacted and assisted any of your responses 

(both verbal and lever press). 

Question 23. 

Is there anything else you consider relevant? 

Experiment 6 

Post-Experimental Questionnaire 

Question One 

Concerning the experiment as a whole what are your immediate 

thoughts now you have finished? 

Question Two 

Describe any ideas, strategies, notions e tc., which occurred, 

developed, disappeared during the experiment. 

Question Three 

How did you approach each indivi dual trial? 

Question Four 

Did earlier trials have any bearing on following tri als? If so, in 

what ways? 



Question Five 

How did you feel and proceed on those trials immediately following: 

{i) successful trials? 

(ii) unsuccessful trials? 

Question Six 

How did being successful/unsuccessful in gaining points affect your 

overall attitude? 

Question Seven 

How sure were you of your responses? 

in general {iii) 

{iv) individual responses i.e. a) Lever Press 

b) Whole Word 

c) Category 

Question Eight 

What helped you to make response divisions? 

Was this the same for all the responses? Give details please. 

Question Nine 

How did you approach the level press response trials 

Question Ten 

How did you approach the verbal report category response trials? 

Question Eleven 

How did you approach the verbal report whole word response trials? 

Question Twelve 



Do you think that what you did for one response helped in any way 

what your did for the other responses? Give details please . 

Question Thirteen 

Do you think that what you did for one response hindered in any way 

what you did for the other responses? Give details please. 

Question Fourteen 

What were you basing your responses divisions upon? Was this the 

same for all responses? Give details please. 

Question Fifteen 

Did you ever revise your approach to responding? What made you do 

this? how did you do it? 

Question Sixteen 

How did you use the stimulus words in relation to your responses? 

Question Seventeen 

Did you at any time "know" in some way what you had "seen" even 

though the particular response division you made did not correspond 
with this? 

Question Eighteen 

Concerning the responses based on category i.e . Verbal Report 

Category Response and Lever Press, did you at any time "see" the 

stimulus word? Can you remember what they were? 

Question Nineteen 

Again re - the category responses - Did you "look for categories"? 

How did you do this? 

Question Twenty 



Again re - the category responses. Did you look for whole 

word and then fit them into categories? 

Question Twenty-One 

Regarding what you "saw" did this change at all during the 

experiment? If so, in what ways? 

Question Twenty-Two 

Have you anything to say about the questionnaires and grids you 

completed at the end of every session? 

Question Twenty-Three 

Could you give an honest opinion about your participation in 

this experiment? Do you fee that your interest changed in any 

way over the course of the sessions? Might this have affected 

your performance? 

Question Twenty-Four 

Is there anything else you feel may be relevant or anything 

else you'd like to say? 

QUESTIONNAIRE ANSWERS . 

There was an enormous amount of data gathered from the 

subjects ' replies to the questionnaires. The detail and 

analysis of which is beyond the scope and concern of this 

study . However, examples of the subjects' replies will be 

given that are of direct relevance to points made in the 

experimental discussions. 

Abbreviations. 

ESQ= end - of - session questionnaire. Number after this 

designates session questionnaire given. 

PEQ = post - experimental questionnaire . 

Number of question answered follows. 



Experiment 3 . 
All answers are from the post experimental questionnaires . 

Subject 1 (Successful Lever Press). 

2 . Despite using strategies early on I find myself 

abandoning it in the final session and relied on 'feeling'. 

If I made a wrong choice I seemed to realise it before I was 

shocked and would tense up expecting the shock. 

3 . After a while I gave up on the verbal response as it 

tended to make me make many more mistakes. My attitude was 

negative and I wasn't helping myself in the experiment until 

I began to accept the concept of subliminal perception. As 

a result I let myself go ~long with the expt and everything 

became easier. 

8. Only that by concentrating solely on the verbal response 

it made me lose intuition and I felt like I was lying to 

myself saying I'd seen words I hadn't . You could've 

probably changed the words to 'duck' and 'tree' and I would 

have carried on saying 'bush'. Didn't feel that I got any 

correct. 

9. My approach very much depended on my day - whether I was 

busy, tired, happy or whatever. My last session was on a 

day I was busiest and in anticipation of a busy day to come. 

I was also tired but all that was overruled by the fact that 

I was very happy! I wasn ' t in a hurry to get done and as a 

result enjoyed them! 

11. Successful - Felt happy relaxed pleased with myself that 

I'd defeated the machine if you like. 

Unsuccessful felt violated, annoyed and like ripping 

off the wires, kicking the wall and going home. 

Successful - However a 'run of luck' would result in a 

mistake and shock bec ause of a lapse in concentration 

due to indulgence in a quick gloat . Result intense 

anger. 

Unsuccessful - A run of two or three shocks made me 

think I ' m due for a 'win' (and anticipate it) soon. 

16. As sessions progressed the decision was made less a nd 

less cons c iously . 

17. Ye s sometimes I knew I'd made a mistake. 



Subject 2. {Unsuccessful lever press) 

18. I was their to perform a function and during the whole 

experiment did not let myself become i nvolved with any 

thoughts about the experiment. I spent the whole time 

thinking about other things. 

Subject 3. (Unsuccessful lever press 11% level) 

1 . One could think 'ah the last time was bank - bank only 

appears twice in succession at infrequent intervals 

therefore rush' and be right perhaps 60% of the time. 

equally at other times the subliminal message was ' ah bank ' 

or 'ah rush' - this seemed less successful. The choice 

of the rational approach or the intuitive approach is as yet 

not something that I know how to distinguish between -

perhaps the rational approach would come i nto use 

automatically and when this failed to produce a decision the 

intuitive becomes the last resort! And yet on at least one 

occasion the intuitive decision overrode any rational 

approach ! ! 

2. Initially what became apparent was the use of the 

rational approach to identify a word unsee n or the 

intuitive i .e. identifying subliminal messages! As the 

session progressed one observed the intuitive approach was 

actually successful as was the rational one on a 

percentage basis. By the end one had gained confidence in 

the subliminal/intuitive approach and only when this didn't 

give immediate answers did the rational mind take over -

more often than not causing confusion and a complete 

breakdown of perceptive ability then the intuitive 

approach came onstream again i.e. it seemed to have become 

the stronger of the two approaches. However there was a 

curious side effect - whi l e operating on the intuitive level 

- the control of physical behaviour i.e pressing the lever -

seemed to go slightly out of control on more than one 

occasion when an intuitive message was bank - the hand would 

press the lever - until the rational mind said not that word 

was bank release the lever this all happened between the 

time the mask was displayed and before the shock was 



delivered. 

5. Yes the intuitive level of operation seemed to inhibit 

the use of speech! Yes - until proved wrong . 

11. The approach to the first sess i on was purely rational 

'oh this is good - I can do this' . Then as the sessions 

unfolded and the internal experience became apparent it 

became really interesting by the end a genuine strong 

interest and desire to monitor, observe and detail as much 

of the experience as possible. The earlier trials focused 

on the rational level of experience - therefore without them 

one would not have appreciated the change of emphasis and so 

each was a necessary part of the complete cycle. 

12 . Not really the shock was purely a means of 

transmitting a wrong decision - had the level been stronger -

i.e. a pain, then this would have interfered with the 

ability to vary the method perceiving information i.e. one 

tends to use one's brain when the pressure is one - a 

conditioned response!! 

Subject 4. (Successful with the lever press). 

2. First I thought about conditioning which I've already 

mentioned. In the first parts, I also considered 

establishing patterns, later I got confused and in the 

finally I thought I had a sixth sense 

3. As I've just said I began to feel that I knew what the 

word was going to be even when I couldn't see them, I was 

almost sure what they would be. When I made mistakes I 

seemed to just wait for the shock and knew it would be 
coming. 

7 . I definitely wasn't confident with the lever al though 

sometimes I was 70% sure I could avoid shock (with my newly 
born sixth sense !! ) 

8. In the las t session, pressing the lever came more 

naturally and seemed to be the least of my problems . In the 

first part, I could see the word and knew there'd be no 

shock. In the second part I spent less time concentrating 

on how hard and long to press the lever and more time 

either worrying about the word, the shock, etc .. 

14. In the first two sessions, the mask period didn't seem 

important because I had always seen the word, but in the 



second session when I hadn't seen the word the mask period 

was horrible, anticipating the shock. I think I probably 

perspired during those seconds! 

Subject 5. (Unsuccessful with the lever press response). 

1. That it was extremely boring and tiring . I felt useless 

- unable to succeed. I found sitting in a dark small room 

extremely depressing. 

2. A feeling of uselessness. Also I became unsure whether 

I had seen things or just though I had seen them. I became 

doubtful whether to press the lever or not - whether my 

first reaction was to press it or whether I thought I 

should . I also thought originally that it made little 

difference whether I pressed the lever if I had not seen the 

word. I would either get a shock or the shock and the light 

- the shock seemed preferable. There seemed little point in 

trying to avoid getting shocks if I couldn't see the word 

shocks were inevitable. 

12. If I avoided shock unexpectedly i.e. when I was not 

certain whether I was right it made me feel more like making 

an effort to see the other words and try to get it r ight! 

14. I either knew I was right or had doubts. If doubtful I 

always expected a shock - this view did not change. 

16. Sometimes I did in fact feel that I had 'known' I 

assumed it was because I had seen the word but was not sure 

enough to say it until it was too late. 

Subject 6. (Successful with LP) 

2. During the last session there were periods where my mind 

went completely blank, completely free of conscious thought 

and periods of rapid confusing ideas. 

16. Yes but I didn't know how - it just happened. 

17. I don't think there was much difference in my approach 

to carrying it out but there was a different kind of 

knowledge . Instead of seeing the word in the last session 

with my eyes only, it was more of an unconscious knowing. I 

wasn't always confident enough that the word I thought I saw 

was the word to s ay it but I was always right when I thought 

I saw the word and said I didn't. 



Experiment 4. 

Subject 1. (Unsuccessful - 13%- LP) 

PEQ. 

2 . Strategies used 

i) trying to actually identify the words themselves I gave 

up on this very quickly - absolutely impossible! 

ii) Then I tried to judge the length of the gaps between the 

fixation cross and the appearance of the mask - the gap 

within which the word flashed . I knew as I did this it was 

impractical and wrong - the gaps were presumably all the 

same, but something about them seemed to differentiate one 

from the other. This seemed to work for about two thirds of 

a session and then with no warning crumbled and I found I 

couldn't rely on it anymore - unexpected shocks abounded. 

i ii) I tried to adopt a method of identifying a fleeting 

impression of the words - a feeling of openness of letters 

or closeness - difficult to define, again this seemed to work 

for half a session then crumbled 

iv) As I began to panic at the unpredictability of it all -

it seemed I could do nothing to avoid the shocks , I tried to 

stop trying! Just following any impulse to press or not 

press, during the time the mask was on the screen. I 

relaxed and let undefinable intuitions carry me along. It 

seemed to work! 

14 . Sometimes I felt almost positive I was right for no 

apparent reason - just a feeling I had . 

15. Usually my positive feelings i.e great confidence 

tallied with success. There were exceptions to this . 

Sometimes an unconfident response when I was far from sure, 

would produce a successful result, but MORE USUALLY a shock 

followed an unsure response. 

19. Because of guessing gaps and later obedience to 

intuitions. I NEVER ACTUALLY SAW THE WORDS . 



Subject 2 (Unsuccessful LP) 

1. What I have experienced is a concept that I didn't 

really know existed, and found it very interesting to 

realise that the electric shocks could be anticipated. and 

I think the reason why I could not fully put ' understanding 

into practice' was because I didn't trust this anticipation. 

2. The main notion that developed over the experiment was 

that I stopped looking for visual differences in the two 

words and by the end was relying totally on feel in electric 

shock evasion. These feelings I did not understand and thus 

were difficult to come to terms with and trust. 

4. I would watch word flash and then wait while t he mask 

displayed letting the anticipati on of shock build up . I 

found that there seemed to be a threshold in anticipation 

such that the anticipation or fear which was usually 

accompanied by a tingling between the fingers to be shocked 

(or not shocked) built up to over a certain threshold and 

then the lever s hould be pushed down before the mask 

disappeared off the screen . This seemed a consistent 

approach but had problems such as the threshold would vary 

depending on how relaxed and how confident one was. 

5. During the experiment my f eelings were ve ry varied, from 

being very rational and logical to being very abstract . I 

went from being very relaxed to being quite panic - struck 

in very short spaces of time - this I do feel were harmful 

to the results obtain. A stable frame of mind is necessary 

and for me this would have been the case given more t ime. 

9. By trying to be as relaxed as possible and by trying to 

focus on the screen . By trying to have no preconception as 

to what t he result of the trial might be. Trying to rule 

out patterns and any form of rational thought . All of this 

I found quite difficult. But found it rewarding near the 

end of the experiment when I found I could just about 

achieve the state I was trying for for some of the time. I 

think it just needs practice. 

10. In the early session I think the answer is yes , because 

I was not treating each trial individually and if there was 

a series of shocked words I would expect an unshocked word 

but lat er I found I could treat each trial individually. 



Subject 3. (Successful lever press) . 

ESQ. Session 1 

6. In the first part of the experiment I almost got upset. 

Perhaps the mood I'm in, I can't cope with the frustration . 

I had the same feeling I get when I've been talking to 

someone for ages, going from level to level, then you can't 

communicate verbally your level anymore so that you just 

hope the other person feel' s what 1 s going on. 

frustrating when you can't express it properly . 

ESQ . Session 3 . 

It's very 

6. I feel I've just been to a therapy session or had a load 

of drugs . I've had difficulty writing this lot of comments 

- I was quite chirpy when I came in!! 

ESQ. Session 4. 
5. Originally I felt it was up to me to tune in on a higher 

level in order to feel the words but now I feel if I'm 

patient and relax the way I did this morning then the words 

will filter down from t he higher level and I' 11 see them 

eventually. I felt today though that this could be a bi t 

optimistic because I feel I've reached the optimum point 

already and at that speed I won't ever get enough 

information about the words into the 'real awareness' 

section of the brain because my unconscious has got t he 

minimum as it is. 

6. Imagine dust or flour falling into a bowl with a mesh 

over it ( flour = word, bowl = my head) The particles can 

slip through the mesh and go right to the bottom of the 

bowl. It's only nuts and brown sugar which will stay in the 

top half of the bowl! However eventually the flour will 

pile up in the bottom half of the bowl and become a mass, 

solid. flour doesn't get sieved through separately, i t 

lands onto something solid at the level of the wire mesh . 

This is when I get to know what's there! 

PEQ. 

1. In this last session I was really excited and a bit 

weird. Physically, absolutely nothing happened between the 

cross and the mask yet I knew what to do. I had no idea 

what word was being shown. Halfway through I was sure the 

electrode was broken. It's a really good feeling using 
another department of the brain that I never use. I feel 



that I've developed in the sessions apart of perception that 

could be quite useful in everyday life . 

3. I don't think I was ever able to make a verbal response 

with the experimental words. Everything was happening in my 

head in an area that couldn't formulate a response verbally. 

A verbal response would have required more information than 

I had . The action of pressing the lever didn't need 
anything more specific than a feeling. It's like the 
example I gave at the start (see above, ESQ.1,Q6) when you 
can't communicate to somebody, you just hope they'll feel 
it. Words would have meant bringing the scanty bit of info 

through another channel and risk losing it altogether . 

5, I didn't have any strategies or well though out ideas I 

just did it . 

7, At first I tried external cues, in the last one I used 

internal cues. I'm glad you asked this question it gives me 

a vocabulary to describe how I felt! ! 

9. at first I was scared shitless all the time cos I knew I 

hadn't a hope anyway. Then; got so pissed off with having 

no control at all. When it started to work, I got really 

excited and couldn't wait to see how I reacted to each trial 

and if I was successful. 

23 . I'm sorry I haven't been able to verbalise what went 

on . This experiment suited me down to the ground you 
feel, you do, you don't have to talk about it!! 

Subject 4. (Unsuccessful LP) 

PEQ . 

1. I felt really spaced out after this last session . Like 
medi tation (concentration) as if I had , really proved or 

achieved something. I was too concerned with trivial 

matters earlier on (the lights, straining to read the 

words). At first I thought I was wasting yours and my time, 

not taking it serious, later I became obsessed with doing it 

(my ego ) but the last 2-3 things started to make more sense 

and enjoyed it. 

5. My feelings at first were very flippant, thinking I 

could figure it all out. Near the end I thought I'd wasted 

a lot of time trying to be smart, because if I just relaxed 

and concentrated it would all work out okay. It was 



necessary to the point of correct concentration. 

13. I felt the lever press and the verbal response were in 

conflict with each other and my response was too slow. I 

was never really certain I saw anything and felt my response 

was in line with this feeling. 

15. My confidence got better as it went on, and my success 

especially near the end, I was fairly confident. I felt my 

success earlier was better than my response. I still though 

there was a lot of luck involved. The last couple of 

sessions seemed very successful not that I was seeing 

anymore I just felt something unconscious was happening and 

this boosted my confidence. 

20. A lot of the time I felt that I did know whether it was 

a shock word or not 

Subject 5 . {Successful LP) 

PEQ. 

3 . I r ecognised many occasions when I responded verbally to 

a stimulus that was below conscious threshold. Equally 

there are times when a response may on the surface appear 

ludicrous i.e. the verbal stimulus is concurrent with others 

which take precedence in response conflict. 

4. The attempt at verbal response could either interfere 

with visual encoding or not depending upon your poi nt of 

view. I found I could focus better on the lever press 

response by not concentrating on the words. 

5. Yes but the extra processing of attempting to fit images 

to words detracted from the ability to focus visually . 

6. I cannot say that I saw a word once! only shapes. 

7, Experience of playing music i.e. strong audio coding and 

no visual coding {minimal) or verbal coding, perhaps aided 

me in focusing. 

9. Clear headed with as little background noise as possible 

i.e still digesting what happened half an hour ago/yes t erday 

10. Steady progress in 'trusting' the associations. 

11. On one occasion I 'watched' my performance go from 70% 

to about 10% in one session this is a very interesting 

experience - also known in musical situations - one adjusts 

the controls finds out about the degree of error and 

continues - for those who like a good panic - stay clear. 



14. The words were never seen. Sometimes completely 

certain and turned out right 45% wrong 25%, sometimes a 

' guess' right 10% wrong 25% 

20. Sometimes al though no verbal response I knew that it 

was a shock or no shock . Everything feels harmonious - no 

little loops nagging away in the cortex - stillness. 

23. The state of being that developed is simil ar to that of 

the musician i.e. the physical skill in playing the ·notes 

(pressing the lever) but it becomes automatic as the group 

integrates and just plays. 

In a live improvisionational setting one is in a 

position of non verbal strategies i.e. encompassing all 

systems and in touch with 3 or more others . There is no 

group system - only the creation of the whole which is 

bigger than the sum total of the parts - and the nearest 

analogy that feels right is flying without a plane - if one 

of the group reverts to his own personal system - you take a 

dive in that direction - This experiment demands that one 

transcends all conscious systems in order to learn 

recognition and hence perception with a new system. You 

cannot know what it is like until you do it - and then 

digest it and hopefully understand i t. 

Subject 6 . (Successful LP) 

2 . At first I sought a rational solution - I understood 
that I wouldn't be able to decide rationally on which word 
I'd seen but I believed that I could listen for a 
subconscious response and understand and channel it with my 
rational self. It became clear that I would have to let go 
completely of my rational self.and open myself to the 
apparently meaningless or unfounded responses that my 

subconscious was making. My next set of strategies was 

aimed at opening up to the impulses I tried making an 

immediate decision as the word appeared, making a delayed 

decision and trusting to any i mpulses I felt at - the last 

moment. None of these schemes were successful and it dawned 

on me that in having any scheme I was again introducing 

rational factors into my decision . 

In the last sessions I tried not to think about the tests in 

any way , making a decision whenever I liked - immediately, 



delayed or last minute and taking every test as a new 

experience rather than as part of a scheme including 

previous results. This worked reasonably well until the 

shock upset my relaxation, I would have to recover composure 

and when I did the responses were largely correct. To sum 

up my strategy was to avoid strategy - the idea of looking 

at stars occurred a lot I felt in trying to grasp my 

intuitive signals as though I was trying to catch a star in 

the corner of my eye to make it seem brighter, by diverting 

rational thought to these ideas I found it easier to reach 

the right state of mind. 

3. In spite of the fact that I knew there were only two 

words I consistently saw about six words. I had to come 

to the conclusion that my eyes were completely unreliable, 

at least my interpretation of visual information was 

inaccurate. Making verbal responses was difficult when I 

knew that I was incorrect and yet had seen the word clearly 

in my mind. I had to become used to the idea of saying 

things that I knew to be nonsense and yet in another way 

knew to be correct. 

11. Being successful at the end increased my confidence 

which in turn increased my success . After a shock I reacted 

in two different ways 

a) in earlier sessions I reshuffled all the 'data' I had 

collected and tried to make sense of the scheme I was 

operating at the time and how the shock fitted into it . 

b) later on I simply tried to relax and forget the shock . 

Taking the next trial without any bias due to having failed. 

20 . I haven't really experienced 'knowing' the word fully 

as yet. I 've been too preoccupied in reaching the stage of 

realising whether I know or not without seeing the word. 

The few times that I've felt sure of my decision I can best 

describe as a calm conviction - the tension disappears and I 

feel that I've made the right decision. 



Experiment 5. 

Subject 1. (Unsuccessful LP) 

PEQ. 

2. It was easier not to read or try to read the words or 

see any letters then press the lever if it seemed the right 

thing to do, it was more difficult to distinguish between 

what I saw and what seemed the right thing to do. 

4. It was difficult to concentrate just what seemed the 

right thing to do and not pat attention to what was flashing 

al though this seemed the approach that was usually right . 

The words rarely seemed to be the same whether I made the 

right or the wrong response. 

5. If I had just concentrated on what felt right other than 

what I thought I saw it would probably have been successful 

however I found it difficult to do this as it seemed more 

practical to try to see the words other than just relying on 

unconscious thoughts. 

20. Though I could not read the words I did sometimes know 

that it was right, but it was difficult to allow unconscious 

thoughts to decide over what I did or didn't see. 

Subject 2. (Successful LP) 

1. Still don't have much clue what the words are. The last 

20 trials were best 

probably due to just 

ever, only three 

relaxing totally 

'unconscious' mind take over. When 

wrong. This is 

and letting the 

I released this 

stipulation I seemed to get it wrong all three times. It 

seems if you get one wrong and try your best to get the next 

one right, you override your conscious decision usually. In 

the last trials I was much more relaxed as they were the 

last trials and my unconscious mind had a freer rein. 

5. For the verbal response I hated it and was always anxious 

for it to finish. Looking back over the experiment, it 

seems to be conclusive proof that I could not see the words 

at all. In fact, I haven't a clue what the words are. 

6. I never reported seeing a word. I often thought I saw a 

rounded let t er or pair of letters , but these theories were 



often disproved later. I never really formed a few 

characteristics to distinguish the words, any ideas formed 

about characteristics were put to the test in one of the 

sessions and always failed to distinguish the words. 

7. I was annoyed if I got one wrong. Sometimes I would get 

to the stage of trying to get the next one right, i.e. 

almost deliberately overriding my unconscious decision. 

In the last set of 20 trials I completely relaxed and did 

not worry if I got one wrong Consequently I only got three 

wrong. I tried to approach each trial individually but 

usually failed in doing this, by getting excited when doing 

well and annoyed when doing badly. 

20. I didn't know or not know but I didn't, when it was a 

good period, think I would be wrong so in a way I did know. 

21 . During this time I was trying to relax my mind a lready , 

to prepare myself for the next test. I did not think of 

anything really when confident. when unconfident no 

thoughts of am I right or wrong occurred, t here was just a 

lot more tension in my body (or so it seemed) and I waited 

expectantly but wound up instead of relaxed. 

Subject 3 . (Successful LP) 

PEQ 

1. The getting of it is tied up with 'getting out of your 

own way' for example Star Wars : On the final bomb run when 

his masters voice reminds him to trust deeper truths and he 

gets it. 

2. Space invaders is another analogy. Until one gets the 

firing of the missiles; by pushing a button into an 

automatic action, one cannot hope to be as good as one could 

be at the game, one has to weed out the important aspects to 

concentrate on, and drop the unimportant aspects so that 

they don 't cause distractions . Complications occur because 

unlike driving a car or space invaders where one can see 

the implications and responses to c hanging gear or pushing 

the fire button the act of pushing the lever or not pushing 

protects one from electric shock which is reaction to 

information which is not seen by the conscious mind. The 

conscious mind therefore sees the electric shock as a random 

manifestation to the act of pressing the l ever or not 



pressing the lever. Therefore the conscious mind must be 

eliminated from participation in the experiment; physical 

action and mental decisions. Certain barriers have to be 

surmounted before one is to be successful at this game. The 

sub - conscious mind may be difficult to reach in many 

people as it is very seldom used as a decision maker in 

everyday life and must be considered suppressed. 

Subject 4. (Successful LP) 

ESQ. 2 

4. Better as far as the green light is concerned but now I'm 

trying to think too much about which of the two words it was 

and by thinking too much getting myself confused instead of 

relying on a more instinctual response which seems to work . 

ESQ. 4 
3 . much better towards the end because I was trying not too 

rationalise too much. I had been thinking too hard about 

shapes of the words and whether it was the same as the last 

etc. which doesn't help and in fact hinders because if you 

were wrong you begin to panic about why you were wrong and 

which theory was mistaken. Natural instinct ( or something) 

seems to be the best plan but it's very hard to block out 

everything else. 

ESQ. 5 

1. It is so much better when you don ' t try to think about 

what the words are etc . when doing the lever tests - it 
really is a subconscious knowledge that is more often 
correct when deciding how to respond . 
ESQ. 6 

1. Definitely improved as time went on and got happier 
about it and so more confident in my responses . Incorrect 

responses towards the end surprised me but I ignored them 

and just looked towards next trial. To treat each trial as 

separate and independent seems to be best way because this 

allows for no comparisons or too many hypotheses to be drawn 

up and no sort of 'it can't be that one, we 've had loads of 

those recently ' judgements. 

PEQ. 

20. Yes something in the subconscious told me when to press 

the lever after a while - I even knew when I was going to 



get a red light and towards the end began to stop pressing 

the lever when I got that feeling. I wasn't so good about 

pressing when I should have pressed the lever but didn't. 

Experiment 6. 

Repertory grid Questionnaires 

Subjects, upon completion of each session, filled in a 

repertory grid questionnaire. This type of questionnaire 

was used to gain insight into the subjects 'response 

strategies'. 

The repertory grid questionnaire promised a more 

systematic assessment of the subjects 'introspections' about 

their performance rather than the data gathered from 'normal' 

post session questionnaires. The data gathered from normal 

question and answer reports cannot be easily interpreted, 

each subject framing their experience in their own way. 

This framing is not necessarily consistent enough in its 

terminology to correlate with the differences in a 

subject's behaviour in the different sessions. The 

differences in response behaviour were correlated with 

their answers to the repertory grid questionnaires. 

The embedded condition was a condition where the subject 

could use the visual information, provided that they noticed 

the difference. The repertory grid is a more systematic 

estimation of the subjects introspections regarding the 

assessment of the approaches they used in their performance. 

If the subjects differed in their lever press response 

task and still reported they could not see the stimulus 

words, would this difference be reflected in their different 

repertory grid answers? 

The results of this questionnaire were not satisfactory. 

The triads of the crucial aspects of the experiment did not 

inspire the subjects to verbalise their behaviour in an 

appropriate way for the repertory grid procedure . This data 

was therefore ignored and the 'normal ' end of session 

questionnaires were used to give information. Although the 

subjects answers to the repertory grid questionnaire 

intimated that subjects did use different 



strategies, in their lever press and verbal report category 

responses, in the different stimulus word condition. 

Further investigation with repertory grid scores could 

be useful to correlate with the subjects who scored a 

significant number of correct lever press response s , 

although their answers could be determined by an assessment 

of their own performance. The subject may have a conception 

of the most successful strategy to do the discrimination 

tasks . If successful with the discrimination tasks then 

they assume that was because of the strategy they used . A 

post hoc assessment of their behaviour based upon their 

cultural model of consciousness , unconscious processing and 

similar 'lay' models. 

Subject 1. (Successful LP) 

ESQ 1 

1. In lever pressing and verbal report category tests I 

felt as though I sometimes did know whether the things were 

animal or plant and I wasn't simply guessing, however there 

were times when I didn't h·ave a clue and the responses I 

made on those occasions were mostly wrong as opposed to the 

times when I was sure of the correct response . I f ound it 

somehow more tangible to think of the word in te rms of 

animal or plant than to try and visualise the actual word. 

ESQ 4. 
1. Found both the category exp ts decisions clearer . The 
stimulus word in the first few tests seemed to be clearer. 

Stopped focusing on the mask and wasn't getting any 

indication of ~lant or animal and was simply concentrating 

hard. 

ESQ 5. 

1. The stimulus words seemed to be given even slower. I 

found decision making harder as I was both trying to figure 

out the words or at least the letters I think I saw were 

suggesting words to me which interfered with me trying to 

absorb the stimulus and identify a plant or animal feeling. 

ESQ 6 . 

2. I find this part easier than the category response as 

pressing a leve r is somehow kind of easier than having to 



decide what to say . I was more decisive about the responses 

I made than with the category response 

Subject 2. (Successful lever press, unsuccessful VRCAT) 

ESQ 1 . 

1 . I found the lever press part the most difficult - it was 

as if I knew whether I was going to be right or wrong rather 
than 'animal ' or 'plant' . Whether or not you get things 
wrong is probably chance but it doesn't feel like that. 
There was incredible variation in how I felt about things 
which was not always related to being right. 

4. It felt as if was possible to report something on the 

basis of what I'd seen rather than guessing. I found this 

much easier than the lever press, don't know why. 

ESQ 3. 
1 . I hate this expt. It's totally pointless I don't see a 

thing no matter how hard I try and I'm just getting worse 

and worse at doing it . 

ESQ 5. 

1. At the end of the first set (VRWW) I had a headache so I 

meditated i n the break, at the beginning of the next 

session I felt I couldn't go wrong - a natural high . I lost 

it - recapture d the same fe e ling on a lower level, lost it 

again and at the end felt it again - can't put it into words 

very well but it's compl etely different from the way I've 

been doing it up to now. 

ESQ 7 . 
1. Feel like I've got the hang of the expt and am beginning 

to get depressed when I get them wrong when I know that I 

could have got it right because I feel that what'll show up 

will look like a chance thing - 50/50 that you get it right 

but it's not like that and given how much effort I put 

into trying to do this it's annoying that I'm not more 

successful - I end up wondering if I'm doing what I think 

I'm doing . 

ESQ 8. 

1 . I see it more and more like playing sport, if you think 

about what your doing you can't do it . 

2. I feel I'm not doing so well as I shou l d because I ' m too 

conscious of what I'm doing. It seems to help not to 



concentrate fully on the expt. 

ESQ 10. 

2. This was really horrible. It's the last chance I'll get 

to demonstrate that I'm doing anything at all and I blew it. 

I got very upset - like I did on the first two sessions and 

kept trying to hit it right but never did. 

PEQ. 

1 . Overall I enjoyed it. I found it difficult to cope with 

the fact that it was such an emotional experience. 

2. Depending on how I felt I performed differently and 

depending upon how I performed I felt differently. In one 

session I worked out how to do the lever press part. I'd 

had the experience of knowing whether the light would be red 

or green and been frustrated that it didn't seem to matter 

which l ever I pressed I was right about the light. 

Basically I thought 'green' and it worked. By deliberately 

forgetting what lever I'd pressed and trying to approach 

each trial as completely separate from t he others and not 

thinking either about what I saw or which lever I'd press I 

got it right for a number of trials in a row. I did this 

until the internal dialogue started again I began to think 

'What am I doing?' ' How does it work?' Whenever I managed 

to cut out conscious thinking I could press a lever and know 

it would be right but once I thought about it it would 

become a chance thing again . 

3 . I tried to keep each trial separate. 

5. One successful trial didn't matter but if I'd a few in a 

row I'd get more and more anxious not to break it and then 

if I got one wrong I'd get really upset and found it hard to 

concentrate next time. If I got a lot of red lights in a 

row I'd get desperate and needed to get it right once by 

chance to start working on doing it again . 

8 . Mostly this was an intuitive thing. I don't know why I 

decide to respond as I did it just felt right . 

13. Yes particularly in the category section I found that 

what I said on one trial interfered terribly with my 

sureness about my intuition . This got very frustrating when 

I couldn't repeat myself yet again and then was right in 

what I felt but I'd made the wrong response . The weird 

thing was that my int u i tion was right most of the time but 

on the category response part it sometimes see med virtually 



impossible to say what I 'knew' was right . 

14. With the lever press I worked mostly on intuition I 

even had one session where if I went to press a lever I got 

a 'pain' on the right side of my face - if I pressed that 

lever I got a red light if I didn't I got a green one . 

17. Lots and lots of times and boy did it bug me! With the 

category response I was influenced by other trials, sometimes 

what I said wasn't what I wanted to say and sometimes it 

was only as I was saying it that I was sure it was wrong. 

23. I found the experiment interesting so I put a lot into 

it. I came away today wondering if it was worth so much 

effort because while I may feel that I was doing something I 

doubt very much if the results will reflect this because 

while I was sometimes 'on it' most of my time was spent 

trying to achieve the state necessary to being able to do it 

rather than actually being there 

24 . I left some sessions depressed about my performance and 

others very clear headed. I really enjoyed the spaces in 

between trial blocks which I spent meditating and trying to 

close out all thoughts that were irrelevant to the 

experiment . I saw the experiment as an exercise in 

concentration and trust. In concentrating on trying to see 

the word I was blocking out everything else and then I'd to 

trust that I had seen something that I'd received 

information that was trustworthy and could be used to make 

the correct response. I saw the experiment as a test of my 

ability to act on intuition. I found the experiment 

interesting and challenging and well worth doing. 

Subject 3. (Unsuccessful LP} 

ESQ 1 

1 . I felt there was an element of outguessing some 

presentation words e.g. if previous three were plant then a 

good chance t hat next would be animal even if trying not to 

let this influence my decision it is still hard to forget 

about it. 

ESQ 2. 

1. Headache, fatigue 

2 . Trying too hard this time. 



ESQ 3. 
1.Fatigue 

2. smoother than yesterday. 

ESQ 4 
1. Ugh!! 

2. loss of concentration 

ESQ 5 

1. How do I know flashing lights are really what I score, 

i.e. is truth correctly reported to me - possibility of 

slight suspicion in me. 

ESQ 6. 
1. breaks too long, boredom, fidgeting 

ESQ 7. 
1. hard to concentrate 

ESQ 9. 
1. Too much to drink last night - headache! 

2. Don't try easy to answer without even thinking which 

lever to press; I just move my hand down and one finger 

presses lever but often I'm not even conscious of which 

lever I'm intending to press. 

Subject 4. (Successful LP and VRCAT) 

ESQ 1 

1 I found myself making decisions about the words before 

they appeared. 

ESQ 6. 
The lights are a help and a hindrance. 

logical in my answers and more random. 

PEQ 

I am becoming less 

15. I started loo'king for how long I was aware of the 

changeover from cross to mask animal longer than plant. 

Subject 5. (Successful LP) 

ESQ 1 

2. A rather non verbal experience, I appeared to achieve 

most success when relaxed and not conscious of thought. 

ESQ 2 

4. After giving a series of wrong anBwers I noticed that I 

was attempting t o apply logic , I then made a conscious 



effort to say the first category that came into my mind. 

ESQ 3 
1 . yesterday ' s trust and willingness was balanced today by 

natural suspicion. I found mysel f l ooking for sequence 

patterns . 

ESQ 4 
1. sequential patterns didn't work and I felt more alert and 

looking for some other means of knowing words categories. 

This time rewards or lack of them seemed more of a guide to 

my personal approach to each trial and less like a score! 

2. I began the trials with a definite conceived approach 

a meditative one - i.e. a mind a l ert but absent as far as 

possible of thoughts. I attempted to repress the words 

' animal' and 'plant' and simpl y press the appropriate lever 

according to what seemed right. This approach appeared to 

work better than the previous two, the first being relaxed 

and rather vague, the second being the pattern approach. 

4. I tried to approach this the same as the lever press. 

However I found the verbal response made me over aware of 

the words animal and plant and the consecutive use of one or 

the other logic crept in and I discovered that I was 

thinking. it must be plant because we've had two animals . 

ESQ 5. 
2 . I tried again to achieve a meditative state of mind but 

the grip is tenuous and has to be worked at. 

5 . its becoming apparent I associate plant words with 

'light ' , and animal words with 'darker'. The problem is some 

words on the list don't conform i.e. dove is light and open. 

Using this method in both the lever press and category 

response I experience indecision with some words . The words 

I was sure of I got right, all the wrong ones were those I 
felt indecisive about. 

ESQ 6 . 

2. The green light made me feel relaxed and receptive . The 

red l ight caused me to concentrate in a different more 

conscious way and I got more wrong answers . 

4. ' Logic override ' still a problem . 

ESQ 7. 
1. I find the meditative state difficult to maintain under 

experiment al circumstances . Thoughts resist being put to 

one side in an essentially thought - provoking situation. 



2. In an alert/receptive state I seem to do reasonably well 

until I make a mistake. The logic override becomes a 

problem and my failure rate increases greatly. The time lag 

between what appears to come unbidden and what appears to me 

to be the intrusion of logic is so brief that I have trouble 

distinguishing the two, if indeed the two factors are 

actually operating. 

ESQ 8. 

1. I think I'm being less passive than I believed myself to 

be alert - receptive would be a better description than 

passive - receptive. 

2. More relaxed but more alert, more able to disengage 

thought and logic override. Using a simple memory trick -

plant = ground level = low lever; animals = higher = high 

lever. I find my response with the lever is more automatic, 

more impulse - based. 

ESQ 9. 

I decided I would not be so aware of myself in this session, 

it seemed to have the opposite effect. I became aware of 

trying to hard and I felt less receptive, especially in the 

lever press trials, my expectation of success is higher in 

these. I seemed to do better in the category report trials 

in which I wasn I t expecting to achieve particularly good 
results. 

ESQ 10 

2. I tried to select the appropriate lever on impulse. 3 of 

the 5 times I got the wrong answer I felt I hadn't acted on 
impulse. 

4. This seems completely ridiculous - after initial failure 

(2 reds) it occurred to me to 'listen' to messages (impulse 

type) from one side of my head, the left side. I adopted 

that approach consistently, blocking or seeming to anything 

from the right side. It seemed totally absurd at the t ime 

but appeared to be the most successful strategy I'd managed 

in my attempt to get a clear single message. I'm still 

struck by the absurdity of it, though I can think of a 

number of ways my rationalisation of right and l eft might be 

coloured. [NB. This subject was left handed .] 



Subject 6. (Unsuccessful LP and VRCAT) 

ESQ 1 

2. I found this part very relaxing, I found myself closing 

my eyes in between flashes, and always having a ready i dea 

to reply to the test. Sometimes the immediate impression 

(animal / plant) was strongest, sometimes I found the 

immediate impression weak and a stronger second impression 

opposite to the first. In the second case I found it a 

little difficult to decide what to reply, usually deciding 

on the stronger rather than the prior impression. 

ESQ 2. 

1. I feel fairly tired 

ESQ 3. 
1. thoughts pretty much the same as previous. 

ESQ 5. 
1. I'm finding it more difficult to concentrate. 

ESQ 6. 

1 I begin to feel agitated during rest periods I think 

because of lack of occupation and sense of frustration at 

getting no results. 

ESQ 7. 
1. I can't see a way of trying to adapt myself to the task, 

it's probably not possible to actually adapt oneself at all, 

thus I feel I must still rely on my actions being 

spontaneous . I cannot see how any active thought can help 

at all. 

ESQ 8 . 

1 . I'd like to know what it is like to get a series correct. 

Is there an experience of some type of certainty, or does it 

feel like a guess? 

ESQ 9. 
1. I think you have to be very relaxed to do this 

think a relaxed concentration is needed. 

ESQ 10. 

1. lost my concentration here. 

I 



APPENDIX 4. 

Experiment 4 . 

Lever press results,(correct trials in first column) 

session 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Subject 1 38 -22; 31-29; 30-30; 27-33; 31 - 29; 34- 26 
Subject 2 30-30; 30-30; 29-31; 33-27; 33-27; 32-28 
Subject 3 39-21; 36-24; 37-23; 48 - 12; 50-10; 45 -1 5 
Subject 4 30- 30; 33- 27; 30-30; 25 - 35; 30-30; 36-24 
Subject 5 26-34; 39-21; 36-24; 32- 28; 30-30; 34-26 
Subject 6 33-27; 32-28; 39-21; 33 - 27; 28- 32; 33-27 

Experiment 5 . 

Lever press results, (correct trials in first column) 

session 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Subject 1 34-26; 25 -35; 27 - 33; 32-28; 32-28; 26-34 
Subject 2 42-18; 30-30; 34 - 26; 41-19; 34-26; 41-19 
Subject 3 35-25 ; 36-24; 33 - 27; 32- 28; 31-29; 40-20 
Subject 4 29-31; 44-16; 25-35; 26- 34; 34-26; 43-17 
Subject 5 32-28; 26-34; 32-28; 31- 29; 46-14; 42-18 
Subject 6 29-31; 31 - 29; 32-28 ; 30-30; 33-27; 28-32 




